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A Note
on This Edition

This is the first English translation of all of Nietzsche's writ
ings, including his unpublished fragments, with annotation,
afterwords concerning the individual texts, and indexes, in
nineteen volumes. The aim of this collaborative work is to pro
duce a critical edition for scholarly use. Volume I also includes
an introduction to the entire edition, and Volume 19 will in
clude a detailed chronology of Nietzsche's life. While the goal
is to establish a readable text in contemporary English, the
translation follows the original as closely as possible. All texts
have been translated anew by a group of scholars, and particu
lar attention has been given to maintaining a consistent ter
minology throughout the volumes. The translation is based
on Friedrich Nietzsche, Siimtliche Werke: Kritische Studienaus
gabe in IS Biinden (1980), edited by Giorgio Colli and Mazzino
Montinari. The still-progressing Nietzsche Werke: Kritische
Gesamtausgabe, which Colli and Montinari began in 1963, has
also been consulted. The Colli-Montinari edition is of partic
ular importance for the fragments and variants comprising
more than half of Nietzsche's writings, many of which are pub
lished there for the first time. Besides listing textual variants,
the annotation to this English edition provides succinct infor
mation on the text and identifies events, names (except those
in the Index of Persons), titles, quotes, and biographical facts
of Nietzsche's own life. The notes are numbered in the text
and are keyed by phrase. The Editor's Afterword presents the

x

A N OTE O N THIS E D ITI O N

main facts about the origin of the text, the stages of its compo
sition, and the main events of its reception. The Index of Per
sons lists the dates of birth and death as well as prominent
personal characteristics and includes mythological figures.
Since the first three volumes have appeared, important correc
tions to the 1980 edition of the Kritische Studienausgabe have
been noted, and these corrections have been incorporated into
the translation that appears here.
Ernst Behler and Alan

D.

Schrift

Dawn

Thoughts on the
Presumptions if Morality

"There are so many dawns that
have not yet broken,"

Rig Veda

Preface

I

In this book you will find a "subterranean" at work, a tun
neler, miner, underminer. Provided that you have eyes for such
work of the depths, you will see him -how he makes his way
forward slowly, deliberately, with calm relentlessness, scarcely
betraying the hardship that accompanies every lengthy depriva
tion of light and air; even in his work in the dark, you could call
him content. Doesn't it seem that some faith! guides, that some
comfort recompenses him? That he perhaps wants to have his
own long darkness , his incomprehensibility, concealment,
enigma, because he knows what he will also have: his own day
break, his own salvation, his own dawn? . . Certainly he will
return: don't ask him what he's up to down there; once he has
"become human" again, he will tell you himself, this apparent
Trophonius2 and subterranean. One thoroughly unlearns how to
keep silent after having been, for as long as he, a mole and alone.

2
Indeed, my patient friends, I will tell you what I was up to
down there, tell you here in this belated Preface,3 which could
easily have become an obituary, a funeral oration: for I have
returned and - I have also escaped. You needn't worry that I
will summon you to the same perils! Or even merely to the
same solitude! For whoever travels down such paths of his own

2
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encounters no one: such is the nature of "own paths ." No one
comes to help h i m along the way; he alone must contend with
all the danger, chance, malice, and bad weather that befall him.

He has his path for himself- and also of course his bitterness,

his occas io n a l vexation over this " for h imself": part of which
i ncludes, for instance, his knowledge that even his friends can
not discern where he is or where he's going and that, from time
to time, they ask themselves, "What? Is he even going at all?
Does he still have - a path?" - Back then I undertook some
th ing that might well not be for everyone: I cli mbed i nto the
deep; J tunneled i nto the foundation;4 I began to i nvestigate
and to dig away5 at an ancient

trust6

upon which, for the past

few millennia, we philosophers have tended to build as if it were
the securest of foundations - time and time again, although
every bui lding heretofore has collapsed: I began to undermine
our

trust in morality.

But you don't understand me?

3
Previously, thinking has been at its worst with regard to
good and evil? that was always too dangerous a subject. Con
science, reputation, hell, and, if necessary, even the p olice al
lowed and continue to allow no candor. As with every author
ity, in the presence of morality one precisely

should not

think

or, even less, speak one's mind; here, one - o brys! As long as
the world has existed, no authority has ever willingly permit
ted itself to become the object of critique; and even to think of
criticizing morality, to consider morality as a problem, as prob
lematic: what? was that not - is that not - immoral? - But
morality has at her command not merely every type of terri
fying bogey to keep critical hands and instruments of torture
at a distance: her security rests even more surely in a certain
power of enchantment i n which she is well skilled - she knows
how to " inspire."8 She succeeds, often with a single glance, i n
laming the critical will, even in luring it over to her own side;
there are i ndeed cases where she manages to turn the critical
will against itself: so that, l i ke the scorpion, it plunges its sting
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into its own body. From t i me immemorial, morality has been
well skilled in every devilry of the art of persuasion: there has
never been, even these days, a single orator who does not solicit
her assistance. (Just listen, for instance, to the way even our an
archists speak: how morally they evince in order to convince!9
They even go so far as to end up calling themselves "the good
and the just." ) From the beginning of time, as long as people
have evinced and been convinced, morality has proven herself
to be the greatest mistress of seduction - and, as far as we phi
losophers are concerned, the true

CircelO ofphilosophers. Why i s

it that from Plato to t h i s day all philosophical architects i n Eu
rope have built in vain? That everything they themselves hon
estly and earnestly held to be

aere perennius11

is threateni n g

t o collapse o r already lies i n ruin? Oh how false i s the answer t o
this question that, even now, one keeps ready and waiting:
" because they all had overlooked the prerequisite, an ex
amination of the fundament, a critique of reason in its en
tirety" 12 - that d isastrous answer of Kant's, with which, with
out a doubt, he failed to entice us modern philosophers onto a
more solid and less deceptive ground!13 ( - and, come to think
of it, wasn't it somewhat strange to demand that an instrument
should critique its own excellence and usefulness? That the in
tellect itself should "apprehend" its own worth, its own power,
its own limits? Wasn't it even j ust a bit contradictory? -) Ac
tually, the right answer would have been that all philosophers,
Kant included, have been building under the seduction of
morality- that although their p roposed aim seemed to be
certainty and "truth," actually they have sought

edifices":

"majestic moral

in order to use once again Kant's innocent language,

we recall that he designated it to be his own task and labor,
which was " less resplendent, but certainly still meritorious" "to
render the ground for these maj estic moral edifices level and
suitable for construction"

(Critique of Pure Reason

II, 257).14

Alas, we now h ave to admit that he did not succeed in h i s
efforts, quite t h e opposite! With such a rapturous goal, Kant
was indeed the true son of his century, which, more than any
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other, may be called the century of rapturous enthusiasm;15 as,
fortunately, he also remained with regard to his more valuable
sides (for example, the healthy bit of sensualism1(' that he took
over into h is t heory of knowledge) . He too had been bitten by
that taran tula of morality Rousseau, he too held in the very
depths of his soul the idea of moral fanaticism whose execu
tor yet another disciple of Rousseau's , namely Robespierre, felt
and confessed himself to be, when he longed "defonder sur la
terre l'cmpire de la sagesse, de la justice et de fa vertu" (address
from 7 June 1794) .17 With such French ified fanaticism at heart,
one could not, on the other hand, have acted more un-French,
more profound, more thorough, more German - i f the word
"German" i n this sense is still permissible these days - than
Kant acted: in order to create room for

his "moral

realm,"18 he

found h i m self obliged to posit a nondemonstrable world , a
logical "Beyond " - expressly to this end did he need his

Cri
tique of Pure Reason!19 Or to put it another way: he wouldn't
have needed it, if one thing had not been more important to
h i m than everything else: to make the "moral realm" unassail
�lble, better yet, inapprehensible by reason - he felt too pow
erfully the very assailability of the moral order by the forces of
reason! In the face of nature and history, in the face of the
fundamental

immorality of nature

and history, Kant was, like

every good German from way back, a pessimist: he believed in
morality, not because it is manifested i n nature and history;
rather, he believed in spite of the fact that nature and history
constantly contradict it. In order to understand this "in spite
of," one might perhaps recall a related passage i n Luther, that
other great pessimist who, with all of his natural audacity,
once remonstrated to his friends: " i f we could grasp through
reason how God, who shows so much wrath and malice, could
be merciful and just, then why would we need faith?" Noth
i ng, of course, has ever made a deeper impression on the Ger
man soul, nothing has "tempted" it more than this most dan
gerous of all conclusions, which, to every true Mediterranean,
is a sin against the spirit: credo quia absurdum est 20 - with this
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conclusion, German logic m akes its first appearance in the
history of Christian dogma; but even today still, a millennium
later, we Germans of today, late Germans in every respect, catch
the scent of- something like truth, like the possibility of truth
behind the famous real-dialectical axiom with which Hegel
in his day procured for the German spirit a victory over
Europe - "Contradiction moves the world; all things contra
dict themselves"21 - we are, through and through, even in our
logic, pessimists.
4

Logical value

j udgments, however, are not the deepest and

most fundamental to which our valorous suspicion can de
scend: faith in reason, according to which the validity of these
judgments stands or falls, is, as faith, a

moral phenomenon

. . .

Perhaps German pessimism must still run its final course? Per
haps it must yet one more time, in a terrifying manner, juxta
pose its

credo and its absurdum? And if this book is pessimistic

even over into morality, over into and beyond the trust in
morality-wouldn't it be, for this very reason, a German book?
For it does indeed present a contradiction and does, in no way,
shy away from it: this book gives notice to trust in morality
but why, you may ask?

Out ofmorality! Or how else should we

name what occurs in the book- and in us? For in accordance
with our taste, we would prefer more modest words. But there is
no doubt that to us also there still speaks a "thou shalt": we also
still obey a strict law set over us - and this is the last morality
to which we also still attend and by which we also still know
how

to live; in this, if in anything at all, are we also still people
of conscience: namely, in that we do not want to go back once
more into what we deem out! ived and decayed, into anything

at all "unworthy of belief," call it God , virtue, truth, justice, or
love thy neighbor; in that we allow ourselves no bridges of lies
to old ideals; in that we are inimical to the core to everything
that would like to appease and to interfere with us; inimical as
well to every present type of faith and Christianness; inimical to
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the half-and-half of all Romanticism and fatherland-fanaticism;
inimical as wel l to artists' love of pleasure and their lack of
conscience, wh ich would like to convince us to worship where
we no longer believe - for we are artists - i n imical, in short,
to the whole of European fiminism (or idealism i f that sounds
better to you) , which eternally " draws us upward "22 and,
precisely for that reason, eternally "drags us down" - only as
people of

this

conscience do we still feel o urselves related to

the m i l lenn ia-old German integrity and piety, albeit as its last
and most questionable descendants, we immoralists, we god
less ones of today, yes , even, from a certain understanding, as
its heirs , as executors o f its innermost will, a pessimistic will,
whi ch, as I said, is not a fraid o f negating its very self because it
takes great pleasure in negating! Fulfilling itsel f in us is, in case
YOll wa nt a formula

-

the self-sublation ofmorality. n_
5

- But ultimately: why should we have to proclaim what we
are, what we want and don't want, so loudly and with such fer
vor? Let us view it with a gaze more cold, more distant, shrewd,
lofty; let us speak it as it may be spoken among ourselves, so
furtively that the whole world pays no attention to it, that the
whole world pays no attention to

slowly

.

.

.

us!

Above all, let us speak it

This Preface comes late, but not too late; what dif

ference, a fter all, do five or six years make? A book, a problem
such as this, has no hurry; besides, both of us, I j ust as much
as my book, are friends of the

lento.24

Having been a philolo

gist is not for nothing; perhaps you remain one, a teacher, i n
other words, of s l o w reading - in t h e long run, you end up
writing slowly as well . Nowadays it is not only a matter of habit
for me, but also one of taste, a malicious taste perhaps? - To
write nothing more that would not drive to despair every sort
of person who is " in a hurry." Philology is, namely, that vener
able art that requi res of its admirers one thing above all else:
to go aside, to take time, to become still, become slow- as a
goldsmith 's art and connoisseurship of the

word,

which has
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nothing but fine, cautious work to take care of and which
achieves nothing if it does not achieve it

lento.

But for exactly

this reason, philology is today more necessary than ever, by ex
actly this means, philology attracts and enchants us most pow
erfully in the midst of an age of "work," that is to say, of precipi
tateness, of unseemly and sweating overhaste that wants at once
to be over and done with everything, even with every old and
new book: - philology itself is never so easily over and done
with anything whatsoever; it teaches to read

well, which means

to read slowly, deeply, backward and forward with care and re
spect, with reservations, with doors left open, with delicate fin
gers and eyes . . . My p atient friends, this book desires for
itself only consummate readers and philologists:
me well! -

Ruta near Genoa,25
in the Autumn of the year 1886

learn to read

Book One

I

Retroactive! rationality. - All things that live a long time
gradually become so saturated with reason that their lineage2
out of unreason thus becomes implausible. Doesn't virtually
every exact h istory of an emergence.l strike us as feeling para
doxical and outrageous? Doesn't the good historian, at bottom,
continuously contradict?
2

Scholars'presumption. - It is an accurate judgment4 on the
part of scholars that human beings of every epoch thought
they knew what was good and evil, praise- and blameworthy.
It is, however, a scholars' presumption that we know it better
now than in any other epoch.
3
Everything has its day. When human beings first ascribed
a genderS to every single thing, they did so in all seriousness,
believing they had gained a profound insight - only very late,
and perhaps to this day not yet fully, have they admitted to
themselves the enormous scope of this mistake. - In just the
same way, humans have conferred on everything that exists a
relationship to morality and have laid upon the world 's shoul
der an ethical significance. One day this too will have just as
-

9
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much, and no more, value as the belief in the masculinity or
femininity of the sun6 has today.

4
Against the imaginary disharmony of the spheres. -We must
oust from the world anew the many types of false grandeur,
because they go against the j ustice that all things are entitled
to demand of us! And to that end, it is necessary not to want to
view the world as more disharmonious than it is!
57

Be grateful!-The greatest achievement of humankind to
date is that we need no longer be in constant fear of wild ani
mals, barbarians, the gods, and our dreams.
6

The conjurer and his contrary. 8 - What astonishes in the sci
ences is directly opposed to what astonishes in the conjurer's
art. For the latter wants to coax us into seeing a very simple
causality when, in reality, a very complicated causality is at
work. The sciences, on the other hand, compel us to relinquish
our belief in simple causalities at the very moment when ev
erything seems so self-explanatory and we are being the fools
of what is before our very eyes. The "simplest" things are very
complicated-one can't marvel enough at that!

7
Learning a different sense of space. - Have real th ings or
imaginary things contributed more to human happiness? It is
certain that the breadth of space between highest happiness
and deepest despair has been established only with the aid of
imaginary things. Accordingly, the i nfluence of the sciences is
constantly diminishing this type of spatial sense: just as science
has taught, and continues to teach us to experience the earth as
small and the solar system even as a mere dot.

10
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Transfiguration.9 The helplessly suffering, the bewilderedly
dreaming, the celestially transported - these are the three ranks
into which Raphael divides human beings. We no longer view
the world this way- and these days Raphael would no longer
be able to do so either: he would behold with his own eyes a new
transfigu ration.
-

910

Concept ofthe morality of mores.ll,12 - In relation to the way
of life of humankind for entire millennia, we present-day hu
mans live in a very unaccustomed, immorall.3 age: the power
of custom is astonishingly enfeebled and the sense of morality
so refined and lofty that one can say it has well nigh evapo
rated. Hence, for us, the late born, fundamental insights14 into
the emergence of morality become d i fficult; when we h ave
found them nonetheless, they stick to our tongue and don't
want out: because they sound coarse! Or because they seem to
slander morality! As, for instance, right away with the veryfirst
proposition: morality is nothing other (therefore, above all no
more!) than obedience to mores, no matter what ilk they might
1
happen to be; mores, however, are merely the traditional 5 man
ner of acting and evaluating. I n matters where no tradition
commands, there is no morality; and the less life is determined
by tradition, the smaller the orbit of morality becomes. The
free human being is unaccustomed and immoral because, in
all things, he wants to depend upon himself and not upon a
tradition: in every primitive state of human society, "evil" is
tantamount to "individual," " free," "arbitrary," "unusual," "un
foreseen," "incalculable." Judged according to the standards of
such states: when an act is committed not because tradition
commands it, but owing instead to other motives (for exam
ple, one's individual advantage), the act is always deemed im
moral and is experienced as such, even by its perpetrator, even
when the motives are the very ones that established the tradi-
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tion in the first place: for it was not undertaken in obedience
to tradition. What is tradition? A higher authority, which one
obeys not because it commands what is
cause it

commands. -What

useful to

us, but be

d i fferentiates this feeling with

regard to tradition from the feeling of fear in general ? It is
the fea r of a higher intellect that commands through tradi
tion, fear in the face of an inexplicable, indeterminate power, of
something beyond the p e rsonal - there is

superstition

in this

fear. - Originally, all training, all tending to health, marriage,
the art of healing, agriculture, war, speaking and keeping silent,
traffic with one another and with the gods belonged in the
domain of morality: which demanded that one observe rules
and precepts

without thinking ofoneselfas an individual.

Origi

nally, then, everything was a m atter of custom, and anyone
wishing to elevate himself above custom had to become law
giver and medicine man and a demigod of sorts: that is, he had
to

create customs-a terrifying, life-th reatening thing!- Who
For a start, whoever fulfills the law most

is the most moral?

frequently: who, thus, like the Brahman,l6 bears the conscious

ness of the law with him everywhere and in each infinitesimal
division of time in order that he may be continually inventive
in finding opportunities to fulfill the law.

Then,

anyone who

also fulfills it in the most difficult situations. The most moral
is whoever sacrifices the most to custom: which, however, are the
greatest sacrifice s ? Depending on the answer to this question,
several different moralities unfold; but the most important
distinction is still the one that separates the morality of the

most frequent fulfillment from that of the most difficult fulfill
ment. Make no m istake about the motive behind that moral
ity that requires the most difficult fulfillment of mores as the
sign of morality! It requires overcoming the self, owing not to
the useful consequences for the individual, but in order, instead,
that custom, the tradition , might emerge triumphant despite
all i ndividual benefit from and desire to the contrary: the
individual shall sacrifice - so dictates the morality of mores. 
Those moralists, on the other hand, who, following in

Socratic
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footsteps, press upon the

individual the morality of self-control

and abstention as a means to the individual's most inherent ad

vantage,

his most personal key to happiness,form the exception

and if it seems otherwise to us, it is because we have been raised
in the wake of their effect: a l l such proponents chart a new
course, invoking the severest disapproval from all representa
tives of the morality of mores - as beings without mores, they
detach themselves fro m the community and are, in the most
profound sense, evil. So too did every
and foremost for his

own happiness

Christian who "strove first

and salvation" appear to a

virtuous Roman of the old school - as evil.- Wherever there
is a commun ity and, consequently, a morality of mores, there
rules as well the idea that the punishment for an offense against
the mores fa lls above all on the community: that supernatural
pun ishment whose manifestation and extremes are so difficult
to comp rehend and that is grasped with such superstitious
fear. The community can compel the individual to compensate
another individual or the community for the present damage
resulting from his action; it can also take a type of revenge on
the i ndividual because owing to him and to the alleged after
effect of his deed, the storm clouds of the gods have gathered
over the community and unleashed the squall of their mighty
wrath- but the com munity experiences the guilt of the indi
vidual primarily as

own

its own guilt and bears his punishment as its

punishment - "mores have become lax," bemoans each

member of the community in his soul, " if such deeds are possi
ble." Every individual action, every individual way of thinking
provokes horror; it is quite impossible to fathom all the many
things that, through the whole course of history, precisely those
more unusual, select, and original intellects have had to suffer
because they were always perceived as evil and dangerous, be
cause, in fact,

they perceived themselves as such.

Under the do

minion of the morality o f mores any form of originality has
acquired an evil conscience;l7 accordingly, the sky above the
best of humanity continues to this very minute to be cloudier,
gloomier than necessary.

13
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Sense of morality and sense ofcausality in counteraction.

To
the extent that the sense of causality increases, the purview of
the moral realm diminishes: for in every case where one has
comprehended the necessary effects and has learned to think of
them as separate from all chance occurrences and all incidental
posteriority (post hoc),18 one has destroyed an immense number
offantastic causalities, which were believed in, and believed to
be, foundations of mores - the real world is much smaller
than that of fantasy- and each time a bit of anxiety and con
straint disappears from the world, so too vanishes each time a
bit of respect for the authority of custom. On the whole moral
ity has lost ground. By contrast, whoever wishes to extend its
sphere must know how to prevent the results from being subject
-

to controf.19
Popular morality and folk medicine. The morality that
reigns in a community is being worked upon by everyone at
every moment: most people serve up example after example for
the purported relationship between cause and effect and, by ex
tension, between guilt and punishment; confirm this relation
ship as well founded; and strengthen faith in it: some others
form new observations regarding actions and their consequences
and extrapolate from them conclusions and laws; a very few
take exception here and there and permit faith in these matters
to weaken . - B ut they are all alike in the thoroughly crude,
unscientific manner of their activity; whether it is a question
of examples, observations, or exceptions, or a matter of the
proof, corroboration, expression, or refutation of a law- it is
worthless material and worthless form, as are all the material
and form of fol k medicine. Fol k medicine and popular mo
rality belong together and ought no longer to be evaluated
so differently, as is still the case: both are the most dangerous
pseudosciences.
-
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Consequence as supplemental ingredient.

-

People used to be

I ieve that the oLltcome of an action was not a consequence21
bm an independent , supplemental ingredient, namely God's .

I s a greater confusion conceivable? Th e action and its outcome
had to be worked out separately, with quite different means
and practices!

13
Toward the Reeducation of the Human RaceY People of
diligence and goodwill, lend a hand in the one work of eradi
-

cating from the face of the earth the concept of punishment,
wh ich has overrun the whole world! There is no more noxious
weed! Nor only has it been implanted into the consequences
of our modes of behavior - and how horrible and repulsive to
reason this alone is: to interpret cause and effect as cause and
punishment! - but they've gone further still and, with this
infamous art of interpreting the concept of punishment, they
have robbed of its innocence the whole, pure contingency of
events. I ndeed, they have driven this madness to such an ex
treme as to bid us experience existence itself as a punishment
it is as if, heretofore, the phantasms of jailers and hangmen had
been conducting the education of the human race.

14
Significance of madness in the history of morality.

If, de
spite that fearful pressure of the "morality of mores" under
which all communal human beings have l ived for thousands
and thousands o f years before the beginning of recorded
time and also in our own millennium more or less unchanged
until this very day (we ourselves dwell in the demimonde of
exceptions or, as it were, in the evil zone) : - if, I reiterate, despite
that fact, new and deviant thoughts, evaluations, drives erupted
again and again, they were accompanied by a horrifying atten
dant; almost everywhere it is madness that paves the way for a
-
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new thought, that breaks the spell of a venerated23 custom or
superstition. Do you comprehend why it had to be madness?
Something in voice and bearing as gruesome and incalculable
as the demonic moods of weather and of sea and thus worthy
of similar awe and observation? Something that bore so visibly
the sign of compulsiveness and complete lack of control as the
convulsions and froth of the epileptic, that seemed thereby to
mark the madman as the mask and megaphone of a divinity?
Something that kindled inside the very bearer of a new idea
no longer pangs of conscience but now reverence for, awe of,
himself and drove him to become the prophet and martyr of
his idea? -Whereas today we are still told again and again that,
instead of a grain of salt,24 a grain of madness herb25 affixes
to genius, all earlier people assumed much more readily the
idea that wherever there is madness, there is also a grain of
genius and wisdom - something "divine," they would whisper
to themselves. Or rather: they voiced their sentiment force
fully enough. "The greatest blessings have come to Greece by
way of madness,"26 said Plato, in accord with all of ancient
humanity. Let us go one step further: provided they weren't actu
ally mad, all those superior people who were irresistibly com
pelled to cast off the yoke of any sort of morality and to devise
new laws had no choice other than to drive themselves, or to
pretend, to madness - and indeed this applies to i nnovators
in all spheres and not merely those of priestly and political
caste - even the innovator of poetic meter had to authenticate
himself through madness.27 (As a result, a certain convention of
madness continued to adhere to writers even into much milder
ages: a convention to which, for example, Solon appealed when
he incited the Athenians to reconquer Salamis.)28 - "How do
you make yourself mad if you aren't and don't dare to appear
so?" Virtually all significant people of ancient civilization have
pursued this dreadful train of thought; a clandestine doctrine
of techniques and dietary hints on the subject proliferated, to
gether with a feeling for the innocence, indeed, the sacredness
of this type of contemplation and aspiration. The recipes for
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an Indian to become a medicine man, a Christian of the Middle
Ages a saint, a Greenlander an angegok,29 or a Brazilian a pajee-w
are essentia l ly the same: nonsensical fasting, perpetual sexual
absti nence, going to the wilderness:l! or ascending a mountain
or a pillar:l2 or "seating oneself i n an age-old pasture overlooking
a lake" and thinking of positively nothing at all other than what
ever can bring on the mental disorder of a rapturous trance.5.l
Who dares to take a close look into the wilderness of the most
bitter and superfluous torments of the soul in which, in all like
lihood, precisely the most productive human beings of all time
have languished! To listen to those sighs of the solitary and dis
traught: "Ah, grant me madness at last, ye heavenly hosts! Mad
ness that I might at long last believe in myself! Grant deli riums
and convulsions, sudden illuminations and tenebrosities; terrify
me w ith frost and flame such as no other mortal has yet expe
rienced, with a deafening din and roaming apparitions; let me
howl and moan and cringe like a beast: that I might only come to
believe in myself! Doubt consumes me; I have killed the law and
like a corpse before the living, the law frightens me; if I am not
more than the law, then I am the most depraved of all creatures.
lhe new spirit in me, where does it come from ifit is not from you?
Prove to me surely that I am yours; madness alone proves it to me."
And all too often this fervor attained its goal all too well: in that
age when Christianity proved most exuberantly its fecundity in
saints and desert solitaries and presumed thereby to be proving it
self; there existed in Jerusalem immense madhouses for miscar
ried saints, for those who had expended on sainthood their last
grain of salt.

15
The oldest means o/solace. First stage: in every indisposition
and misfortune, a human being will find occasion to make
somebody, anybody else, suffer- in the process, he becomes
aware of the power he still has at his disposal and this consoles
him. Second stage: in every indisposition and misfortune, a hu
man being will find a punishment, which is to say a propitiation
-
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of guilt and the means of extricating h imself from the malevo
lent spell of a real or i maginary i nj ustice. When he catches sight
of this

advantage that goes hand and hand with the inj ustice, he

no longer feels the need to make someone else suffer for it-he
renounces the one form of gratification because he now has
another.

16
4
First proposition3 of civilization. - Among

primitive peo

ples there is a category of customs whose sole aim seems to be
custom itself: 35 painstaking36 and ultimately superfluous ordi
nances (such as, for example, those among the Kamchadals37
never to scrape off snow from boots with a knife, never with
a knife to spear a l ive ember, never to lay sword i n fire -and
death to whosoever offendeth against such particulars!), ordi
nances, however, that keep one ever m indful of the ever-nearness
of custom and of the continuous compulsion to enact custom,
thereby confirming the great proposition with which civiliza
tion begins: any custom is better than no custom at all.

17
Good and evil nature. - First,

human beings imagined them

selves into nature: they saw themselves and their kind, namely
their evil and temperamental disposition, everywhere, hidden, as
it were, behind clouds, thunderstorms, beasts of prey, trees and
plants: those were the days when they invented "evil nature."
Then along came an age i n which they imagined themselves out
of nature again, the Age of Rousseau: people were so sick of one
another that they positively had to have a corner of the world
where they, with all their suffering, could not get to: they in
vented "good nature."

18
1he morality of voluntary suffering. - Of

all the pleasures

available to people in what amounts to a state of war in that tiny,
constantly endangered community where severest morality
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reigns , which is the ulti mate?3R To souls, that is to say, who are
powerful, vengeful, hostile, devious, suspicious, capable of the
most dreadful deeds, and who h ave been hardened by self
denial and m o rality? The pleasure of
deemed a

virtue

cruelty:

likewise, it is

of a soul under such conditions to be i nven

tive and i nsati able i n cruelty. The actions of someone cruel
refresh the community, which, for once, casts off the gloom
and doom of perpetual fear and precaution . Cruelty belongs
among the oldest festive pleasures of humanki nd. It is as
sumed, therefore, that the gods are also refreshed and festively
disposed whenever one presents them with the sight of cru
elty - and thus worms its way into the world the representa
tion that

voluntary suffering,

self- elected torment, makes good

sense and is valuable. .l'! Little by little, custom fashions with in
the community a practice in keeping with this representation:
with each passing day, people grow more mistrustful of any
excessive wel l-being and more assured in all difficult and pain
ful situations; they say to themselves: it may well be that the
gods look upon us harshly when we are happy and mercifully
when we suffer - by no means out of compassion!40 For com
passion is considered contemptible and unworthy of a strong
and dreadful soul; - i nstead, the gods are merciful because
they are amused and brought to exuberant spirits by our suffer
ing: for in his cruelty, the sadist enjoys the ultimate titillation,
a feeling of power. Thus, the concept of the "most moral" mem
ber of the community comes to mean the virtue of copious
suffering, of self-denial, the austere way of life, cruel mortifica
tion and penance41 - not, to say it again and again , as a means
of discipline or of self-control or of the desire for i ndividual
happiness - but as a virtue that, among the ill-tempered gods,
lends the community the sweet smell of appeasement, wafting
up to the immortals like a perpetual propitiatory sacrifice on
the altar. All those spiritual leaders of peoples who were able to
actually move something within the torpid, yet fertile sludge
of their mores have needed, in addition to madness , volun

tary torture i n order to i nspire in others belief4 2 - and first
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and foremost, as always , belief i n themselves! The more their
spirit ventured on new pathways where it was, consequently,
tortured by anxieties and pangs of conscience, the more they
raged against their own flesh, their own desires, and their own
health - as if to offer the divinity some substitute pleasure,
should he happen perhaps to be embittered about the estab
lished rites that had been assaulted and neglected and about
the new objectives on the horizon. Let's not be too quick to as
sume that we h ave by now altogether freed ourselves from this
sort of logic of emotion! Let the most heroic souls question one
another on the s ubject. Every one of the smallest steps along the
path of free thought or in a life shaped personally has been
achieved, from time immemorial, at the price of spiritual and
physical tortures:43 not only stepping forward,44 no! above all,
any stepping, movement, change has needed its countless mar
tyrs throughout the interminable path-seeking and foundation
laying millennia, something we certainly forget when speaki ng,
as usual, about "world history," about this ridiculously tiny slice
of human existence; and even in this so-called world history,
which is basically just noise around the latest news flashes,
there is actually no theme more important than the ancient
tragedy of the martyrs

who wanted to stir up the quagmire.

Nothing has been purchased more dearly than the l ittle bit of
human reason and sense of freedom that make up the sum
total of our pride today. It is, however, precisely this pride that
makes it virtually i mpossible today for us to have a feeling
for those vast expanses of time that comprise the "morality of
mores" and that precede "world history" as the actual and deci

sive main history that has determined the character of human
kind: back when it came i nto currency that suffering was a
virtue, cruelty a virtue, dissimulation a virtue, revenge a virtue,
denial of reason a virtue, whereas well-being was a danger, thirst
for knowledge45 a danger,46 peace a danger, pity a danger, being
pitied an insult,47 work an insult, madness godliness, and change
the thing most immoral and pregnant with destruction! -You
suppose all this has changed and the human race has altered its
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character? Oh, you keen observers of human nature, learn bet
ter to know yourselves!
19

Morality and stupefaction. -Custom represents the day-to
day experiences of people of earlier times regarding what was
perceived as useful and as harmful-but thefeeling/or custom
(morality) is based not on those experiences as such, but upon
the age, the sanctity, the inscrutability of custom. Accord
ingly, this feeling acts to prevent one from having new experi
ences and correcting old mores: in other words, morality acts
to prevent the rise of new and better mores: it stupefies.
20

Freedoers andJreethinkers. 4H Freedoers are at a disadvantage
compared to freethinkers because people suffer more visibly
from the consequences of actions than from those of thoughts.
If one considers, however, that both types are in search of grati
fication and that for freethinkers the mere conceptualization
and articulation of forbidden things suffices for this gratifica
tion, then, with regard to motives, the two are of one accord:
and with regard to consequences, the scale even tips against
freethinkers, provided one does not-as does the world at
large -judge according to whatever is most immediately and
crudely visible. One has to retract a great deal of the abuse that
people are wont to heap upon all those figures who broke the
spell of a custom with a deed-in general, they are branded
criminals. Anyone who has ever overturned an existing moral
law has always, heretofore, passed initially for a bad person: but
afterward when, as it happened, the law could no longer be
propped up and people acquiesced to the fact, the evaluation
began a gradual transformation-history concerns itself almost
exclusively with these badpeople who have later been pronounced
-

good!

21
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"Fulfillment of the law.
In the event that obedience to a
moral precept yields, after all is said and done, a result other
than what was promised and expected and, contrary to expec
tation, unhappiness and misery set in instead of the vouch
safed happiness, then the conscientious and fearful always
have at their disposal an escape clause: "something was over
looked in the observance." I n the worst-case scenario, a pro
foundly remorseful and crushed humanity will even decree,
" it is impossible to observe the precept properly; we are frail
and sinful to the core and in our heart of hearts incapable of
morality and hence we have no right to happiness or success.
Moral precepts and covenants were intended for better beings
than ourselves."
"-

22
Works andfaith. 49 - To this day Protestant theologians con
tinue to propagate the same fundamental error: that everything
depends solely on faith and that from faith alone works must
necessarily follow. This is positively not true, yet sounds so se
ductive it has already befuddled intellects other than Luther's
(namely, those of Socrates and Plato) : even though the evidence
of every experience of every day speaks against it. 1he most
certain knowledge or faith cannot supply the energy or the tal
ent to perform a deed; it cannot replace the workings of that
subtle and multipartite mechanism, which must occur before
anything whatsoever can be transformed from representation
into action. First and foremost works! Meaning do, do, do! The
appurtenant " faith" will turn up in the long run -of that you
may be sure!

23 50
51
Where we are the subtlest.
Because it was thought for
many thousands of years that things (nature, tools, belongings
-

of all kinds) were also alive and animate, with the power to
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injure and to elude human purposes, the feeling of powerless
ness among humans was much greater and much more com
mon than it need have been; one felt compelled to secure one
self against things, just as against people and animals, th rough
the use of force, coercion, flattery, treaties, sacrifi c es - herein
lies the origin of most superstitious rituals, 52 that is to say, of
a considerable, perhaps predominant, and yet squandered and
useless component of all activity heretofore performed by hu
man beings! - But because the feeling of powerlessness and
fear was in a state of almost perpetual excitation for so long a
time, the feeling ofpower has developed such a degree of subtlety
th at, in this regard, humans can now compete with the most
del icate balance that measures gold. The feeling of power has
become their strongest inclination; the methods they discov
ered to create this feeling just about constitute the history of
cuI tLl reo
2 4 53

The proof of a precept. 54_In general, the goodness or bad
ness'i'i of a precept, for instance, one to bake bread, is proven
according to whether or not it yields its promised result, pre
supposing that the precept is strictly observed. It is another
matter nowadays with regard to moral precepts: for here it is
precisely the results that are not discernible or else ambiguous
and open to interpretation. These precepts rest on hypotheses
of the most meager possible scientific worth; at bottom, their
proof and their refutation according to results are equally im
possible: - but back in those days when the sciences retained
their original primitiveness and only meager requirements
were necessary to accept a thing as proven - in those days the
goodness or badness of a precept regarding custom was deter
mined in exactly the same manner as that of any other precept
today: by pointing to the promised outcome. If the natives of
Russian America56 subscribe to the precept, "thou shalt throw
no animal bone into the fire nor give it to the dogs," then they
prove it by saying, "if you do, you will have no luck when hunt-
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ing." But then again, one almost always has, in some sense or
other, "no luck when hunting." Th is tack taken, it is virtua l ly
impossible to

refute the goodness of the precept, especially when

a community and not an individual is deemed accountable to
suffer the punishment; instead, some circumstance will always
turn up that appears to prove the precept.
25

Custom and beauty.-On

behalf of custom, let it be known

that for anyone who subjugates the self to it completely, heart
and soul, from the very beginning onward, the organs of at
tack and defense - physical and spiritual- degenerate: i n
other words , that particular someone becomes increasingly
more beautiful! For it is the workings of those organs and their
corresponding disposition that both sustain and increase ugli
ness. That is why an old baboon is uglier than a young one, and
why a young female baboon bears the closest resemblance to
a human and is, accordingly, the most beautiful. From this one
should draw a conclusion regarding the origin of the beauty of
women!
2657

Animals and morality. 58 - The

practices demanded in re

fined society: scrupulous avoidance of anything l aughable,
conspicuous or presumptuous, the s uppression of one's vir
tues along with one's more vehement desires , self-imposed
conformance, compliance, diminishment- al l these protocols
thought of as social morality can be found, in crude form,
everywhere, even down to the deepest depths of the animal
world - and only i n th is depth59 do we view the design be
hind all these charming precautionary measures: one wants
to escape from p redators and to gain advantage in capturing
prey. For this reason animals learn to control and to disguise
themselves in such a way that, for example, many adapt their
colors to that of the environment (as a result of the so-called
"chromatic function") , many play dead or assume the shapes
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and colors of another animal or of sand, leaves , lichens, fungi
{what English researchers refer to as mimicry).6o By the same
token, the individual conceals himself in the communal gen
erality of the concept " human being," or else in society, or he
adapts himself to princes, classes, political parties, opinions
of the time or place: and for all our subtle ways61 of appearing
happy, grateful, powerful, or in love, one can easily find the
relevant animal likeness.62 Even that nose for truth, which is,
at bottom, the nose for safety, human beings have in common
with animals: one doesn't want to let oneself be deceived, be
led astray by one's own actions; one l istens mistrustfully to
the promptings of one's own passions; one constrains and re
mains on guard against oneself. The animal understands all
this j ust as well as the human being; it also develops self
control out of a nose for reality (prudence) . It too observes the
effect its actions have on the perceptions of other animals and
from there learns to look back at itself, to take itself "objec
tively"; it has its degree of self-awareness. The animal judges the
movements of its enemies and friends , it learns their particu
larities by heart, it takes appropriate measures: it renounces
battle once and for all against individuals of a certain species
and also divines i n the approach of many types of animals a
readiness for peace and accord.63 The beginnings of justice, as
well as of prudence, moderation, valor - in short, everything
to which we give the name Socratic virtues is bestial: a conse
quence of those drives that teach us to seek nourishment and
escape hostilities. Now, if we take i nto consideration that the
loftiest human being is elevated and refined only in the man
ner of his nourishment and in the concept of what is hostile to
him, then we will not be unjustified in designating the entire
moral phenomenon as bestial.

27
The value of belief in superhuman 6 4 passions. - The insti
tution of marriage stubbornly upholds the belief that love,
though a passion, is, as such, capable of duration; indeed, that

25
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enduring, lifelong love can be established as the rule. Through
this tenacious adherence to a high-minded belief, even though
very often, almost as a rule, it is disproved and consequently a
pia jraus,G5 marriage has bestowed on love a higher nobility. All
institutions that grant to a passion, contrary to passion's nature,
the belie/in its duration as well as the responsibility for its dura
tion have elevated that passion to a new status: from that point
on, anyone seized by such a passion no longer believes himself
degraded or endangered, as was earlier the case, but feels instead
exalted vis-a.-vis himself and his peers. Think of the institutions
and mores that, from a moment's ardent abandonment, have
created eternal devotion, from the pleasure of wrath, eternal
revenge, from despair, eternal mourning, from the sudden and
solitary word, eternal obligation. With every occurrence this
type of transformation has introduced a great deal of hypocrisy
and lying into the world: with every occurrence it brings along
as well, and comes at the price of, a superhuman, human
exalting concept.

28
Mood as argument. What is the cause of any joyous resolve
to act? - This question has kept humans very busy. The oldest
and still the readiest answer is: God is the cause, it is his way of
letting us know that he approves of our intention. In the old days
when one consulted oracles about a plan of action, what one
wanted to take home from them was this joyous resolve; and
anyone who contemplated in his soul several possible actions re
sponded to doubt by saying: "I will do what produces that feel
ing." Thus, one opted not for what was most reasonable, but for
a plan of action, the contemplation of which filled the soul with
courage and hope. Good mood was laid on the scales as argu
ment and outweighed rationality: because mood was interpreted
superstitiously as the workings of a god who promises success
and allows his reason to speak through mood as the highest ra
tionality. Now consider the consequences of such a prejudice66
once clever and power-hungry men made use of it - and
-
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continue to make use of it! "Create the mood! " -with it you
can supplant all argument, vanquish any counterargument!
29 (,7

Actors6H 0/ virtue ilild o/sin.

-

Among the men of antiquity

who became famous for their virtue, there was, so it seems, an
immense, and i mmensely surplus , number of them who play

acted for themselves:

especially the Creeks, those inveterate ac

tors, did so quite involuntarily and considered it a fine thi ng.
With his virtue, each man was, moreover, in

competition with

the virtue of someone, or everyone, else. How could one help
but apply all manner of wiles to put on a (dis)play69 of virtue 
above all, for oneself, si mply for the sake of practice! What
good was a vi rtue that one couldn't exhibit or that didn't know
how to exhibit itself! - Christianity put a stop to these actors
of virtue: it invented instead the nauseating grandstanding and
making a show of sin; it introduced fobrimted sinfulness70 into
the world (to this very day, it is considered "good form" among
Christians).
30

Refined cruelty as virtue. - Here we have a morality that rests
drive for distinction-don't think too highly of

totally upon the

it! What sort of drive is this really and what is its underlying
thought, its ulterior motive? We want to make sure that the
mere sight of us causes someone else pain and envy, arouses in
that person a feeling of i mpotence and degradation; we want
the other to taste the bitterness of his fate, as we let drip upon
his tongue a drop of our own honey and peer intently and gloat
ingly into his eyes during our supposed good deed. One per
son has become humble and is now completely within his
humility - seek those whom he has long wanted to torture
with it! you will surely find them! Another displays pity7l toward
animals and is ad mired for it - but there are certain people on
whom he has wanted to vent his cruelty with the very same pity.
There stands a great artist: the ecstasy he felt in anticipation of
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the envy of vanquished rivals allowed his talent no rest until
he had become great - how many bitter moments other souls
must endure to provide him compensation for the path to great
ness! The nun's chastity: with what chastising eyes she glares
into the faces of women who live differently! How much plea
sure in revenge resides i n those eyes ! - Though the theme
is short, the variations on it can be countless, bur hardly
tedious - fo r it is still a far too paradoxical and almost pain
ful piece of news that the ultimate foundation for the moral
ity of distinction is pleasure in refined cruelty. The ultimate
foundation - meaning in this case: in every instance, in the
first generation. For when some distinguishing act or other be
comes an

inherited habit,

the underlying thought is not part of

the inheritance (no thoughts are hereditary, only feelings) : and
assuming it is not smuggled back in through education, even by
the second generation there will be no more pleasure in cruelty:
but pleasure solely in habit per se.

This pleasure,

however, is the

first stage of the "good."
3172

Pride in the spirit. - Human

pride, which bristles at the

doctrine of descent73 from animals and establishes a great di
vide between nature and humans - this pride has its founda
tion in a prejudice74 regarding what spirit is: and this prejudice
is relatively

young.

During humanity's vast prehistory, spirit

was presumed to be everywhere and no one thought of honor
ing it by making it the p rivilege solely of human beings. B e
cause, on the contrary, the spiritual (along with all drives, evils,
inclinations) had been turned into common property and was,
consequently, common to all, one was not ashamed to descend
from animals or trees (the

distinguished

clans deemed them

selves honored by such fables) and saw in spirit something that
connects us with nature, not something separating us from it.
Thus, one schooled oneself in modesty - and, likewise, owing
to a prejudice.
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The brake. - To

suffer for the sake of morality and then to

hear that this type of suffering is based on a

mistake,

this ex

cites i nd ignation. ll1ere is, after all, such unique solace in af
fi rming through one's suffering "a deeper world of truth" than
is to be found anywhere else in the world, and one would
much prefer to suffer and, in so doing, to feel

sublimely exalted

above reality (through the consciousness that suffering brings
one closer to that " deeper world o f truth ") than to be without
suffering and thus without this feeling of sublime exaltation.
Accord ingly, it is pride and pride's customary means of gratifi
cation that impede the new

understanding of moral ity.

What

force wi l l one then have to apply to remove this brake? More
pride? A new pride?

3 f5
Disdain for causes, consequences, and reality.

-

Those disas

trous i ncidents that happen to beset a community- sudden
storms, crop failures, pestilence - lead all its members to sus
pect that offenses against morality have been committed or that
new rituals must be created in order to appease a new demonic
power and caprice. This type of suspicion and reflection avoids
the very exploration of true natural causes by assuming the de
monic cause in advance. Here is one fountainhead of the he
reditary topsy-turvyness of the human intellect: and the other
springs up close by when one, likewise on principle, pays much
less attention to the true natural

consequences of an action

than

to the supernatural ones (the so-called punishments and favor
of the divinity). There are, for instance, certain ablutions pre
scribed for certain times; one bathes not in order to get clean,
but because it has been prescribed. One learns to avoid not the
real consequences of uncleanliness, but the supposed displea
sure of the gods over the neglect of the ablutions. Under the
oppression of superstitious fear, one suspects that there must be
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a great deal more than meets the eye to this washing off of un
cleanliness, one concocts secondary and tertiary meanings, one
ruins any sense of, and pleasure in, reality and ends up valu
ing it only

insofar as it can be a symbol.

Thus under the spell of

the morality of mores, human beings disdain first the causes,
second the effects, and third reality, and they concoct all their
higher sentiments (reverence, sublime exaltation, pride, grati
tude, love) from an

imaginary world:

the so-called higher world.

And even today we still witness the consequences : wherever
human feeling is

exalted,

you will find there, in some form or

other, that imaginary world at work. It is sad: but for the time
being, the man of science must distrust

all higher feelings,

so

thoroughly amalgamated are they with madness and nonsense.
Not that they necessarily or forever have to be; but of all the
gradual

purifications

awaiting humanity, the purification of

higher feelings will no doubt be one of the most gradual.
3 476

Moral feelings and moral concepts.

-

Jt is evident that moral

feelings are transmitted through a process whereby children per

ceive in their parents strong sympathies and antipathies toward
certain actions and, as born apes,

imitate these inclinations and

disinclinations; later in life, when they find themselves inun
dated with these acquired and well-practiced affectations, they
consider it a matter of decency to establish a why, retroactively,77
a type of justifying foundation78 in order to authorize those
sympathies and antipathies. These "authorizations," however,
have nothing to do with either the origin79 or the degree of feel
ing in people: one simply acquiesces to the rule that, as a ratio
nal being, one must have reasons for one's For and Against,
reasons that are indeed allegeable and acceptable.80 To that ex
tent, the history of moral feelings is completely different from
the history of moral concepts. The former are powerful
the latter especially
pronounce upon it.

after an action

before,

in view of the compulsion to
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3 581

Feelings and their descent fromjudgments.

-

"Trust you r feel

ing! " But feeli ngs are noth ing final or original; behind feelings
there are judgments and va luations, wh ich we have i nherited i n
the form o f feelings (sympathies, antipathies). I nspiration that
stems from feeling is the grandch ild of a judgment - and often
a wrong one! - and in any case, not a child of your own ! To
trust your feeling- that means obeyin g you r grandfather and
your grandmother and their grandparents more than the gods
in

w:

our reason and our experience.

3 682
A piece

ofpiousfoolishness with ulterior motives. - What!

the

inventors of pri meval cultures, the first fashioners of tools and
measuring sticks , of wagons and ships and houses, the first
observers of celestial order and the rules of two-times-two 
they are s upposed to be somet h i n g i ncomparably d i fferent
from and loftier than the i nventors and observers of our times?
The first steps are supposed to have a value with which all our
travels and world-circumnavigations in the realm of discoveries
cannot compete? So goes the prejudice,S3 thus does one argue
for the disparagement of the contemporary spirit. And yet it is
plainly obvious that, in former days, chance was the greatest of
all discoverers and observers, as well as the benevolent inspirer
to those i nventive elders, and that these days more spirit, disci
pline, and scienti fi c imagination than had ever even been pres
ent during entire earlier epochs are now expended on the most
i nsignificant invention.

3

False inferences from utility.

7

-

Just because one has proven

the highest utility of a thing does not mean that a single step has
been taken toward an explanation of its origin: in other words,
utility can never clarify the necessary existence of a thing. And
yet, up until now, precisely the opposite j udgment has held
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sway- permeating the most rigorous scientific fields. Even in
astronomy hasn't one passed off the (supposed) utility in the ar
rangement of the satellites (to compensate from another quarter
for the diminished light owing to the greater distance from the
sun, in order that the inhabitants of the planets do not want for
light) as the ultimate purpose in their arrangement and as the
explanation for their emergence?84 Whereby one is reminded of
Columbus's inferences: the earth was created for human beings;
thus, if there are lands, they must be peopled. "Is it likely that
the sun should shine on nothingness and that the nocturnal
watch of the stars should be wasted on unchartable seas and
lands devoid of people?"
3 885
Under the influ
ence of the reproach that custom attaches to it, the same drive
may develop into either a painful feeling of cowardice: or, in the
event that a custom such as that of Christianity wholeheartedly
endorses the drive and proclaims it good, into the pleasant feel
ing of humility. In other words, a good or an evil conscience is
forced onto the d rive! As with every drive, it, per se, has neither
these nor any other moral character nor name whatsoever nor
even a definite accompanying feeling of pleasure or displea
sure. It acquires all this, as its second nature, only once it comes
into relation to drives previously baptized as good or evil or else
marked as a property of beings whom a people has already iden
tified and evaluated as moral. - The ancient Greeks thus felt
differently about envy than we do; Hesiod reckons envy among
the effects of the good and benevolent Eris,86 and there was
nothing offensive in according envy to the gods: understand
ably, in a state of affairs whose heart and soul was competi
tion; competition, however, had been identified and evaluated
as good. Likewise, the Greeks were different from us in their
evaluation of hope: one felt it to be blind and malicious; He
siod offered the most violent intimation on hope in a fable,87
something indeed so alienating that no late interpreter has

Drives transformed by moral judgments.

-
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understood it - for it runs counter to the modern spirit, which,
owing to Christian ity, has learned to believe in hope as a vir
tue. Among the Greeks, on the other hand, to whom access to
knowledge of the future appeared to be not completely fore
closed and for whom, in countless instances, an inquiry into
the future constituted a religious duty, whereas we content
ourselves with hope ; among those Greeks, hope, thanks to
all the oracles and prophets, had, no doubt, to be degraded
somewhat and so it drifted down into the realm of the evil and
dangerous. - The Jews felt differently about wrath than we do
and decreed it holy; in return, they, as a people, viewed the
foreboding majesty of the individual with whom wrath showed
itself con nected, at a height at which a European is incapable of
i magini ng. They created their wrathful, holy Jehovah in the im
age of their wrathful, holy prophets. Measured against them,
the great wrath wreakers among the Europeans are,88 as it were,
secondhand creatures.

39
The presumption about "pure spirit. - Wherever the doc
trine ofpure spirituality has prevailed, it has destroyed the force
"

of nerve through its excesses: it taught one to despise, ignore, or
torment the body and, on account of all one's drives, to tor
ment and despise oneself; the doctrine produced melancholy,
anxious, oppressed souls -who believed, moreover, that they
knew the cause of their sense of misery and were perhaps able
to extirpate it!89 "It must be in my body! it still flourishes so
well! " - they concluded, while, as a matter of fact, the body,
through its pains, registered protest upon protest against this
constant derision . A pervasive, chronic hyperexcitability was
eventually the lot9 0 of these virtuous pure-spirits: the only plea
sure they could still muster was in the form of ecstasy and
other harbingers of madness - and their system reached its
apogee when it accepted ecstasy both as the highest goal in life
and as the standard according to which everything earthly was

condemned.
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Ruminating over rituals. 91 _ Having been

gleaned fleetingly

from unique, strange occurrences, any number of precepts for
propriety became unintelligible very quickly; their purpose
was j ust as difficult to ascertain with any certainty, as was the
nature of the punishment to follow upon their violation; mis
givings even persisted as to the sequence of the ceremonies; 
but as one speculated back and forth on these matters, the
obj ect of such ruminating i ncreased i n value, and precisely
the most absurd of rituals eventu ally metamorphosed i nto the
holiest of holies. Do not underestimate the human energy ex
pended on this through the millennia and, least of all, the
effect of this

ruminating over rituals!

We have now arrived at

the prodigious training ground o f the intellect - not only are
the religions hatched and nurtured here: here is the worthy,
albeit ghastly prehistoric world of science, here arose the poet,
thinker, physician, lawgiver! The fea r of the unintelligible,
which, i n ambiguous fashion, demanded ceremonies fro m
us, metamorphosed gradually into a fascination with the hardly
intelligible, and where one knew not how to explicate, one
learned to create.

4192
Toward determining the value ofthe vita contemplativa.93 As
persons of the vita contemplativa, let us not forget what sort of
injury and misfortune has befallen the people of the vita ac
tiva due to the various aftereffects of contemplation - in short,
what accounts the vita activa has to settle with us if we parade
our good deeds before it all too smugly. First: the so-called reli
gious natures, who preponderate in the vita contemplativa with
-

regard to numbers and hence furnish its lowest species, have, in
all ages, striven to make the practical person's life difficult and,
wherever possible, to spoil it for him: to cloak the heavens in
doom, blot out the sun, throw suspicion on friends, debase
hope, paralyze the active hand- all this they have known how
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to do, just as, for times and feelings of woe, they have had their
comforts, alms, charities, and benedictions. Secondly: the artists,
a bit less common than the religious, yet still a quite frequent
type among those of the vita contemplativa, have, as people, al
most always been insufferable, moody, envious, violent, quarrel
some: this effect must be set against the enlivening and elevat
ing effects of their works. Thirdly: the philosophers, a breed in
which religious and artistic powers coexist, but in such a way
that a third thing, the dialectic or pleasure in demonstration,
still remains close at hand; these philosophers have been the
agents of the same sort of injury as the religious and artistic na
tures, with the addition that, given their dialectical bent, the
philosophers have bored great numbers of people; on the other
hand, there have never been very many of them. Fourthly: the
thinkers and the laborers of knowledge; they were rarely out for
effects, but dug quietly their mole holes, They thus created next
to no vexation or discontent and often, without meaning to,
lightened the load of those from the vita activa by serving as the
object of mockery and laughter. Lately, knowledge has indeed
become for everyone a very useful thing: if, on account of this
usefulness, many more people preordained for the vita activa are
these days hoeing the row toward knowledge under the sweat
of their brow and not without brain-racking and imprecations,
then the host of thinkers and laborers of knowledge bear no
guilt for such hardship: it is "self-inflicted pain."

4 29 4
Origin95 of the vita contemplativa.

In primltlve times,
whenever pessimistic judgments regarding people and the
world prevail, the individual in full possession of his powers
always resolves to act in accordance with those judgments, to
translate representation into action by means of hunt, plunder,
surprise attack, abuse, and murder, not to mention by means of
the paler imitations of such actions, which are the only sort
tolerated within the community. If, however, his powers de
crease, if he feels weary or ill or depressed or sick and tired and,
-
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as a consequence thereof, from time to time resigned and with
out desire, he is then a relatively better, that is to say, less injuri
ous person, and his pessimistic ideas are discharged only in
words and thoughts, about the value of his comrades, for in
stance, or his wife or his life or his gods - his judgments will
be condemnatory judgments . In this state, he will become a
thinker or a prophet, or he dilates on his superstition and de
vises new rituals, or he mocks his enemies - but no matter
what he thinks up, all (his mind's)96 offspring must reRect his
condition, namely, an increase in fear and weariness, a decrease
in his estimation of action and enjoyment; the content of these
offspring must correspond to the content of these poetical,
thoughtful, priestly moods; condemnation must reign in them.
Later, all those who continuously behaved, as had earlier the
individual, in that state of condemnation, melancholy, and in
activity, one came to call poets or thinkers or priests or medi
cine men - because they were so inactive, one would gladly
have scorned such people and expelled them from the commu
nity; but there was danger lurking there - they had pursued
superstition and the scent of godly powers, one didn't doubt for
a moment that they had command over unknown means of
power. This is the esteem in which the oldest species of contem
plative natures lived - despised precisely to the degree that
they were not feared! In just such disguised form, in such ques
tionable regard, with a malevolent heart and frequently a fear
ful head, did contemplation first appear on the earth, simulta
neously weak and terrifying, despised in secret and covered
over in public with superstitious deference! Here, as always, it is
a matter ofpudenda origo!97

43
How manyforces must now come together in the thinker.

To
estrange oneself from sensory perception, to exalt oneself to
abstractions - at one time that was really experienced as ex
altation: we can no longer quite get the full feel of it. To revel
in the palest image s of words and things, to play with such
-
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invisible, inaudible, intangible beings felt, from out of the depths
of disdain for the physically palpable, misleading and evil earth,
like l iving in another, higher world. "These abstractions can
lead us, and we need no longer be misled!" - with that one
l eaped, as if upwa rd. It was not the content of these games
with spi rituality but the games themselves that were " higher"
in the prehistoric ages of science. Hence9 8 Plato's admiration for
the dialectic and his inspired belief in its necessary relation to
the good, desensualized person. Not only has each bit of know1edge been discovered gradually, piece by separate piece, but the
means of knowing anything whatsoever, the conditions and
operations that, in humans. precede the process of knowing,
have been discovered gradually, piece by separate piece, as well.
And each time it seemed as if the newly discovered operation or
the newly experienced condition were, not a means to all knowl
edge, but already content, goal, and sum of everything worthy
of knowing. 'nle thinker needs fantasy, the leap upward, ab
straction, desensualization, invention, presentiment, induction,
dialectics, deduction, critique, compilation of material, imper
sonal mode of thought, contemplativeness and comprehensive
ness, and not least of all, justice and love toward everything
present - but all these means were, each separately and at vari
ous junctures in the history of the vita contemplativa, consid
ered to be the ends and final ends, and they gave their discover
ers that bliss that enters the human soul illuminated by the
apprehension of a final end.

4499

Origin and significance. - Why is it this idea keeps coming
back to me, radiating ever more varied colors? - that formerly,
whenever they were on the way to the origin of things, investi
gators of knowledge always believed they were going to find
something of inestimable significance for all actions and judg
ments, indeed that they regularly presupposed that the salva
tion of humanity depended on insight into the origin of things:
that now we, on the contrary, the closer we come to the origin,
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the less our interests are engaged; in fact, that all the evalua
tions and "interestedness," which we have projected into things,
start to lose their meaning the more we head back with our
knowledge and arrive at the things themselves. With insight into
origin comes the increasing insignificance of origin: whereas the
immediate, the around-us and in-us, begins gradually to dis
play colors and beauties and enigmas and riches of signifi
cance, the likes of which earlier humanity could not fathom.
Formerly, thinkers paced furiously about like captured animals,
constantly surveying the bars of their cages, hurling against
them in order to smash them to pieces: and blissful seemed any
one who believed he had, through a gap, caught sight of some
thing from the outside, from the far and beyond.lOo
45 101

A tragic endingfor knowledge. Of all the means of achiev
ing exaltation it has been human sacrifices that have, in all
ages, exalted and elevated 102 people most. And maybe a single
prodigious thought could yet subjugate every other endeavor
so that it might attain victory over the most victorious - the
thought of a self-sacrificing humanity. But to whom should it
sacrifice itself? One can already swear that, should the con
stellation of this thought ever appear on the horizon, knowl
edge of the truth will be the sale remaining goal prodigious
enough to be worthy of such a sacrifice, because for truth,
no sacrifice is too great. Meanwhile, no one has, as yet, ever
raised the problem of the degree to which humanity, as a
whole, is capable of taking steps to advance knowledge, to say
nothing of just which drive for knowiedgelO3 could drive hu
manity to the point where it is prepared, with the gleam of
anticipatory wisdom in its eye, to die. Perhaps one day, once
an alliance for the purpose of knowledge has been established
with inhabitants of other planets and one has commun icated
one's knowledge from star to star for a few millennia: perhaps
then enthusiasm for knowledge will swell to such a high
tide. 104
-
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Doubt about doubt. - "What a fine pillow doubt is for a
well-formed head!"\O'i - This saying of Montaigne's always in
censed Pascal, for no one longed as powerfully as he for a fine
pillow. IO(' Then what was the problem ?
47

me words get in our way!- Wherever primitive humans set
forth a word, they thought they had made a discovery. But in
truth, how different the situation was! - they had hit on a
problem and. in presuming to have sol1Jed it, they h ad created
an impediment to its solution. - These days, with every act of
knowing one has to stumble over perpetually petrifi e d words.
and in the process one is more likely to fracture a leg than a
word .
48

"Know thyself"107 is the entire field of knowledge. Only
when the human being has finally attained knowledge of all
things will he have known h i mself. For things are merely the
boundaries of the human being.
-

49

lhe new fundamental fleling: our permanent transitori
ness. - Formerly one tried to get a feel for the majesty of hu
man beings by pointing backward toward their divine de
scent: this has now become a forbidden path, because before
its gate stands the ape along with other heinous beasts, grin
ning knowingly as if to say: no farther here in this direction.
So, one has a go of it now from the opposite direction: the path
humanity pursues shall serve as proof of its majesty and kin
ship to God. Alas, this too leads nowhere! At the end of this
path stands the funeral urn of the last human and gravedigger
(with the inscription "nihil humani a me alienum puto").lOS
However high humanity may have evolved - and perhaps at
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the end it will be standing even lower than at the beginning! 
there is in store for humanity no more a transformation into a
higher order than for the ant and the earwigs, which, at the end
of their "earthly days," will not ascend to kinship with God and
eternal life. The B ecoming drags the Has Been along behind it:
why should an exception to this eternal spectacle be made for
some little planet and again for some little species on it! Away
with such sentimentalities!

50

Beliefin intoxication. Owing to the contrasts other states
of consciousness present and to the wasteful squandering of
their nervous energy, people who live for sublime and enrap
tured moments are usually wretched and disconsolate; they
view those moments as their true self and the misery and de
spair as the effect of everything "outside the self";109 thus, the
thought of their environment, their age, their entire world fills
them with vengeful emotions. I ntoxication counts for them
as the true life, as the real self: in anything else, be it of a spiri
tual, moral, religious, or artistic nature, they see the enemy
and the impediment of intoxication. Humanity has these rap
turous drunkards to thank for a great deal of evil : for they are
the insatiable sowers of the weeds of dissatisfaction with self
and neighbor, of disdain for this world and this time, and es
pecially of world-weariness.llo Perhaps a whole hell of criminals
could not muster an impact as sinister and uncanny, as op
pressive and ruinous of earth and air into the farthest future,
as that tiny, noble community of intractable, half-mad fanta
sists, people of genius who cannot control themselves and who
take all possible pleasure in themselves only at the point where
they have completely lost themselves: whereas very often the
criminal, by contrast, still gives proof of outstanding self
control, sacrifice, and shrewdness and keeps these qualities
awake in those who fear him. Through him the sky above life
may become dangerous and gloomy, but the air remains sharp
and invigorating. - In addition to all this, these rapturists go
-
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about with all their might planting the faith in i ntoxication as

the life withi n life: a terrible faith! Just as the natives these days
are quickly corrupted and then destroyed by "fi rewater," so
too has humanity as a whole been corrupted slowly and fu n
d a mentally by the

spiritual fi rewaters

of i ntoxicating feel ings

a nd by those who keep al ive the craving for such feeli ngs:
perhaps hum a nity will yet be destroyed by them.
51

Such tlS we still are!- "Let

us be forbearing toward the great

one-eyed ones!" - said John Stuart Mill: as if it were necessary
to ask for forbearance, when one is accustomed to believing and
al most worshipping them! I say: let us be forbearing toward the
two-eyed ones, great and small - for, such as we still are, we will
definitely not manage anything higher than forbearance!
5 21 1 1

Where are the new physicians of the soul?- I t was

the means

of solace that imparted to life that fundamental character of
suffering in which one believes nowadays; the human being's
greatest disease grew out of the battle against its diseases, and
the appa rent remedies have, i n the long run, produced some
thing much worse than what they were supposed to eliminate.
Out of ignorance one mistook the momentarily effective, anes
thetizing, and intoxicating means, the so-called consolations,
for the actual remedies, i ndeed it wasn't even noticed that one
often had to pay for these immediate alleviations with a gen
eral and profound worsening of the ailment, that the i nvalids
had to suffer from the aftereffects of i ntoxication, later from
want of intoxication, and finally from an oppressive, overall
feeling of restlessness, nervous agitation, and bad health. Once
the disease had advanced to a certain point, there was no
longer any chance of recovery - the physicians of the soul,
those believed in and worsh ipped far and wide, made sure of
that. - O ne says of S chopenhauer, and rightly, that at long
last he took humanity's suffering seriously again: where is the
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one who, at long last, will also take seriously the antidotes to
this suffering and expose publicly the scandalous quackery
with which, under the most magnificent names, humanity has
treated its diseases of the soul?

53

Misuse of the conscientious. - It has been the conscientious
not those without conscience who have had to suffer so

and

dreadfully under the oppression of fire-and-brimstone sermons
and fears of hell, especially if they were also people of i magi
nation. Thus, a gloom falls over the lives of precisely those most
in need of serenity and pleasant images - not only for their
rest and recovery from themselves, but also in order that hu
manity might have pleasure in them and take on a ray of their
beauty. Oh, how much needless cruelty and torturing of ani
mals has been u n leashed by those religions that have invented
sin! And by those people who longed, by means of it, to expe
rience the highest pleasure of their power!

5

4

Thoughts about disease!- To calm the invalid's fantasy to the
more, as heretofore, from

extent that he at least does not suffer

thinking about his disease than from the disease itself- that,

1 think, would be something! And nothing shabby at that! Now

do you understand our task?

55

"Ways.

- The supposedly "shorter ways" have always led

"

humanity into great d anger; overjoyed by the glad tidings
that such a shorter way has been found, it always abandons its
way - and thus

loses its way.
56112

The apostate offree spirit. - Who has, anyway,

an antipathy

toward pious p eople secure in their faith? Quite the opposite,
don't we view them with quiet respect and rejoice in their
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existence, with the fundamental regret that these excellent
people do not share our feelings? B ut from where arises that
deep, sudden repugnance without cause that we feel for any
one who once

had full freedom of spirit and

in the end

becomes

a " believer"? If we think about it, it seems as if we had caught
s ight of something d isgusting that straightaway we had to
erase from our soul. Wouldn't we turn our back on the most
venerated person if he roused our s uspicion in this connection?
And indeed, not out of any moral condemnation, but from a
sudden horror and disgust! Where does the intensity of this
feeli ng come from ? Perhaps someone or other will suggest that,
at bottom, we aren't quite sure of ourselves? That we planted
around us ahead of time thorned hedges of the most barbed
contempt in order that we, at the decisive moment when age
has made us weak and forgetful, cannot clamber out over our
own contempt? - Frankly: this conjecture misses the mark,
and whoever makes it knows nothing o f what moves and deter
mines the free spirit: how little contemptible seems to him the

changing

of his opinions as such! H ow, on the contrary, he re

veres a rare and preeminent distinction, especially if continued
into old age, of
ambition

being able

(not his

faint heart) that even reaches up for the for

bidden fruits of the

sum:ll3

to alter his opinions! And it is his

spernere se sperne

and the

spernere se ip

let alone that he would experience before them the fear

of the vain and complacent! In addition, the doctrine of the

innocence of all opinions is

as certain for him as the doctrine of

the innocence of all actions: how could he become j udge and
hangman in the face of the apostate1l4 of spiritual freedom! The
s ight of him actually touches him the way the sight of a repul
sively diseased person touches a doctor: physical disgust at
something fungal, edematous, overgrown, festering wins out
for a moment over reason and the will to help. Our goodwill is
thus overwhelmed by the representation of the prodigious

honesty that must

dis

have held sway i n the apostate of free spirit:

by the representation of a general degenerateness reaching
down into the very marrow of character. -
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Other fiar, other security.
pletely new and unlimited

11 5

57

- Christianity had added a com

imperilment to

life and likewise cre

ated thereby completely new securities, enjoyments, recreations,
and evaluations of all things. Our century denies this imperil
ment, and does so with a clear conscience: and yet it keeps
dragging the old habits of Christian security, of Christian en
joyment, recreation, and evaluation along with it! Even into its
noblest arts and philosophies! How stale and exhausted, how
middling and awkward, how arbitrarily fanatical, and above all:
how insecure this must all seem now that its dreadful antithesis,
the Christian's omnipresent fiar for his

eternal

salvation, has

been lost!

58

Christianity and the affects.

-

Arising from Christianity is

the audible sound of a great popular protest against philoso
phy: with their reason, the ancient sages had turned humans
away from the affects; Christianity wants to

return

affects to

humans. To this end it disallows all moral value to virtue as it
was conceived of by philosophers - as the triumph of reason
over affect - condemns rationality altogether, and categori
cally demands that the affects reveal themselves in their ut

love of God, fiar before God,
as blindest hope1l6 for God.

most strength and splendor: as
fanatical faith in God,

5 9 11 7

Error as balm . - You

can say what you like: Christianity

wanted to liberate humanity from the burden of the demands
of morality by pointing out a

shorter way to perfection,

or so it

believed: just as some philosophers fancied they could eschew
laborious and tedious dialectics as well as the collection of rig
orously tested facts and refer to a "royal road to truth." Both
times it was an error - but nevertheless a great balm for those
overweary and despairing in the wilderness.
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All spirit is finally becoming cotporeally visible. - Christianity
has devoured and thus engorged the collective spirit of count
less mongers of subjugation, all those subtle and crude enthusi
asts of self-mortification and other-idolization; it has, thereby,
emerged from a country-bumpkinness - highly reminiscent,
for example, of the earliest image of the Apostle Peter-into a
very spiritedl 18 religion with thousands of wrinkles, ulterior mo
tives, and evasions on its face; it has made European humanity
sharp-witted as well as cunning, and not just theologically. In
this spirit and in league with the powers that be and often with
the deepest honesty of devotion, it has

chiseled out

the finest

figures ever yet to exist in human society: the figures of higher
and highest Catholic priesthood,1I9 especially in the event that
t hey had sprung from distinguished li neage and, from the
outset, brought along grace of gesture, commanding eyes, and
lovely hands and feet. Here, after a contrived way of life had
subdued the beast inside the human, the human countenance
attained that complete spiritualization produced by the con
stant ebb and flow of the two kinds of happiness (the feeling of
power and the feeling of surrender) ; here an activity consisting
of giving blessing, forgiving sin, and representing the divinity
keeps constantly quickened in the sou!,

well,

indeed in the body as

the sense of a superhuman mission; here reigns that distin

guished disdain for the fragility of the body and the weal of
fortune common among born soldiers; one finds pride in obedi
ence, which is the mark that singles out all aristocrats; in the
prodigious impossibility of the task one finds one's excuse and
one's ideality. The powerful beauty and refinement of the princes
of the church have forever proven to the people the

truth of the

church; an occasional brutalization by the priesthoodl20 (as in
Luther's age) always brought with it faith in the opposite. -And
with the end of all religions will

this human

beauty and refine

ment resulting from the harmony of figure, spirit, and task also
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be carried to the grave? And is something higher not attainable,
not even conceivable?
61

?he needful sacrifice. These earnest, capable, upright, deeply
sensitive people who even now are still sincere Christians: they
owe it to themselves just once, for extended time, as an experi
ment, to live without Christianity; they owe it to their faith to
undertake just once a stay of this sort " in the wilderness"121if for no other reason than to earn the right to participate in
the questioning as to whether Christianity is necessary. In the
meantime they remain bound to their patch of native ground
and from it they revile the world beyond it: Yes, they are ill
tempered and embittered when someone gives them to under
stand that beyond their patch there still lies the whole wide
world! That Christianity, all in all, is really just a little corner!
No, your evidence does not weigh a thing until you have lived
for years without Christianity, longing with genuine fervor to
endure in opposition to Christianity: until you have wandered
from it far and wide. Not if homesickness, but only ifjudgment
based on a strict comparison drives you back, only then does
your return home amount to something! -In the future people
will come to treat all evaluations from the past in this manner;
one must live through them once again voluntarily, likewise
through their opposite-in order, in the final analysis, to have
the right to let them fall through the sieve.
-
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On the origin of religions. How can a person experience
his own opinion about things as a revelation? This is the prob
lem underlying the emergence of all religions: each time, there
was a person on hand for whom such a process was possible.
The precondition is that the person already believed in revela
tions. Then, one fine day he suddenly catches hold of his new
idea, and the blessed rapture of a hypothesis that encompasses
-
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his own world and all of existence takes such powerful posses
sion of his consciousness that he doesn't dare consider himself
the creator of such bliss and he credits his God as its cause
and, then again, as the cause of the cause123 of that new thought:
as God's revelation. How could a human being possibly be the
founder of so great a happiness!-he questions pessimistically.
In addition, other hidden levers are at work: for instance, one
confirms for oneself an opinion by experiencing it as revelation,
thereby erasing from it any remnant of the hypothetical; one
withdraws it from critique, indeed from doubt, one makes it
holy. Thus one does, it is true, degrade oneself to an organon,12 4
but in the long run our thought triumphs as the thought of
God -this feeling of remaining the victor in the end gains the
upper hand over that feeling of degradation. And yet another
feeling operates in the background: whenever we exalt our cre
ation over ourselves and seemingly disregard our own worth, we
then experience the exultation of paternal love and pride, which
compensates, and more than compensates for everything.
63 1 2 5

Hatred of thy neighbor. -Supposing we felt toward some
one else as that person feels about himself- what Schopen
hauer calls compassion but what would be termed more accu
rately a single passion, a onepassionl2 6-then we would have
to hate him if he, like Pascal, found himself hateful. 127 And
that is probably how Pascal felt toward humanity as a whole,
as did early Christianity, which under Nero1 28 was, according
to Tacitus, convicted of odium generis humani.129
64 130

The despairing. -Christianity has the hunter's instinct for
anyone and everyone who, by any means whatsoever, can be
brought to despair- something of which only a portion of hu
manity is capable. It is always chasing after them, it lies in wait
for them. Pascal attempted an experiment to discover whether
everyone, aided by the most incisive knowledge, could be
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brought to despair; - the experiment miscarried, to his second
despair.

65
Brahmanism and Christianity. - There

are recipes for the

feeling of power; first for those sorts who can control them
selves and who, for that reason, are already at home i n a feel
ing of power; and then for those others for whom this is lack
ing. To people of the first species Brahmanism has catered; to
people of the second, Christianity.

66131
Visionary capability. - Throughout the Middle Ages the gen
uine and decisive sign of the highest humanity was consid
ered to be: that one was capable of visions - in other words, of
profound mental disturbances! And basically the medieval pre
cepts for life practiced by all the h igher natures (the
are intended to make the individual

capable

religiosi)132

of visions! No

wonder an overestimation of half-disturbed, fantastical, fanati
cal, so-called persons of genius continues to spill over into our
age; "they have seen things that others do not see" - indeed!
and this should incline us toward them more cautiously, but
not more credulously!

6i 33
Price for believers. - Whoever

places such value in having

people believe i n him that he vouchsafes heaven for this
belief- and to anyone, even a robber on the crossl34 -must
have suffered under terrible doubts and have had every sort of
cross and crucifixion to bear: otherwise, he wouldn't pay s o
dearly for his believers .

68135
The first Christian.

-

The whole world still believes in the

writings of the " Holy Spirit" or else l ives under the aftereffect
of this belief: when one opens the B ible, one does so in order
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to "edify" oneself, to find, in one's personal distress, great or
small, the wink of solace-in short, one reads oneself into and
our of it. "That the Bible also portrays the story of one of the
most ambitious and importunate souls, not to mention super
stitious and cunning minds, the story of the Apostle Paul 
who, outside of a few scholars, knows that? Without this pe
culiar story, however, without the confusions and whirlwinds
of such a mind and such a soul, there would be no Christian
ity; we would hardly have heard of a tiny Jewish sect whose
master died on the cross. To be sure: if this story had been
u nderstood in time, if Paul 's scriptures had been read, really
read, not as the revelations of the "Holy Spirit" but instead,
with an honest and open mind and without thinking about
all our personal needs in the process-for a thousand and a
half years there have been no such readers-then Christianity
would long have been ancient history: so clearly do these pages
penned by the Jewish Pascal expose Christianity's origin, just
as the pages of the French Pascal expose its fate, as well as
what will destroy it. That the ship of Christianity threw a
good portion of Jewish ballast overboard, that it reached out,
and was able to reach out, to the heathens - this is all bound
to the story of this one person, a person very tortured, very
pitiable, 1 36 very unpleasant, also to himself. He suffered under
a fixed idea, or, more clearly: under an ever present, never dor
mant, fixed question: what is at stake in the Jewish law? And
particularly in the fulfillment ofthis law? [n his youth he him
self had wanted to satisfy it, ravenous for this highest distinc
tion Jews can possibly imagine - this people, which pushed
the fantasy of ethical sublimeness1 37 higher than any other
people and which alone succeeded in creating a holy G od,
along with the idea of sin as an offense against this holiness.
Paul had become simultaneously the fanatical defender and
the honor guard of this God, as well as of his law, constantly in
battle against, lying in wait for, the transgressors and doubters
of the law, brutal and malicious toward them and inclined
to the most extreme of punishments. And then he discovered
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in himself that he - fiery, sensual, melancholy, malignant i n
hate, a s h e was - was himself

unable

t o fulfill t h e law, and

indeed what seemed strangest to him: that his excessive lust
for domination138 was constantly provoked to transgress the
law and that he

had to give i n

to this goad. Is it really the car

nality of "flesh"139 that turned him into a transgressor over
and over again? And not rather, as he later suspected, what lay
behind it, the law itself, which

must prove constantly its unful

fillability and which lures with irresistible magic to transgres
sion? But at that time he did not yet have this way out. Many
things lay on his conscience - he hints at enmity, murder,
sorcery, idolatry, lechery, drunkenness and pleasure in disso
lute debauch - and however much he tried to relieve this
conscience, and even more his lust for domination, through
the most extreme fanaticism in honoring and defending the
law: there were moments when he said to himself, "It is all in
vain! the torment of the unfulfilled law cannot be overcome."
Luther might well h ave felt similarly when he wanted, in his
monastery, to become the p erfect embodiment of the spiritual
ideaI:14 0 and as with Luther, who one day began to hate - all
the more so, the less he dared confess that hate to h imself
the spiritual ideal and the pope and the saints and the entire
clergy with a truly deadly h ate - something similar h appened
to Paul. The law was the cross o n which he felt himself nailed:
how he hated it! How resentfully he dragged it along behind!
How he searched about to find a means of destroying it - of no
longer having to fulfill it himself! And finally the redeeming
thought flashed before him, simultaneously with a vision, as
could only have been the case with this epileptic: to him, the
raging zealot for the law, who was dead tired of it inwardly,
there appeared on a lonely road that Christ, the light of the
Heavenly Father streaming from his face, and Paul heard the

me?" Essentially what happened
mind had grown suddenly clear; " it

words: "why persecutest thou
there, however, is this: his

is i rrational" he had said to himself, "to persecute precisely
this Christ! Here is truly the way out! Here is truly the perfect
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revenge, here a n d nowhere else d o 1 have and hold the

stroyer of the law!"

de

Afflicted by the most injured pride, he feels

himself, in one fell swoop, completely recovered, the moral
d espair gone, as if blown away, for moral ity has been blown
away, dest royed - o r rather

fulfilled,

there on the cross! Up

u n t i l now he had considered that ignomin ious

death to

be the

m a i n argu ment agai nst the "messian ism" preached by the ad
herents of the new doctrine: what if, however, it was
i n order to

abolish

necessary

the law! - The prodigious consequences

of this sudden insight, this solution to the riddle, whirl before
h is eyes; with one stroke he becomes the happiest person on
eart h - the fate o f t h e Jews , n o , of all humanity seems t o h i m
bound together with this i nsight, this his instant of sudden,
flash i n g i l l u m i nation; he possesses the thought of thoughts,
the key of keys , the light of lights; henceforth, history will turn
around him alone! For from now on he is the teacher of the

destruction ofthe law! To withdraw

from evi l - that is also to

withd raw from the law; to be in the flesh - that is also to be
i n the law! To have become one with Christ - that is also to
have become with him the destroyer of the law; to have died
with him - that is also to have withdrawn from the law! Even
if it were still possible to sin, then certainly no longer against
the law, " I am outside the law."141 "If 1 now wanted to take up

the law again and subject myself to it, then I would turn Christ

into the accomplice of sin"; for the law was there only that
people might sin, it always induces sin, as the pungent humors
i nduce illness; God would never have decided for the death of
Christ if, without this deat h , a n y fulfillment of the law what
soever had been possible; now, not only is all guilt carried away,
but guilt as such has been destroyed; now the law is dead, 1 42
now the carnality of flesh in which it lives is dead - or at least
continually dying out, as if decaying. Yet a little while in the
midst of this decay! - that is the Christian's lot before he be
comes one with Christ,143 rises again with Christ, takes part i n
the divine majesty with Christ, and becomes "God's son," like
Christ. - With that, Paul's i ntoxication has reached its sum-
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mit, as has the importunity of his soul -with the idea of
becoming-one, every shame, every subordination, every barrier
is removed from it, and the untamable will to lust for domina
tion reveals itself as an anticipatory revelry in
dors. - This is the

first Christian,

divine

splen

the inventor of Christian

ness! Up until then, there were only a few Jewish sectarians.

69
Inimitable. - There is
between envy and

ness

a prodigious tension and extensive
friendship, between self-contempt

and- pride: in the former l ived the Greek, in144 the l atter the
Christian. 145
70

V(7hat a crude intellect is goodfor.

-

The Christian church is

an encyclopedia of prehistoric cults and viewpoints of the
most diverse origin and therefore so well suited to proselytiz
ing: it could before, it can now, go wherever it pleases, it met
and meets with something familiar to which it can adapt and
onto which it can gradually graft itself. Not what is Christian
in it, rather the universal heathenism of its

rituals is the reason

for the propagation of this world religion; from the very be
ginning, its tenets, which are rooted simultaneously in Jewish
and in Hellenic traditions , have managed to transcend na
tional and racial boundaries146 and other subtle distinctions as
if they were prej udices.147 One may even admire this force that
enables the most disparate elements to grow into one another
and entwine: but one must not forget the contemptible quality
of this force - the astounding crudeness and self-satisfaction
of its intellect during the age of the formation of the Church, so
as to accept, to s uch an extreme,

every sort offore and thus

to

digest oppositions like gravel.
7I

Christian revenge on Rome. - Perhaps nothing is more wea
risome than the sight of a perpetual conqueror - for two
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hundred years one had watched Rome subdue one people after
another, the circle had been drawn, any other future seemed
foreclosed, all thi ngs were arranged as if forever- indeed,
whenever the empire built, it bu ilt with the motive of "aere

perennius" 14H in mind - we , we who know only the "melan
choly of ruins," can scarcely understand that completely dif
ferent melancholy of eternal building from which one had to
rescue oneself as best one could - through Horace's frivolity,
for i nstance. Others sought other means of solace against the
weariness bordering on despair, against the deadening con
sciousness that all worki ngs of the head and heart are hence
forth without hope, that the great spider was hovering every
where, relentlessly ready to drink every drop of blood wherever it
m ight well forth. � Th is centuries-old, unvoiced hate against
Rome, shared by all the worn-out onlookers for as fa r and wide
as Rome ruled, unleashed itself at long last in Christianity by
means of compressing Rome, "world," and "sin" into one senti
ment: it avenged itself on Rome by conceiving of the suddenly
imminent destruction of the world; it avenged itself on Rome
by installing a new future for itself, a future moreover - Rome
had managed to transform everything into its prehistory and

its present - in comparison to which Rome no longer seemed
to be most important; it avenged itself on Rome by dreaming
of a last judgmen t - and the crucified Jew as the symbol of
salvation was the deepest mockery of the m agnificent Rom an
praetors149 in the provinces, for now they appeared as the sym
bols of perdition and of a "world" ripe for destruction. 72

The "after-death. "- I n every corner of the Roman Empire,
Christianity met with the representation of punishments in
hell: numerous secret cults brooded over the idea with special
satisfaction as the most fertile egg of t heir power. Epicurus1so
had been of the opinion that nothing could be of greater ser
vice to his followers than to rip out the roots of this belief: his
triumph, which resounds1S1 most beautifully in the mouth of
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the somber and yet clairvoyant disciple of his teaching, the Ro
man Lucretius,152 came too early-Christianity took the belief
in subterranean terrors, which had already begun to fade,
under its special protection, and was very clever in so doing!
Without this bold foray into complete heathendom, how could
it have carried the day over the popularity of the Mithras and
Isis cultS!153 It thus won the ranks of the timorous over to its
side-the most zealous adherents of a new faith! For the Jews,
a people who held and hold firmly onto life- like the Greeks
and even more than the Greeks-such ideas fell on barren
ground: final and irrevocable death as the sinner's punish
ment and, as the most extreme threat, never to rise from the
dead-that alone had a powerful enough effect on these un
usual people who did not want to lose their body but instead
hoped, with their refined Egyptianism, to rescue it for all eter
nity. (A Jewish martyr, whose story is told in the second book
of the Maccabees,154 does not entertain the possibility of re
nouncing possession of his eviscerated entrails: at the time of
resurrection he plans to have them-that is the Jewish way!)
For the earliest Christians the thought of eternal torments was
quite remote; they thought themselves to be redeemed " from
death" and expected, at any moment, transubstantiation155 and
no longer any death. (How strangely the first instance of death
must have affected these expectant ones! What a mixture there
of astonishment, rejoicing, doubt, shame, ardor!-surely a
theme15 6 for great artists!) Paul knew of no greater praise for his
redeemer than to claim that he had opened the gateway to im
mortality for everyone157 -he doesn't yet believe in the resur
rection of the unredeemed;158 indeed, as a result of his doctrine
of the unfulfillability of the law and of death as the wages of
sin,159 he suspects that, at bottom, nobody has (or very few
have, and then owing to grace and without individual merit)
heretofore attained immortality; only now does immortality
begin to open up its gates-and in the final analysis only a very
few are chosen for it: as the arrogance of the chosen one cannot
refrain from adding. -Elsewhere, where the drive for life was
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not as great as among the Jews or the Jewish Christians and the
prospect of immortality did not necessarily seem more valuable
than the prospect of a final, irrevocable death, then that hea
then, and nonetheless not totally un-Jewish, supplement known
as hell became an ideal tool i n t h e hands of the missionaries:
the new doctri ne sprang up according to which sinners and the
unredeemed were also i mmortal, the doctrine of the eternally
damned, 1 60 and it was more powerful than the, by this point,
expiring thought offinal and

irrevocable death.

It was the ad

vance of science that had to recapture that thought, and it did
so by conjoinrly rej ecting a ny other representation of death and
any life beyond. We have grown poorer by

one

i nterest: the

after-death no longer concerns us! -An unspeakable blessing,
wh ich i s yet still too recent to be experienced far and wide as
such . And Epicurus triumphs anew!
1 1
73 6

For the "truth!- "For

the truth of Christianity there spoke

the virtuous conduct of the Christians, thei r resoluteness i n
suffering, the enduring faith, a n d above all, Christianity's
growth and propagation despite all affiiction" - so you keep
on saying even today! How pathetic! It's time you learned that
all these things don't speak for or against truth, that truth is
proven differenrly from truthfulness, and that the latter is in
no way an argument for the former!
74 162

Christian ulterior motive. - Might

the following not have

been the most common form of ulterior motive on the part of
Christians of the first centuries: " it's better to

talk oneself into

being guilty than into being i nnocent, because you never know
for sure how such a

mighty j udge is disposed - you have to flar,

however, that he hopes to find nothing but a lot of consciously
guilty consciences! Given such great power, he's more likely to
pardon a guilty person than to admit that someone i n h i s pres
ence might be in the right." - Poor people in the provinces felt
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the same way in front of the Roman praetor: "he's too proud for
us to be able to be innocent" - how could this very feeling fail
to have turned up again in the Christian incarnation of the su
preme judge!
75
Not European and not noble. - There is something Oriental
and something womanly in Christianity: it betrays itself in
the idea that "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth ";163 for
women in the Orient view chastisements and strict seclusion
of their person from the world as a sign of their husband's love
and complain if these signs are wanting.
76

To think evil is to make evil. - The passions become evil and
malicious whenever they are viewed evilly and maliciously.
Accordingly, Christianity has succeeded in turning Eros and
Aphrodite - grand powers capable of idealization - into in
fernal kobolds1 64 and phantoms of deceit in that it aroused in
the believer's conscience great torments at the slightest sexual
excitation. Is it not hideous to transform necessary and nor
mal sensations into a source of inner misery and, in so doing,
to want to make inner misery necessary and normal for every
human being! Moreover, it remains a misery kept secret and
thus more deeply rooted: for not everyone has the courage of a
Shakespeare to confess one's Christian gloominess on this
point as he did in his sonnets.16 5 _ Must we then always label
anything evil that we have to struggle to keep under control
or, if need be, banish altogether from our thoughts! Is it not
the way of base souls always to think that their enemy has to be
evil! And ought one to call Eros an enemy! Properly consid
ered, sexual feelings have in common with feelings of sympa
thy and worship the fact that, by doing as one pleases, one
person gives pleasure to another - such benevolent arrange
ments are met with all too rarely in nature! And to revile166
j ust such an arrangement, to ruin it by association with an evil
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conscience! To j oin l i ke brother and sister the begetting of
human bei ngs to a guilty conscience ! - Ultimately, this de
monizing of Eros has taken on an ending straight out of com
edy: thanks to the Church 's dark secretiveness with regard to
everything the least bit erotic, the " devi l " Eros has gradually
become more interesting to people than all the angels and
sai nts combined: to this very d ay, the effect has been that the

love sto ry became

the only real i nteres t that

all circles have in

com mon - and to an excess i nconceivable in antiquity, an
excess that will, at a later date, elicit laughter. From the loftiest
to the lowl iest, all our p h i losophizing and poeticizing has
been ma rked , and more than marked, by the excessive impor
tance ascribed to turn ing the love story i nto the main story: it
may be t h a t on t h i s account posterity will judge that the en
t i re legacy of Christian culture is determined by someth ing
petty and foolish.

7i67
On the torments of the sou!. - These

days everyone loudly

decries whatever torment any individual inflicts on the body
of another; indignation erupts immediately against a person
capable of such a thing; we tremble at the very idea of some
torment that might be inflicted upon a person or an animal
and suffer most unbearably upon learning of an irrefutably
proven instance of this sort. But one is a far cry from experi
encing such certain and widely accepted feelings with regard
to the torments of the soul and the heinousness i nvolved i n
their infliction. Christianity h a s p u t them t o u s e t o an unpre
cedented and shocking degree and still conti nuously preaches
this type of torture; indeed, whenever it encounters a situation
in which such torments are absent, it remonstrates i n all in
nocence against apostasy and backsl iding- all with the result
that today human ity still responds to this spiritual death by
nre, to spiritual torments and their instruments, with the same
timorous patience and i ndecision that it earlier felt in the face
of cruelty toward the bodies of animals and humans. Hell has
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become, i n truth, more than an empty word: and to the newly
created and very real fears of hell there corresponds as well a
new species of compassion unheard of in earlier times, a hor
rid, oppressively weighty pity168,169 for those souls " irrevocably
damned to hell,"170 as in, for example, the pity that the stone
guest displays toward Don Juanl7l and that, duri ng the centu
ries of Christianity, has no doubt often moved stones to tears.
Plutarch supplies a bleak picture of the superstitious person in
heathendom: this picture pales to harmlessness when com
pared with the Christian of the M iddle Ages who

assumes that

he can no longer escape the "eternal torment." Horrifying
omens appear to him: maybe a stork holding a snake in its
beak and still

hesitating to

swallow. Or the world around one

grows suddenly pale, or smoldering colors flicker over the
earth. Or the shapes of departed relatives whose visages bear
traces of d readful suffering approach. Or the dark walls in the
room where one i s sleeping brighten and upon them appear, in
sulfurous smoke, instruments of torture and a tangled skein of
snakes and devils. I ndeed, what a wretched place Christianity
has managed to make of the earth, merely by erecting the
crucifix everywhere, thereby branding the earth as the place
"where the righteous are

tortured

to death " ! And when the

power of great fire-and-brimstone preachers suddenly began
to drive the secret suffering of the individual, the torments of
the "closet," out i nto the public sphere, when, for instance, a
Whitefield172 preached "as a dying man to the dying," one mo
ment weeping fervently, the next pounding loudly and vehe
mently, using the most trenchant and changeable of voices ,
without shying away from directing the entire vehemence of
attack onto one attending individual, singling him out of the
congregation in dreadful fashion173 - how must the earth h ave
seemed each and every time truly transformed at that point
i nto the "field of calamity" !174,175 One saw then entire multi
tudes swept together as if under the paroxysm of a

single m a

nia; some were i n convulsions of fear; others lay motionless,
unconscious: several trembled violently or pierced the air with
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penetrating screams continuing for hours . Everywhere the
sound of loud breathing, l i ke people half choked and gasping
for life's breath. "And in fact," according to one eyewitness of
sllch a sermon, "virrually all the sounds that came to one's ear
were those of people

dying in bitter torture." 176 - Let

us never

forget that it was Chris tianity that first turned the deathbed
into a bed of torment 177 and that the scenes enacted upon it
ever since, with the horrid tones that appeared possible here for
the fi rst time, have poisoned for life the senses and the blood of
countless witnesses along with their descendants! Just imagine
a perfectly innocent person who can then never get over having
once hea rd words such as: "Oh eternity! Oh, if only I had no
soul! Oh, if only I had never been born! I am damned, damned,
lost forever. Six days ago you could have helped me. But it's too
late. I now belong to the devil, with him I must go to hell. Burst,

burst, you poor hearts of s tone! Must you not burst? What
more can be done for hearts of stone? I am damned that you
m ay be saved! There he is! Yes, there he is! Come, blessed devil!
Come! " 178 _

78
Justice that punishes.

-

M isfortune and guilt - Christianity

has placed these two things on

one

scale: such that whenever

the misfortune ensuing from an instance of guilt is great, the
greatness of the guilt itself is then apportioned, completely in
voluntarily, in relation to the misfortune. This is, however, not

antique, which is why G reek tragedy, which deals with misfor
tune and guilt so often and yet in such a different sense, is one
of the greatest liberators of mind and spirit, to a degree that the
ancients themselves could not experience. They had remained
harmless enough not to establish an "appropriate relationship"
between guilt and misfortune. The guilt of their tragic heroes is
indeed the tiny stone over which they stumble and, as such, the
reason why they indeed do break an arm or put out an eye, at
which point the antique sensibility responded: "Yes, he should
have made his way a bit more cautiously and a bit less presump-
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tuously." But it was left u p t o Christianity to say for the first
time: "There is a grave misfortune here, and underneath it there
must lie hidden a grave, equally grave guilt, even if we don't
yet see it clearly. If you, misfortunate one, don't feel this way,
then you are obdurate- you will have even worse things to go
through!" -Accordingly, misfortune actually still existed in
antiquity, pure, innocent misfortune; only with Christianity
did everything become punishment, well-deserved punish
ment; it makes the sufferer's i magination also suffer so that
with every malady he also feels morally reprehensible and de
praved. Poor humanity! - The Greeks have their own word for
indignation over someone else's misfonune:179 this affect was
forbidden among Christian peoples and has hardly developed,
and they lack, therefore, a name for this more manly brother of
compassion.
79

A suggestion. - If, as Pascal and Christianity claim, our ego
is always hateful,180 how might we possibly ever allow or as
sume181 that someone else could love it - be it God or a human
being! It would go against all decency to let oneself be loved
knowing full well that one deserves only hate - not to mention
other feelings of repulsion. - "But this is precisely the king
dom of mercy." - S o is your love-thy-neighbor mercy? Your
compassion mercy? Well, if these things are possible for you, go
still one step further: love yourselves out of mercy- then you
won't need your God any more at all, and the whole drama of
original sin and redemption will play itself out to the end in
you yourselves.

80

The compassionate Christian. The underside of Christian
compassion for the suffering of one's neighbor is the deep sus
picion of all one's neighbor's pleasures, his pleasure in what he
wants and in what he can do.
-
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7he saint 's humanity. -A saint had fallen in with some be
lievers and could no longer stand their constant harred of sin.
hnally he said: "God created all things except sin: is there any
wonder he's not well disposed to it? - But humans created
sin - and they are supposed to cast out this their only child,
simply because it displeases God, sin's grandfather! Is this hu
mane? All honor to him to whom honor's duel - But surely in
clination and duty ought to speak first and foremost for the
ch ild - and only secondarily for the honor of the grandfather!"
8 2 182
l
lH
Spiritual . surprise attack. - "You have to sort that out on
your own, for your life is at stake:" with this exhortation Lu
ther spri ngs upon us and thinks we feel the knife pressed to the
throat. But we defend ourselves against him with the words of
one h igher and more reflective. "We are free to form no opin
ion about this or that matter and thus to spare our soul anxiety.
for by their very nature things themselves cannot require any
judgments from us."

83

Poor humanity!- One drop of blood too much or too little
in the brain can make our life unspeakably miserable and hard,
such that we suffer more from this one drop of blood than Pro
metheus from his vulture.184 But the most horrible thing of all
is not even knowing that this drop of blood is the cause. "The
devil!" Or "sin!" instead. 8418 5
Christianity's philology. -Just how little Christianity fosters
a sense of integrity and j ustice can be judged fairly accurately
from the character of its scholars' writings: they advance their
conjectures with the cheeked assurance of dogma and are rarely
at an honest moment's loss when it comes to the interpretation
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of a biblical passage. Again and again they claim, "I am right,
for it is written" - and then there follows such a brazen ly ar
bitrary explication that, upon hearing it, a philologist, caught
in the m iddle between outrage and laughter, stops dead in his
tracks and asks himself again and again: Is this possible! Is this
honest? Is it actually even decent? - In this regard the degree
of dishonesty still practiced from Protestant pulpits , the bra
zenness with which the preacher exploits the advantage that
no one is going to i nterrupt him, the extent to which the Bible
is pinched and pulled and the congregation is trained in all
forms of the

art of reading badly:

this can be underesti mated

only by someone who always, or never, goes to church. But a f
ter all: what can one expect from the aftereffects of a religion
that, during the centuries of its establishment, performed such
a scandalous philological farce on the Old Testament: I mean
the attempt to snatch the Old Testament right from under the
Jews' very noses by claiming that it contains nothing but Chris
tian teachings and

belongs to the Christians as the true people of

Israel: whereas the Jews had only usurped this role for them
selves. And then one submitted to a devoted frenzy of explica
tion and i nterpolation that cannot possibly have been con
nected to a clean conscience; no m atter how vociferously Jewish
scholars protested, the Old Testament was supposed to speak
everywhere of Christ and only of Christ and everywhere in
particular of his cross; and wherever a piece of wood, a rod, a
ladder, a twig, a tree, a willow, a staff turns up, that signifies a
prophesying of the wood of the cross: even the erection of the
unicorn and the bronze snake, 186 even Moses when he spreads
out his arms in prayer. Yes , even the spit on which the Passover
lamb is roasted - all allusions and, as it were, prelusions to
the cross! Has anyone who claimed this ever

believed it?

One

should bear in m ind that the Church did not shrink fro m
enlarging the Septuagint 1 8 7 (e. g . , Psalm 96: 10)188 in order a f
terward to exploit the smuggled passage to support Christia n
prophecy. O n e was, after a l l , engaged i n a

battle

thought about the enemy and not about i ntegrity.

and one
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8 51 89
Lack

of refinement. - Do

not even dream of mocking the

mythology of the Greeks because it is so little like your pon
derous metaphysics! You ought to admire a people who held
their acute understanding in check at precisely this point and
for a long time had enough tact to avoid the danger of scholas
ticism and of crafty superstition!

86190
Christian interpreters of the body.

-

Anything whatsoever

that stems from the stomach, entrails, heartbeat, nerves, gall,
semen - all these annoyances, enervations, overexcitations, the
whole contingent nature of the machine we know so little! 
All this a Christian like Pascal has to view as a moral and reli
gious phenomenon, questioning whether it contains God or
devil, good or evil, salvation or damnation. Oh what an un
fortunate interpreter! How he has to twist and torture his sys
tem! How he has to twist and torture himself so as to stay in
the right!

8i91
The moral miracle. - With regard

to morality, Christianity

acknowledges only the m iracle: the sudden alteration of all
value judgments , the sudden abandonment of all habits, the
sudden irresistible inclination toward new obj ects and new
persons . It apprehends this phenomenon as God's plan, chris
tens it the act of being born again, and gives it a singular in
comparable worth - for a Christian anything that goes under
the banner of morality and yet has no relation to the miracle,
by virtue of that lack, b ecomes a m atter of indifference and
indeed, insofar as it constitutes a feeling of well-being or pride,
perhaps even an object of fear. The New Testament sets up a
canon of virtue, of the fulfilled law: but only such that it is the
canon of impossible

virtue:

faced with such a canon, people who

continue to strive morally are supposed to learn to always feel
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farther andfarther from their goal, they are supposed to de
spair of virtue and then at last to cast themselves on the bosom
of the God of mercy-only with this finale was a Christian's
moral endeavor able to count as valuable, only, in other words,
if it always remains an unsuccessful, cheerless, melancholy en
deavor; as such, it could, in addition, serve to induce that ecstatic
moment in which the individual experiences the "awakening
unto grace" and the moral miracle: this struggle for morality
is, however, not necessary, for, not infrequently, this miracle
overtakes the sinner precisely when he is, as it were, leprous with
sin; indeed, it even seems that the leap out of the most profound
and thoroughgoing iniquity into its opposite is easier and, as
obvious proof of the miracle, also more desirable. -Moreover,
what such a sudden irrational and irresistible reversal, such a
switch from profoundest misery to profoundest bliss, indicates
physiologically (a disguised epilepsy perhaps?) is best left for the
psychiatrists to ponder, as they have abundant opportunity
to observe "miracles" of this sort (in the guise of, for example,
homicidal or suicidal mania). The more pleasant outcome, rela
tively speaking, in the case of the Christian makes no essential
difference.
88192

Luther the great benefactor. The most significant thing Lu
ther accomplished lies in the mistrust he awakened toward the
saints and the entire Christian vita contemplativa: only from
that point forward did a path to an unchristian vita contempla
tiva in Europe become possible again, and an end was put to
the contempt for worldly activity and for the laity. Luther, who
remained a trusty miner's son after they had locked him in the
monastery,193 where, for lack of other mines or "mineshafts,"194
he plumbed into himself and bored out terrifying dark pas
sageways- finally he realized that a contemplative holy life
was impossible for him and that his inborn physical and spiri
tual "activity" would destroy him. All too long he tried to find
the way to holiness through castigations-finally he made up
-
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his mind and said to himself: "there is no real vita contempla
tiva at all! We've allowed ourselves to be deceived! The saints
were worth no more than the rest of us." To be sure, this was a
boorish way of having his say -but for the Germans of that
time the right and the only way: how edifying now it was for
them to read in their Lutheran catechism: "Excepting the ten
commandments there is no work that could please God-the
glorified spiritual works of the saints are self-invented."195
89

Doubt as sin. -Christianity has done its utmost to close the
circle, having already declared doubt a sin! Void of reason, one is
supposed to be tossed into faith by a miracle and then to swim
in it as if it were the clearest and most uncomplicated of ele
ments: a mere glance in search of firm ground, the mere thought
that perhaps one is not meant only for swimming on this planet,
merely the lightest stirring of our amphibious nature-is a sin!
At least take note that with this attitude, any need to substanti
ate faith and all reflection upon its emergence have also been
foreclosed as sinful. What is wanted are blindness and delirium
and an eternal psalm above the waves in which reason has
drowned.
9 0 1 96

Egoism against egoism. -It is remarkable how many people
continue to conclude: "Life wouldn't be bearable if there
were no G od! " (or, as it is put in Idealist circles, " Life
wouldn't be bearable were its foundation lacking in ethical
significance" 1 97) -hence G od (or an ethical significance for
existence) must exist! In truth, the situation is simply that any
one who has grown accustomed to these ideas does not desire a
life without them: that, consequently, they may well be neces
sary ideas for such a person and his preservation - but what
arrogant presumption to decree that everything necessary for
my preservation must also, here and now, really exist! As if my
preservation were something necessary! What if others felt just
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the opposite! if, precisely under the constraints of those (Wo
articles of faith, they preferred not to live and found life no
longer worth living! - And so it is nowadays!

91
God S honesty.198 - An omniscient and omnipotent God who

doesn't even bother to make h i s i ntentions understood by
the very creatures He has created - is this supposed to be a
God of goodness? Who allows to p ersist for mi llennia i nnu
merable doubts and hesitations as if they were of no conse
quence for the welfare199 of humanity, who again holds out the
prospect of the most dreadful repercussions for mistaking the
truth? Would he not be a cruel God if he had the truth and
could observe how miserably humanity tortures itself in its
pursuit? - But perhaps he is a God of goodness after all -and
he was merely

unable to

express h imself more clearly! Did he

perhaps lack the i ntelligence200 for it? Or the eloquence? So
much the worse! Then perhaps he was also mistaken about
what he labeled his "Truth," and is hi mself not so very difFer
ent from the "poor deceived devil" ! For surely he must endure
practically the torments of hell itself to have to see his creatures,
by virtue of their very effort to come to know him, suffer so
and then continue suffering all the more through all eternity
and

not be able to counsel and to help in any way other than as

a deaf mute who makes all sorts of ambiguous signs when t he
most frightful danger is hard on the heels of his child or his
dog? A believer who comes to such an oppressive conclusion
may surely be forgiven if he feels more compassion for the suf
fering God than for his "neighbors" - because they are no
longer closest to him if that most solitary and primeval Being
is also the One among all who is most suffering and most i n
need o f solace. A l l religions reveal a trace o f the fact that t hey
owe their origin to a n early, i mmature intellectuality i n
humanity - they all take with astonishing

levity the

obliga

tion to tell the truth: as yet, they don't know a thing about any

duty on the part of God to be truthful to humanity and clear i n
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his communication - No one has been more eloquent con
cerning the " hidden God" 201 and his reasons for keeping him
self so hidden and for emergi ng only halfway into the light of
language than Pascal, an ind ication that he could never quite
calm himself on the subject: but his voice sounds so confident,
as if he and God had once sat together for a tete-a.-tete behind
the concealing curtain. He caught wind of something im
moral in the " deus

absconditus"102

and had the greatest shame

in, and aversion to, admitting it to himself: and so, like some
one who is afraid, he talked as loudly as he could. 203

92
At Christianity 's deathbed. - Genuinely

active people these

days are inwardly without Christianity, and the more moderate
and contemplative people of the spiritual m iddle class possess
at this point only a ready-made, namely a wondrously

fied, Christianity. A

simpli

God who, in his love, ordains everything

in the long run to turn out for the best, a God who gives and
takes away our virtue as well as our happiness, so that, on the
whole, everything turns out fine and proper, and there is no
reason to take life too seriously and certainly no reason to
complain, in short, resignation and meekness elevated to the
godhead - these are the best and most vital existing remains
of Christianity. But one should after all realize that, as a result,
Christianity has passed over into a gentle

moralism:204

not so

much "God, freedom, and immortality" 2 05 have remained as
goodwill and a decorous disposition and the belief that in the
whole un iverse goodwill and a decorous disposition will rule as
well : it is Christianity's

euthanasia.
93

What is truth?- Who

could not accept the

conclusion

the

faithful love to draw: 206 "scientific knowledge cannot be true,
for it denies God. Accordingly, it comes not from God; accord
ingly, it is not true - for God is Truth." Not the conclusion, but
the presupposition contains the error: what if God were, i n
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fact,

not Truth,

and if, in fact, this were proven? I f he were the

van ity, the lust for power, the impatience, the terror, the chill
ing and enchanting delusion of humankind?

94
The irascibles' remedy. 207 - Paul

himself was of the opinion

that a sacrifice was necessary to counteract God's extreme iras
cibility resulting from sin: and since then Christians have never
ceased to vent their discontent with themselves on a

sacrifice

whether it be the "world" or " history" or "reason" or pleasure or
the peaceful equanimity of other people - something or other

good must always die for their sins

(even if only in effigy).

95
Historical refutation as definitive refutation. - In

former

times, one sought to prove that there was no God - today one
demonstrates how the belief i n the existence of God could

come
into being and by what means this bel ief attained its gravity and

importance: thus, a counterproof that there is no God becomes
superfluous. - When in former times one had refuted the pro
posed "proofs of the existence of God," doubt still remained as
to whether better proofs might turn up than the ones just re
futed. Back then the atheists were not skilled at making a clean
sweep.

96
In hoc signo vinces.208 - However advanced Europe might

be

in other respects: in religious matters it has not yet reached the
freethinking naivete of the ancient B rahmans, a sign that people
in India four millennia ago thought more, and took care to trans
mit from generation to generation more pleasure in thought
than is the case with us today. Those Brahmans thought, namely,
first of all that the priests were more powerful than the gods,
and secondly that it was in the observances that the power of
the priests rested: which is why their poets never tired of prais
ing the observances (prayers, ceremonies, sacrifices, hymns, and
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verses) as the true bestowers of all things good.209 However
much poeticizing and superstition may have slipped in here: the
propositions are

true!

One step further: and the gods were cast

aside-wh ich Europe must also do one day! Yet another step
further: and one no longer needed the priests and mediators and
there appeared the teacher of the

religion ofself-redemption.

the

Ruddha: - how far removed Europe still is from this level of
culture! When at long last all observances and mores supporting
the power of the gods and the priests and saviors are obliterated,
when, in other words. morality in the old sense will be dead and
gone: then comes -Yes, what comes then? But why play guessing
games; above all let

liS

see

to

it instead that Europe catches up to

what was al ready practiced among the nation of thinkers sev
eral m i l lennia ago in India as the commandment of all thinking!
There exist today perhaps ten to twenty million people among the
different countries of Europe who no longer " believe in God" -is
it too much to ask that they give a sign to one another? As soon as
they

know one another in this manner, they will also make them

selves known to others - they will immediately be a power in
Europe and, fortunately, a power

between

nations! Between the

classes! Between rich and poor! Between rulers and subjects! Be
tween the most restless and the calmest, the most becalming of all
people!
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9i
One becomes moral- not because one is morall

S ubjugation
to morality can be slavish or vain or self-serving or resigned or
stiflingly rapturous or without thought or an act of despair,
like subjugation to a prince: in and of itself, there is nothing
moral about it.
-

98

Morality's mutation. There exists a perpetual transform
ing of and laboring on morality. This is brought about by suc
cessful crimes (to which belong, for example, all innovations in
moral thinking). 2
-

99
Wherein we are all irrational.

We still continue to draw
conclusions from judgments we consider false and from teach
ings in which we no longer believe - owing to our feelings.
-

100
Awakeningfrom the dream 3 Noble and wise persons once
.

-

believed in the music of the spheres:4 noble and wise persons still
believe in the "ethical significance of existence."5 But the day will
come when this spherical music is no longer audible to their ear!
They awaken and detect that their ear had been dreaming.
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Problematic. -To accept6 a faith merely because it is the
custom - that is certainly tantamount to: being dishonest, be
ing cowa rdly, being lazy! -And so that would make dishon
esty, cowardice, and laziness the preconditions of morality?
I027
7he oldest moral judgments. - How, in fact, do we respond
to the behavior of a person in our vicinity? - First we view it
with an eye for what emerges from it for us we see it only
from this poi n t of view. We take this effect to be the intention
of the behavior- and finally we ascribe the possession of such
i ntentions to the person as an abiding trait and fro m now on
brand him as, for example, "an injurious person." Threefold
error! Threefold age-old blunder! Stemming perhaps from our
inheritance from an imals and from their power of judgment.
Isn't the origin of all morality to be found in the disgraceful
petty inferences: "whatever injures me is something evil (injuri
OllS per se); whatever benefits me is something good (beneficial
and advantageous per se); whatever injures me once or several
times is inimical per se; whatever benefits me once or several
times is amiable per se." Oh pudenda origo!8 Doesn't this amount
to: fancifully turning another person's paltry, incidental, often
accidental relation to us into his essence, his most essential self,
and claiming that vis-a-vis himself and the whole world, he is
capable only of the very sort of relations we happened to expe
rience with him once or on occasion? And still lurking beneath
this genuine folly do we not find the most arrogant of all ulte
rior motives: that we ourselves must be the principle of good,
because good and evil are apportioned according to us?
-

10 3
There are two kinds ofdeniers ofmorality. - "To deny moral
ity," that can mean, on the one hand, to deny that the ethicaP
motivations people profess have really driven their actions - this

7I
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is, in effect, the claim that morality exists in words and is
among humanity's crudest and subtlest deceptions (namely
self-deception), nowhere more so perhaps than with people
most famed for their virtue. On the other hand, it can mean: to
deny that ethical j udgments are based on truths. In this case,
it is granted that the motivations for an action are genuine,
but that, in this manner, errors operate as the foundation of all
ethical judgments and thus drive human beings to their moral
actions. This is my viewpoint. Yet, I least of all would wish to
fail to recognize that in very many cases, a sensitive mistrust such
as expressed in the first viewpoint, in the spirit of I >a Roche
foucauld, is also j ustified and, by all means, of the greatest
common advantage. Thus, 1 deny morality the same way
I deny alchemy, which is to say, I deny its presupposition s ,
not however that there were alchemists who did believe i n
these presuppositions a n d acted in accordance with them. I
also deny immorality: not that countless persons feel immoral,
rather that there is in truth a reason to feel that way. As should
be obvious - provided I 'm not a fool - I don't deny that it is
best to avoid and to struggle against many actions that are con
sidered immoral; likewise that it is best to perform and pro
mote many that are considered moral - but I maintain: the
former should be avoided and the latter promoted for different
reasons than heretofore. We must learn to think differently- in
order finally, perhaps very late, to achieve even more: to feel

differently.
10410
Our evaluations. -All actions may be traced back to eval
uations, all evaluations are either one's own or are adoptedll - the
latter more often by far. Why do we adopt them? Out of
fear- that is to say: we consider it more advisable to pretend
as if they were our own - and we grow so accustomed to this
pretense12 that it ends up being our nature. One's own evalu
ation: that means gauging a thing in relation to the degree
to which it gives precisely us and no one else pleasure or
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displeasure - something exceedingly rare! - B ut must not at
least our evaluation of another, in which there lies the motive
for, in most cases, our making use of his evaluation, emanate
from us, be our own determ ination? Yes, hut we arrive at it as
children and rarely ever learn to change our view again; most
often we are, throughout our lives, the dupe of the way we
learned in childhood to j udge our neighbors (their intellect,
station, morality, exemplarity or reproachability) and to deem
it necessary to pay homage to their evaluations.

10513
Pseudo-egotism. - No matter what they think or say about
their "egotism," people, virtually without exception, neverthe
less do nothing their whole life long for their ego, but instead
for the phantom ego that has formed in the heads of those
aroLlnd them and been communicated to them - as a result,
they all dwell together in a fog of impersonal, half-personal
opi nions and arbitrary, as it were, fictitious evaluations, one
person always in the head of the other and then again this head
in other heads: a curious world of phantasms that nonetheless
knows how to don s uch a sensible appearance! This fog of opin
ions and habituations grows and lives almost independently of
the people it envelops; within it lies the prodigious effect of
general opinions about "the human being" - all these humans
who do not even know one another believe in the bloodless
abstraction " human being," that is to say, in a fiction; and every
alteration in this abstraction brought about by individuals with
power (like princes and philosophers) has an extraordinary and
unreasonably strong effect on the great majority- all for the
simple reason that no individual in this majority has access to
any self-established, genuine ego that he could juxtapose to the
common, pallid fiction and thereby destroy it.
10614
Against definitions of moral goals.

Everywhere these days
one hears the goal of morality defined more or less as follows:
-
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it is the preserving and advancing of humanity; but this
amounts to a desire for a formula and nothing more. Preserv
ing what?, one must immediately counter, advancing where?15
Hasn't precisely the essential thing, the answer to this "What? "
and "Where? " been left o u t of the formula? So what, then, can
it contribute to the instruction of what our duty is other than
what currently passes, tacitly and thoughtlessly, as already
established? Can one discern sufficiently from the formula
whether we ought to aim for the longest possible existence for
humanity? Or the greatest possible de-animalization of hu
manity? How different in each case the means, in other words,
practical morality, would have to be! Suppose one wanted to
supply humanity with the highest possible degree of rational
ity: this would certainly not mean vouchsafing it its greatest
possible longevity! Or suppose one thought of its " h ighest
happiness" as the "What" and " Where": does that mean the
greatest degree individual persons could gradually attain? Or a,
by the way, utterly incalculable, yet ultimately attained average
bliss for everyone? And why is precisely morality supposed to
be the way to get there? Hasn't morality, on the whole, opened
up such abundant sources of displeasure that one could sooner
j udge that, heretofore, with every refinement in morality, hu
man beings have grown more and more dissatisfied with them
selves, their neighbor, and their lot? Hasn't the most moral
person up to now been of the belief that, in the face of moral
ity, the only legitimate human condition is one of profoundest

misery?
IOiG
Our right to our folly. How ought one to act? To what end
ought one to act? In the case of an individual's most immedi
ate and crudest needs, these questions are answered easily
enough, but the more refined, extensive, and weighty the
spheres of activity into which one ascends, the more uncertain,
and hence more arbitrary, the answers will be. And yet it is here
expressly that arbitrariness in decision making ought to be
-
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eliminated - the authority of morality demands as much: a
vague fear and reverence are supposed to guide a person at
once in precisely those actions whose ends and means are for
him the least immediately clear of all! This authority of moral
ity paralyzes thinking in matters where it could be dangerous
to think incorrectly - in this fashion, it makes a habit of justi
fying itself before its detractors. Incorrectly, that means in this
case "dangerously" - but dangerous for whom? Usually it is
not actually the danger to the performer of the action whom
the bearers of authoritative morality have in mind, but rather
their own danger, the possible damage to their power and
prestige the moment the right to act arbitrarily and foolishly
according to one's own lesser or greater reason is granted to
cveryone - they command even when the questions: "How
ought I to act? To what end ought I to act?" are hard enough, if
not impossible, to answer. -And if humanity's reason grows so
extraordinarily slowly that its growth through the whole course
of humanity has often been denied: what bears more blame
than the solemn presence, indeed omnipresence of moral com
mands that in no way permit the voicing of the individual
question as to "To what end? " or " How? " Haven't we been
raised to fiel pathetic and to flee into the darkness at precisely
the times when our understanding ought to function as clearly
and impartially as possible! Namely, with all our higher and
more important concerns.

A fiw

ro817

theses. Provided he wants to be happy, one ought not

to give the individual any precepts regarding the path to hap
piness: for individual happiness springs from its own impene
trable laws; external precepts can only hinder and check
it. - The precepts that one labels "moral " are, in truth, di
rected against individuals and are in no way aimed at promot
ing the happiness of individuals. These precepts are just as little
concerned with the " happiness and welfare of humanity" 
words completely i mpossible to attach distinct concepts to, let
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alone to utilize them a s a guiding star o n the dark ocean of
moral aspirations. - It is not true, as the presumption wou ld
have it, that morality is more advantageous to the evolution of
reason than immorality. - It is not true that the unconscious
goal in the evolution of every conscious being (an imal, hu
man, humanity, etc.) is its "highest happiness": on the con
trary, in all stages of evolution the only attainable happiness is
special and incomparable, neither higher nor lower, but simply
and exclusively its own. Evolution does not desire happiness; it
wants evolution and nothing more. - Only if humanity had a
universally recognized goal could one propound "such and
such should be done": for the time being, there is no such goal.
One should not, therefore, inflict the demands of morality onto
humanity- that's nothing but irrationality and frivolity. -To
recommend a goal to humanity is another matter entirely: then
the goal is thought of as something that is in keeping with our
own discretion; granted, if humanity were inclined toward the
proposed goal, then it could, as a result, give itself a moral
law- likewise, in keeping with its own discretion. Up until
now, however, the moral law was supposed to stand above i ncli
nation: one did not so much want to give oneself this law as to
take it from somewhere or to discover it somewhere or to let one
selfbe commanded from somewhere.

10 9 18
Self-mastery and moderation and their ultimate motive.

I
find no more than six essentially different methods of combat
ing the intensity of a drive. For a start, one can avoid opportu
nities for gratification of the drive and through long and ever
longer periods of abstinence cause it to weaken and wither
away. Or else one can impose on oneself a strictly ordered regi
men of gratification; by subsuming the drive in this fashion
under a rule and enclosing its ebb and flow within fixed time
periods, one gains intervals in which it no longer intrudes 
and from that point one can perhaps proceed to the first
method. Thirdly, one can intentionally give oneself over to
-
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wild, uncontrolled gratification of a drive in order to become
disgusted with it and through this cultivated disgust to acquire
power over the drive: provided one does not imitate the rider
who drove h is horse to death and broke his own neck in the
process -wh ich, unfortunately, happens more often than not
with this attempt. Fourthly, there exists an intellectual ploy,
namely, to yoke that gratification as such so tightly to some
exrremely distressing idea that, after a little practice, the idea of
grati fication will itself be experienced, always and immediately,
as distressing (for example, when the Christian accustoms him
self to feel the proximity and the derision of the devil during
the pleasu res of sex or eternal torments of hell for a vengeful
murder or also merely the thought of the disdain that would
result in the eyes of the people he admires most if, for instance,
he were to steal money or, as many have done a hundred times
before, a person counteracts the fervent desire to commit
suicide with the representation of the lamentation and self
imprecations on the part of family and friends and has man
aged thereby to keep holding onto life by a thin thread - after
a while, these representations follow one another in his mind
like cause and effect). The same operation is in play when an
individual 's pride rears up, as for example with Lord Byron and
Napoleon, and one experiences as an offense the dominance of
a si ngle affect over one's total deportment and over reason's
regulation : from which arises the habit and the pleasure of tyr
annizing the drive and, as it were, making it gnash its teeth. ("I
refuse to be a slave to any appetite"1 9 - wrote Byron i n his
journal.) Fifthly: one undertakes a dislocation of one's energy
resources by imposing an especially difficult and strenuous task
on oneself or by intentionally subjecting oneself to new stimu
lations and pleasures, thereby directing thoughts and physical
energy into other channels. It amounts to the same thing if,
from time to time, one favors a different drive, giving it plenty
of opportunity for gratification, thus turning it into the wastrel
of the very energy through which otherwise the impetuous and
therefore burdensome drive would seize control. There are also
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those people who know full well how t o keep i n check the spe
cific drive that would like to play lord and master by offering
all their other known drives an occasional cajoling and festive
spree and bidding them consume the fodder that the tyrant
wants to have all to himsel£ hnally, number six: anyone who
finds it reasonable and can stand to debilitate and oppress one's
entire physical and spiritual constitution naturally achieves
the goal of debilitating a particularly vehement drive as well; as
does, for example, the person who, just like the ascetic, starves
his sensuality and, in the process, s tarves and spoils certainly
his vigor also and not infrequently his understanding. - So:
avoiding the opportunities, planting regularity into the drive,
generating supersatiation and disgust, effecting an association
of an agonizing thought (such as shame, dire consequences, or
offended pride) , then the dislocation of energies, and finally
general debilitation and exhaustion - these are the six meth
ods: the fact, however, that one wants to combat the vehemence
of a drive in the first place is not in our control at all, no matter
which method one falls back on, no m atter whether one is
successful or not. On the contrary, in this whole process our
intellect is manifestly only the blind tool of another drive that
is the rival of the one tormenting us with its vehemence: be it
the drive for quietude, fear of shame and other evil conse
quences , or love. Whereas "we" believe ourselves to be com
plaining about the vehemence of a drive, it is, at bottom, one
drive that is complaining about another: in other words: any time
we perceive such vehemence in suffering, we can be sure that
there exists another equally, if not more vehement drive and that
a battle is in store in which our intellect will have to take sides.
no20

What sets itself in opposition. - One can observe in oneself
the following process and I wish it were often observed and
confirmed. Somewhere inside us we pick up the scent of a type
of pleasure we haven't yet enjoyed and consequently a new de
sire results. Now, at this point, everything depends on what
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sets itself in opposition to this desire: if it is matters and consid
erations of minor consequence and also people who count for
little in our esteem - then the new desire's goaPI is cloaked
with the sentiment "noble, good, worthy of praise and sacri
fice" and the entire bequeathed moral predisposition now re
ceives it into its rank and adds it to its store of goals that are
felt to be moral - from then on we believe we are no longer
striving for pleasure but for morality: which greatly enhances
the self-assurance of our striving.

ja

III
the admirers % bjectilJity. - Anyone who, as a child, per

ceived diverse and powerful feelings on the part of relatives and
acquaintances among whom he grew up without, however,
their having much subtlety of j udgment and pleasure in intel
lectual honesty - and who has consequently exhausted his
best time and energy in the imitation of feelings -will notice
about h i mself as an adult that every new thing, every new per
son immediately excites in him attraction or revulsion, envy or
disgust; under the weight of this experience, against which he
feels powerless, he admires neutrality o/sentiment or "objectiv
ity" as a thing of wonder, a matter of genius or of the rarest
morality, and refuses to believe that it too is merely an offshoot

ofdiscipline and habit.
1I2
On the natural history o/duty and right. - Our duties - these

are the rights others have over us. How did they acquire them?
In that they assumed us capable of contract and requital, in
that they took us to be similar and equal to themselves and, as
a resuit, entrusted us with something, educated, reproved, and
supported us. We fulfill our duty - that is to say: we vindicate
that conception of our power according to which everything
was bestowed upon us, we give b ack in the same measure as
was given to us. It is thus our pride that bids us do our
duty - whenever we counter something others did for us with
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something we do for them, we are seeking to reestablish our
own majesty of self- for with their deeds those others have
intervened in our sphere of power and would continually have
their hand in it if we did not practice, in the form of " duty," a
counter-requital, in other words, an invasion into their power.
The rights of others can refer only to what lies within our
power; it would be irrational if they wanted something from
us that did not belong to us proper. More precisely, one must
say: only to what they believe lies within our power, assuming
it is something we believe also lies within our power. The same
error could easily exist on both sides: the feeling of duty re
sults from our having the same belief as everyone else regard
ing the extent of our power: namely, that we are capable of
promising certain things and of obligating ourselves to them
("free will" ). - My rights: these are that part of my power
that others not only have conceded to me but also wish me to
maintain. How do these others come to such a point? First:
through their prudence and fear and circumspection: maybe
they expect something similar from us in return (protection
of their rights), maybe they consider a battle with us to be dan
gerous or inexpedient, maybe they view every diminution of
our strength as a disadvantage because we then become un
suitable as an alliance with them against a hostile third power.
Then: through donation and cession. In this case the others
have enough, and more than enough, power to be able to sur
render some of it and to vouchsafe him to whom they donated
the surrendered portion: one presumes thereby an inferior feel
ing of power on the part of the person who permits himself to
receive the donation. Thus do rights arise: as recognized and
guaranteed degrees of power. The moment power relation
ships shift significantly, rights disappear and new ones are
established - as is evidenced in the perpetual disintegration
and re-formation of rights among nations. The moment our
power decreases significantly there occurs an alteration in the
sentiment of those who have heretofore guaranteed our power:
they calculate whether they can restore us to our former
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plenitude - if they don't feel in a position to do so, then from
that point on they disavow our "rights." Likewise, if our power
increases considerably, there occurs an alteration in the senti
ment of those who heretofore acknowledged it and whose ac
knowledgment we no longer need: no doubt they attempt to
suppress our power to its former dimension; they will want to
intervene and in the process they appeal to their "duty," - but
that is merely useless verbiage. Wherever a right prevails, a con
dition and degree of power are being maintained, a decrease
and increase being averted. The rights of others constitute a
concession by our feeling of power to the feeling of power of
these others. If our power appears to be profoundly shaken and
broken, then our rights cease to exist: on the other hand, if we
have become much more powerful, the rights of others such as
we have conceded them heretofore cease to exist for us. The
"fair-minded" person constantly requires the subtle tact of a
balance: in order to weigh the degrees of power and right,
which, given the transitory nature of human affairs, will in
variably remain suspended in equilibrium only for a short time,
but for the most part will sink or rise: consequently, to be fair
22
minded is difficult and demands a lot of practice, (a lot 0[)
23
good will, and a whole lot of very fine spirit. _

24
II3
The striving for distinction. The stnvmg for distinction
25
-

constantly keeps an eye on every next person coming its way
and wants to know his thoughts and how he's feeling: but the
empathy and the being-in-the-know, which this drive requires
for its gratification, are far from harmless or compassionate or
benevolent. On the contrary, we want to perceive or to divine
how, outwardly or inwardly, we cause this next person to suf
fer, how he loses control over himself and surrenders to the
impression that our hand or even merely the sight of us makes
upon him; even when the striver for distinction makes, and
intended to make, a joyous, uplifting, cheerful impression, he
by no means enjoys this success inasmuch as he brought joy to
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the person coming his way o r uplifted o r cheered him, but,
rather, inasmuch as he

put his imprint

on the soul of that

next person, altered its form, and held sway over it according
to his own will. The s triving for distinction is the striving for
domination - be it very indirect and only sensed or even only
imagined - of the other. There exists a long series of degrees
of this secretly coveted domination and a complete catalogue
of them would almost amount to a history of culture from the
earliest, still grotesque barbarism on up to the grotesquerie of
overrefinement and morbid idealism. Striving for distinction
entails for the

next person - to

name only a few of the steps on

this long ladde r - torments , then blows, then terror, then
fearful amazement, then wonderment, then envy, then admi
ration, then exaltation, then j oy, then serenity, then laughter,
then derision, then ridicule, then j eering, then dealing out
blows, then inflicting torments : here at the end of the ladder
stands the

ascetic

and martyr who experiences the highest

pleasure precisely in himself enduring, as a result of his striv
ing for distinction, exactly the same suffering that his counter
part on the first rung of the ladder, the

barbarian,

inflicts on

the other through whom and before whom he wants to distin
guish himself. The ascetic's triumph over himself, his eye
trained inward throughout, b eholding the human being clo
ven asunder into sufferer and spectator and henceforward only
glancing into the exterior world in o rder, as it were, to gather
from it wood for its own funeral pyre, this the last tragedy of
the striving for distinction whereby there remains only a Sin
gle Character who burns to ash inside - that is the worthy
conclusion that b elongs to the beginning: in both places an
unspeakable happiness at the

sight of torments!

Indeed, happi

ness, understood as the liveliest feeling of p ower, has perhaps
never been greater than in the souls of superstitious ascetics.
1he Brahmans express this i n the story of King Visvamitra,2 6
who, from thousands of years

doing penance, derived such
heaven. I believe

strength that he undertook to build a new

that with regard to this entire species of inner experiences we
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are rank neophytes gropingly guessing at riddles; four thou
sand years ago they knew more about these infamous subtle
ties of self-enjoyment. Creation of the world : maybe in those
days an I ndian dreamer conceived of it as an ascetic procedure
that a god performs on h i msel f. Maybe the god wanted to ban
ish himself inside agitated nature, as in an instrument of tor
ture, in order thereby to feel doubly his bliss and power! And
supposing it was even a god of love: what pleasure for such a
god to create people who

suffer and,

at the sight of their cease

less torment, to suffer really divinely and superhumanly and,
by this means, to exercise tyranny over himself! And even sup
posing it was not only a god of love but also a god of holiness
and sinlessness: what imaginable deliriums on the part of the
d ivine ascetic when he creates sin and sinner and eternal dam
nat ions and, beneath his h eaven and throne, a monstrous site
of eternal torture and eternal groaning and moaning! It is not
totally i mpossible that, sometime or other, the souls of Paul
and Dante2 7 and Calvin 2 8 and their like also penetrated the
gruesome mysteries of such debaucheries of power - and faced
with such souls one can ask: indeed, has the circle of striving
for distinction really come to an end and played itsel f out with
the ascetic? Could not this circle be circumscribed again from
the beginning, adhering firmly to the basic disposition of the
ascetic and simultaneously to that of the pitying god? In other
words, doing hurt unto others in order thereby to hurt

oneself

and thus once again to triumph over oneself and one's pity and
to luxuriate in utmost power! - Excuse the excess in the con
sideration of all that may have been possible on earth as a result
of the psychical excess of the lust for power.
I I4 2 9

On the sufferer's knowledge.

-

The condition of the infirm

who are tormented terribly and for a long time by their suffer
ing and whose minds nonetheless remain unclouded is not
without value with regard to knowledge - quite apart from
the intellectual benefits that come with every profound soli-
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tude, every s udden and licensed release from all duties and
customs. From within his condition the heavy sufferer looks
out onto things with a terrifying coldness: for him all those
little deceitful enchantments in which things usually swim
when regarded by the healthy eye disappear: in fact, even he
himself lies before himself void of flesh and hue. Supposing
that until that point he was living in some sort of dangerous
fantasy world: this supreme sobering up through pain is the
means to tear him out of it: and perhaps the only means. (It is
possible that the founder of Christianity encountered this o n
the cross : for t h e bitterest of a l l utterances - "My God, why
hast thou forsaken me!"30 - understood in the ful l profun
dity with which it should be understood, bears witness to
universal disappointment31 and enlightenment as to the delu
sion that was his life; in the moment of supreme agony he
became clairvoyant regarding himself, just as did, according
to the writer, the poor dying Don Quixote.32) The prodigious
straining of the intellect, which wants to resist the pain,
causes everything he now looks at to shine in a new light: and
the indescribable attraction that all new illumination imparts
is often powerful enough to defy all enticements toward sui
cide and to make continuing to live appear highly desirable to
the sufferer. He thinks back with contempt on the warm,
cozy, misty world in which the healthy person lives his life
without a second thought; he thinks back with contempt o n
the most noble and cherished illusions in which h e used to
indulge himself in days gone by; he takes pleasure in conju r
ing up this contempt as if fro m the deepest hell and in thus
causing his soul the bitterest of suffering: precisely by means
of this counterweight does he withstand the physical pain - he
senses that this counterweight i s just what is necessary at the
moment! With ghastly clairvoyance regarding his own es
sence, he cries to himself, " for once be your own accuser and
executioner, accept for once your suffering as the punishment
you have pronounced upon yourself! Enjoy your s uperiority
as j udge; even more: enjoy your capricious pleasure, your
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tyrann ical arbitrariness! Elevate yourself above your life as
above your suffering, look down i nto the depths of meani ng
and of mea n i nglessness ! " Our pride swells up as never before:
it fi nds an i n comparable appeaP' i n opposing a tyrant the
l i kes of pa in and in rejecting all the wh isperi ngs with which
it tempts LI S to disparage l i fe - and i nstead, in advocating life
aga inst the tyrant. I n this state, one resists to the death all
pessimism lest it appear to be a consequence of our state and
humiliate us as one who has been defeated. By the same to
ken, the appeal of exercising j ustness in j udgment has never
been greater than now, for now it constitutes a triumph over
ou rselves and over the most sensitive of all states, a triumph
that wou ld render any unjustness i n judgment exculpable - but
we don't want to be exculpated, precisely at this moment we
want to demonstrate that we can be "without culpab i l ity." We
find ou rselves i n veritable paroxysms of pride. - And then
comes the fi rst twilight gli mmer of alleviation, of recovery 
and almost the first effect is that we resist the supremacy of
our pride; we call it foolish and vain - as if we had experi
enced anyth i ng! Without gratitude, we humble the a l mighty
pride that had just allowed us to endure the p a i n and we
vehemently demand antidotal venom for our pride: we want
to become estranged fro m ourselves and depersonalized af
ter the pain has made us personal too forcefully and for too
long a time. "Away, away with this pride," we shout, " it was a
malady and a seizure l i ke any other! " We begin to pay atten
tion again to people and to nature - with a more longing eye:
smiling ruefully, we remember that we now have come to
know certain things about them in a new and different way
than before, that a veil has fallen - but it restores us so to view
once more the subdued lights oflife and to step out of the hor
rible, sober brightness in which, as a sufferer, we saw and saw
through things. We don't grow angry when the enchantments
of health resume their play - we look on as if transformed,
kind and still weary. In this state, one cannot listen to music
without weeping. -
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II5
7he so-called "ego. "- Language and the prejudices34 upon
which language is based hi nder in many ways our understand
ing of inner processes and drives: for example, through the
fact that words actually exist only for superlative degrees of
these processes and drives - but then when words are lacking,
we tend no longer to engage in precise observation because it
is painfully awkward for us to think precisely at that juncture;
indeed, in former times one concluded involuntarily that
wherever the domain of words ceased there ceased as well the
domain of existence. Wrath, hate, love, compassion, craving,
knowing, joy, pain - these are all names for extreme states: the
milder middle degrees, to say nothing of the lower ones that
are constantly in play, elude us and yet it is precisely they that
weave the web of our character and our destiny. Very often
those extreme outbursts - and even the most moderate like or
dislike that we register in eating a particular dish or hearing
a certain tone is perhaps still, properly appraised, an extreme
outburst - rend the web and are then violent exception s, usu
ally as a result of pent-up congestions - and, as such, how
quickly they are able to mislead the observer! No less quickly
than they mislead the person of action. We are none ofus what
we appear to be solely in those states for which we have con
sciousness and words - and hence praise and censure; we mis
construe ourselves according to these cruder outbursts, which
are the only ones we register; we draw a conclusion from mate
rial in which the exceptions outweigh the rule, we misread
ourselves in this seemingly clearest block print of the Self. Our
opinion ofourselves, however, at which we have arrived through
this mistaken route, the so-called "ego," collaborates from now
on in the formation of our character and destiny. II6
7he unknown world ofthe "subject. "- From earliest times to
the present, the thing so difficult for humans to comprehend
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is their ignorance of themselves! Not only regarding good and
evil, but regarding matters much more essential! The age-old
delusion that one knows, knows just exactly in every instance
how human action comes about, still lives on. Not only "God
who sees i n to the hea rt," not only the doer who reflects on his
deed- no, in addition, every other person does not doubt
that he understands what is essential in the occurrence of ev
ery other person's action. "I know what I want, what I 've done,
I'm free and take responsibility for it, I hold others responsi
ble, I can call by name all ethical possibilities and all inner
motives that exist in the face of an action; no matter how you
might act - in whatever situation I ' ll understand myself and
you aW" -'That's how everyone used to thi nk, that's how every
one more or less still thinks today. Socrates and Plato, in this
matter great skeptics and admirable in novators, were nonethe
less i n nocent believers with regard to the most disastrous of
prejudices,3'; the most profound of errors, that "the proper ac
tion mustfollow upon knowledge of what is appropriate," - in
this axiom they were still the heirs of the universal madness
and presumptio n : that there is such a thing as knowledge
regarding the essential nature of an action. "It would indeed
be terrifying if insight i nto the nature of the proper deed
were not followed by the deed itself" - such is the only
manner of proof for this thought that those great thi nkers
deemed necessary, the contrary seemed to them unthinkable
and insane - and yet this contrary is precisely the naked real
ity, proven daily and hourly from time immemorial! Is it not
precisely the "terrifying" truth: that whatever one can know
about a deed never suffices to guarantee its being carried out,
that, in no single instance, has the distance between knowl
edge and deed ever yet been bridged. Actions are never what
they appear to us to be! It took so much effort for us to learn
that external th i ngs are not what they appear to us - now then!
It is just the same with the inner world! Moral actions are, in
truth, "something other" than moral truths - more we can
not say: and all actions are essentially unknown. Belief in the
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opposite was and is universal: we have the oldest realism operat
ing against us; up until now humanity thought: "an action is
what it appears to us to be." (Upon rereading these words, I am
reminded of a very explicit passage in Schopenhauer, which I
wish to quote in order to demonstrate that he too, indeed with
out any scruple whatsoever, was still caught up in, as well as
caught up by, this moral realism: "every one of us is really a
competent and perfectly moral judge exhibiting exact knowl
edge of good and evil, holy in that we love good and abhor
evi l - every one of us is all this insofar as it is not our own
actions but those of others that are being investigated and we
have merely to approve or disapprove, while the burden of
carrying out the actions rests on the shoulders of others. Ac
cordingly everyone can, as father confessor, completely stand
in for God."36)

Il 7
In prison. - My eye, however strong or weak it happens to
be, sees only a circumscribed distance, and within this cir
cumscription I live and act;3 7 this line of horizon constitutes,
in matters great and small, my i mmediate fate38 from which
I cannot escape. In this way, there forms around every being a
concentric circle that has a m idpoint and that is unique to
him. Our ear encloses us within a similarly small space as does
our sense of touch. It is according to these horizons, within
which our senses enclose each of us as if behind prison walls,
that we now measure the world, we call this thing near and
that distant, this thing large and that small, this thing hard
and that soft: this measuring we call perception - and it is all,
each and every bit, errors through and through! According to
the number of experiences and stimuli we are, on the average,
capable of having within a given period, we measure our lives
as long or short, rich or poor, full or empty: and according to
the average duration of the human being's life, we measure the
life of all other creatures - it is all, each and every bit, errors
through and through! I f we had eyes a hundred times more
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sensitive to proximity, then humans would appear monstrously
tall to us; indeed, it is possible to i magine organs by dint of
which humans would be perceived as immeasurable. On the
other hand, organs could be so const ituted that entire solar
systems were perceived as contracted and constricted like a
si ngle cell: and to beings of a contrasting nature, a single cell
of the human body could present itself as a solar system in
motion with organization and harmony. The habits of our
senses have woven us i nto p erception's wile and guile: it, in
rurn, is the foundation for all our j udgments and forms of
" knowledge" - there is no escape whatsoever, no underused or
underhanded way into the real world! We hang with in our
web, we spiders , and no matter what we capture in it, we can
capture nothing whatsoever other than what allows itself to be
captured precisely in our web.
n839

What is our neighbor4 0 after all!- What do we comprehend
about our neighbor after all, other than his boundaries, I mean
that by which he, as it were, inscribes himself in and impresses
hi mself on us? We understand nothing of him except the al
terations in us of which he is the cause - our knowledge of him
resembles a formed hollow space. We ascribe to him the sensa
tions that his actions evoked in us and thus i mpart to him a
mistaken, inverse positivity. In accordance with our knowledge
of ourselves, we mold him i nto a satellite of our own system:
and when he shines for us or grows dark, and in either case we
are the ultimate cause - we nonetheless believe the opposite!
World of phantoms in which we live! Inverted, topsy-turvy,
empty worl d, dreamed full and upright nonetheless.

II9
Experience and make-believe. 4 1 - No matter how hard a per

son struggles for self-knowledge, nothing can be more incom
plete than the image of all the drives taken together that con
stitute his being. Scarcely can he call the cruder ones by name:
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their number and strength, their ebb and flow, their play and
counterplay, and, above all, the laws of their alimentation re
main completely unknown to him. This alimentation thus
becomes the work of chance: our daily experiences toss willy
nilly to this drive or that drive some prey or other that it seizes
greedily, but the whole coming and going of these events ex
ists completely apart from any meaningful connection to the
alimentary needs of the sum drives: so that the result will al
ways be twofold: the starving and stunting of some drives and
the overstuffing of others. With every moment of our lives
some of the polyp-arms of our being grow and others dry up,
depending on the nourishment that the moment does or does
not supply. As stated earlier, all our experiences are, in this
sense, types of nourishment - seeds sown, however, with a
blind hand devoid of any knowledge as to who hungers and
who already has abundance. And as a consequence of this
contingent alimentation of the parts, the whole, fully grown
polyp turns out to be a creature no less contingent than is
its maturation. Said more clearly: Suppose a drive finds itself
at the point where it desires gratification - or the exercise
of its energy, or the discharge of it, or the satiation of an
emptiness - it's all a matter of speaking in images - : then it
observes each of the day's occurrences with a view as to how to
make use of them for its own end: whether a person be mov
ing or still or angry or reading or speaking or fighting or re
joicing, the drive, i n its thirst, fingers, as it were, every s itua
tion the person gets into and, on the average, finds nothing
there for itself; it must wait and thirst all the more: a little
while longer and it grows faint, a few days or months more of
no gratification and then it withers up like a plant without
rain. Perhaps this cruelty of chance would spring to mind
more vividly if all drives wanted to take matters as seriously as
does hunger: which refuses to be appeased by dream food; most
drives, however, especially the so-called moral ones, do exactly
that: if you will permit my suspicion that our dreams have
precisely the value and meaning of compensating to a certain
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degree for that contingent absence of "nourishment" during the
day. Why was yesterday's dream full of tenderness and tears,
the one from the day before playful and high-spirited, an ear
l ier one adventurous and full of constant, melancholy seeking?
W hy in one drea m do I enjoy the indescribable, variform
beauty of music, why in another, blissful as an eagle, do I fly
and soar up and away to the distant mountain tops?42 These
sorts of make-believe, which give discharge and free rein to
our drives for tenderness or playfulness or adventure, or to our
desire for music and mOllntain ranges - and everyone will
have on hand his own set of more striking examples - are
interpretations of our nerve impulses during sleep, very free,
very arbitrary interpretations of movements of blood and in
testines, of the pressure of an arm and of bedclothes, of the
sounds from the bell tower, from weathercocks, moths and
other things of this sort.4 1 That this text, which, after all,
general ly speaking remains pretty much the same from night
to night, should elicit such divergent commentary, that the
make-believing faculty of reason44 imagines today and yesterday
such divergent causes for the same nerve impulses: the explana
tion for this is that today the prompter of this reason is differ
ent from yesterday's - a different drive wanted to gratify
itself� activate, exercise, invigorate, discharge itsel f- this
particular drive was at high tide, and yesterday a different one
was surging. - Waking life doesn't have the same freedom of
interpretation as dreaming does, it is less poetic and unbri
dled - but do I have to explain that when we are awake, our
drives, likewise, do nothing but interpret nerve impulses and
ascribe "causes" to them according to our drives' own needs?
That between waking and dreaming no essential difference ex
ists? 'lhat in comparing very different stages of culture, the
freedom of waking interpretation in the one in no way even
lags behind the freedom of the other while dreaming? that our
moral judgments and evaluations are, as well, mere images
and fantasies stemming from a physiological process we know
nothing of, a kind of acquired language for denoting various
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nerve impulses? That all our so-called consciousness is a more
or less fantastical commentary on an unknown, perhaps un
knowable, yet felt text? - Take a quotidian experience. Sup
pose one day at the marketplace we notice someone laughing at
us as we pass by: depending on whether this or that drive hap
pens to be surging in us at the moment, the event will assume
for us this or that meaning - and depending on the type of
person we are, it will be a completely different event. One per
son takes it in like a drop of rain, another shakes it off like a n
insect, one tries to pick a fight, another checks h i s clothes to see
if there's a reason to laugh, yet another is moved to reflect on
the nature of laughter

per se,

and someone else takes pleasure

in h aving added a ray, unintentionally no less, to the sunshine
and cheeriness in the world - and in every case it is a drive
that is being gratified, be it the drive for anger or truculence or
reflection or benevolence. The drive seized the incident as its
prey: why this particular drive? B ecause, thirsty and starving,
it was lurking in wait. - One morning recently at eleven
o'clock a man suddenly collapsed directly in front of me as if
struck by lightning, all the women in the vicinity cried aloud;
for my part, I set him on his feet and attended to him until he
regained his speech - during this time not a muscle of my face
moved nor did there stir i n me any emotion whatsoever, either
of fright or of compassion; I did what was obvious and sensible
and went dispassionately on my way. Suppose I had been in
formed the day before that tomorrow at eleven o'clock someone
would crash to the ground in front of me like that - I would
have suffered all manner of torments ahead of time, would not
have slept the whole night through, and at the moment of
truth, instead of helping the man, would perhaps have acted as
he had done. For during the interval every existing drive would
have had time to i magine the experience and to render its com
mentary on it. - What then are our experiences? Much

more

what we put in them than what is in them already! Or must we
go so far as to clai m : In and of themselves, there is nothing in
them! To experience is to make believe ? -
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To reassure the skeptic. " I have no idea what I 'm doing! I
have no idea what I should do!" You're right, but make no mis
ta ke about it: you are being done! moment by every moment!
Hu man ity has, through all ages, confused the active and the
passive, it is its everlasting grammatical blunder.45
-
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"Cause and effict! "- Something transpires on th is mirror 
and our intellect is a m i rror - that evinces regularity, one
particular thing follows each and every time upon a nother
particular t h i n g - we label that, if we perceive it and want to
give it a name, cause and effect, we fools! As though we had
understood or could understand something or other here!
We have indeed seen noth ing other than images of cause and
effect! A nd precisely this imagery renders impossible any
insight into a connection more essential than that of plain
succession!
12247

Purposes in nature. -Any impartial researcher who pursues
the history of the eye along with the forms it takes among the
lower creatures, and who demonstrates the entire, step-by-step
evolution of the eye, inevitably reaches the grand conclusion:
that sight was not the intention behind the origin of the eye;
on the contrary, it turned up once chance had brought the ap
paratus together. One single such example: and "purposes"
fall away like scales from our eyes!
1 2}

Reason. - How did reason come i nto the world? As is only
fitting, in an unreasonable way, by a coincidence. We will just
have to figure it out like a riddle.4R,49
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What does it mean to want!- We laugh at anyone who steps
out of his chamber the moment the sun exits its own and says,
"] want the sun to rise"; and at anyone who cannot stop a
wheel from rolling and says: "J want it to roll"; and at anyone
who is thrown down in a wrestling match and says: "Here I
lie, but J want to lie here!" Yet, despite all the laughter! Are we,
after all, ever acting any differently from one of these three
whenever we use the phrase: "J want"?
1 25 51

Concerning the "reaLm offreedom. "- We are able to think
many, many more things than we can do or experience -that
is to say, our thinking is superficial and satisfied with the sur
face, indeed, it doesn't even notice it's the surface. Had our in
tellect evoLved strictly according to the measure of our strength
and the measure of its employment, then the uppermost prin
ciple of our thinking would be that we can comprehend only
what we can do - if such a thing as comprehension exists at
all. A person is thirsty and without water, but his thoughts
constantly create an i mage of water before his mind's eye as if
nothing could be easier to procure - the superficial and easily
satisfied type of intellect cannot grasp the suffering agony of
real need and feels superior on this account: it is proud of being
able to do more, to run faster, to reach its goal almost instanta
neously- and thus in comparison with the realm of doing,
wanting, and experiencing, the realm of thoughts appears to be
a realm offreedom: whereas, as stated, it is only a realm of sur
face and complacency.
126

Forgetting. It has yet to be proven that there is such a
thing as forgetting; all we know is that the act of remembering
is not within our power. For the time being we have placed the
-
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word " forgetting" into this gap in our power: as if it were but
one more faculty to add to our collection. But what, in the
end, does lie within our power! - If that word plugs a gap in
our power, shouldn't there be other words to plug the gap in
our knowledge about our power?
1 27

For a purpose. - Of all actions, the ones least understood
are those undertaken for a purpose, no doubt because they
have always passed for the most intelligible and are to our way
of thinking the most commonplace. The great problems are
right before one's very eyes.
128

Dream and responsibility. - You wish to take responsibility
f(Jr everything! Only not for your dreams! What miserable
frailty, what poverty in the courage of your convictions! Noth
ing is more your own than your dreams! Nothing more your
work! Content, form, duration, actor, spectator - in these
comedies you yourselves are everything! And this is just the
place in yourselves you shun and are ashamed of, and even
Oedipus, the wise Oedipus, knew how to derive consolation
ftom the idea that we cannot do anything about what it is we
dream!52 I conclude from this: that the vast majority of human
beings must be aware that they have abhorrent dreams. Were it
otherwise: how greatly this nocturnal poeticizing would have
been plundered to bolster human arrogance! - Do I have to
add that wise Oedipus was right, that we really aren't respon
sible for our dreams, but no more so for our waking hours ei
ther, and that the doctrine of free will has as its mother and
father human pride and the human feeling of power? Perhaps
I say this too often: but at least that doesn't turn it into an error.
1 29 53

The supposed clash of motives. - One speaks of a "clash of
motives," but designates with the term a clash that is not the
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clash o f motives. Namely: before we perform a n action, the
consequences of all the different actions we believe ourselves
capable of undertaking march across our reflective conscious
ness one after the other, and we compare these consequences.
We believe we have decided on a particular action once we
have determined that its consequences will be the predomi
nantly more advantageous ones; before we come to this con
clusion in our deliberation, we often honestly torture ourselves
on account of the great difficulties involved in divining the
consequences, seeing them in their full force, and in fact see
ing all of them without committing the mistake of omission:
whereby, moreover, chance still has to be factored into the
equation. Indeed, to come to the most difficult point: all the
consequences that, even on their own, are so difficult to deter
mine must now be weighed side by side on a single scale against
one another; and due to the difference in the quality of all
these possible consequences , we a l l too frequently lack the
proper scale and weights for this casuistry of advantage. Let's
assume, however, that we were able to work all this out and
that contingency placed onto the scales consequences that bal
anced each other out: then we do in fact now possess in our
image of the consequences of one particular action a motive for
performing just this action - Yes , one motive! But at the mo
ment we finally act, we are often enough driven by a category
of motives different from those discussed here as the category
" image of consequences." At this point there comes into play
the way we customarily expend our energy, or a slight provo
cation from a person whom we fear or honor or love, or indo
lence, which prefers to do what's closest at hand, or the ex
citation of our imagination brought on by whatever trivial
occurrence comes our way at the decisive moment; completely
incalculable somatic factors come into play, caprice and mood
come into play, the surge of some distress or other, which, co
incidentally, at that precise instant, happens to be at the burst
ing point, comes into play: in shaft, there come into play
motives that we in part do not recognize at all and in part
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recognize only very dimly, motives that we can never compare
with one another and take account of in advance. In all likeli
hood, a clash takes place among them as well, a pressing to
and fro, a balancing and counterbalancing of the various
pa rts - a nd this would be the actual "clash of motives": some
thing completely invisible to us of which we are equally un
conscious. I have calculated the consequences and outcomes54
and have thus set one very essential motive into the battle line
of motives - but as for the battle line itself, I in no way set it
up, nor can I even see it: the clash itself, and likewise the vic
tory, as victory are hidden from me: for even though I do in
deed learn what it is I end up doing- I do not learn which
motive actually was thus crowned victorious. But we are cer
tainly accustomed not to take all these unconscious processes
into account and to think about preparing for an action only
to the extent that it is conscious: and thus we confuse the clash
of motives with our comparison of the possible consequences
of different actions - a confusion itself extraordinarily rife
with consequences, and one most disastrous for the develop
ment of morality!
1 3 055

Purposes? Will?- We have grown accustomed to believing
in two realms, the realm of purposes and will and the realm of
ch{mce events;5 (, in the latter everything is senseless, things in it
come and go, stand and fall without anyone's being able to say
why? or to what end? -We are afraid of this powerful realm
of great cosmic stupidity, for we most often come to know it
when it falls like a slate tile from the rooftop into the other
world, the one of purposes and intentions, and strikes dead
some precious purpose of ours . This belief in the two realms is
an age-old romance and fable: we clever dwarfs with our will
and our purposes are harassed, overrun, and often trampled
to death by those stupid, arch-stupid giants, the Chance
Events - but in spite of all this, we would not wish to be with
out the terrifying poesy of their proximity, for often, when life
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spiderweb of purposes

has grown too boring or too

frightening, these monsters come along and provide us with
a sublime diversion in that their hand suddenly

destroys

the

whole web - not that they i ntended to, these irrational brutes !
N o t that they even noticed! But their crude bony hands break
through our web as i f it were air. - The Greeks called this
realm of the i ncalculable and of sublime everlasting philis
tinism Moira57 and placed it around their gods as the horizon
beyond which they could neither see nor exert any control :
herein they display that secret defiance o f the gods met with
among many peoples in the following form: they worship the
gods, to be sure, all the while holdi ng up their sleeve a final
trump card against them,5 8 as, for example, when the Indians
or Persians believe their gods to b e dependent upon human

sacrifice so that in the worst case,

the mortals could let the gods

go hungry until they starved to death; or when the austere mel
ancholy S candinavian,59 in his conception of an impending
twilight of the gods, 60 creates for himself the pleasure of silent
revenge as recompense for the fear that his spiteful gods con
stantly evoke in him. Christianity is different; neither Indian
nor Persian nor Greek nor S candinavian, 61 its quintessential
emotion would have us bow down in dust to worship

ofpower and kiss even the dust itself:

the spirit

this made it clear that the

almighty "realm of stupidity" is not as stupid as it looked, that
instead

we are

the s t upid ones who didn't notice that stand

ing behind it was - dear old God, who does indeed love to
work in dark, twisted, and mysterious ways, 62 but who cer
tainly always makes things "turn out gloriously" in the end.
Thi s new fable about dear old God, who up until then had
been mistaken for a race of giants or for Moira and who alone
weaves the purposes and the web, finer even than those of our
understanding - so that they appear, and indeed

would have

to appear incomprehensible to it - this fable offered such a
bold inversion and such a daring paradox that the ancient
world, having grown too subtle, 6 3 could not resist it no matter
how mad and

contradictory

the thing sounded - for, spoken
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in confidence, there was a contradiction in it: if our under
standing cannot make out the understanding and purposes of
God, how could it come to make out this aspect of its under
standing? And this aspect of God's understanding? - In fact,
as of !ate, skepticism has been mounting rapidly as to whether
the slate tile that falls from the rooftop is thrown down by
"divine love" after all-and people are beginning once again
to pick up the trace of the old romance of giants and dwarfs.
Let us Learn therefore, because it is high time we did: in our
supposedly favored realm of purposes and reason, the giants rule
as well! And our purposes and our reason are not dwarfs, but
giants! And our own webs are destroyed just as often and just as
coarsely by our own doing as by slate tiles! And not every thing
that is so labeled is a purpose, even less so is every thing that
passes for will truly will! And should y ou wish to conclude from
this: "there is therefore only one realm, that of chance events
and stupidity ?" - then one must add: Yes, perhaps there is
only one realm, perhaps there is no such thing as will and pur
poses and we just imagined them. Those iron hands of necessity,
which shake the dice-cup of chance, play their never-ending
game so long that rolls of the dice, which completely resemble
purposiveness and rationality of every degree, must turn up.
Perhaps our acts of will, our purposes, are nothing other than
just such rolls of the dice- and we are merely too limited and
too vain to comprehend our utmost limitation: namely, that we
ourselves shake the dice-cup with iron hands, that even in our
intentional actions we ourselves do nothing more than play the
game of necessity. Perhaps!-In order to get beyond this perhaps
one would have to have been already a guest in the underworld
and beyond all surfaces and to have sat at Persephone's table,
rolling dice and betting with the goddess herself.64
13165

MoraLfashions. - What a shift there has been in the whole
panoply of moral judgments! Those greatest marvels of antique
morality, Epictetus, for example, had no concept of the now
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common glorification o f thinking about others o r of l iving for
others; according to our moral fashion, we would have to brand
them downright immoral, for they fought with all their might

for their ego and against empathy with others (particularly with
the suffering and moral frailties of others). Perhaps they would
reply to us: "If to your own selves you are such boring or loath
some objects, go right ahead and think of others more than
yourselves. You're doing the right thing by it."
13266

The last gasp67 of Christianness in morality. - "On n'est bon
que par la pitie: ilfout donc qu'il y ait quelque pitie dans tous nos
sentiments" 68 that is the sound of morality these days. And
-

where does it come from? That the person whose actions are
congenial, disinterested, generally useful, and affable is now
felt to be prototypically moral- that is perhaps the most per
vasive effect and change of heart wrought on Europe by Chris
tianity: although it was neither its intention nor its teachi ng.
But it was the residuum, what was left of Christian s entiments
once the extremely antithetical, strictly egotistical founda
tional belief i n t h e "one thing needful,"69 in the supreme im
portance of eternal,

personal salvation,

along with the dogmas

upon which it rested, gradually receded and into the fore
ground was shoved the ancillary belief in " love," in " love thy
neighbor,"70 harmonizing with the prodigious practical conse
quences of ecclesiastical charity. The more one disassociated
oneself from these dogmas, the more one sought, as it were,
the justification for this disassociation in a cult of love for hu
manity: not to lag behind the Christian ideal in this matter,
hut

to surpass it

wherever possible was a secret spur of all

French freethinkers from Voltaire through to Auguste Comte:
and with his famous moral formula,

"vivre pour autrui,"71

the

latter did in fact outchristian Christianity. On German soil, it
was Schopenhauer, on English John Stuart Mill who made
most famous the teaching of sympathetic affects and of com
passion, or the benefit of others, as the principle of action:72
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but they themselves were only an echo - with powerful ger
minating force , those teachings were sprouting up everywhere
in both the finest and the crudest forms from about the time
of the French Revolution onwa rd, and all socialist systems
have, as if involu ntari ly, rooted themselves i n the com mon
ground of these teach ings. There is today perhaps no more
firmly held prejudice7 l than this: that one knows what actually
constitutes morality. It seems to do every single person good
these days to hear that society is on the road to adapting the
ind ividual to fit the needs o f t h e throng and that the indi

liiduill 's happiness as well as his sacrifice consist in feeling him
self to be a useful member and tool of the whole: only, at the
present time it is still very much lip in the air as to where this
whole m ight be found, whether in an existing nation or in one
that must be founded, in a nation state or in a brotherhood
of peoples or in small new economic com munitie s . On this
matter there is currently a great deal of reRection, doubt, argu
ment, a great deal of agitation and passion, but marvelous and
pleasing to the ear is the harmony that reigns in the demand
that the ego must deny itself to the point where, in the guise
of adapting to the whole, it rega i n s its solid circle of rights
and duties - to the point where it has become something
co mpletely new and different. What is wanted - whether
one admits it or not - is noth i n g short of a thoroughgoing
transformation, indeed a debilitation and cancellation of the

individual: one never tires of enumerating and excoriating ev
erything evil and malicious, prodigal, costly, and extravagant
in the prior form of i ndividual existence; one hopes to manage
more cheaply, more safely, more uniformly, more centrally if
there remain only large bodies and their limbs. Everything that
i n some way supports both this drive to form bodies and limbs
and its abetting drives is felt to be good, this is the basic moral

current of our age; individual empathy and social sentiment74
here go hand in hand. (Kant remains outside this movement:
he teaches emphatically that we must be insensitive to the
suffering of others i f our b enevolence i s t o have any moral
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value75 -which S chopenhauer, highly outraged a s one can
well imagine, calls Kan tian tastelessness.?6)
133

"No more thinking about yourself
One ought indeed to
p onder the question seriously: why do we jump in after some
"-

one who has fallen into water right in front of us even though
we are not at all drawn to that person? Out of compassion: at
that moment we are thinking only about the other person 
so says lack of thought. Why do we fee l pain and queasiness
in common with a person who is spitting blood, whereas nor
mally we are ill-disposed a n d even hostile toward him? Out
of compassion: a t t h a t point w e a r e no longer thinking of
ourselves - says the same lack of thought. The truth is: not out
of, but inside compassion - I mean what customarily and mis
leadingly passes for compassion - we are thinking about our
selves, no longer consciously, to be sure, but very powerfully

so unconsciously, j u s t a s , when our foot slips out from under
us, we initiate, without any immediate consciousness of the ac
tion, the most purposive countermovements and in the process
plainly make use of Out entire faculty of understanding. The
other person's accident insults us, it threatens to deliver us i nto
the hands of our own impotence, perhaps even our cowardice
were we not to offer our help. Or the accident per se involves a
depletion of our honor in the eyes of others or of ourselves. O r
lurking in the accident a n d suffering o f another person is the
indication of some danger for us; and simply as the mark of
human imperilment and fragility in general it can have a pain
ful effect on us. We reject this type of pain and insult and re
quite it through a n act of compassion in which there may exist
a

subtle self-defense or even revenge. That at bottom

we

are

thinking very strongly about ourselves can be ascertained from
the decision we make in all cases where we are able to avoid the
sight of someone who is suffering, starving, lamenting: we de
cide not to do so if we can present ourselves as someone more
powerful, a bearer of aid, if we are certain of approval, i f we
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wish to feel how fortunate we are by contrast, or even if we
hope the sight will wrest us from our boredom. It is misleading
to call the suffering infl icted on us by such a sight, which can
be of many different sorts, com-passion,?7 for under all circum
sta nces, it i s a suffering of which the sufferer in front of us is

free: it is our own just as his suffering is his own. It is only this
suffering of our own, however, that we eliminate when we per
form acts of compassion. Yet we never do anything of this sort
from one motive; as surely as we wish to free ourselves of suf
fering through such an act, we are, with the same act, just as
surely surrenderin g t o

an impulse fin' pleasure- pleasure

arises

i n viewing a contrast to our situation, in the very idea of being
able to help if only we so desi red, in the thought of praise and
gratitude were we to help, in the very activity of helping insofar
as the act i s successful and succeeds step by s tep, thus a llow
i n g the performer to delight in himself, but especially in the
sen sation that our action has put an end to an injustice that
arouses our indignation (already the release of indignation in
itself is invigorating).78All these things, all of them and a host
of finer subtleties as well, make up "compassion": how crudely
with its single word does language assault so polyphonic an
essence! -That compassion, by contrast, should be

ofthe same
ilk as the suffering in view of which it arises or that compassion
possesses an especially keen and penetrating understanding of
that suffering, both these claims are contradicted by experience,
and anyone who has glorified compassion based on just these
two aspects

lacked

sufficient experience in precisely this do

main of the moral. S uch is my doubt i n the face of all the in
credible things Schopenhauer was capable of saying about
compassion: he, who would have us believe in his great new
discovery that compassion - the very compassion he observed
so inadequately and described so miserably- is the supposed
source of each and every, once and future moral action - and
all because of the selfsame capabilities he

invented for

it in the

first place. - What, i n the end, differentiates people without
compassion from the compassionate? Above all - to sketch
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only a rough outline here - they lack fear's easily stimulated
imagination, the s ubtle capacity to sniff out danger; nor is their
vanity so quickly offended when something happens that they
could prevent (their pride's caution bids them not to meddle
needlessly in the affairs of others, indeed, of their own accord
they love for everybody to fend for himself and to play his own
cards). In addition, they are usually more accustomed than are
the compassionate to enduring pain; and because they them
selves have suffered, they hardly find it so unfitting that others
suffer too. Finally, the condition of being softhearted is as awk
ward and painfu l for them as is stoic equanimity for the com
passionate; they impose disparaging words on the condition
and believe that it threatens their manliness and their icy cour
age - they conceal their tears from others and wipe them
away, exasperated with themselves. They are egotists of a type

different from

the compassionate; - but to call them in an ex

ceptional sense

evil

and the compassionate

good

is nothing

more than a moral fashion that is having its day: j ust as the
inverse fashion had its day, and a long day at that!

13 47 9

The extent to which one must guard against compassion. 
Compassion, insofar as it really creates suffering 80 - and this
is our only viewpoint here - is , like every loss of self to an

jurious affect,

a weakness. It

increases the amount

in

of suffering

in the world: even if, here and there in the short run, suffering
is lessened or even eliminated as a result of compassion, one
may not utilize these occasional and on the whole insignifi
cant results in order to j ustify compassion's essential nature,
which is, as stated, inj urious. Suppose it reigned for even a

single day: humanity would immediately be destroyed by it.

In

and of itself it has as little good character as any other drive:
only when it is required and extolled - and this h appens once
one fails to apprehend what is injurious about it and discovers
in it instead a

source ofpleasure

-

does a good conscience ad

here to it, only then does one surrender to it readily and not
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shy away from the impulse. Under other conditions where it
i s apprehe nded as inj urious it is considered a weakness : or,
as with the Greeks , a pathological recurri ng affect, the dan
ger of which one can remove by temporary, voluntary dis
charges. - Whoever even attempts at some point consciously
to pursue for a period of time in his daily life every induce
ment to compassion will invariably turn sick and melancholic.
B ut whoevcr wishes to serve as a physician to humanity

sense whatsoever

in any

will have to b e very cautious with regard to

that senti ment - it lames him i n all decisive moments and
paralyzes his knowledge and his benevolent delicate hand.
13 5

Being the object of compassion.

-

Among savages the idea of

being the object of compassion excites moral terror: it strips one
of all virtuc. To grant compassion is tantamount to showing
contempt: one doesn't wish to see a contemptible creature suf
fer, this grants no pleasure. On the other hand, to see an enemy
suffer whom one recognizes as one's equal in pride and who
does not relinquish his pride under torments and, in genera!,
to see any creature who will not stoop to pleas for compassion,
in other words, to the most ignominious and profoundest
humiliation - that is the pleasure of pleasures, during which
the savage's soul is elevated to

admiration:

in the end, if it's

within his power, he kills this valiant creature, conferring upon
him, the unbroken

one, his final honor: had he whined or had the

look of cold defiance vanished from his face, had he shown him
self contemptible - then, then he would have been allowed to
live, like a dog- no longer would he have excited the onlooker's
pride, and admiration would have given way to compassion.
13 6

Happiness in feeling compassion.

-

I f, like the people of In

dia, one establishes knowledge of human

misery as

the

goal of

all intellectual activity and remains faithful to such a horrible

T05
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obj ective throughout many generations o f spirit, then, i n the
eyes of s uch people of inherited pessimism, feeling
acquires, in the long run, a new value as a

compassion
life-preserving power

that makes existence bearable, even though it seems , for all
the disgust and horror it evokes, worth tossing away. As a sen
sation containing pleasure and meting out superiority in small
doses, feeling compassion becomes the antidote to suicide: it
diverts from oneself, quickens the heart, chases away fear and
torpor, incites s peech, protest, and action - it amounts to

relative happiness

a

compared to the misery of the knowledge

emanating from all sides, driving the individual into a dark
corner, robbing him of breath. H appiness, however, no matter
what the sort, confers air, light, and freedom of movement.

I37
Why double your "ego"!- To view o u r own experiences with
the same eye we tend to use when viewing the experiences of
others - this greatly soothes us and is a commendable medi
cine. By contrast, to view and take in the experiences of others

as ifthey were our own - as is the imperative of a philosophy of
compassion - this would destroy us, and in very short order:
j ust give it a try and then stop all your fantasizing! Moreover,
the former maxim is certainly more

in accord with

reason and

with the good will to b e reasonable, for we judge more objec
tively the value and meaning of an event if it happens to others
and not to us: the value, for example, of a death, a financial
setback, a slur. Compassion, as a principle of action with the
imperative suffe r <the ills of another

exactly as he himself>

suf

fers them, would, by contrast, require that the ego's viewpoint,
with its exaggeration and excess, would, in addition, still have
to become the viewpoint of the other person who feels com
passion: so that we would have to suffer from our ego and si
multaneously from the ego of the other, and would thereby
voluntarily overburden ourselves with a doubled irrationality
instead of making the load of our own as light as possible.
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Growing more tender. - If we love, honor, admire someone
and then afterward discover he i s suffering - always to our
great amazement, for we cannot help but imagine that the
happiness we feel streaming to us from him comes fro m

own

his

overflowing fountain of happi ness - our feeling of love,

honor, and admiration thus changes in an
grows

more tender,

essential respect:

it

that is to say: the gulf between him and us

appears to find a bridge, a move toward equality seems to take
place .8l Only now do we think it m ight be possible

to repay

him, whereas previously he dwelt in our imagination sub
limely above our gratitude. This ability to repay him gives us a
good deal of joy and exaltatio n . We seek to divine what would
allay his pain and to give this to him; if he wishes comforting
words, reassuring looks, attentive acts, little favors, gifts - we
give them; above all, however: if he wishes us

to suffer from

his suffering, then we pretend to suffer, yet, in the midst of it
all, we have the pleasure

ofactive gratitude: which is, in short,
none other than charitable revenge. If he neither wants nor ac
cepts anything at all from us, then we walk away chilled and
saddened, almost offended: it is as if our gratitude had been
repulsed - and on this point of honor even the most charita
ble of persons remains ticklish. - It follows from all this that
even in the very best of circumstances there lies i n suffering
something that degrades, i n compassion something that ele
vates and bestows superiority; which separates the two sensa
tions from each other for all eternity.

139
Allegedly higher!- You

say that the morality of being com

passionate is a higher morality than that of Stoicism?82 Prove it!
But remember that what is " higher" and " lower" in morality is
not, in turn, to be measured by a moral yardstick: for there is
no absolute morality. So take your rule from somewhere else
and - now beware!
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Praise and blame. - If

a war concludes unhappily, one

searches for the person who is "guilty" of starting it; if it ends
in victory, one praises its instigator. Guilt is always in demand
wherever there is failure; for failure brings with it a type of
d iscord against which one involuntarily applies the lone rem
edy: a new excitation of thefteling
in the

condemnation of the

ofpower- and this is found

"guilty party." This guilty party is

hardly something akin to a scapegoat for the guilt of others: he
is a sacrifice to the weak, the humbled, the dejected, who wish
to prove on something or other that they still have strength.
Self condemnation can also b e a means of helping oneself
attain this feeling of strength after a defeat. - By contrast,
glorification of the

instigator is

often the equally blind result

of a different drive that wants its sacrifice, and this time the
sacrifice smells sweet and inviting to the sacrificial lamb: when,
namely, the feeling of power in a p eople or a society has reached
an excess through magnificent and bewitching success and a

weariness with victory

sets in, one surrenders some of one's

pride; the feeling of adoration arises and seeks its object. - Be
we blamed or praised, what we normally create i n the process is
nothing more than opportunities, and all too often arbitrary
opportunities seized out of the blue, for those around us to
open up the floodgates for the swollen drive in them to blame
or to praise: either way, we render them a service for which we
deserve no credit, and they reserve no thanks.

1 41
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More beautiful, but less valuable. - Picturesque

morality:

that is the morality of precipitously exploding emotions, o f
abrupt transitions, o f solemn, importunate, fearsome, ceremo
nious gesture and sound. It is the

half-savage stage of morality:

one mustn't let its aesthetic appeal tempt one into according it
a higher rank.
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Empathy. 8 , - I n order to understand another person, in
other words, to reproduce his feeling in ourselt;es, we do indeed
from t i m e to t i me re turn to the reason for his feel ing o n e
way o r another a n d ask, for instance: Why is t h i s person
depressed? - In order, then, for the same reason, to experience
the same depression ou rselves; but it is much more common to
d ispense with this and to produce the feeling in ourselves ac
cording to the effects it exerts and displays on the other person
in that we reproduce with our body (at least we approach a
faint similarity in the play of muscle and in in nervation) the
expression of his eyes, his voice, his gait, his bearing (or even
their reflection in word , painting, music). Then there arises in
us a s i m ilar feeling, as a result of an age-old association be
tween movement and sensation, which have been thorou ghly
condit ioned to move back and forth from one to the other. We
have come a long way in developing this skill for understandin g
other people's feelings, a n d in t h e presence of another person
we are, almost automatically, always employing it: observe in
particular the play of lineaments on the faces of women, how
they quiver and glitter from ceaseless reproduction and mir
roring of everything that is being sensed around them. It i s
music, however, that demonstrates most clearly what masters
we are in the rapid and subtle deciphering of feelings and in
the art of empathy: music is, namely, an imitation of an imita
tion of feelings and yet, despite this remoteness and indefinite
ness, it often enough still makes us partake of these emotions
to the degree that, like complete fools, we grow mournful with
our the slightest cause for mourning merely because we hear
tones and rhythms that s omehow remind us of the voice or
movement of mourners or even of their customary practices.
The story is told of a Danish king who was transported into
such bellicose frenzy by a minstrel 's music that he leaped up
and killed five members of his assembled court: there was no
war, no enemy, quite the opposite, in fact, but the force that
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from a feeling infers a posteriori a cause was strong enough to
overwhelm blatant reality and reason. Yet, this is almost always
music's effect (provided it does indeed generate an effect -)
and one doesn't need such paradoxical cases to realize this:
the state of feeling into which music moves us is almost always
in contradiction to the blatant reality of our actual situation
and to reason, which recognizes this actual situation and its
causes. -If we ask ourselves how the reproduction of other
people's feelings has become such second nature for us, there
can be no doubt about the answer: as the most timorous of all
creatures, the human being, by virtue of his subtle and fragile
nature, has had in his timidity the instructress of that empa
thy, of that rapid understanding for the feelings of others (and
of animals as well). For millennia upon millennia he saw in
everything alien and alive a danger: with each such appearance
he immediately reproduced the expression of features and bear
ing and formed his conclusion about the type of malevolent
intent behind these features and this bearing. Humans have
even applied this interpretation of all movements and linea
ments as emanatingfrom intentions to the nature of inanimate
things-in the delusion that nothing inanimate exists: I be
lieve that this is the origin of everything we call, when viewing
sky, field, cliff, forest, storm, stars, sea, landscape, springtime, a
feeling for nature- without the age-old operation of fear that
views all these things in reference to a second, ulterior mean
ing, we would now take no joy in nature, just as we would take
no joy in people and animals without that instructress of un
derstanding, fear. Joy and agreeable amazement, and finally a
feeling for the ridiculous, are, namely, empathy's later-born
children and fear's much younger Siblings. -The capacity for
rapid understanding-which in turn rests on the capacity to
dissimulate rapidry-diminishes among proud, tyrannical in
dividuals and peoples because they have less fear: by contrast,
all forms of understanding and of dissimulation are at home
among fearful peoples: this is also the true homeland of the
mimetic arts and of higher intelligence. -When I proceed
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from a theory of empathy such as I have presented here and
then consider the contemporary favorite and downright s a
cred theory of a mystical process, by virtue of which compas

sion transforms two essential beings i nto one and to such an
extent that each is vouchsafed un mediated understanding of
the orher: when I recall that s uch a clear-headed thinker as
Schopenh auer took pleasure in such rapturousH6 and worthless
poppycock and in turn transplanted this pleasure into the
minds of other clear and not-so-clear thinkers: then my aston
ishment and sense of pityS7 know no end. How great must be
our desire for, our pleasure in, incomprehensible nonsense!
How close to the madman the sane man still stands when he
attends to his secret intellectual desires!

-

(For what, actually,

d i d Schopenhauer feel so gratefully disposed, so profoundly
indebted , toward Kant? He once let slip the answer most un
ambiguously: someone had remarked how the qualitas oc

cultaHH had been stripped from Kant's categorical imperative
and that it could be made comp rehensible. At that Schopen
hauer bursts out with the following words: "Comprehensibility
of the categorical imperative! What a fundamentally wrong
headed thought! Egyptian obscurity! Heaven forbid that it
should ever become comprehensible! Precisely that such a thing
as incomprehensibility exists, that this misery ofthe understand

ing and its concepts are limited, conditional, finite, deceptive;
this certainty is Kant's greatest gift."89 - One ought to con
sider whether someone who, from the outset, is perfectly happy
to believe in the incomp rehensibility of things moral can b e
sincerely interested in acquiring knowledge of such things.
S omeone who still honestly believes i n illuminations fro m
above, in magic and spi ritual apparitions and in the metaphysi
cal ugliness of the toad!)

14390
Woe to us if this drive ever ragesl

-

S upposing the drive for

attachment and for the care of others (the "sympathetic affec
tion") were twice as strong as it is; then life on earth would be
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unbearable.

Merely consider all the foolishness each o f u s com

mits out of attachment and care for

ourselves,

daily and hourly,

and how insufferable we are in the process: what would it be
like if we became for

others the obj ect

of the same foolishness

and importunities with which up until now they had only
plagued themselves! Wouldn't we take blind flight the moment
the next person drew near? And heap the same imprecations on
sympathetic affection that we currently heap on egotism?

I44
Turning a deafear to lamentation. - If we allow the lamenta
tion and suffering of other mortals to make us gloomy and to
send dark clouds across our own heaven, who then has to bear
the consequences of this gloominess? Precisely those other
mortals, and on top of all their other burdens to boot! We can
not be of any assistance or

invigoration to them if we wish to be

the echo of their lamentation, or indeed even if we are only al
ways keeping an ear out for it - unless, of course, we mastered
the Olympians' art and were henceforward

edified by

human

misfortune instead of ourselves being rendered unhappy by it.
That is, however, a little too Olympian for us: although with
our pleasure in tragedy we have already taken a step toward
this ideal divine cannibalism.91

I 45 92
"Unegotistical!"- One

person is empty and wants to be

full, the next is overfull and wants to be drained - this drives
each to search for an individual who can service his need. And
in each case this process, considered in its most ultimate sense,
goes by a single word: love - What was that? Love is supposed
to be something unegoistical?

I469.3
Even ignoring your neighbor. 94 - What was that? The essence
of what is genuinely moral is supposed to lie in our keeping our
eye attuned to the most immediate and direct consequences our
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actions have for others and in our making decisions accord
ingly? This may even be a morality, but only a narrow and petty
bourgeois moral ity: it seems to me, however, to be a h igher and
freer manner of thought that

looks beyond these most immediate

consequences for others and to further more distant aims, un
der some circumstances

others- for

even at the expense of the suffering of

example, to further knowledge despite the insight

that our freethinking will at first plunge others directly into
doubt, dire distress, and even worse. Are we not permitted at
least to treat our neighbor as we treat ourselves? And if, with
regard to ourselves, we do not heed, in narrow, petty bourgeois
fashion, immediate consequences and sufferings: why should
we

have

to do s o with our neighbor? Supposing we went in

f()r self-sacrifice: what would prohibit us from sacri ficing our
neighbor as well ? - just as state and prince have forever done
when they sacri ficed one citizen to the other " i n the un iversal
public interest," as they put it. But we too have universal, per
haps more universal i nterests: why shouldn't some individuals
from the current generation be sacrificed for future genera
tions? Such that those i ndividuals' grief, their restlessness, their
despair, their blunderings and fearful footsteps be deemed nec
essary because a new plowshare95 i s to cleave the ground, ren
dering it fruitful for all? - Finally: we simultaneously commu
nicate to our neighbor a frame of mind in which he can

himself as a sacrifice,

see

we talk him i nto the task for which we

wish to use him. In this case do we lack compassion? But if we
wish also

to get beyond our compassion and to gain

a victory over

ourselves, does this not constitute a higher and freer bearing
and attitude than when one feels safe once one has ascertained
whether an action

benefits or hurts o ne's

neighbor? We, on the

other hand, would, through sacrifice - in which we

and our
neighbors are included - s trengthen and elevate the general feel
ing of human power, even though we might achieve nothing
further. But even this would be a positive i ncrease i n happiness.
In the long run, even if thi s - - but not a word more here!
One look suffices , you have understood me.

1I3
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Cause of "altruism. -People have spoken so emphatically
and with such idolatry about love, on the whole, because they
have had so little ofit and were never able to take their fill of this
ambrosia: accordingly, it became for them the "food of the
gods." In the image of a utopia a poet might perhaps be able to
depict universal love as something real: of course he will have
an agonizing and ludicrous situation to describe, something
the likes of which the earth has never seen97 - each person
flocked around, pestered, longed for not by one lover, as hap
pens nowadays, but by thousands, indeed by each and every
one, thanks to an uncontrollable drive, which one will curse
and condemn with the same vehemence that prior humanity
reserved for selfishness; and the poets of this new state, pro
vided they are left in peace long enough to write, will dream of
nothing other than the blessed loveless past, of divine selfish
ness and how it once was possible on earth to experience soli
tude, quietude, being unpopular, hated, despised, and what
ever else passes for baseness in the charming animal world in
which we live.
"

I48
Distant prospect. - If, as one definition puts it, only those
actions are moral that are undertaken on behalf of, and on ly
on behalf of, someone else, then there is no such thing as
moral actions! If- as another definition has it-only those
actions are moral that are undertaken of one's own free will,
then there is likewise no such thing as moral actions!-And
so what, then, are these things one calls moral actions and that
at any rate exist and need to be explained? They are the effects
of several intellectual slipups.-And supposing one were able
to free oneself of these errors, what would happen to "moral
actions"? - Owing to these errors we have heretofore ascribed
to certain actions a higher value than they possess: we severed
them from "egoistical " and "unfree" actions. If, as we are
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constrai ned to do, we now reclassify them with the latter, we
no doubt lower their value (value-feeling, the value we feel
they have) , and i ndeed by more than i s fai r, because, owing to
their alleged, profound, and intrinsic difference, the "egoistical"
and "unfree" actions i n this case were heretofore appraised too
low. - Accordingly, will these very actions be performed less
frequently from this day forward because from now on they
will be less appreciated? - I nescapably! For a good long while,
at least as long as the balance o f value-feel i n gs rem a i n s under
the reaction of prior m i stakes! B ut our countercalculation is
the following: We return to humanity the healthy courage for,
and the good cheer of, those actions decried as egoistical and
restore to them thei r IJalue- we depriIJe them of their eIJil con

science! And because till n ow these actions have been by far the
most frequent sort and will conti nue to be so for all time to
come, we thus relieve the entire tableau of actions and existence
of its eIJi! appearance! Th i s is a very great outcome! I f humanity
no longer considers itself evil, it will cease to be so!

Book Three

1 49
?he needfor tiny deviant actions/- Sometimes in matters of
custom to act contrary to your better judgment, to give in now
and then outwardly, in praxis , and yet retain one's inner integ
rity, to do as everyone else does and thus to render everyone
else a courteou s good turn as compensation, as it were, for
the deviance of our opinions - many tolerably liberal-minded
people consider this stance not merely unproblematic but
" honest," " humane," "tolerant," "unpedantic," and whatever
other lovely words may be found to lull the intellectual con
science to sleep: and s o it happens that one person takes his
child to a Christian church to be baptized and is himself all the
while an atheist, and another does his military service " like
everybody else" no matter how vociferously he also condemns
hatred among nations, and a third heads straight to church
with his little woman and, with no sense of shame, takes mar
riage vows before a priest, merely because she has pious rela
tives. "It's of no essential importance if people like us also do
just as everybo dy else always does and always has done" - so
chimes the crude presumption! The crude error! For there is
nothing more essential than when an already powerful, ultratra
ditionaI,1 and irrationally accepted convention is confirmed by
the actions of a person accepted as rational: the convention
thus acquires in the eyes of everyone who learns of it the
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sanction of reason itself! All due respect to your opinions! But

tiny deviant artionJ carry more weight!
150

?he rhanciness-l of marriages.
lent god at that, then human

2

-

Were r a god, and a benevo

marriages would

make me more

impatient than anyth ing else. A lone i ndividual can go a long,
long way forward i n his seventy-odd, i ndeed, in his thirty
years - it is astounding, even for the gods! But when you then
see how he takes the i n heritance and legacy of this struggle and
victory, the laurel wreath of his humanity, and hangs it up on
the next best spot that comes along where his little woman can
pick it to pieces: when you see how well he knows how to gain
and how poorly then to mainta i n , how i ndeed it doesn't even
occur to h i m that he could, through the process of procreation,
pave the way for a n even more victorious life : you grow, as
mentioned earlier, impatient and you say to yourself "in the
long run nothing can come of these humans, the individuals are
all squandered, the chanciness of marriages renders a grand ad
vance of reason and of humanity i mpossible; let us cease to be
the enthusiastic spectators and fools of this spectacle without a
goa!! " It was in this frame of mind that Epicurus's gods once
withdrew to their divine quietude and beatitude: they were tired
of human beings and their trafficking in love.4
151

Here is where we need to invent new ideals. - One ought not
to be allowed to reach a decision affecting one's l i fe while in
the state of being i n love, and hence to establish once and for
a l l the character of the company we keep on the basis of a
heated whim: lovers' vows ought to be publicly declared in
valid and marriage denied the pair: and indeed precisely be
cause one ought to take marriage unspeakably more seriously!
s uch that in those very cases where marriage up to now has
come about, it would usually not come about! Aren't most
marriages of a sort that one desires no third party as a witness?
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And such a third party almost always turns up - the child 
and is more than a witness, he is the scapegoat!

I52
Form ofoath.

-

"If I am now about to lie, then I am no lon

ger a decent, respectable human being, and everyone has the
right to tell me so to my face." - Instead of the judicial oath
along with the customary appeal to God, I recommend this
form: it is stronger. The pious person also has no reason to resist
it: for the moment the customary oath begins to be uttered

vainly,

the pious person must obey his catechism, which lays

down that "thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God

in vain!"5
I53
A

malcontent. - That

is one of those old valiant troopers: he

is angry and irritated with civilization because he believes its
goal is to make all the good things in life accessible: honors,
riches, beautifu l women - even to the cowardly.

I54
Consolation for the endangered. - In

a life perched precari

ously close to great dangers and cataclysms, the Greeks sought
a type of emotional security and ultimate

refugium6

in con

templating and knowing. In an incomparably more secure
condition, we have transferred danger into the act of contem
plating and knowing, and recover from them and reassure
ourselves by

living.
I 55

Expiring skepticism. - Bold and daring exploits are rarer

in

the modern age than in antiquity and the Middle Ages - in
all likelihoo d because the modern age no longer possesses
belief in omens , oracles, planets and fortune-tellers. That is
to say: we h ave become incapable of
determined for

us,

believing in

a

future

as could the ancients, who - unlike

r rS
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ourselves - were much less skeptical with regard to what

come than

to what

will

is here.
156

Evil through high spirits. - "Only

we mustn't let ou rselves

feel too good! " - that was the Greeks' secret, deep-seated
anxiety when times were good.

For this reason

they preached

measure to themselves. How about us!

1577

Cult of "natural sounds. "- What

does it indicate that our

culture is not merely tolerant toward expressions of pain, to
ward tea rs, complaints, reproaches, gesticulations of rage and
humil iation, but that it approves of them and considers them
to be a mong life's more noble inevitabilities? - whereas the
spirit of ancient philosophy viewed these things with con
tempt and granted them no necessity whatsoever. One need
only recall how Plato - in other words, by no means the least
humane of philosophers - speaks of the Philoctetes8 of classi
cal tragedy.9 Could it be that our modern culture perhaps
lacks "philosophy"? Could it be that in the estimation of those
ancient philosophers we, one and all, belong to the "rabble" ?

158

?heflatterer's climate.

-

One need n o longer look for servile

flatterers in the proximity of princes - the latter have all ac
quired a military taste to which the flatterer runs counter. In
the proximity of bankers and artists, however, this flower still
continues to bloom.

15 9 10

Resurrectors of the dead. - From

the moment vain people

feel able to empathize with a piece of the past (especially when
this is difficult) , they value it more highly, i ndeed, they then
wish, wherever possible, to resurrect it from the dead. And
because there are always innumerable vain people around,
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historical studies acquire, once an entire age is devoted to
them, a danger that is in fact not insignificant: too much en
ergy is wasted on every possible resurrection from the dead.
Perhaps the entire Romantic movement is best understood
from this vantage point.ll
r60

Vain, greedy, and little wise. Your appetites are greater
than your understanding and your vanity is even greater than
your appetites - for people such as you, I recommend, from
top to bottom, a great deal of Christian praxis with a little
Schopenhauerian theory on the side.
-

r6r12

Beauty in keeping with the age. If our sculptors, painters,
and musicians wish to capture the sense of the times, they
have to picture beauty as bloated, gigantic, and nervous: j ust
as the Greeks, under the sway of their morality of measure,
viewed and pictured beauty as the Apollo Belvedere.13 We
ought actually to call him ugly ! But the foolish "Classicists"14
have robbed us of all honesty!
-

r62

Contemporary irony. It is the European's way at the pres
ent moment to treat all great interests with irony, because one
makes such a business of being busily in their service that no
one has time to take them seriously.
-

r6315

Against Rousseau. If it is true that our civilization has
something inescapably wretched about it: then you have the
choice of concluding, along with Rousseau, that "this wretched
civilization is to blame for our bad morality," or of inferring,
against Rousseau, that "our good morality is to blame for this
wretchedness in civilization. Our weak, unmanly, societal no
tions of good and evil and their prodigious hyperdominance
-
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over body and soul have, i n the end, made all bodies and all
souls weak and have shattered self-reliant, independent, and

strong civil ization: wher
bad morality these days, you will find

unfettered individuals, the pillars of a
ever one still encounters

the last ruins of these pil lars." Thus paradox would stand against
paradox! The truth cannot possibly be on both sides: and is it on
either side at all? Examine them and see!

164
Perhaps premature.

-

At present it seems that under all sorts

of false misleading names, and mostly amid great uncertainty
even among themselves, those who don't consider themselves
bound by existing mores and laws are making the fi rs t at
temptsl6 to organize and thereby to create for themselves a

right:

whereas up until now they l ived their lives under the proscrip
tion of outlaw and in the jurisdiction of a bad conscience, de
cried as cri m inals, freethinkers, i m moralists, villains, as de
praved and depraving. By and large, one ought to find this

development fitting

and good,

even though it will make the

coming century a precarious one and will hang a rifle on each
and every shoulder: to ensure at least the presence of an opposi
tional power that constantly admonishes that there is no such
thing as a one-and-only-moral-making morality!7 and that ev
ery code of ethics that affirms itself exclusively destroys too
much valuable energy and costs humanity much too dearly. The
deviant, so often the i nventive and fructifying person shall no
longer be sacrificed; it shall no longer even be considered in the
least shameful to deviate from morality, in deed or in thought;
numerous new attempts at living life and creating community
shall be undertaken; an enormous load of bad conscience shall
be purged from the world - these most basic goals shall be rec
ognized and furthered by all honest people in search of truth.

165
Morality that does not bore. - Th e

principal moral com

mandments that a people i s willing to be taught and have
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preached to i t over and over again stand i n relation t o the
people's principal flaws, and for this reason they do not ever
become boring. The Greeks, who all too often lost their mod
eration, cold courage, fair-mindedness, and their understanding
altogether, had an open ear for the four Socratic virtues - for
they were in such need of, and yet had so little talent for, pre
cisely these virtues!

r66
At the crossroads.

-

Pfooey! You want to become part of a

system in which you must either be a cog in the wheel, totally
and completely, or else be steamrollered by it! A system in which
it goes without saying that every p erson

is what he is made to

be from above! In which the search for "connections" figures
among one's natural duties! In which nobody feels offended
when, with a wink and a nod toward a man, one is told "he can
be of use to you some day;" i n which one is not ashamed to go
calling just to curry a person's good favor! In which one hasn't
even the faintest idea how, through deliberate conformity to
such mores, onelS has stamped oneself once and for all as an
inferior piece of nature's pottery that others use up and shatter
to pieces without feeli ng any responsibility whatsoever; just as if
one said: " There will never b e a dearth of the likes of me: take
me, I'm yours! Without further ado ! " -

r6i9
Unconditional homages.

-

When I think of the most read

German philosopher, the most listened-to German composer,
and the most respected German statesman, then I have to con

fess to myself: the Germans, this people of unconditional feel

ings, are much put upon these d ays, and indeed by their own
great men. What a magnificent t hree-ringed spectacle on dis
play: each is a current in his own self-carved riverbed, and so
mightily agitated that it m ight seem, more often than not, as
if each wished to flow uphill. And yet, however far one pushes
one's veneration: who wouldn't, on the whole, prefer to be of a
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different opinion than S chopenhauer! -And who could, on
the whole or in the parts, be of one opinion with Richard
Wagner? However true it may be, as somebody20 has said, that
wherever he ta kes or gives offense a prohlem lies buried- no
m; mer, he h i m self does nor bring it to Iight. -And finally,
how many would wa nt to be wholeheartedly of one opinion
with Bismarck, were he, that is, of one opinion with himself or
;:It least ma king a show of being so in the future! To be sure:
Ulithnut principles, but with principal drives, a nimble mind in
the service of strong principa l drives, and precisely on that ac
count without principles - this shouldn't be anything too un
usual in a statesman; on the contrary, it counts as something
ri�ht and natural; but up until now it was, alas, so thoroughly
not German! As little so as a din about music and dissonance
and discontent a bout a composer, as little as the novel and ex
traord inary position chosen by Schopenhauer: namely, neither
ahove thi ngs nor on his knees befote things - hoth could
have still been called G erman-but against things! Unbeliev
able! And disagreeable! To set oneself on a par with things
and yet as their enemy, and ultimately even as the enemy of
oneself! - What is the unconditional admirer to do with a
paragon like that! And what in the world with three such para
gons who don't even desire to keep peace among themselves!
Schopenhauer is an enemy of Wagner's music, and Wagner
an enemy of Bismarck 's politics, and Bismarck an enemy of
all Wagneriana and S chopenhaueriana! What's left to be
done! Where to turn to satisfy our thirst for wholesale homages!
Could we perhaps sort out from the composer's music a few
hundred bars of good music that touch the heart, that we take
to heart because they have a heart - could we step aside with
this little theft and - forget all that remains? And then con
clude just such a treaty with regard to the philosopher and the
statesman - sort out, take to heart, and especially forget what
remains? Yes, if only forgetting weren't so difficult! There once
was a very proud man, who wanted to accept something, good
or bad, only if it came entirely from himself: but when he
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needed to forget, he wasn't able to s upply such a gift himself
and had to invoke the spirits three times; they came, they lis
tened to his demand, and ultim ately they said: "This and this
alone does not lie within our power! " Should n't the German s
make use of Manfred 's experience?21 Why even invoke the
spirits in the fi rst place! It's useless, we don't forget when we
want to forget. And with these th ree colossi of the age how
colossal would be "the remains" we would have to forget in
order to be able to go on being their wholesale admirer! It is
certain ly more advisable, then, to take advantage of the golden
opportunity to attempt something novel: namely, to increase
one's honesty toward oneselfa n d t o transform a people o f cred
ulous parrotin g and furious, blind hostility into a people of
conditional consent and charitable opposition; to learn trst of
all, however, that unconditional homages to people are rather
ridiculous, that to learn to think differently in this matter is
not ignominious, even for the Germans, and that there exists
a profound adage worth taking to heart: "Ce qui importe, ce ne

sontpoint les personnes: mais les choses."22 This adage is, like the
man who uttered it, great, upright, simple and laconic - en
tirely like Carnor, the soldier and Republica n. - But may one
nowadays speak to Germans this way about a Frenchman, and
about a Republican to boot?23 Perhaps not; perhaps one may
not even recall what Niebuhr was able to say to the Germans
in his day: that no one had given him such a powerful impres
sion of true greatness as Carnot.24

r6825
A model.

-

What do I love about Thucydides, why do I

honor him more highly than Plato ? He takes the most exten
sive and impartial pleasure i n all that i s typical in human s and
in events and he holds that a quantity of good sense adheres to
every type: this is what he seeks to discover. He displays greater
practical justice than Plato; he is no maligner or belittler of
persons he doesn't l i ke or who have caused him to suffer in life.
On the contrary: his eye sees through to and adds something
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great to all things and persons in that it sees only types; what
i nterest would the whole of posterity, to whom he dedicates
his work, have in something that were not typica l ! Thus, i n
h i m , the man as th inker and thinker as man, that culture a/the

most impartial knowledge o/the world, attai ns a last magni ficent
flowering, 2(, that culture27 that h ad in Sophocles its writer, in
Pericles its statesman, in Hippocrates its physician, in De
mocritus its natural philosopher: that culture that deserves to
be baptized with its teachers' name, the Sophists,2H and, from this
moment of baptism, at once begins, unfortunately, to turn pale
and incomprehensible to us - for now we suspect it would have
had to have been a very immoral culture against which Plato,
along with all the Socratic schools, fought! The truth here is so
convoluted and entangled that to un ravel it incites antipathy: so
let the age-old error (error veritate simplicior2�) r u n its age
old course!

16900
The Hellenic quite unknown to us. - O riental or m odern,
Asiatic or European: for all o f these, in relation to the Hel
lenic , massiveness and pleasure in great quantity are inherent
in the language of the sublime, whereas in Paestum, Pom
pey, and Athens,3! as with the entirety of G reek architec
ture, what utterly astounds is with what small proportions the
G reeks understand how to express and love to express the
sublime. - Likewise: how simple were the people of Greece in

their own concep tion 0/ themselves! How far and away we sur
pass them in understanding human nature! And how labyri n
thian as well do o u r souls and our conceptions of souls appear
in comparison to theirs! If we desired and dared an architec
ture corresponding to our own make of soul (we are too cow
ardly for it!) - then the labyrinth would have to be our model !
You can divine this fro m the music that is ours , 32 that truly
speaks to us and of us! (In music, namely, people let them
selves go for they fancy no one can see them concealed amid
their music.)
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17033

Feeling's diffirent perspective. - What

does all our prattle

about the Greeks amount to! What do we, after all, understand

male
that vantage point that they gained a

of their art, the soul of which - is their passion for naked
beauty! - It was onlyfrom

feeling for female beauty. Accord i ngly, they had a completely
different perspective on female b eauty than we do. And simi
larly with their love of women: they venerated differently, they
showed contempt differently.
171

The modern human s diet. - He

is capable of digesting a lot,

indeed almost everything - it is his sort of ambition: but he
would be of a higher order were he incapable of this very thing;

homo pamphagus34 is

not the finest of species. We live between

a past that had a crazier and more ohstinate taste than ours and
a future that will perhaps have a more refined one -we live
too much in the middle.
17235

Tragedy and music. - Men who

are i n a fundamentally bel

licose state of mind, as for example the Greeks of Aeschylus's36
day,3? are

difficult to move,

and when compassion does for once

win out over their toughness, it seizes hold of them li ke a
frenzy, like a " demonic p ower" - they then feel under con
straint and aroused by a shiver of religious awe. Afterward,
they have their reservations about this condition; as long as
they are in it, they enj oy the thrill of the miraculous and o f
being outside themselves, mixed with the bitterest wormwood
of suffering: it is j ust the right draft for warriors, something
rare, dangerous, and bittersweet that doesn't come one's way
easily. - Tragedy addresses itself to souls that feel compassion in
this way, to tough and bellicose souls that are difficult to van

quish, whether with fear or with compassion,38 but that find it
useful from time to time to be

softened:

but what good is

1 26
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tragl:dy to those who stand as open to "sympathetic aftections"39
as sails to the winds! Once the Athenians had grown softer and
more sensitive, in Plato's time-ah, how far removed they still
were hom the gushing sentimentality of our own urban dwell
ers large and smal1! - And y et the philosophers were already
bemoaning the deleteriousness of tragedy.4 11 An age, such as the
one beginning now, full of dangers, in which courage and man
liness are4 ! rising in value, will perhaps gradually toughen souls
again to the point where they are in need of tragic poets: in the
meantime, however, the latter have been a bit superfluous-to
put it as mildly as possible. -l11Us, for music too perhaps, a
better age (it will certainly be the more evil!) will return, at the
point when artists have to address their music to strictly indi
vidual ist selves tough in themselves and ruled by the tenebrous
seriousness of their own passion: bur what good is music today
to the little souls of this vanishing age, souls too easily moved,
undeveloped, half-selves, greedy for anything new and lusting
after every thing?
1 73

EuLogizers of work. -In the glorification of "work," in the
tireless talk abour "the blessing of work," I see the same ulterior
motive as in the praise of impersonal actions that serve the pub
lic good: the fear of everything individual. At bottom, one feels
nowadays at the sight of work-by work one always means that
hard industriousness from dawn to dusk- that such work is
the best policeman, that it keeps everyone within bounds and
manages to hinder vigorously the development of reason, de
sire, and the craving for independence. For it uses up an ex
traordinary amount of nervous energy that is thereby taken
away from reflection, brooding, dreaming, worrying, loving,
hating; it places a tiny little goal always in sight and vouchsafes
easy and regular satisfactions. Accordingly, a society in which
there is continuous hard work will have more security: and se
curity is currently worshipped as the supreme divinity.-And
now! Horror! Precisely the "worker" has turned dangerous!
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Everywhere it's teeming with " dangerous individuals" ! And be
hind them the danger of dangers - the individual.
174

42

Moral foshion of a com mercial society. - Behind the funda
mental principle of the contemporary moral fashion : "moral
actions are actions generated by sympathy for others," I see
the work of a collective drive toward timidity masquerading
behind an i ntellectual front: this drive desires utmost, upper
most, and foremost that l i fe be rid of all the dangers it once held
and that each and every person should help tOward this end with
all one's might: therefore only acrions aimed at the common
security and at society's sense of security may be accorded the
rating " good" ! - How l ittle pleasure people must take in them
selves these days, however, when such a tyranny of timidity
dictates to them the uppermost moral law;13 when, without so
much as a protest, they let themselves be commanded to ignore
and look beyond themselves and yet have eagle eyes for every
distress and every suffering existing elsewhere! Are we not,
with this prodigious intent to grate off all the rough and sharp
edges from life, well on the way to turning humanity into sand?
Sand! Tiny, soft, round, endless grains of sand! Is this your ideal,
you heralds of the sympathetic affections? - In the meantime,
the question itself remains open as to whether one is more use

ful to another by immediately and constantly leaping to his
side and helping him'14 - which can, in any case, only transpire
very superficially, provided the help doesn't turn into a tyranni
cal encroachment and transformation - or byfashioning Out of
oneself something the other will behold with pleasure, a lovely,
peaceful, self-enclosed garden, for instance, with high walls to
protect against the dangers and dust of the roadway, but with a
hospitable gate as well .
175

45

Thefundamental idea ofa culture ofcommercial beings.

-

One

sees repeatedly these days the emergence of a culture within
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society in which

commerce i s just as much the soul as was indi

vidual contest for the ancient Greeks and war, victory, and law
for the Romans. Commercial man understands how to assess
the value of everything without having made it and, indeed, to
assess it not accord i n g to his own, most personal need, but

cording to consumer need;

ac

"Who and how many will consume

this?" is his question of questions . He comes to apply this type
of assessment instinctively and at all times: to everything and
so also to the fruits of the arts and sciences, of thinkers, schol
ars, artists , s tatesmen, nations, and parties, of the entire age:
with everything that is created he inquires into supply and de
mand

in order to affix for himself the value 0/ a thing.

Having

made this fundamental idea, thought through unl imitedly and
down to the most minute, subtle detail, the character of an en
tire cultute, having imposed it upon every will and every ability:
this is what you people of the next century will have to be proud
of: provided the prophets of the commercial class are right in
delivering it into your possession! But I have l ittle faith in these
prophets.

Credat Judaeus Apella4('

-

to speak with Horace.

17647
Critique a/fathers.

-

Why is it that we are currently capable

of enduring the truth about even the most recent past? Be
cause there is always a new generation in place that feels itself
to be

in opposition

to this past and, i n t h i s critique, enjoys the

first fruits of the feeling of p ower. Previously, the new genera
tion wanted, i nversely, to found itself on the older and it began
to acquire a sense

a/selfnot merely by adopting the views of the
more strictly. In

fathers but, whenever possible, by taking them

those days critique of the fathers was wicked: now the younger
idealists

begin with it.
177

Learning solitude.

-

Oh, you poor devils i n the great cities

of world politics, you talented young men tormented by ambi
tion who consider it your duty to remark on everything that
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happens - and something is always happening! Who, hav
ing drummed up noise and dust in this fashion, believe you
are the very chariot of history! Who, because you are always
listening in, always watching for the moment when you can
throw in your two cents' worth, miss out on any genuine pro
ductivity. No matter how greedily you long to do great deeds ,
the profound speechlessness o f pregnancy never comes t o you!
The event of the day propels you here and there like chaff,
while you fancy yourselves to be propelling the event - poor
devils! - if you want to cut the figure of a hero here on the
stage, you mustn't think about being the chorus, indeed, you
mustn't even know how to be the chorus.4 8

17 8
Those who are worn out daily. 49 - These young men are lack
ing in neither character, talent, nor diligence: but they have
never been left enough time to give themselves a direction; on
the contrary, from the time they learn to walk, they have been
accustomed to receiving a direction. Then at the point when
they were mature enough to "be sent off into the desert," some
thing different was done - they were used,50 they were pur
loined from themselves, they were trained to be worn out daily
and this was transformed into a doctrine of duty for them - and
now they can no longer bear to be without it and would not
have it any other way. Only don't deprive these poor beasts of
burden of their "vacation" - as it is called, this leisure ideal of
an overworked century: when one is permitted for once to laze
about and be idiotic and childish to one's heart's content.

1 79
As little state as possible!- Political and economic affairs i n
their entirety d o n o t warrant obliging, o r even permitting, the
most talented minds to attend to them: such squandering of
spirit is at bottom worse than its lack.51 Such concerns are52
and remain the working province of inferior heads and no one
other than inferior heads ought to be in the employ of this
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workshop: better ro let the machi nery go to pieces again! The
way things stand nowadays, however, with everybody not only
hdieving he is ohliged

to know what is going on day in and day

our, bur also longing at every instant to be actively involved in
bringing it abour to the point of abandoning his own work, we
are in a state of colossal and ridiculous lunacy. �Inis is much too
h igh a price to pay for "national security": and the maddest
thing of all is, moreover, that this behavior brings aboUt the
very opposite of "national security," as our own dear century is
trying to prove: as if it hadn't ever been proven before! 10 render

society safe horn thieves and fireproof and endlessly amenable
to every sOrt of traffic and trade and to transform the state into
Providence in the good and had sense'll - these are lower, me
diocre, and by no means thoroughly indispensable goals toward
which one ought not strive with the
and ins truments

and reserve

altogether highest means
in existence- means that one ought to store up

for precisely the highest and most exceptional of

purposes! Our age, no matter how much it talks and talks about
economy, is a squanderer: it squanders what is most precious ,
spirit.
r 8 0 54

Wars. - The

great wars of our day'l) are the effects of the

study of history.

181
Governing. - Some

govern out of pleasure i n governing;

others in order not ro be governed - to the latter, governing is
merely the lesser of two evils.
r 82

Crude consistency. - It

is considered a great distinction

when people say : "He has character! " - Certainly! If he dis
plays crude consistency, a consistency obvious to e ven the
dullest eye! But as soon as a more subtle and profound spirit
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operates and is consistent in its more elevated way, spectators
deny the presence of character. For this reason cunning states
men usually play out their comedy behind a cloak of crude
consistency.
183

The old and the young. -"There is something immoral
about parliaments" -some continue to think-"for you can
also express views there against the government!" -"One must
always have the view of things ordained by His Majesty" - this
is the eleventh commandment in many an honorable old head,
especially in northern Germany. One chuckles over it as over
an outdated fashion: yet formerly it was morality! Perhaps one
day a time will come when we will also chuckle at what now
passes for moral among the latest generation schooled in the
ways of parliament: namely, placing party politics above per
sonal wisdom and answering every question regarding the
public good in just the right way to create a favorable wind f<Jr
the party's sails. "One must have the view of things dictated by
the party position" -would be the new canon. In the service
of such morality there exists today all manner of sacrifice, over
coming of the self, and martyrdom.
184

The state as product of the anarchists. - In lands where peo
ple are restrained and contained there are nevertheless still
plenty of backsliding, unrestrained, and uncontained persons:
at the moment they are congregating in the socialist camps
more than anywhere else. Should it come to pass that they one
day hand down the laws, then you can bet they will place them
selves in iron chains and exert a frightful discipline-thry know

themselves! And they will endure these laws, conscious that they
and they alone have issued them-the feeling of power, and of

this power, is too new and delightful for them not to suffer ev
erything on its account.
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185
Beggars. -One ought to do away with beggars:

for you feel

annoyed giving to them and annoyed when you don't.

186
Business people. -Your business - that is your greatest prej
udice,�(, it ties you to your locale, the company you keep, to
your inclinations. Diligent in business- but lazy in spirit,
content in your impoverishment, having tied the apron strings
of duty to this contentment: so do you live and so do you want
your children to live!

187
From a possible future.

-

Is it unthinkable to have a state of

a/hirs in which a malefactor turns himself in, publicly dictates
his own sentence in the proud feeling that he is thus honoring
the law he himself has made, that, in punishing himself, he is
exercising power, the power of the lawgiver; he may have trans
gressed at some point but through his voluntary punishment he
elevates himself above his transgression; through candor, great
ness, and calmness he not only wipes out his transgression: he
performs a public service as well.-This would be the criminal
of a possible future, who, to be sure, presupposes a future legis
lation founded on the idea: "In all things great and small I shall
submit only to the law that I myself have given." So many at
tempts still have to be made! Many a future must still come to
light!�7

18858
Intoxication

and nourishment. -Nations are so exceedingly

deceived because they are always seeking a deceiver, namely a
stimulating wine for their senses. If only they can have that,
they gladly put up with lousy bread. Intoxication is more im
portant to them than food-this is the bait they will always
go after! What do they care about men chosen from their
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midst-though they be the most expert practical persons
compared to glittering conquerors or grandiose old royal houses!
The man of the people must at least hold out to them the pros
pect of conquests and grandeur: then he will perhaps gain their
faith. They will always obey and do more than obey, provided
they can intoxicate themselves in the process! One can't even
offer them peace and enjoyment without including the laurel
wreath59 with its power to drive one mad. This plebeian taste,
which takes intoxication more seriously than nourishment, has,
however, by no means emerged from the depths of the plebs: on
the contrary, it has been transported and transplanted into
them where now it merely springs up residually and most opu
lently, whereas its origin stems from the highest intellects among
whom it bloomed for millennia. The common folk is the last

virgin soil in which this gleaming weed can still flourish.
What! And it is precisely to this folk that politics ought to be
entrusted? So that it can turn politics into its daily intoxication?

r8960
On grand politics. -However much profit and vanity, on the
part of individuals as well as nations, play a role in grand poli

tics: the mightiest tide driving them forward is the need for the
feeling ofpower, which from time to time gushes up from inex
haustible wellsprings in the souls not only of princes and po
tentates, but also, and not least of all, precisely amid the lower
ranks of the common people. Over and over again the hour
comes when the masses are ready to put their life, their fortune,
their conscience, their virtue on the line in order to attain for
themselves that highest of pleasures and, as a victorious, tyran
nical, impetuous nation, to dispose at will (or to think it is so
disposing) over other nations. 1ben such a plethora of squan
dering, sacrificing, hoping, trusting, over-audacious, fantasti
cal instincts wells up that an ambitious or shrewdly designing
prince can start up a war and pawn his wrongdoing off on the
people's good conscience. The great conquerors have always
mouthed the pathos-ridden language of virtue: they have
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always been surrounded by the masses in a state of exaltation
and eager to hear only the most exalted language. Strange mad
ness of moral judgments! When a human being is possessed
with the feeling of power, he will experience and speak of him
self as f,ood: and that is precisely the moment when those
on whom he vents his power experience and speak of him as

evil!-In the fable of the different ages of humanity Hesiod
portrayed the same epoch, that of the Homeric heroes, twice in
succession, rendering two periods out ofone:6! from the point of
view of those who suffered under the horrible iron oppression
of these adventurous people of brute force or who learned of
them from their ancestors, the age seemed evil: but the descen
da nrs of these chivalrous houses venerated it as the good, dearly
deparred, dearly blessed age of yesteryear. The poet had no re
course other than to do as he did-no doubt he had about him
listeners from both camps!

I9062
German culture63 the way it used to be. - When the Germans
began to become interesting to the other nations of Europe - it
wasn't so long ago-it came about due to a culture that they
now no longer possess, that they indeed shook off with a blind
zeal as if it were a disease: and yet they could come up with
nothing better to put in its place than political and nationalis
tic insanity. To be sure, they have in this way managed to be
come far more interesting to other nations than they had even
been earlier by virtue of their culture: and so may they be con
tent! In the meantime there is no denying that this German
culture of old has made fools of the Europeans and that it does
not merit the interest, indeed, the imitation and vying emula
tion it has elicited. Have a look around these days at Schiller,
Wilhelm von Humboldt, Schleiermacher, Hegel, Schelling,
read their correspondence and initiate yourself into the great
circle of their followers: what is it that they have in common,
that, as we are today, affects us alternately as insufferable and as
so moving and worthy of compassion? For one, the craving to
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appear, at all cost, morally aroused; then the passionate de
mand for brilliant boneless generalities combined with

an

in

tentional "beautifying vision," the determined desire to view
every thing (characters, passions, ages, mores) as more beautiful
than it is- "beautiful," according to an, unfortunately, blurry
bad taste that nonetheless boasted of its Greek ancestry. It is a
soft, good-natured, silver-lined idealism that wants, above all,
nobly affected gestures and nobly affected voices, a thing as
presumptuous as it is naive, animated by a most sincere aver
sion to "cold" or "dry" reality, to anatomy, to undiluted pas
sions, to every type of philosophical temperance and skepti
cism, particularly, however, to any natural science that does
not lend itself to some religious sy mbolism. 64 Goethe observed
this battue of German culture in his own way, standing aside,
mildly demurring, silent, ever more resolved in his own better
course. Somewhat later Schopenhauer observed it as well-a
great deal of the real world and of the world's devilry had be
come apparent to him, and he spoke of it just as crudely as he
was enthusiastic: for this devilry had its own beauty!-And
what was it, at bottom, that seduced foreigners away from ob
serving German culture as had Goethe and Schopenhauer or
from simply ignoring it altogether? It was that faint luster, that
enigmatic Milky Way gleam, that radiated around this culture:
upon seeing it, the foreigner said "That is very, very far away
from us and strange; out there our seeing, hearing, understand
ing, enjoyment, evaluation cease; nonetheless, those could be
stars! Could the Germans have, on the sly, discovered a corner
of heaven and settled down there? One must try to move closer
to the Germans." And they did move closer: whereas hardly
much later these same Germans began to be at pains to strip
themselves of the Milky Way gleam; they knew all too well they
had not been in heaven-but in a cloud!
191
Better people!-Everyone says to me that our art is directed
toward the greedy, insatiable, unrestrained, disgusted, harassed
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people of today and opens up for them an image of bliss, lofti
ness, and otherworldliness next to their own image of a disso
lute wasteland: such that they can for once forget and breathe
a sigh of relief, indeed, perhaps they bring back from that for
getting an impulse toward flight and toward turning back.
Poor artists with such a public as this! With ulterior motives of
such a half-priestly, half-psychiatric bent! How much happier
and more fortunate was "our great Corneille,''(,') as Madame de
Sevigne exclaims with the inflection of a woman in the pres
ence of a complete man-how much loftier was

his

audience

whom he could benefit with images of valiant virtues, strict
adherence to duty, magnanimous sacrifice, heroic self-restraint!
How differently did he and they love existence, not out of a
blind dissolute "will" that one curses because one is unable to
kill it, but as a place instead where greatness and humanity are

possible side

by side and where even the strictest constraint of

forms, subjugation to princely and priestly arbitrariness, is able
to suppress neither pride, nor valor, nor grace, nor the spirit
of each individual; on the contrary, it is experienced much
more as an

antithetical stimulus and spur

toward innate self

sovereignty and nobility, to an inherited power of the will and
passion!
19266

Wishing perfect adversaries for oneself-There is no arguing
with the French that they have been the most Christian nation
on earth: 6- not in the sense that the faith of the masses has
been greater there than elsewhere, bur because in France the
most difficult Christian ideals have been converted into per
sons and have not remained mere idea, embryo, half measure.
There is Pascal, in the unification of ardor, spirit, and honesty
foremost among all Christians-and consider all that needed
to be unified here!68 There is Fenelon, the perfect and enchant
ing expression of

ecclesiastical culture in all its powers:

a golden

mean that, as a historian, one might tend to view as something
impossible, whereas it was only something unspeakably diffi-
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cult and improbable. There is Madame de Guyon among her
peers, the French quietists,69 and everything that the apostle
Paul's grandiloquence and fervor7o sought to divine regarding
the Christian condition of most sublime, loving, tranquil, and
enraptured quasi-godliness has here become truth and, owing
to a genuine, feminine, subtle, refined, Gallic naivete of word
and gesture,7J has, in the process, shed that Jewish importunity
that Paul displayed toward God. There is the founder of the
Trappist monasteries,n he who took the ascetic ideal of Chris
tianity with utmost seriousness, not as an exception among the
French but as genuinely French: for until this day, his gloomy
creation has been capable of remaining natural and vigorous
only among the French; it followed them into Alsace and to
Algeria. Let's not forget the Huguenots:l3 heretofore there has
never existed a more beautiful union of militant and industri
ous disposition, of more refined customs and Christian sever
ity. And in Port-RoyaF4 the tradition of great Christian erudi
tion flourished for the last time: and great persons in France
understand the flourish better than elsewhere. Far from being
superficial, a great Frenchman nevertheless maintains his sur
face, a natural skin for his content and his profundity - whereas
the profundity of a great German is most often kept bottled up
in an intricate capsule as an elixir that seeks to protect itself from
the light and from frivolous hands through its tough and strange
cover.-Now go figure why this nation of consummate types
of Christianness also had to produce the consummate counter
types of unchristian freethinking! The French freethinker strug
gled within himself against great persons and not merely against
dogmas and sublime monstrosities as did the freethinkers of
other nations.

1 93 7
Esprit76 and morality.

-

5

The German who understands the

secret of managing to make spirit, knowledge, and soul boring
and who has accustomed himself to experiencing boredom as
moral- is afraid of French esprit, afraid it might just poke out
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the eyes of morality-and yet it is a captivated fear as with a
little bird before a rattlesnake. Of the illustrious Germans
none perhaps has had more

esprit

than

Hegel77 -but he also

had. as a corollary, so great a Germa n fear of it that it spawned
the bad style characteristic of him.7R A style, namely, whose
essence consists in wrapping round a kernel and wrapping
round it again and again until it barely peeks through, abashed
and curious-the way "young women glimpse through their
veils." as Aeschylus. the age-old misogynist, would say-: that

kernel is. however, a witty, often brazen apen,:u regarding the
most intellectual subjects, a subtle and daring juxtaposition of
words. which. as a condiment to learning,79 belongs in the
ety

of thinkers- but

soci

cloaked in all that wrapping it presents it

self as the very embodiment of abstruse learnedness and utterly
as the highest moral boredom! Here the Germans had a form
of esprit they could

permit themselves and they enjoyed it with

such unrestrained delight that Schopenhauer's astute, very as
tute understanding came to a standstill-he ranted80 his whole
life long against the spectacle that the Germans presented to
him, but he was never able to explain it to himself.
19481

Vani�v ofthe teachers of morality. -The explanation for the,
on the whole, paltry success of the teachers of morality may be
found in the fact that they wanted too much all

at once, that is

to say they were too ambitious: they wanted all too eagerly to
lay down precepts

for everyone.

This. however, amounts to flail

ing about in generalities and to preaching to animals that they
turn into humans: what a miracle rhat the animals find this
boring! One should seek out limited circles and seek and pro
mote the morality appropriate for them; accordingly, preach
to wolves. for example, that they turn into dogs. Above all,
however. great success is reserved for him who wishes to edu
cate neither everyone nor limited circles, but a single individ
ual and who, in so doing, glances neither left nor right. The
previous century is superior to ours precisely because it con-
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tained so many individually educated persons along with just
as many educators who had here discovered their lives' mis

sion - and with this mission also dignity with regard to them
selves and to all others of "good society."82
19583

The so-called classical education. - To discover that our life
is consecrated to the pursuit of knowledge; that we would be
throwing it away, no! that we would have already thrown it
away if this consecration weren't protecting it from our own
selves; to recite to ourselves again and again with staggering
emotion the following verses:
"Fate, I follow you ! And were it not my wish

1'd have

to nonetheless and take along my sighs!"84

- And now to look back on the course of our lives and also to
discover something that is no longer reparable: the squander
ing of our youth in which our educators failed to employ those
inquisitive, impassioned, thirsty years to lead us toward

knowledge of things, but used them instead for the so-called
"classical education"! The squandering of our youth in which a
scanty understanding of the Greeks and Romans and their
languages was drilled into us in a manner as inept as it was
torturous and that runs counter to the first rule of all educa
tion: that one should give a particular dish only to those who

hunger for it! In which mathematics and physics were forced
upon us in a violent manner instead of our first being led to
feel the despair of ignorance and of having our small quotid
ian lives, our activities and everything that occurred in the
house, in the shop, in the sky, in the countryside, from morn
ing till evening, dissolve into thousands of problems, torment
ing, mortifying, irritating problems - in order to demonstrate
to our yearning that we needed straightaway a scientific knowl
edge of mathematics and physics and then to impart to us our
first delight in science through the absolute logicality of such
scientific knowledge. If only we had been taught to revere
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these sciences, if only our souls had ever once been shaken by
the struggles and defeats and renewed battles of past luminar
ies, by the martyrdom that comprises the history of rigorous
scholarship!H,) On the contrary, we caught wind of a certain
disdain for the actual sciences in favor of history, "formal edu
cation," and "the classics"! And we allowed ourselves to be de
ceived so easily! Formal education! Could we not have pointed
to the best teachers at our high schools and laughingly, skepti
cally inquired: "W here in the world is their formal education?
And if they don't have it, how are they supposed to teach it?"
And the classics! Did we learn any part of what these same an
cients instructed their youth? Did we learn to speak like them,
write like them? Did we practice unremittingly the fencing art
of conversation, of dialectics? Did we learn to move beautifully
and proudly like them, to wrestle, throw, and box like them?
Did we learn any part of the asceticism practiced by all Greek
philosophers? Were we trained in a single ancient virtue and in
the manner in which the ancients exercised it? Wasn't our edu
cation altogether lacking in any reflection upon morality what
soever, let alone in the only possible critique of it, that rigorous
and courageous attempt to live within some morality or other?
Did anyone ever stir in us any feeling at all that the ancients
valued more highly than the moderns? Was the arrangement
of the day and of life, along with life's goals, presented to us in
the spirit of antiquity? Did we even learn the languages of an
tiquity in the way we learn those of living nations-namely,
in order to speak well with ease? Nowhere a real ability, no new
capability resulting from years of toil! Only a knowledge of
what people once were able and capable of! And what a knowl
edge! Nothing grows more clear to me from year to year than
that the nature of anything Greek or ancient, no matter how
transparently and universally accepted it seems to lie before
our very eyes, is extraordinarily difficult to make out, indeed,
is hardly comprehensible and that the customary carefreeness
with which one speaks of the ancients is either itself a case of
carelessness or an age-old, inherited arrogance based on the
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absence of thought. The similarity of words and concepts de
ceives us: but behind them there always lies a hidden sensation
that has to be foreign, incomprehensible, or painfully shameful
to the modern sensibility. And these are the fields in which
young boys are allowed to romp about! In any case, we did so
when we were boys and in the process we came away with an
almost insurmountable antipathy toward antiquity, an antipa
thy born seemingly of too great an intimacy. For the proud
delusion of our classics teachers goes so far in imagining them
selves, as it were, in possession of the ancients, that they allow
this arrogance to spill over onto their students, along with the
suspicion that such a possession, even if it most likely cannot
make us happy,86 is good enough for upstanding, poor, fool
ish, old book-dragons: "may these dragons brood over their
hoard! It will surely be worthy of them!" -With this silent,
ulterior thought our classical education reached its culmination.
This is no longer reparable-for us! But let's not think only
of ourselves!

196
Truth s most personal questions. -"What is it that I actually

do? And what is it that precisely I wish to accomplish

thereby?"-This is the question of truth that is not taught,
and consequently not asked, by our current type of education;
there is no time for it. On the other hand, to speak with chil

dren about all sorts of nonsense and not about truth, to speak
pleasantries with women who are subsequently supposed to
become mothers and not about the truth, to speak with young
people about their future and their amusement and not about
truth - there is always time and desire for that! - But what,
after all, are seventy years! - They run their course and are
soon over; there is so little reason for the wave to know how
and where it is Rowing. Indeed, it could be a clever mark of
prudence not to know.

-

"Admittedly: but not even to inquire

about it hardly indicates a sense of pride; our education does
not make people proud." -So much the better! "Really?"
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The Germans' hostility to the Enlightenment. -Consider the
intellectual contribution the Germans of the first half of this
century have rendered to culture at large, and take first the Ger
man philosophers: they retreated to the first and oldest level of
speculation, for, like the thinkers of dreamy ages, they found
satisfaction in concepts rather than in explanations - they
resuscitated a prescientific type of philosophy. Second, the
German historians and Romantics:88 their general concern
amounted to bestowing honor upon older, primitive sensibili
ties, especially Christianity, the folk soul, folklore, folk lan
guage, medievalism, Oriental asceticism, the world of India .
Third, the natural scientists:8,! they fought against the spirit of
Newton and Voltaire and, like Goethe and Schopenhauer,
sought to erect once again the idea of a divine or demonic na
ture suffused with its universal ethical and symbolic signifi
cance. Ihe whole tremendous proclivity of the Germans ran
contrary to the Enlightenment and contrary to the revolution in
society that, through vulgar misunderstanding, passed as the
result of Enlightenment: piety toward everything then in exis
tence sought to metamorphose into piety toward everything
that once had existed in order that heart and spirit might once
again grow jitLI and no longer have any room for future, innova
tive goals. �The cult of feeling was erected in place of the cult of
reason, and German composers, �o as artists of the invisible, of
raptures, fairy tale, yearning, built on the new temple more suc
cessfully than all artists of the word and of thoughts. Even if we
take into account that in the particulars a great deal of value has
been uncovered and disseminated and that many things are
judged more fairly than before: one cannot help but conclude
that, with regard to the big picture, the widespread danger was

by no means slight that under the guise of attaining fullest and
ultimate knowledge of the past, knowledge itself was being sup
pressed beneath feeling and-in the words Kant used to define
his own projecr- "once again room for faith was to be made by
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demonstrating the limits of knowing."91 We can breathe freely
again: the hour of this danger has passed! And strange to say:
the very spirits that the Germans had so eloquently invoked be
came, in the long run, the most injurious for their invokers
history, understanding of origin and evolution, sympathy with
the past, the newly aroused passion for feeling and knowledge,
after having tor a time appeared to be beneficial companions of
the spirit of rapturous obscurantism and reaction, assumed one
day a different nature and now fly on the widest wings above
and beyond their earlier invokers as new and stronger geniuses
of that very Enlightenment against which they had been in
voked. 1bis Enlightenment we now must carry on -unper
turbed that there has existed a "great Revolution" and then
again a "great reaction" against it, that indeed both still exist:
they are, after all, the mere ripple of waves in comparison to
the truly great tide in which we surge and want to surge!

198n
Giving one's nation stature. -To possess many great inner
experiences and to gaze upon and beyond them with a spiritu
ally reflective eye -that is what creates people of culture who
give stature to their nation. In France and Italy it was the aris
tocracy who accomplished this; in Germany, where the aristoc
racy on the whole has heretofore counted among the splfitually
impoverished (perhaps no longer for long), it was the priests,
teachers, and their descendants who accomplished it.

19993
We are more noble. -Loyalty, magnanimity, concern tor
these three united in a single

one's good reputation:

disposition -we call noble, refined, dignified, and herein we
surpass the Greeks. Let us not relinquish the disposition ow
ing to the feeling that the ancient objects of these virtues have
sunk in esteem (and rightly so), but carefully ensure instead
that this exquisite, inherited drive of ours be directed toward
new objects. - In order to grasp that, within our own, still
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chivalrous and feudalistic nobility, the disposition of the no
blest Greeks has to be experienced as lowly and even indecent,
one need only remember those words of comfort Odysseus
was always spouting in ignominious situations: "Bear up, dear
heart! You've already borne worse dog's treatment!"')4 And in
addition take as a practical application of the mythic model the
stor y of that Athenian officer, who, when threatened by an
other officer with a stick in front of the entire general staff,
shrugged off this humiliation with the words: "Strike me if
you will! But then listen to me as well!"')) (This was Themisto
cles, that highly nimble Odysseus of the Classical age who, in
this ignominious moment, was just the man to send down to
his "dear heart" those needed lines of consolation.) The Greeks
were En from taking life and death as lightly as we do over an
insult, owing to the influence of inherited chivalrous adventur
ousness and desire for self-sacrifice; or from searching out op
portunities for staking life and death in a game of honor the
way we do in duels; or from valuing the preservation of one's
good name (honor) higher than the conquest of a bad name, if
the latter is consonant with fame and the feeling of power; or
from remaining true to class prejudices96 and articles of faith
should they hinder one from becoming a tyrant. For this is the
ignoble secret of every good Greek aristocrat: owing to a most
profound jealousy, he considers every one of his peers to be on
equal footing with him, but, like a pouncing tiger, he is pre
pared at any moment to unleash forceful rule upon his prey:
what does a little lying, murder, betrayal, selling out of his
home city along the way matter to him! Justice was extraordi
narily difficult for this species of persons; it was considered
something nearly unbelievable; "a just man" -for Greeks that
sounded the way "a saint" does for Christians. When, however,
even a Socrates said: "the virtuous person is the happiest per
son," they simply didn't believe their ears, they supposed they
had heard something deranged. For, as the image of the happi
est person, every man of noble descent thought of the con
summate ruthlessness and devilry of the tyrant who sacrifices
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everything and everyone to his wantonness and his pleasure.
Among people who secretly fantasized wildly about this sort of
happiness, a veneration for the state could not, to be sure, be
implanted deeply enough - but I opine: people whose craving
for power no longer rages as blindly as that of those noble
Greeks are, likewise, no longer in need of that idolization of
the concept of the nation-state through which the earlier crav
ing was kept under control.
200

Bearing poverty.

-

The greatest advantage of noble descent

is that it allows one to bear poverty better.
20r97

Future of the aristocracy.

-

The gestures assumed by mem

bers of refined society express the fact that the consciousness
of power is constantly executing its charming98 play in their
limbs. Accordingly, the person, man or woman, of aristocratic
custom does not like to sink, as if completely exhausted, into
an armchair; where all others make themselves comfortable, for
example on the train, the aristocrat avoids leaning against his
back; he appears not to grow tired when he is on his feet for
hours at court; he furnishes his house not with an eye for com
fort, but expansively and illustriously, as if it were the domain
of grander (and taller) beings; he responds to a verbal provoca
tion with composure and a clear head, and is not horrified,
crushed, mortified, breathless in the plebeian fashion. Just as
he knows how to preserve the appearance of ever-present, dig
nified physical strength, he also wishes, through constant seren
ity and civility even in distressing situations, to maintain the
impression that his soul and his spirit are equal to all dangers
and vagaries. With regard to the passions, a refined culture can
resemble either the rider who experiences the ecstasy of having
a passionate, proud animal march to the Spanish step99imagine the age of Louis XIV -or the rider who feels his
horse beneath him shoot forth like a force of nature right to
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the borderline where horse and rider lose their head, yet from
sheer pleasure in the ecstasy to keep head held high precisely
at that moment: in both cases a refined culture is breathing in
power, and even if very frequently its manners demand merely
the semblance of the feeling of power, the very impression that
this pertormance makes on the nonrefined as well as the the
atricalitylUll of the impression, nonetheless continuously increase
the genuine sense of superiority. - This indisputable happiness
of refined cultUre, which is based on the feeling of superiority, is
beginning these days (() climb to an even higher level, because,
thanks to all the free spirits, it is now permitted and no longer
disgraceful for those born and raised in the aristocracy to enter
into the orders of knowledge and to obtain there a more intel
lectual ordination, to learn more exalted deeds of chivalry than
heretofore, and (() gaze up to that ideal of victorious wisdum,
which no previous age has been able to erect tor itself with so
good a conscience as the age that is just
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the verge of arriving.

And in the end: what is the aristocracy supposed to do with it
self when, with each passing day, it appears to grow more and
more indecent to engage in politics?-

202101
For the cultivation o/ health.

-

We have barely begun to re

Hect on the physiology of the criminal and nevertheless we
have already come to the irrefutable view that there is no es
sential difference between criminals and the mentally ill: pro
vided we believe that the c ustomary moral way of thinking is
the way of thinking that promotes mental health. But no belief
is still believed as solidly as this latter, and so let's not shy away
from drawing the obvious conclusion and treating the crimi
nal like someone who is mentally ill: above all not with loft y
charity, but with the medical acumen and goodwill of a phy
sician. The criminal is in need of a change of air, different
company, a temporary absence, perhaps solitude and a new
occLlparion- fine! Perhaps he himself finds it to his advantage
to spend some time in custody in order thereby to find protec-
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tion against himself and an irksome tyrannical drive- fine!
We must present to him dearly the possibility and the means
of being healed (eradication, transformation, sublimarion of
that particular drive) and also, in the worst case, the unlikeli
hood of a cure. We ought to offer the incurable criminal who
has become a horror to himself the opportunity to commit
suicide. Reserving this as the most extreme means of allevia
tion: shouldn't we leave no stone ullturned in, above alL re
storing the criminal to his good spirits and peace of mind; we
should wipe from his soul, as a matter of uncleanliness, pangs
of conscience and give him an indication of how he can make
up, and even more than make up, for the injury he perhaps
inHicted on one person by coming to the aid of another, or
indeed perhaps of the whole community! Everything with ut
most care and consideration! And especially with anonymity
or under assumed names and frequent changes in location so
that, in the process, the integrity of his reputation and his fu
ture life run into as little danger as possible. At present, admit
tedly, anyone who receives an injury, altogether irrespective of
how this injury might be made good, desires to have his re

venge, and appeals for it to the courts -and this is what, for
the time being, perpetuates our abominable penal codes along
with their shopkeeper scales and their desire to counterbaLance

guilt with punishment: but might we not be able to get beyond
this? How much lighter and easier our sense of existence would
be if, together with the belief in guilt, one could free oneself
from the age-old instinct for revenge and could even regard it
as the subtle wisdom of those who are happy to join with
Christianity in blessing one's enemy and in showing kindness
to those who have offended us! Let's rid the world of the
tion of sin

-

no

and let's soon send the notion of punishment that

follows packing along behind it! In the future may these ban
ished monsters live somewhere other than among people if
they insist on wanting to survive and are not destroyed by thelf
own self-disgust! -In the meantime we should consider that
the loss society and individuals suffer at the hands of criminals
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is very similar to the loss suffered from sick people: sick people
spread worry and ill humor, are not productive, exhaust other
people's revenues, require caretakers, doctors, upkeep, and live
off the time and energy of the healthy. Nevertheless, one would
consider inhuman anyone who wanted to take revenge on a sick
person on account of this. Previously, to be sure, this is just
what one did: in primitive states of culture, and even now
among many wild tribes, the sick person is indeed treated as a
criminal, as a danger to the community and as the dwelling
place of some sort of demonic being that has invaded his body
due to an incurred guilt -here the word is: every sick person is
a

guilty person! And we -are we really not yet ready for the

opposite view? Are we really not yet able to say: every "guilty"
person is a sick person? No, the hour for this is yet to come. As
yet we lack above all the physicians for whom what up until this
point we have called practical morality will have been trans
formt'd into a part of their art and science of healing; as yet we
lack in general that consuming interest in these matters, which
perhaps one day will seem not dissimilar to the storm and stress
of those religious excitements of old; as yet the churches do not
possess cultivators of health; as yet instruction about the body
and about diet are not among the required courses at all middle
and high schools; as yet there exist no quiet organizations of
like-minded people who together have vowed to renounce the
aid of the COllrts along with punishment and revenge on those
who do them wrong; as yet no thinker has had the courage to
measure the health of a society and of the individual according
to how many parasites they can support; and as yet no founder
of a state has turned up who wielded the plowshare in the spirit
of that generous and mildhearted motto: "Wouldst thou culti
vate the land, then cultivate it with the plow: for the bird and
the wolf who follow behind the plow shall rejoice in thee -all

cretUures shall rejoice in thee."102
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Against bad diet.

-

103

Phooey on the meals people cook these

days, in restaurants as well as every where society's well-to-do
class resides! Even when scholars of the highest reputation
come together, they load their table according to the same cus
tom as the banker loads his: following the principle of "much
too much" and "ever such variety " -from which it follows
that the dishes are prepared with an eye to their effect instead
of their efficacy, and stimulating drinks have to assist in driv
ing out the heaviness from both stomach and brain. Phooey,
what widespread dissoluteness and overexcitability as the inevi
table consequence! Phooey, what dreams these people must
have! Phooey, what arts and which books will be the dessert of
such dinners! And no matter what they do: pepper or contra
diction or world-weariness will rule their actions! Ohe wealthy
class in England needs its Christianity to be able to endure its
digestive difficulties and its headaches.} Finally, in order to
mention what is humorous and not just disgusting about this
situation, these people are by no means gormandizers; our cen
tury with its type of hustle and bustle exerts more power over
their limbs than does their stomach: what purpose then do
these dinners serve?-1hey rep resent/What, in heaven's name?
Class? -No, money: one no longer belongs to a class! One is
an "individual" ! But money is power, fame, dignity, preemi
nence, influence; money, depending on how much of it one
has, determines these days the extent of one's moral presump
tion! No one wants to hide it under a bushel and no one would
want to place it on the table; accordingly, money must have a
representative that one can place on the table: see our dinners.

204

Danae and god in gold.

104

_ W here does this excessive im

patience emanate from, an impatience that is currently turn
ing people into criminals under circumstances that are more
conducive to the opposite tendency? For if one person employs
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f�lse weights, another burns down his house after having in
sured it to the maximum, a third participates in minting
counterfeit currency, if three-quarters of the upper class gives
irsdf over to sanctioned fraud and has the stock exchange and

all forms of speculation on its conscience: what is driving
them? Not actual want, they are not doing any too poorly, per
h;IOS they even eat and drink without worrying� but they are
pressed and pressured day and night by a terrible and fearful
impatience at the sluggish rate at which money is accumulating
;llld hy an equally terrible and fearful craving f()r, and love of,

accumulated money. In this impatience and this love, however,
there appears once again that fanaticism of the appetite for
power that formerly was ignited by the conviction of being in
possession of the uuthlO'; and that went by so many beautiful

nanws that. as a result, one could, with

a

good conscience, dare

ro be inhllman (to burn Jews, heretics, and good books and to
eradicate highly developed cultures like those of Peru and
Mexico).W6 The means of the appetite for power have changed,
bur the same volcano still burns, impatience and excessive love

demand their sacrifice; and what one formerly did "for God's
sa ke" we now do for the sake of money, that is to say, for the
sake of that which now imparts to the highest degree the feel
ing of power and a good conscience.107
205]08

On the people ofImItl.
Among the spectacles to which the
coming century invites us belongs the verdict regarding the
-

fare of the European Jews. That they have cast their die, crossed
their Rubicon,109 is palpably clear: the only choice left for them
is to become Europe's masters or to lose Europe, just as they
once long ago lost Egypt, where they had placed themselves
before a similar either-or.llo In Europe, however, they have
gone through eighteen centuries of schooling such as no other
people here can point to, and indeed, in such a manner that it
was precisely not the community bur all the more so the indi
viduals who benefited from the experiences of this horrible
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period of apprenticeship. As a result, among the Jews of today
the psychological and spiritual resources of support are ex
traordinary; in times of affliction, in order to escape a pro
found predicament, they turn least of all people living in Eu
rope to the bottle or to suicide-as is the wont of the less
gifted. In the history of his fathers and grandfathers every Jew
has a storehouse of examples of the coldest self-possession and
steadfastness in terrible situations, of the most subtle outwit
ting and exploitation of misfortune and chance; their courage
under the cloak of wretched subservience, their heroism in

sperneri se spernil11 surpassed the virtue of all the saints put to
gether. Throughout two millennia one has attempted to make
them contemptible by treating them contemptibly, by deny
ing them access to all honors and everything honorable, by
shoving them instead ever more deeply into the dirtier husi
nesses-and it is true they have not grown cleaner as a result of
this treatment. But contemptible? They themselves have never
ceased believing that they are called to the highest things, and
the virtues of all who suffer have never ceased to adorn them.
The way they honor their forefathers and their children and the
reasonableness of their marriages and marriage customs distin
guish them from all other Europeans. In addition to all this,
they managed to create for themselves a feeling of power and of
eternal vengeance out of the very husinesses that had he en
handed over to them (or to which one had handed them over);
one must also say in defense even of their usury that without
this occasional, pleasant, and beneficial torturing of those who
had contempt for them, they would hardly have been able to
preserve their self-respect1l2 for so long. For our self-respect is
bound to our ability to practice restitution in matters both
good and had. Yet the Jews do not easily get carried away in
their vengeance: for they all have the openness of mind and
also of spirit that is inculcated into one by frequent changes
in residence and climate, in the mores of neighbors and op
pressors; they possess by far the greatest experience in all
human intercourse and, even with regard to passion, practice
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the circumspection born of this experience. They are so certain
of their mental suppleness and shrewdness that they never, not
even in the severest of circumstances, find it necessary to earn
their bread with physical energy as a rough laborer, a porter, a
field slave. One can still tell from their manners that their
soul has not known chivalrous, genteel sentiments nor their
body beautiful shining armor: something of the importunate
vies with an often tender, almost always embarrassing obse
quiousness. But now, as they inevitably from year to year marry
ever more into Europe's best nobility, they will soon come into
a

goodly inheritance of both spiritual and bodily manners: so

that in a hundred years they will already look genteel enough
not to arouse, as masters, shame in those who are subservient
to them. And that is what matters! This is the reason why a
resolution of their affairs is, for the time being, premature.
. They know best of all themselves that a takeover of Europe or
violence of any kind is unthinkable for them; but they know
equally well that sometime or other Europe, like a fully rip
ened fruit, ought to fall right into their hand, which only ever
so slightly reaches out to it. For this to transpire they need, in
the meantime, to distinguish themselves in all fields of Euro
pean distinction and to stand among the first rank: until they
get to the point where it is they themselves who mandate what
it is that constitutes distinction. Then they will be hailed as
the inventors and guideposts of the nations of Europe and
will no longer offend the general sense of shame. And toward
what, moreover, is this abundance of accumulated great im
pressions, which for every Jewish family constitutes Jewish
history, this abundance of passions, virtues, choices, renuncia
tions, battles, victories of all kinds supposed to lead-toward
what should it be rushing forward if not, finally, toward men
tally and spiritually great people and great works! Then when
the Jews can display as their work such jewels and golden ves
sels as the European nations of shorter and less profound expe
rience are, and were, incapable of producing, when Israel has
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transformed its eternal vengeance into an eternal blessing for
Europe: then there shall arrive here once again that seventh
day on which the age-old God of the Jews is allowed to

rejoice

in himself, in his creation, and in his chosen peoplell3 - and
we all, all want to rej oice along with him!

206114
The impossible class.llS

-

Poor, cheerful, and independent! 

these things can exist side by side; poor, cheerful, and a slave! 
these things can also exis t - and I can think of no better news
for the workers in today's factory servitude: provided they don't
feel that it's altogether a

disgrace to

be

used and used up,

in the

way this happens, as a wheel in the machine and, as it were, a
stopgap to plug the hole in human inventiveness! Phooey! To
believe that higher p ayment could lift from them the

essence of

their misery, by which I mean their impersonal enslavement!
Phooey! To let oneself be talked into believing that through a
heightening of this impersonality within the mechanical work
ings of a new society the disgrace of slavery could be turned
into a virtue! Phooey! To set a price for oneself whereby one
becomes no longer a person but merely a cog! Are you co
conspirers in the current folly sweeping over nations, which,
above all else, want to produce as much as possible and to be as
rich as possible? Your concern ought to be to hold out to them
a counter-reckoning: what vast sums of genuine

inner value are

being squandered on such a superficial external goal! Where is
your inner value, however, when you no longer know what it
means to breathe freely? You don't have yourselves even barely
under control? You all too often grow tired of yourselves as of a
drink that has stood too long? You attend to the newspaper and
look askance at your rich neighbor, growing covetous over the
rapid rise and fall of power, money, and opinions? When you
no longer have any faith i n a philosophy that wears rags and in
the candor of those who live modestly? When the voluntary,
idyllic poverty and freedom from job and marriage that would
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suit quite well the more spiritual among you has become a
laughing stock? When you always have ringing in your ear i n
ste;l(1 the fi fe of the socialist pied pipers who want to i n A a mel l (,
YOll with mad hopes, who enjoi n YOll

to be prepared a nd

i ng m ore, prepa red at a ny moment such that YOll are

noth

w;] iring

and wa iting ror something external, but otherwise you con
tinue to live i n every way the same as you had otherwise lived
before - until this waiting turns to hunger and t h i rst and fever
and madness, and finally the day of the

bestia triumphans1 l7

rises in all its glory? - lnstead, everyone ought to think to one
sel f: "Better to emigrate, to seek in wild and fresh parts of the
world to become

master, and above all

master of mvself: to keep

movi ng from place to place as long as any sign of slavery whatso
ever sti ll beckons to me: not to avoid adventure and war and, if
worst shou ld come to worst, to be ready for death: only no more
of th is i ndecent servitude, only no more of this growing sour and
venomous and conspiratorial!" This would be the right convic
tion: the workers of Europe ought in future to decla re themselves

as a class a human

i mpossibility and not merely, as most often

happens, as a somewhat brutal and unsuitable construction;
within the European beehive, they ought to precipitate an age of
grand swarming-out s uch as has never been seen before and,
through this freedom of domicile i n the grand style, to protest
against the machine, against capital, and against the choice cur
rently threatening them of havinK to become either slave of the
state or slave of a party of insurrection. May Europe be relieved
of a quarter of its i nhabitants! This will bring relief to it and to
them! Only in faraway lands, through the ventures of swarming
migrations of colonists, will one come to recognize just how
much com mon sense and fairness, how much healthy distrust
mother Europe has i ncorporated into her sons - these sons who
were no longer able to endure being near her, the stupefied old
crone, and were in danger of becoming as grumpy, irritable, and
addicted to pleasure as she herself is. Outside Europe, Europe's
virtues will be journeying along with these workers; and what
inside the homeland began to degenerate into dangerous ill hu-
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mor and criminal tendencies, will outside, take on a wild, beau
tiful naturalness and will be called heroism. -Then, at long last
a pure air would certainly return to the old Europe, wh ich is
currently overpopulated and brooding in itself! So what if, after
all, its "workforce" is a little diminished! In this event we will
perhaps recall that we have grown accustomed to many needs
only once it became so easy to satisfy them -we will again un
learn some of them! Perhaps we will also bring in the Chinese at
that point: and they would bring along the ways of thinking and
living that are suitable for diligent ants. Indeed, they could in
general assist in transfusing into the blood of a restless and worn
out Europe a little Asian calm and contemplation - and what
is surely needed most -Asian perseverance.
207118

The German approach to morality. -A German is capable of
great things, but it is unlikely that he will accomplish them:
for, as befits a basically torpid spirit, he obeys wherever he can.
I f he is forced to stand on his own and throw off his torpor, if
it is no longer possible for him to disappear like a numeral
within a sum (wherein he is not nearly as valuable as a French
man or Englishman) - then he will discover his powers: then
he will turn dangerous, evil, profound, daring, and he brings
to the light of day the hoard of sleeping energy he carries i n
side himself in which no one else (not even he himself) be
lieved. When in such cases a German obeys himself- and it
is the great exception - it transpires with the same ponderous
ness, relentlessness, and endurance with which he otherwise
obeys his prince and his official duties: so that he, as previously
stated, is then equal to great things that are no way in keeping
with the "weak character" that he presupposes for himself
Usually, however, he is afraid to rely upon himselfalone, to im
provise; this is why Germany uses up so many officials and so
much ink. - Rashness is alien to him, it is too unnerving for
him: but in completely new situations that wrench him out of
his drowsiness he is almost rash; he enjoys the rarity of the new
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situation like an intoxication, and he knows a thing or two
about intoxicat ion! So it happens that the G erman these days
is almost rash with regard to politics: even though the pre
sumptioll of thorough ness and seriousness adheres to him in
this area as wel l , a presumptioll o f wh ich he makes abundant
use in interaction with other political powers , he is nonethe
less secretly full of h igh spirits at being permitted for a change
to wax enthusiastic and be temperamental and eagerly i n nova
tive and to exchange persons, parties, and prospects as if they
were masks. - G erman scholars, who heretofore have enjoyed
the reputation of being the most G erman of Germans, were,
and perhaps still are, on a par with G erman soldiers in their
profound, al most childl ike tendency to obey in all outward
matters and in being requ ired by scholarship to stand on their
own a great deal and to take responsibility for a great deal; if
they understand how to maintain their proud, straightfor
ward,I I'1 and patient manner and their freedom from political
folly in times where the winds are blowing in another direc
tion, then great things are still to be expected of them: such as
they now are (or were), they are the embryonic state of some
thing higher. - The advantage and disadvantage of the Ger
mans, even of G erman scholars, was heretofore that they have
been more inclined to superstition and to the desire to be
lievel20 than other nations; their vices are, now as ever, drunk
enness and the tendency toward suicide (the latter being an
indication of the ponderousness of their spirit that is easily led
to toss away the reins) ; their danger lies in anything that binds
the powers of understanding and unleashes the affects (as, for
example, excessive use of music or spirituous drinks) : for, in a
German, affect goes against h is own advantage and is self
destructive like the affect of a drunkard. Enthusiasm itself is of
less value in Germany than elsewhere, for it is fruitless. When
ever a German has done something great, it took place in a mo
ment of urgency, a state of courage, of clenched teeth, of the
most strained self-possession , a n d often o f magnanimity. 
Contact with them is certainly to be recommended - for vir-
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tually every German has something t o give, if one understands
how to lead him to the point where he discovers and rediscovers
it (the German is disorderly inside). - -Now, if a people of
this sort occupies itself with morality: which morality will it be
that especially satisfies it? It is sure to insist first of all that its
heartfelt tendency toward obedience appear idealized in this
morality. "A human being must have something that he can
obey categorically" - this is a German sentiment, German log
icality: one runs into it at the foundation of all German moral
teachings. What a different impression one has when confront
ing the entire morality of antiquity! All these Greek thinkers,
however heterogeneous their image appears to us, seem to re
semble as moralists a gym teacher21 who enjoins a young pupil:
"Come! Follow me! S urrender yourself to my discipline! And
then maybe, just maybe you might succeed in carrying away
the prize before all the Hellenes." Personal distinction -that
is virtue for antiquity. To subordinate oneself, to follow pub
licly or in secret - that is virtue for the Germans. Long before
Kant and his categorical imperative, Luther had spoken out of
the same sensibility: there must be a being whom we as humans
can trust unconditionally- it was his proof of the existence of
God; he desired, more crudely and more in tune with the people
than Kant, that one obey unconditionally not a concept but
a person, and, in the end, Kant too took his detour through
morality only for the purpose of arriving at obedience toward a
person: precisely that is the cult of the Germans, to an ever
greater degree the less they have remaining of a religious cult.
Greeks and Romans had a different sensibility and would have
made fun of such a conviction as "there must be a being": it is
part of their Mediterranean freedom of feeling to guard against
"unconditional trust" and to hold back under lock and key, in
the last recess of their heart, a little bit of skepticism for each
and every thing, be it god, human, or concept. Especially the
ancient philosopher! Nil admirari122 - in this proposition, he
sees the whole of philosophy. And a German, namely Schopen
hauer, goes so far to the opposite extreme as to say: admirari id
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est phiLosophari.1 2I - But now, what it tor a change the German,
as sometimes happens, ended up in a position where he is ca
pable

ofgreat things?

When the hour of exception, the hou r of

disobedience comes ? - I don't believe Schopenhauer was COf

rect in sayi ng that the only merit the G ermans possessed before

other peoples was that among them there were more atheists
than e1sewhere - but one thing I do know: when a German

ends up in a position where he is capable of great things,

and every time he wiLL raise himself above moraLity!

each

And how

could he not? Now he has to d o something new, namely
command- himself or others! His German morality, however,
did not teach him to command! Commanding is something it
has si mply forgorren!
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20H
Question of conscience. - "And in summa:! what is it you
want that is actually new?" - We no longer want to turn the
causes i nto sinners and the consequences into executioners.
2092
The usefuLness of the strictest theories. - One overlooks many
moral weaknesses in a person, wielding in the process a crude
sieve, provided that person always professes allegiance to the
strictest theory ofmorality! One has, by contrast, always placed
the lite of the free-spirited moralist under the microscope:
with the ulterior motive that a false step in life is the surest
argument against an unwelcome insight.

210
The "in itse{f' - Formerly one used to ask: What is it that is
''

laughable? As i f there existed outside ourselves things to which
the laughable could adhere as a quality, and one exhausted
oneself in corning up with possibilities (a theologian" even
opined that it is the "naivete of sin"). N owadays one asks:
What is laughter? How does laughter come about? One thought
about it and finally determined that nothing good, noth ing
beautiful, nothing sublime, nothing evil exists in itself; [hat
there no doubt are, however, s tates of the soul in which w e
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impose such words on things outside and inside of us. We have
taken back the predicates of things or at least reminded our
selves that we have lent them to th ings: - let us see to it that
with this insight we do not lose the ability to lend and that we
have not si mu ltaneously grown richer and greedier.4

2U 'i
To the dreamers of immortality. - So you wish this lovely
consciousness of yourselves to lastforever? Isn't that shameless?
H ave you then no consideration for all the other things that
would have to put up with you for all eternity, just as they have
put up with you this far with more than Christian patience?
Or are you of the opinion that you can arouse in them an ev
erlasting sense of well-being in your presence? One single im
morta l human being on the face of the earth would, in fact, be
enough to drive singlehandedly everyone else on earth into a
universal rampage of death and suicide out of being sick and
tired of him! And you earth inhabitants with your mini-notions
of a few thousand mini-minutes of time want to be an eternal
nuisance to eternal, universal existence! Is there anything more
impertinent! - Finally, let us be indulgent toward a creature of
seventy years! - he hasn't been able to imagine the "eternal en
nui "(' that he himselfwould go through - he lacked the time!

212/
How one knows oneself. - As soon as one animal sees an
other, it measures itself against it in its own mind; and people
in primitive ages do likewise. From which it follows that every
person here gets to k now himself almost exclusively with re
gard to his powers of defense and attack.
213
People with misspent lives. - Some are of such material that
society may foshion this O f that of them: do with them what
one will, they will consider themselves content and find no
reason to bemoan a misspent life. Others are made of too ex-
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ceptional a material - i t needn't b e , for a l l that, exceptionally
fine, but merely uncommon - not to consider they are sure to
fare ill unless, as the sole exception, they are able to live in
keeping with their sole purpose in life: - in all other cases so
ciety will suffer the subsequent damages . For everything that
appears to the individual as part of a misspent, failed life, his
whole load of despondence, paralysis, malaise, irritability, cov
etousness, he hurls back onto society- and thus there forms
around society a bad, stifling atmosphere and, in the most fa
vorable case, a storm cloud.

214
What sort ofindulgence!8 You suffer and then demand that
we be indulgent toward you, if, in your suffering, you treat
things and people unfairly! But what good is our indulgence!
You, on the other hand, ought to be more cautious for your own
sake! What a fine way of compensating for your suffering, that
on top of it you mar your own judgment! Your own revenge
comes back to haunt you when you denigrate something; for in
so doing, you cloud your eye, not someone else's: you get used
to seeing askew!
-

215
Morality of sacrificial animals.

" Enthusiastic devotion,"
"self-sacrifice" - these are the buzzwords of your morality,
and I readily believe that, as you say, you "mean them honestly
and truly": only I know you better than you know yourself
when it comes to your " honesty" with its ability to walk arm
in arm with such a morality. From the heights of this morality
you look down at that other more sober morality that demands
self-control, rigor, obedience; you are apt to call it even egotis
tical and by all means! -You are being honest with yourselves
if it displeases you - it must displease you! For by devoting
yourselves enthusiastically and sacrificing yourselves, you enjoy
that intoxication stemming from the thought that you are now
at one with the powerful being, whether god or human, to
-
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whom you have consecrated you rself: you feast on the feeling
of his power, which has once again j ust been confirmed by a
sacrifice. I n truth you only seem to sacrifice yourselves; in
stead, in your thoughts you transform yourselves to gods and
take pleasure in yourselves as such. Considered from with in
this feeling of pleasure - how weak and poor that "egotistical "
morality o f obedience, duty and reasonableness appears to you;
it displeases you because in it sacrifice and devotion really do
take place withuut the one who sacrifices fancying hi mself trans
formed into a god, as all of you fancy. In shorr, yuu want the in
toxication and the excess, and that morality you despise raises a
waming finger against intoxication and excess - I do certainly
bel ieve you when you say thi s causes you great distress!

216
t lJil peupLe and music. - Could the full bliss of love, which
lies in uncunditiunal trust, ever have been granted to anyone
who was not profoundly mistrustful, evil, and caustic? For
they, namely, relish in it the tremendous, never believed and
never believable exceptiun within their soul! One day they are
overcome by that limitless, dreamlike sensation, which stands
in contrast to the entire rest of their life, both hidden and visi
ble: like a precious mystery and miracle, full of golden radi
ance, transcending all description. Unconditional trust renders
one speechless; indeed, there is even a suffering and heaviness
in this blessed speechlessness, which is also why souls thus
pressed by happiness tend to be more grateful to music than all
other and better people: for through music, as through a color
ful smoke, they see and hear their love having become, as it
were, mure distant, more moving, and less heavy; music is for
them the only means of viewing their extraordinary condition
and only with a sort of alienation and relief do they gain access
to this view. Upon listening to music, every lover thinks: "It is
speaking about me, it speaks for me, it knows everything!" -
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!he artist. - Germans want to achieve, through the artist, a
kind of imaginary, longed-for p assion; Italians want through
him to take a rest from their real passions; the French want
from him the chance to display their j udgment and o ccasions
to speak. Let us therefore be fair!
2189
Maneuvering one's weaknesses like an artist. - If we are abso
lutely bound to h ave weaknesses and end up having to ac
knowledge as well that they exercise control over us, then I
wish for everyone at least sufficient artistic energy to under
stand how to turn his weaknesses into a foil for his virtues and
how, through his weaknesses, to make us desirous of his vir
tues: something the great composers have understood to such
an exceptional degree. How often do we find in Beethoven's
music a coarse, obstinate, impatient tone, in Mozart a joviality
of trusty fellows at which heart and spirit have to wince a bit,
in Richard Wagner an impulsive and importunate agitation
from which the good mood of even the most patient listener
wants to take its leave: at that point, however, he returns to his
strength as do the others; with their weaknesses they have
given us a craving for their virtues and a palate ten times more
sensitive for every drop of musical spirit, musical beauty, and
musical goodness .

219
Deception in humiliation. Through your irrationality you
have inflicted profound suffering on your neighbor and have
destroyed an irretrievable happiness - and now you overcome
your vanity sufficiently to go to him; you humble yourself be
fore him, expose your irrationality to his contempt, and be
lieve that after this difficult, and for you extremely burden
some scene, everything has basically been put to rights - your
voluntary loss of honor evens out the other's involuntary loss
-
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of happi ness: i n this feeling you walk away uplifted and re
stored to your virtue. But the other has his profound suffering
just the same; for him there is noth ing at all comforting in the
fact that you are irrational and have admitted it; even the mor
tifying sight you presented to h i m as you expressed to his face
your contempt for yourself he experiences as a fresh injury for
which he has you to thank - but he does not contemplate re
venge nor does he grasp how anything between you and him
could be evened out. Basically you performed that scene before,
and for yourself: you had invited a witness to it, once again for
your own sake and not for his - don't deceive yourself!

220
The ceremonies, the uniforms of
office and rank, the earnest expressions, the solemn stare, the
del iberate gait, the roundabout speech, and in general every
thing that goes under the name of dignity: these are the forms
of dissi mulation for those who are at bottom fearful - they
long in thi s way to make others afraid (of themselves or what
they represent) . The fearless, which meant originally the con
stantly and unquestionably fearsome, have no need for dignity
and ceremonies; they bring honesty and directness in word and
gesture into repute, and even more into disrepute, as an indica
tion of self-assured fearsomeness .

Dignity and fearfulness.

-

221
A morality that measures itself accord
ing to the amount of sacrifice is a morality still in the half-savage
stage. Here reason gains only a difficult and bloody victory
withi n the soul - p owerful counterdrives must still be over
thrown; and without a type of cruelty such as the sacrifices de
manded by the cannibalistic gods, this victory will not happen.

Morality ofsacrifice.

-

222
Where fontlticism is desirable. One can make phlegmatic
-

natures enthusiastic only by turning them into fanatics.
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The feared eye. - Artists, poets, and writers fear nothing
more than the eye that discerns their little deception, that per
ceives after the fact how often they have stood at the cross
roads where it led either to naive pleasure in themselves or to
the production of effects; that checks the figures when they
wanted to sell a little for a lot, when they sought to adorn and
elevate without themselves being elevated; that sees straight
through all their art's deception to the thought as it first ap
peared to them, perhaps as an enchanting figure of light, but
perhaps also as a theft on the world at large, as a quotidian
thought that they had to stretch, shorten, dye, develop, spice
up, in order to make something out of it instead of the
thought making something out of them - oh this eye that
notes in your work all your restless anxiety, your greedy spy
ing about, your i mitation and outdoing (the latter is merely
envious imitation) , that knows your blush of shame just as
well as your art - of concealing this blush and reinterpreting
it for yourself!
224
What is "elevating" in our neighbor's misfortune. - He is in a
state of misfortune and now along come the "compassionate
ones" and paint for him his misfortune in detail - finally they
walk away feeling satisfied and elevated: they have gloated
over the terror of the misfortunate man as if it were their own
terror and have had for themselves one fine afternoon.

225
Surefire means of being despised. - A person who speaks
quickly and a lot sinks extraordinarily low in our estima
tion, after the briefest of associations and even if he speaks
intelligently - not merely to the degree that he is irritating,
but to a much more profound degree. For we discern how many
people he has already irritated and, to the displeasure he does
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cause, we th row i n for good measure the disdai n for h i m that
we presuppose in others .
226
On

associ,uinK with celebrities. - A:

B u t why are you avoid

ing this great man? - B : I would n't want to corne to misj udge

h i m! Our failings are incompatible with one another: I am

nearsighted and m istrustful and he wears his fake diamonds
as happily as his genui ne ones. 1Il
227

Chain bearers. - Bewa re

of all spi rits lying in chains! O f

�h rewd women, for example, whose fate h a s confined them to
a stale environ ment and who grow old there. To be sure, they
l ie there seemi ngly torpid a n d half blind i n the sunl ight; but at
every unEl m i l i ar step, at everything unexpected, they flare up
to bite, they take revenge on everything that has escaped their
doghouse.
228

Revenge in praise. - Here is a written page full of praise and
you call it shallow: but when you discern that revenge lies hid
den in this praise, you then fi n d it almost too subtle and
amuse yourself greatly over the richness of bold little strokes
and figures. Not the person but his revenge is so subtle, rich,
and resourceful; he himself is hardly aware of it.
2 29

Pride.

-

Ah, none of you knows the feeling that the tortured

man has after the torture when he is taken back to his cell along
with his secret! - He still holds on tightly to it with his teeth.
What do you know about the j ubilation of human pride!
23 0

"Utilitarian. "- These days sensibilities for thi ngs moral are
running i n so many directionsll that for this person morality
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is proven by its usefulness, for that person its usefulness is
precisely what refutes it.
2 3 112
How degenerate in its taste, how slav
ish before titles, ranks , uniforms, pomp, and pageantry a peo
ple must have been when it esteemed the simple as the bad, 13
the simple man as the bad man! One need counter the moral
arrogance of the Germans with nothing more than this little
word " bad" !

On German virtue.

-

2 3 214

From a disputation. A: Friend, you've talked yourself
hoarse. B: Then I 'm refuted. Let's not discuss it any further.
-

2 33

7he "conscientious."- Have you ever paid attention to
what type of person places the most value on strictest consci
entiousness? Those who are aware of many wretched senti
ments in themselves, who think anxiously in general and
particularly about themselves and are afraid of others, who
want to hide their inner world as ful ly as possible - they are
seeking to impress themselves through this strict conscien
tiousness and s everity of duty and by means of the strict and
severe impression this inevitably makes on others (especially
subordinates).
23 4

Shyness in the face offame. A: That a person avoids fame,
deliberately insults the very individual who sings his praises,
shies away from hearing j udgments about himself-you run
into that sort of thing, it happens believe it or not! - B : You
run into that sort of thing, it happens! Only a little p8tience,
Junker Arrogance! 15 -

-
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2 3 51 (,
Refusing gratitude. - One may certainly refuse a request,
but one must never refuse gratitude (or, what amounts to the
same th i ng, accept it cold ly and conventionally) . "Ih is offends
profoundly- and why?
23 6
Punishment. - A strange thing, our punishment! It does
not clea nse the criminal, it is not expiation: quite the opposite,
it sull ies more than the crime itself: 17
2 37
Party difficulty. - A lud icrous, bur hardly innocuous malaise
turns up in al most every political party: all those who for years
were the loyal and worthy champions of the party platform and
one day suddenly notice that someone much more powerful has
taken over the reins suffer from it. How are they supposed to
endure being silenced! And so they grow loud - even, from
t i me to time, to the beat of a new tunc.
2 3 818
7he striving for grace. - If a strong nature lacks a tendency
toward cruelty and is not always occupied with itself, then it
s trives instinctively for gra ce - this is its true stamp. Weak
characters, by contrast, prefer harsh judgments - they join with
the heroes of misanthropy, the religious or philosophical black
eners of existence or else they withdraw behind strict morals
and agonizing " lifelong calli ngs":1 9 in this way they seek to cre
ate for themselves a personality and a type of strength. And this
they likewise do instinctively.
239
Tip for moralists. - Our composers have made a great discov
ery: interesting ugliness is also possible in their art! And so like
drunkards they cast themselves into this disclosed ocean of ug-
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Iiness, and never before has it been so easy to make music! Not
until now did composers come by this generally dark-colored
background against which even a small flash of good music at
tains the brilliance of gold and emerald; not until now did one
dare to drag the listener, robbed of breath, into storm and out
rage in order afterward to give him, in a moment of collapse
into peace, a feeling of bliss, which has an altogether favorable
effect on his appreciation of music. Composers have discovered
contrast: only now are the strongest effects possible - and so
cheaply: no one any longer asks for good music. But you must
hurry! There is only a short time span left for every one of the
arts once it has arrived at this discovery. - Oh, if our thinkers
only had ears to listen in on the souls of our composers by way
of their music! How long must one wait before there appears
another such opportunity for catching a person's inner world in
an evil act and in the innocence of this act! For our composers
haven't the slightest scent of the fact that they are setting their
own history, the history of the uglification of the soul, to music.
Formerly, a good composer was obliged to become, almost for
the sake of his art, a good person - . And now!20

240
On the morality of the stage. 21 -Anyone who comes along
and claims that Shakespeare's theater has a moral efFect and
that the sight of M acbeth22 irresistibly detracts from the evils
of ambition is in error: and he errs again if he believes Shake
speare felt as he does. Anyone who is really possessed by insane
ambition views this image of himself with joy; and if the hero is
destroyed by his p assion, this is simply the sharpest spice in the
hot drink of his joy. Can the poet have felt any differently?
From the moment of the great crime on, how regally and not in
the least like a villain does his ambitious hero pursue his course!
Only from that moment on does he exert " demonic" attraction
and excite similar natures to emulation - demonic means
here: in defiance against advantage and life in favor of an idea
and a drive. Do you suppose Tristan and Isolde23 to be offering
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a lesson against adultery because they both are destroyed by it?
'Ih i s would amount t o turning upside down those authors
who. like Sha kespeare in particular. are enamored of the pas
siems as such and not least of all of thei r moods that embrace
dMth : - those i n which the hea rt c l i n gs to l i fe no more fi rmly
than a d rop of water to a glass. It is not guilt and its grim de
nouement they ta ke to heart, Sh akespeare as little as Sophocles
(i n Aiax. Philoctetes . Oedipus) :24 as easy as it wou ld have been
in the a forementioned instances to make guilt the focal point
of the drama, just as certa inly has this been avoided. Just as
little does the tragic poet wish. with his images of life, to turn
lIS tlgilinst l i fe! On the contrary, he shouts: "It is the sti mulus of
all sti m u l i . this exhilarating, vacillating, dangerous. tenebrous
and ofren su n-drenched existence! It is an adventure to live 
take whatever sta nd you wa nt in it, it will always retain this
character!" - He speaks this way out of a restless and powerful
epoch that is h a l f d runken and d a zed by its su rfeit of blood and
energy -out of a more malevolent epoch than ours is: which is
why we need first to adjust and justify the point of a Shakespear
ean play. which is to say. not to understand it.

241
Fear and intelligence. I f it is true, as people are claiming
with utmost certainty, that the cause of black skin pigment is
not to be fou nd in the amount of light: could it perhaps be the
last effect of frequent attacks of rage (and undercurrents of
blood under the skin) accumulated over millennia? Whereas
with other more intelligent races the just as frequent trepida
tion and turn ing pale i n the end resulted in white skin color?
for the degree of fearfulness is a barometer of intell igence:
and giving oneself over to rage i s often the i ndication that ani
ma lity is still very close by and eager to a ssert itself. - The
human being's original color would, then, most likely be
brown-grey - something ape- and bear-like. as is only fitting.
-
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Independence. - I ndependence (known in its weakest dos
age as " freedom of thought") is the form of renunciation that
a person craving to rule finally adopts - the person who has
long been looking for what he could rule over and has found
nothing but himself.
243 2 6

The two directions. - If we attempt to examine the minor in
itself, we uncover, finally, nothing but the things upon it. If we
want to seize hold of the things, we come up, in the end, with
nothing but the mirror. - This is, in the most general terms,
the history of knowledge.
244

Pleasure in what is real. - Our current tendency to take
pleasure in what is real - almost all of us have it - is compre
hensible only by virtue of the fact that for so long and to the
point of bored disgust, we took pleasure in what is unreal. In
itself, as it now appears i nvoluntarily and without refinement,
it is not exactly an innocuous tendency: the least of its dangers
is bad taste.
245

Subtletl7 of the feeling ofpower. Napoleon was exasper
ated that he spoke poorly, and he did not try to deceive him
self on that account: but his lust for power, which passed up
no opportunity and was more subtle than his subtle intellect,
led him to speak more poorly than he was capable of So he took
revenge on his exasperation (he was j ealous of all his emotions
because they held power) and delighted in exercising his auto
cratic pleasure. Then, with regard to the ears and the j udgment
of his listeners, he delighted in this pleasure once again: as if
speaking to them thus were, after all, good enough. Indeed,
he gloated in secret over the thought of having, through the
-
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thunder and lightning of the highest authority - which con
sists in the allegiance of power and genius - stilled their judg
ment and deceived their taste; whereas both held in him coldly
and proudly steadfast to the truth that he spoke poor{y. -As
the personi ficat io n of a single d rive that has been com
pletely developed and thought through to the end, Napoleon
helongs to the h u manity of antiquity: whose distinguishing
features - the simple construction and the resourceful cultiva
tion and elaboration of a single motive or a very few motives 
are recogn ized easily enough.

246
Aristotle and marriage. - Among the children of people of
great gen ius, mad ness breaks out; among the children of people
of great vi rtue, dull stupidity- remarked Aristorle.2 8 Did he
mean by this to encourage exceptional people to get married?

247
Origin of intemperateness. - What is unjust and erratic in
the disposition of many people, their disorder and excessive
ness, are the last consequences of countless logical impreci
sions, superficialities, and overhasty conclusions that their an
cestors were guilty of committing. Temperate people, on the
other hand, descend from circumspect and thorough lineages
that set greater store in reason - whether to praiseworthy or
to evil ends is not so much the issue.

248
Dissimulation as duty. - For the most part, goodness has
been developed by extended dissimulation that sought to ap
pear as goodness: wherever great power has taken hold one has
recognized the necessity of precisely this type of dissimula
tion - it exudes certainty and confidence and increases hun
dredfold the sum of real physical power. The lie is, if not the
mother, then the wet nurse of goodness. Honesty too has, for
the most part, been reared to maturity on the requirement that
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one seem honest and upright: within the hereditary aristocra
cies. The long-standing practice of dissimulation turns into, at
last, nature: in the end dissimulation cancels itself out, and or
gans and instincts are the hardly anticipated fruits in the garden
of hypocrisy. 2 9

249
Who is, after ail, ever alone!- The fearful person doesn't
know what it means to be alone: an enemy is always standing
behind his chair. - Oh, for the p erson who could tell the his
tory of that subtle feeling called solitude!

25 °
Night and music. - The ear, the organ of fear, was only able
to develop as richly as it has at night and in the half night of
dark woods and caves, in keeping with the fearful, that is to
say, the very longest period to have existed in human history:
in the light of day the ear is less necessary. Hence the character
of music as an art of the night and half night.
25130
Stoical. - There is a serenity the Stoic possesses whenever
he feels constricted by the duties he has prescribed for his way
of life; he takes pleasure in himself as the ruler.
252
Consider!- The one who is punished is no longer the one
who did the deed. He is always the scapegoat.
25 3
What lies before one's very eyes. - Terrible! Terrible! What
h as to be proven most dearly and most persistently is what lies
before one's very eyes. For all too many lack the eyes to see it.
But it is so boring!
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254
Anticipators. - The

distinguishing but also dangerous fea

ture of poetic natures is their

exhaustive fantasy:

which antici

p ates, sees in adva nce, enj oys i n adva nce, suffers in advance
what will occur and what might occur and finally in the actual
moment, is

tired of the

occurrence and the deed. Lord Byron,

who knew about this all too well, wrote in his diary: "If I have
a son, he should become something entirely prosaic - a lawyer
or a pirate."·ll

255
Conversation about music. - A :

What do you say to this

music? - B : It overwhelmed me, I don't have anything at all to
say. Listen! It's begi nning all over agai n! -A: So much the bet

rer! Let's see to it that

we overwhelm it this time.

May I accom

pany this music with a few words? And show you a drama as
well that you perhaps did not want to see upon first hear
ing? - B: Be my guest! I have two ears and more if necessary.
Pull up close to me! - A: - This is not yet what

he wants to say

to us, he has only promised up until now that he's going to say
something, something unheard-of, as his gestures i ndicate. For
they are gestures. How he signals with his hand! Pulls himself
upright! Waves his arms! And now it seems to him that the su
preme moment of tension has come: two more fanfares, and he
presents12 his theme, magnificent and adorned, as if clattering
with precious stones. Is it a beautiful woman? Or a beautiful
horse? Whatever, he looks around him, enraptured, for h is job
is to collect enraptured looks - only at this point is he totally
pleased with his theme, now he grows inventive, ventures
new and bold strokes. How he amplifies his theme! Ah, pay
attentiol1 - he understands not only how to adorn it, but how
to apply

makeup>3

to it too ! I ndeed, he knows what the color

of health looks like; he understands the knack of making it
appear - his self-awareness is more s ubtle than I thought. And
now he's convinced that he's convinced his listeners, he pre-
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sents his ideas as if they were the most important things under
the s un, he points shamelessly at his theme, as if it were too
good for this world. - Ha, how mistrustful he is! What if we
should become tired! So he douses his melodies in confection
er's sugar- now he even appeals to our cruder senses in order
to excite us and thereby to bring us back i nto his power! Lis ten
how he invokes the elemental forces of stormy and thundering
rhythms! And now that he sees that they are taking hold of us,
strangling, almost crushing us, he ventures once again to fuse
his theme into the play of these elements and to

convince

us

half·stupefied34 and shattered listeners that our stupdaction
and shattered state result from the effect of his miracle-theme.
And from that point on his listeners believe him: as soon as it
sounds, there arises in them a recollection of that shattenng
elemental effect - this recollection s trengthens the theme 
it has now become " demonic" ! What a connoisseur of the
soul he is! He holds sway over us with the tricks of a soap box
orator. - But the music has stopped! - B: And a good thing
that it has! For I cannot bear to listen to you! r d certainly pre

fer to

Let myselfbe deceived ten times over than to know a single

truth after you r fashion! - A : That's what f wanted to hear

from you . The best people now are j ust like you: you are satis

fied with letting yourselves be deceived! You arrive with crude
and lecherous ears, you fail to bring the conscience of art with
you to listen, you have thrown away the finest part ofyou I' hon

esty along the way! And you are thus ruining art and the artists!
Whenever you clap and shout you hold the artists' conscience
in you r hands - and woe to you if they notice you cannot
distinguish between i nnocent and guilty music! 1 truly do not

mean "good" and " bad " music - there is good and bad music
of both sorts! B ut I call an

innocent music that type that con

templates completely and solely itself; believes in itself, and in
its self-absorption has forgotten the world - the self-enacted
resounding of deepest solitude that speaks of itself to itsei( no
longer realizing that outside there exist listeners and eavesdrop
pers and effects and misunderstandings and failures. - Finally:
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t h e music that w e j ust heard

is precisely o f this

noble and rare

species , and everything I said about it was made up - forgive
me my malice, if you care to! B: O h , then you love

this music as

well? Then you are forgiven many sins!
256

Happiness of the wicked. - These

quiet, somber, evil people

h ave someth ing you can not deny them, a rare and strange plea
sure in the

dolce for niente,35

an evening and sunset calmness,

as only a heart can know it that has been all too often con
s umed, torn

[0

pieces , poisoned by passions.
257'('

Words present in us. - We always

express our thoughts with

the words that lie ready to hand. Or to express my entire sus
picion : we have at every moment only that very thought for
wh ich we have ready to hand the words that are roughly ca
pable of expressing it.
258

Petting the dog!- You

need only stroke this dog's fur once:

i mmediately he lights up with a crackle and shoots off sparks,
like every other flatterer - and is witty after his own fashion.
Why shouldn't we put up with him that way!
259

The former panegyrist. - "He

has fallen silent about me, al

though he now knows the truth and could tell it. But it would
sound like revenge - and he, so worthy of respect, respects the
truth so highly! "
260

Amulet of the dependent. -Anyone who

is unavoidably de

pendent upon a patron should have something with which he
imbues fear and keeps the patron within b oundaries , for ex
ample, uprightness or honesty or a wicked tongue.
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26I
Why so exalted!- Oh,

I know these beasts. Of course they

please themselves more when they come striding in on two
legs " l i ke a god " - but when they fall back down on all fou rs
they please me more: this posture is so incomparably more
natural for them!

262
The demon of power. - Nat

the bare necessltles , not de

sire - no, the love of power is humanity's demon. You can give
people everything- health, room, board, amusement -they
are and remain unhappy and low-spirited: for the demon is
waiting and waiting and wants to be satisfied. You take away
everything from people and satisfy this demon: then they are
almost happy- as happy as precisely humans and demons can
be. B ut why am I still sayin g this? Luther already said it, and
better than 1, i n the verses: ''Take they our life, goods, fame,
child, and wife; let these all be gone - the Kingdom ours re

maineth! "37 Yes, yes , the "Kingdom" !

263
Embodied and animated contradiction. - In

the so-called

genius there is a physiological contradiction: on the one hand,
he possesses much wild, disorderly, i nvoluntary motion and
then, on the other hand, much of the highest purposivenes s
of motion - in the process he appears to himself as a mi rror
that displays both motions side by side and entwined with
one another, but also often enough against one another. As a
result of this s pectacle he is often u nhappy, and when he
feels his best, i n creating, then i t i s because he forgets that
at that very moment he is doi n g (and must do) somethi n g
fantastical and irrational (such is a l l art) with the highest
purposiveness.
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Wanting to err. - Envious people with a keen sense of smell
try lIot to get to know their rival too precisely so as (0 be able
(0

fee l superior

(0

him.

2 6 5-19

7he theater has its age.
w a nes,

-

When a people's i magination

there arises i n it the tendency

sented on stage, now it can

endure

i magination - bur for that epoch

(0

have its sagas pre

the crude substitutes for

(0

which the epic rhapso

disr40 belonged, the theater and the actor dressed up as hero

w ere

a brake upon the imagination and not its wings: roo near,

too definite, too heavy, roo little dream and Hight of bird.
266
Witho u t grace. - He lacks grace and knows it: oh, how he

understands the knack of masking it! Through strict virtue,

through somberness of gaze, through an assumed m istrust of
people and existence, through crude farces, through contempt

for the finer s tyle of l i fe , through pathos and demands,
through cynical philosophy - indeed, i n the constant aware
ness of his lack, he has tUrned i nto a character.
2674 1
a

Why so proud?-A noble character differentiates itself from
one i n that it does not have ready to hand a number of

base

habits and points of view l i ke the latter: for him they are ran
dom, not inherited and not instilled.
268

7he orator's Scylla and Charybdis.41 - How

difficult it was

in Athens to speak in such a way as to win one's listeners jor an
issue without disgusting them

through the form

of speech or

diverting themjrom the issue with it. How difficult it still is i n
france t o write i n t h i s way!
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269

The sick and art.

-

To fi ght against every sort of woe and

misery of the soul one ought fi rst to attempt: change of diet
and hard physical work. B ut in such cases people are used to
resorting to means of i ntoxication: to an, for example - much
to their own detriment and to that of art! Don't you realize
that if i n sickness you turn to an you will make the artists
sick?
27043

Seeming toLeration.

-

These are all good, well-intentioned,

sensible words for and about scholarship, but! but! I see thruugh
this toleration o f yours for scholarship!44 I n you r heart of
hearts, despite all you s ay, you think you have no n eed of it,
that it's magnan i mous of you to put up with it, indeed even
to be its advocate, especially as scholarship doesn't exactly
exercise the same magnanimity toward your opinions! Do
you realize that you have no right whatsoever to this exercise
i n toleration? That this gracious gesture is a cruder denigra
tion of scholarship than the open derision of it that some s u
percilious priest or artist allows himself? You lack that strict
conscience vis-a.-vis what is true and real, it does not torture
and torment you to fi n d scholarship at direct odds with your
feelings, you don't know what it means to have the i nsatiable
longing for knowledge rule over you as a law; in the desire to
have an ever-present, open eye wherever anything comes to be
known, you feel no duty not to let any parr of whatever has
become known slip away. You do not know the very thing that
yo u treat so tolerantly! And only because you do not know it
can you succeed i n assuming s uch i ndulgent expressions !
You, precisely y o u would glare with fanatical embitterment if
scholarship were ever to shine the light from its eyes into your
face! -What do we care, therefore, if you exercise tolerance-
toward a phantom! And not even toward us! And what do we
matter!
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27 1
Festive atmosphere. - Precisely

for those people who strive

most feverishly for power it is pleasant to feel oneself be

whelmed! S uddenly to sink deep

over

down i nto a feel i ng! To permit

the rei n s to be torn from one's hands, to watch as one takes off
in who knows what direction! Who is it, what is it that is ren
dering us this servic e - it is a great service: we are so happy
and breathless and sense an exceptional stillness around us as if
at the centermost point of the earth. For once completely with
out power! A ball at play in the hands of primordial forces!

'There is a type of relaxation in this happiness, a casting-off of
the great burden, a rolling downhill without effort like a blind
gravitational force! It is the dream of the mountain climber who,
though he has his goal before him, owing to fatigue, falls asleep

along the way and d reams of the

happiness of the opposite

of precisely the most e ffortless rolling downh i l l . - 1 am de

scribing happiness as 1 conceive of it for our current, stressed,

power-thirsty society i n Europe and America. Here and there
one wants to tumble back into a s tate of powerfessness15 - this
is the pleasure one receives from wars , the arts, religions, ge
niuses. If from time to time one abandons oneself to a crush
ing, all-cons u m i n g impression - this is the modern

atmosphere! - then

festive

one is once again freer, more rested, colder,

stricter, and again resumes one's tireless quest for the opposite:
for power. -

27 2
Purification of the race. - There

is in all likelihood no such

thing as pure races but only races that have become pure and
this only with extreme rarity. What is customary are the mixed
races in which one inevitably finds, along with disharmony in
physical forms (when, for example, eyes and mouth do not go
together) dish armonies in customs and value judgments. (Liv
ingstone heard someone remark: "God created white and black
p eople, the devil, however, created half-breeds.") Mixed races
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are always simultaneously mixed cultures, mixed moralities as
well: they are usually more evil, cruel and restless. Purity is the
last result of numberless conformities, absorptions and expul
sions, and progress toward purity is revealed in the fact that the
strength present in a race is restricted more and more to partic
ular selected functions, whereas before it had to deal with too
many things that often contradicted one another: such a re
striction will simultaneously always look like an imp overish
ment as well and needs to be judged carefully and gingerly. In
the end, however, if the process of purification is successful, all
the strength that was earlier expended on the battle of dishar
monious qualities is now at the disposal of the entire organ
ism: which is why races that have become purified have always
grown stronger and more beautiful as well. -The Greeks pro
vide us with the model of a race and a culture that has become
pure: and it is to be hoped that one day Europe will also suc
ceed in becoming a pure European race and culture.
27 3

Praising. -Here is somebody, who, as you notice, wants to
p raise you: you bite your lips together, your heart constricts:
let this cup pass!4 6 But it does not pass, it approaches! Let us

drink then the panegyrist's sweet impertinence, overcome our
disgust and profound contempt for the essence of his praise,
spread the wrinkles of grateful joy across our face! -he meant
after all to do us good! And now, after it's all over, we realize
that he feels very exalted, he gained a victory over us - yes,
and over himself as well , the dog!-for it wasn't easy for him
to wrest this praise from himself.
274

Human right and p rivilege. -We humans are the only crea

tures who, if they turn out unsuccessfully, can cross them
selves out like an unsuccessful sentence-whether we do so to
honor humanity or out of pity for it or out of revulsion for
ourselves.
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7he nmvert. - Now he grows virtllous only in order to
ke others suffer from it. Don't pay so much attention to

h i m!

276
often! How unexpected!- How many married men

How
bye experienced the morni ng when it dawned on them that
their young wife was ted ious and fancied herself the opposite!

Not to speak at all of those women whose flesh is willing and
whose spirit is weak!

277
Warm and cold virtues. -Courage as cold bravery and im
perturbability and courage as feverish, halfblind bravura
one calls both things by the same name! How different are
t h e cold virtues from the warm ones! And anyone wou ld be a
fool to believe that " being good " occurs only when warmth
is added: and no less a fool anyone who wanted to ascribe
being good to the cold! The truth is that humanity has found
warm and cold courage very useful and, what is more, of suf
ficient rarity to count it in both colors among the precious
stones.
278
Obliging memory. -Anyone of high rank does well to get
himself an obliging memory, that is to say, to retain all possible
good things about people and to draw the line at anything else:
one thus keeps people in a pleasant sort of dependence. A per
son can also deal with himself in similar fashion: whether one
has an obliging memory or not decides, in the end, one's atti
tude toward oneself, the refinement, kindness, or the mistrust
one feels upon observing one's own inclinations and intentions
as well as, in the end again, the type of inclinations and inten
tions themselves.
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279

Whnein we become artists. - Whoever

makes someone his

idol is attempting to j ustify himself to himself by elevatin g
this person t o an ideal; he he comes its artist in order to have
a good conscience. When he s u ffers , he doesn't suffer from

not knowing but from self-deception,

from the pretense of not

knowing. -The boatload o f such a person's inner needs a nd
desires - and all passionate lovers are to be numbered here 
cannot be ba iled o ut with normal-sized buckets .
28048

Childlike. - A nyone

who l ives l i ke children - in other

words, does not struggle for his daily bread and does not be
lieve that a final meaning attaches to his actions - remains
childlike.
281

The ego wants to have it all. - It seems that the sole reason
in order to p ossess: at least this idea is sug

for human action is

gested by the various languages that view all past action as
i f we possessed something

(,,1 have

spoken, struggled, con

quered": that is to say, I am now i n possession of my saying,
struggle, victory) . How greedy49 humans appear here! Not to
permit even the past to b e wrest from them, to want

to con

tinue to have it and especially it as well!
282

Danger in beauty. - This woman is beautiful and clever:

ah,

but how much cleverer would she have become i f she weren't
beautiful!

283
Domestic tranquility and tran quility ofsoul. - Our custom

ary mood depends upon the mood in which we manage to
maintain our surroundings.
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Putting forward the new as old. -Many appear piqued
when they are told something new, they sense the advantage
that the new ness of a thing confers on the one who knows it
fi rst.

285
Where does the ego end?-Most people take a thing they
know under their protection, as if knowing it turned it into their
possession. The ego's pleasure in and desire for appropriation
knows no bounds: the great men speak as if all of history stood
behind them and they were the head for this long body, and the
good women take full credit for the beauty of their children ,
their clothing, their dog, their doctor, their city, and merely do
not dare to say "all that is me." Chi non ha, non £:,50 as they say
in Italy.

28651
House pets, lap dogs, and similar such things. -Is there any
thing more nauseating than the sentimentality lavished on
plants and animals by a creature who, since the beginning of
time, has dwelt52 among them like the most raging of foes and
in the end lays claim to tender feelings from its weakened and
mutilated victims! In the face of this type of "nature," what is
appropriate to a human being, if he is otherwise a thinking
person, is gravity.

287
Two friends. -There once were friends who have ceased to
be so, and from both sides they severed their friendship at the
same time, the one, because he believed himself way too mis
understood, the other because he believed himself way too
well understood-and both were deceiving themselves! -for
neither of them knew himself well enough.53
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288
1he nobles' comedy. - Those

who are incapable of noble,

sincere intimacy attempt, through reserve and sternness and a
certain disdain of i ntimacy, to let others detect their noble
nature: as if their feeling of intimate trust were so strong it was
ashamed to show itself.

28 9
Where one may not say anything against a virtue.

-

Among

cowards it is considered bad form to say anything against brav
ery and it arouses contempt; and ruthless people act incensed
any time something is said against being compassionate.

29 0
A

squandering.

-

The first words and deeds of excitable and

impulsive people are usually

atypical of their actual

character

(they are prompted by the prevailing circumstances and are,
as it were, imitations of the spi rit of these circumstances), but
once they have been spoken and performed, the words and
deeds that fol low later and that are actually indicative of their
character are often frittered away in making up for the previous
words and deeds or in offsetting them or ensuring that they be
forgotten.

29 1 5 4
Presumption. - Presumption

is an affected and feigned

pride; it is, however, precisely characteristic of pride that it
is i ncapable of and dislikes a ffectation, dissimulation, and
hypo crisy - in this regard the presumption consists i n the
hypocrisy of being i ncapable of hypocrisy, something very dif
ficult and almost always unsuccessful. B ut assuming thi ngs
transpire as usual and the hypocrisy is exposed, a threefold un
pleasantness now awaits the presumptuous one: we are angry at
him because he wanted to deceive us, angry at him because he
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wanted to show he was above us, and finally, i n addition, we
laugh at him because he fai led at both . How very ina dvisable
it is, then, to engage in presumption!

29 2)';
A kind of misprision. - When we hear someone speaking,

the sound of a si ngk consonant (an "r" for i n s tance) is oFten
enough to i n fuse us with a doubt as to the honesty of h i s
feel i ng:

we aren't

used to this sound and would have to

affect

it consc:iously - it sounds "affected" to us. H�re is a n a r�a of
crud �st mispri s i o n : and the same goes for the s tyle of a writer
who has mannerisms that aren't everybody's ma nnerisms.
H i s "n3 turalness" i s experienced a s sllch only by him alo ne,
and it i s precisely by means of those elements , which he feels
a re "affected" because for once he gave in to the preva i l i ng
f:lshion ann to so-called "good taste," that he pleases � lI1 d in
spi res con fidence.

293
Grat�ful. - One

grain of grateful sentiment and piety too

much: - and you suffer from it l i ke a vice, and, despite all your
integrity and honesty, you fall prey to an evil conscience.

Saints. - It

is the

29 4
most sensual men

who

have to

flee from

women and torment their flesh.

29 5
Delicacy in serving.

-

With i n the great art of serving one of

the subtlest tasks is to serve an ambitious master wh o is, to be
sure, the strongest egotist i n all m atters but by no means de
s ires to be taken for such (this precisely is part of his

<1 mbi

t ion) , who requi res that everything transpi re according to his
wishes ana whim, but always such that it has the appearance
that he is sacrificing himself and rarely ever desires anyth ing
for himself.
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29 6

The duel. - I consider it an advantage, someone said, to be
abl e t o have a duel if ! absolutely need one; for there are always
good comrades around me. The duel is the last rema i ning,
completely honorable way to commit suicide, alas a circuitolls
way and not even a completely s ure one.
2 97

Ruinous. - The surest way to ruin a youth i s by teaching
him to respect those who think l ike him more highly th an
those who think differently.
29856

The hero cult and its fonatics. 1he fanatic of an ideal that
has flesh and blood is usually right as long as he denies, a nd
therein he is dreadful: he knows what it is he's denying as well
as he knows himself, for the most simple reason that he comes
from there, is at home there, and in secret always fears having
to go back there - he wants to make the return impossible
through the manner in which he denies. As soon as he a ffirms,
however, he half closes his eyes and begins to idealize (often
merely in order to hurt those who stayed at home-); to be sure,
one labels this something artistic - nne, but there is some
thing dishonest in it as well. Someone wh o idealizes a person
places this person at such a distance that he can no longer see
him sharply- now his reinterpretation of what he still sees
transposes it into "the beautiful," that is to say, into the sym
metrical, soft-lined, undetermined. B ecause from now on he
wants to worship his ideal hovering in the distance and the
heights, he needs, as protection against the profonum vulgus, 57
to build a temple for his worship. 10 this temple he brings all
the venerable and consecrated objects otherwise in his posses
sion in order that their magic may rub off onto the ideal and
so that through this nourishment the ideal will grow and be
come ever more godlike. At last he really has completed'S his
-
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god- but alas! lhere is one who knows how this came about,
his intellectual conscience5'i - a nd there is also one who, com
pletely unconsciously, protests against it, namely, the deified one
h i msel( who, as a result of the cult, hym ns of praise, and in
cense, grows insufferable from now on and betrays himself bla
tan tly and in repulsive fashion as not the god and all-too-much
the hu man. At this point there is only one way out for such a
fa natic: he patiently submits himself and his kind to mistreat
ment and continues to i nterpret the whole misery

dei gloriarrPl

ad majorem

through a n ew form of self-deception and noble

lie: he takes sides aga inst hi mself and, as one mishandled and
as

interpreter, experiences somet h i n g akin to martyrdom 

he thus climbs to the pinnacle of his arrogance. - People of this
sort lived , for example, around

Napoleon:

indeed, perhaps it

was precisely he who i ntroduced i nto the soul of this century
the Roma ntic prostration before the "genius" and the " hero,"
a prostration so alien to the spirit of Enlightenment - he of
whom a Byron was not ashamed to say, he was a "worm com
pared to slich a bei ng."6 1 (The formulas for such prostration were
founded by that presumptuous old muddle- and surly-head,
Thomas Carlyle, who spent a long life trying to make reason
romantic for his fellow Englishmen: to no avail!)
2 9962

Appearance of heroism. - To

rush i nto the m idst of the en

emy can be a sign of cowardice.
300

Gracious toward the flatterer. - The

ultimate wisdom exer

cised by people of insatiable ambition is not to reveal the con
tempt for humanity i nduced in them at the sight of flatterers:
but instead, to appear gracious toward them, l i ke a god who
can be nothing but gracious.
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3 01
"Full of character. - "Once I 've said I'll do something, I'll
do it" - a person with this way of thinking is considered full of
character. How many actions are performed, not because they
have been chosen as the most reasonable but because, as they
occurred to us, they somehow piqued our ambition or our van
ity such that we stuck with them and blindly carried them out!
In this manner they increase our belief in our own character
and in our good conscience and accordingly, on the whole, in
our strength: whereas choosing the most reasonable action pos
sible fuels skepticism toward us and, to that extent, a feeling of
weakness.
"

3 02
Once, twice, and three times true!- People lie unspeakably
often, but they don't think about it afterward and in general
don't believe it.

303
Pastime of the keen observer of humanity. - He thinks he
knows me and feels subtle and important when he acts this way
or that toward me: I take care not to disabuse or disappoi nt
him. For I would have to answer for it, whereas now he wishes
me well, because I provide him with a feeling of knowing supe
riority. -Along comes another: he's afraid I fancy I've got his
number and he feels humiliated by it. So he behaves hid
eously and vaguely and seeks to lead me astray where he's con
cerned - in order to feel superior to me again.

3 0463
!he world-destroyer. - This man keeps failing at something;
finally he cries out indignantly: "Then let the whole world go
up in smoke!" This disgraceful sentiment is the height of envy,
which concludes: because there's something I cannot have, the
whole world shall have nothing, shall be nothing!

1 ') 0
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30 5
Greed. - Ou r greed when

buying increases the cheaper the

arricles become - why? I s it that the l ittle di fferences in price
are precisely what

create greed's l ittle eye?
306

Greek ideal. - What

did the G reeks admire in Odysseus?

A bove all his talent for lying and for cunning and dreadful re
taliation; being equal to the simarion at hand; appearing, when
it maners, more noble than the noblest; being able to be

what

one wa nts; heroic stick-ro-it-iveness; having all means at his

coIl ll nand; having i ntellect - his intellect is the admiration of
all the gods, they smile JUSt thinking about it - : all this is the
Greek

idea!!

-Ihe strangest thing about it is that the conffict

between beillg and appearing is not felt at all and therefore not
takell i nto account morally either. Have there ever been such
consum mate actors!

30 7
Faeca! Yes, facra ficta!6 4 - The

writer of h istory deals not

with what really happened but merely with supposed65 events:
for only the latter have

had an effect.66

Likewise with sup

po>ed heroes as well. H i s theme, so-called world h i story, is
suppositions about supposed actions and their supposed mo
tives, which in turn give rise to furrher suppositions and ac
tions whose reality, however, i m mediately vaporizes again and
only as vapor does it have an effect- a constant procreation of
and becoming pregnant with phantoms above the thick fog of
inscrutable reality. All h i s torians speak of things that have
never existed except i n i m agination.

3 0867
Not kn owing anything about commerce is noble. -'1'0

sell

one's vinue only at the highest price, let alone to practice usury
with it as teacher, civil servant, anist - turns genius and talent
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infO a shopkeeper's affair.68 One ought not ro use one's wisdom
to become clever!
309

69

Fear and love. - Fear has furthered the universal knowl
edge of humanity more than love, for fear wams to discern
who the other person is, what he can do and what he wams: to
deceIVe oneself here would mean danger and disadvamage.
Inversely, love has a secret impulse ro see in the other as much
of the beautiful as possible or ro elevate the other as high as
possible: for love to deceive itself here would mean pleasure
and advantage - and so it does.
3 10

70

The good-natured. Good-natured people have acquired
their character through the constanr fear, which their ancestors
had, of foreign attack- they mollified, pacified, wheed led up,
bowed down, diverted, flattered, cowered, hid the pain, the an
noyance, smoothed back their features right away- and fi
nally they bequeathed this whole delicate, tried and uue7!
mechanism ro their children and grandchildren. A more propi
tious fate gave them no cause for that constant fear: neverthe
less they keep on constantly whistling the same old tune.
-

3II

The so-called soul. - 11te sum of inner movernenrs that are
easy for a person and that he consequently performs happily
and with grace is called his soul; - if inner movements obvi
ously cause him difficulty and effort, he is considered soulless .
312

72

The forgetful. - In outbursts of passion and in the fantasiz
ing of dreams and madness a person rediscovers his own IJre
hisrory and that of humanity: animality, with its wild gri
maces; for a change, his memory extends far enough back,
whereas his civilized condition evolves from a forgening of the
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primordial experiences and thus from a waning of that mem
ory. Anyone who, as a forgetter of the highest breed, always
mainta i n s a great d istance from all this does not understand
human beings - but it is an advantage for everyone if there
arc here and there such i n d ividuals who " do not understand
us" and a re, as it were, begotten by d ivine seed and born of
reason.

3 13
lhe friend no longer desired. - The friend , whose hopes we
can not fulfill, we would prefer to have as an enemy.

3 14
From the comptlnY o/thinkers. - I n the middle of the ocean
of becoming we awaken on a tiny island no larger than a skiff,
we adventurers and birds of passage, and for a little while we
rake a look around: as quickly and curiously as possible, for
how fast m ight a wind scatter us or a wave wash across our tiny
island so that nothing more is left of us! But here, in this small
space we fi nd other birds of passage and hear of earlier ones
still - and we thus experience a precious minute of knowing
and divining amid the merry beating of wings and chirping
with one another and in spirit we adventure out over the ocean,
no less proud than the ocean itself!

3 15
To divest oneself To let go of some of one's property, to
relinquish one's rights - gives pleasure, provided it is an i ndi
cation of great wealth . Here is where magnanimity takes root.
-

3 16 7 3
7
Weak sects. 4 - Those sects that sense they will remain weak
go out hunting for particular, intelligent followers and strive
to replace with quality what they lack in quantity. This pre
sents no small danger for people of intelligence.
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317
judgment.
A
nyone
who reflects upon his daily
Evening
and life's work at the end of the day, when he is fatigued, usu
ally comes to a state of melancholy contemplation: this has
nothing to do with the day or his life, but with the fatigue. - I n
the midst o f work we usually d o not take the time t o make
judgments about life and existence, nor do we do so in the
midst of enjoyment; but should we ever happen to do so, we
would no longer agree with him who waited for the seventh
day and its rest in order to find that everything here was very
beautiful - for he had let the better moment slip by.

3 18
Beware the systematizers!-There is playacting going on
among systematizers: i nasmuch as they want to make the sys
tem whole and round off the horizon around it, they must at
tempt to have their weaker qualities appear in the same style as
their stronger ones - they want to act out complete and uni
formly strong natures.

3 19
Hospitality. The meaning inside the rites of hospitality is:
to disable the hostility in the stranger. Where one no longer
senses a stranger first and foremost as enemy, hospitality wanes;
it blossoms as long as its evil assumption blossoms.
-

3 20
About the weather. -A very unusual and unpredictable
weather makes people mistrustful, even of others; under such
conditions they become addicted to novelty, for they are obliged
to depart from their usual habits. For this reason despots love all
climactic zones where the weather is moral.
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Danger in innocence. - ]be innocent will be the victims in
every resIJect, because the i r lack o f knowledge prevents them
frOm difterenriat ing between moderation and immoderation
and from bringing themselves in check soon enough. Accord
ingly, innocent, that is to say unknOWing young wives grow
accusmmed to frequent enjoyment of the pleasures of sex and
miss them later greatly if their husbands have become ill or
prematurely debilitated; p recisely the harmless and trusting
view that this frequency of intercourse was a right and the rule
generated in them a need that later exposed them to the most
violent temptations and worse. But speaking quite generally
and in the best possible light: anyone who loves a person or a
thing without knowing him or it becomes the prey of some
thing he would not love if he could see it. In all those areas
where experIence, caution, and measured steps are required, it
is precisely the innocent person who will be ruined most thor
oughly, for he must blindly drink the dregs and the basest
poison from every single thing. Think about the practice of all
princes, churches, seers, parties, corporations: is not the inno
cem person always used as the sweetest bait in the most dan
gerous and atrocious cases? - just as Odysseus uses the inno
cem N eoptolemus to swindle the sick old hermit and fiend
hom Lemnos out of his bow and arrows 75
With its con
tempt for the world, Christianity has turned ignorance into a
virtue, namely Christian i nnocence, perhaps because the most
frequent result of this i nnocence is precisely, as hinted at al
ready, guilt, the feeling of guilt and despair and thus a virtue
that, by way of a detou r through hell, leads to heaven: for only
then can the somber p ropylaea76 of Christian salvation swing
o[Jen, only then will there be great resonance for the promise
of a posthumous second innocence: - it is one of the loveliest of
Christianity's inventions!
-
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lfpossible live without a physician.

-

It seems to me that an

invalid acts more rashly if he has a physician than if he (ends
to his health himself. In the first instance it suffices for him to
behave strictly in accordance with all prescribed measures; in
the other instance, we ponder with considerably more con
science the aim of those prescriptions, namely our health, and
we notice much more, adjure and abjure ourselves much more
than would occur upon doctor's orders . -All rules have the
following effect: to drive one away from the purpose behind
the rule and to make one more rash. And to what heights of
unrestraint and destruction would humanity have climbed if
it had ever, with complete honesty, turned everything over to
the divinity as their physician according to the motto "God 's
will be done! " 3 23 77

Darkening ofthe sky. - A re you familiar with the revenge of
timid people who behave in society as if they had stolen their
limbs? The revenge of the meek, Christian-like souls who do
no more than skulk through the world? 1be revenge of those
who always j udge quickly and are always quickly proved wrong?
The revenge of drunkards of all stripes for whom the morni ng
is the most dreadful t i me of the day. Of the invalids of all
stripes, the sickly and oppressed who no longer have the cour
age to get healthy? The number of these little revenge-addicts,
not to mention that of their little revenge-acts, is immense;
the whole air is constantly buzzing from the arrows and darts
launched by their malice s uch that the sun and sky of life are
darkened by it - not just for them but even more so for us, the
others, the remaining ones: which is worse than the all roo

frequent barbs that pierce our hide and heart. Don't we end up

denying

from time ro time sun and sky simply because we

haven't seen them for so long? - Therefore: solitude! S olitude
for this reason as well!
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Actors' phiiosophy.7H

-

It is the gratifying delusion on the part

of great actors that the historical personages they portray really
felt the same as they do duri ng their portrayal - but they are
mightily mistaken in th is: their power of imitation and divina
tion, which they would gladly have us believe is a clairvoyant
faculty, penetrates j ust barely enough to capture gestures, voice
tones and looks, and what is altogether external; that is to say,
they snatch the shadow of the soul of a great hero, statesman,
warrior, of a person of ambition, jealousy, despair; they push in
close to the soul but never i nto the spirit of their subject. It would
certainly be quite a discovery if, instead of the many thinkers,
experts, professionals, all that was needed to illuminate the

sence of this or that state

es

of affairs was clairvoyant actors! Let us

by no means ever torget that the moment presumptuousness of
th is stripe becomes audible the actor is nothing more than an
ideal ape, and so much the ape that he's not in the least capable
of believing in "essence" or the "essential": for him, everything
turns i nto play, tone, gesture, stage, setting, and audience?9
3 25 80

Living and believing apart.

-

The means of becoming the

prophet and miracle man of one's age are the same as in days
gone by: one lives apart, with little learning, a few thoughts,
and a great deal of arrogance - eventually the belief takes hold
in us that humanity cannot get on without us,

namely, as is plainly apparent,

because we,

can get along without humanity.

As soon as this belief turns up, one also finds believers. Lastly, a
piece of advice for anyone who may be in need of it (it was given
to Wesley by Bohler, his spiritual mentor) : "Preach belief until
you have it, and then you will preach it because you have it!"81
326

Knowing one's circumstances.

-

We can appraise our powers

but not our power. Circumstances not only conceal and reveal
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it - no! They increase and diminish it. One ought to think of
oneself as a variable quantity whose capacity for accomplish
ment can perhaps under favorable circumstances match the
highest ever: one ought then to reflect on the circumstances
and to spare no diligence in the contemplation of them.
3 2782

A foble. - The Don Juan of knowledge: he has yet to be dis
covered by any philosopher or poet. He is lacking in love for
the things he comes to know, but he has intellect, titillation ,
and pleasure in the hunt and intrigues involved i n coming to
know- all the way up to the highest and most distant planets
of knowledge! - until finally nothing remains for him to hunt
down other than what is absolutely painful in knowledge, like
the drunkard who ends up drinking absinthe and acquafortis.83
Thus he ends up lusting for hell - it is the last knowledge that
seduces him. Perhaps, like everything he has come to know, it
will disillusion him as well! And then he would have to stand
still for all of eternity, nailed on the spot to disillusionment, and
himself having become the stone guest84 longing for an evening
meal of knowledge that he never again will receive! - For the
entire world of things no longer has a single morsel to offer this
hungry man.
3 28

What idealistic theories lead us to surmise. - One is most cer
tain to encounter idealistic theories among unreflective practi
cal persons; for they need the radiant brilliance of such theories
for their reputation. They reach for them instinctively and have
in so doing no feeling of hypocrisy whatsoever: as little as an
English person feels a hypocrite with his Christianness and his
sanctified Sunday.85 Conversely, contemplative natures who
keep a tight check on all types of fantasizing and shy away
from the reputation of being dreamers are satisfied only with
rigorous, realistic theories: they reach for them with the same
instinctive urge and without, in so doing, losing their honesty.
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7he slanderers of cheerfulness. People who have been
deeply wou nded by l i fe are suspicious of all cheerful ness, a s if
ir were chi ld l i ke and chi ldish and betrayed a sort of i rrational
ity at the sight of which o n e could only feel moved to pit l 7 a s
for a c h i l d on its deathbed w h o still caresses h i s toys. Such
people see hidd en and concealed graves beneath all roses; fes
tivities, boisterous crowds, joyful music appear to them like
the resolu te self-delusion of someone who is gravely ill a n d
wa nts t o gulp down one last minute of life's in toxication. But
th i s judgment on the cheerfulness of l i fe is nothing other
rh8 n its refraction through the somber terrain of fatigue a nd
d isea se: it is itself something m ovi ng, i rrational, urging com
passion, indeed even someth ing childlike and child ish, but
fro m t h a t snond childhood that succeeds old age and precedes
death.
-

33 0

Not yet enough/- It is not yet enough to prove a thing, one
must seduce people to accept it or raise them up to it. That is
why a knowledgeable person ought to learn to speak his wis
dom: and often in such a way that it sounds like foolishness.
33 1

Rights and limits. -Asceticism is the right way of thinking
for such people as must wipe out their sensual drives because
they are raging beasts of prey. But only for such people!88
33 2

Inflated style. -An artist who doesn't wish to relieve him
self by unloading his h igh-swelled feeling through his work
and prefers i nstead to communicate precisely that feeling of
swelling is bombastic and his style is the inflated style.
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3 3 3 89

"Humanity. "

-

We d on't consider animals to be moral crea

tures. But do you think animals consider us moral creatnres ! 
An animal that could talk said: "Humanity is a presumption
from which we animals, at least, do not suffer."

The

good Samaritan.

3 34

-

When the good Samaritan does a

good deed, he satisfies a need that is part of his disposition.
The stronger the need, the less he puts himself in the place of
the other who serves to still his need; he turns indelicate and
upon occa sion he insults. (This is often said of Jewish benefi
cence and charity: which, as i s known, is somewhat more
heated than that of other peoples.)

For l(me to be felt as love.

33 5 90
-

We need to be honest wirh our

selves and to know ourselves very well in ord er to be ahle to
practice towa rd others that philanthropic dissimulation that
goes by the name of love and kindness.
336

What are we capable oj?

-

A man was so tortured the whole

day long by his wayward and malicious son that in the evening
he beat him to death, and turning to the rest of the family he
said with a sigh of relief: " S o ! Now we can go and sleep i n
peace! " - Who k nows what circumstances

"Natural.

could drive us to?

33 7

"-

Th a t i n h i s faults, a t least, h e is natural - is

perhaps the ultimate praise for a mannered, and, in every
other way, theatrical and half-genuine artist. This is why sllch
a creature will j au ntily parade precisely his faults.
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Substitute-conscience. - One person

is another perso n's con

science: and th is is particularly important if the other has
none otherwise.

33 991

Transformation ofduties. - When duty ceases to be di fficult,
when, after years of practice, it has been transformed into a
pleasurable i nclination and a need, then the rights of others - to
whom our dut i e s , now o u r i n c l i nations, relate - t urn i nto
something d i fferent, na mely occasions for pleasant feelings for
us. From that poi nt on, the other, owing to his rights , becomes
lovable (in stead of revered and feared, as before) . We are now
seek ing our

pleasure

when we recognize and support the do

main of his power. Once the Quietists') 2 no longer experienced
the i r Christianity as a burden, they adopted as their motto

" Everything for the glory of God! ": and no matter what they
d id in this spirit, i t was not a sacri fice; their motto amounted
to the same thing as saying, "Everything for our enjoyment!"
To require that duty

always

be somewhat burdensome - as

does Kant - amounts to requiring that it never become habit
and custom: i n this requirement there li ngers a tiny remnant of
ascetic cruelty.
3 40

What meets the eye is against the historian. - It is a well-proven
matter that human beings issue from their mother's bodies:
nevertheless, grown-up children standing next to their mother
make the hypothesis appear very illogical: it has against it what
meets the eye.
HI

Advantage in misprision. - Someone

said that as a child he

had such contempt for the coquettish caprices'!'> of the melan
cholic temperament that until the middle of his life he failed
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t o grasp what temperament h e had: namely, precisely the mel
ancholic. He declared this to be the best of all possible types
of ignorance.
3 42

Not to be confused!- He views the thing from all sides and
you opine that he was a true man of knowledge. But he just
wants to knock down the price - he wants to buy it!
3 43 9 4

Supposedly moral. - You insist on never heing dissatisfied
with yourselves, never suffering from yourselves- and call this
your moral proclivity! Fine and dandy, but another might
call it your cowardice. But one thing is certain: you will never
make the journey around the world (that you yourselves are!),
but will remain trapped within yourselves like a knot on the
log you were born to, a mere happenstance. Do you believe
that those of us who think differently subj ect ourselves to the
journey through our inner wastelands, quagmires, 9 5 and icy
glaciers from sheer foolishness and voluntarily choose pain and
weariness, like the stylites?%
344 97

Finesse98 in fumbling. - If, as one claims, Homer occasion
ally nodded off on the job, 9 9 then he was wiser than all artists
whose ambition never sleeps. One must allow one's admirers to
catch their breath by turning them from time to time into crit
ics; for no one can endure uninterruptedly brilliant and wake
ful excellence; and instead of giving pleasure, a master of this
sort becomes a taskmaster whom one hates as he marches on
ahead of us.
3 45
Many people
are capable only of moderate happiness: that it cannot confer
greater happiness on them is no more a mark against their

Our happiness is no argument for or against.

-
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wisd om\()(} than i t is a mark against menicine that many people
ca n n ot be curecl and that others a re a lways sickly. M ay each
i n d ividu a l h ave the good fortu ne to fi nd precisely the view of
l i te t h a t a l l ows h i m to rea l ize

his highest portion of happ i n ess:

even so, his I j fe ca n still be pathetic a nd h a rd l y env i ;l hle.
3 46

Miwtynists. - "Woman

is our enemy" - whoever ta lks this

way, a s a man to other men, out of h is month there speaks the
u n h a rnessed

d riveJOI that hates not only irselfbllt also its means

of satisfa ction.
347102
An

orator s schoof. - If one

remains s i lent for a year, one un

lea rns how to cha tter and learns how to speak. The Pythagore

;1 11 slO 1 w ere

the best states m en of their age.
34 8

Feeling of power. - Be su re to disti nguish clearly: he who
sti l l wa nts to gai n the feeling of power resorts to any means
and eschews nothi n g th at will nourish it. He who h as it, how

ever, h a s grow n very pa rticular and refined in his taste; rarely
does someth ing satisfy him.
3 49 104

Not

all

that important.

-

When one witnesses a death, a

thou ght regu larly arises, which one, out of a fa lse sen se of de
cency, im media tely represses i n o neself: that the act o f dyi ng is
not as signi ficant as the u niversa l awe of it wou ld have us be
lieve, and that the dying person has probably lost more impor
tant thi ngs in life th;111 he is now about to lose. Here is the end,
certa inly not the goal . 350105

How best to promise.

-

When a promise is made, it is not

the word that promises but i nstead what l ies unspoken behind
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the word. I ndeed, words make a promise less forceful in that
they discharge and use up a part of the very force that prom
ises. Therefore give one another your hand and place your fi n
ger on your lips - that's the way to make the surest vows.
35 1

Commonly misunderstood. - I n a conversation you observe
that one speaker is busy setting a snare into which the other is
ensnared, not out of malice, as one would think, but out of
pleasure in his own cleverness: then again others who set up a
j oke so that someone else can m ake it and who tie a bow so
that someone else can unravel the knot: not out of good will,
as one would think, but out of malice and contempt for crude
intellects.
35 2

Center. That feeling: "I am the middle point of the world!"
arises very powerfully when one is suddenly overcome by shame;
one stands there as if stunned among crashing breakers a nd
feels blinded and bedazzled as though by one great eye starin g
a t u s and through u s from a l l sides.
-

353

Freedom of speech. - "The truth must be told though the
world fall to pieces!" - so cries with his great big mOllth the
great big Fichte! 106 - Indeed! I ndeed! But one has to have it
first! - But he feels everybody ought to voice his opinion even
if everything turns topsy-turvy. One could argue with him on
that score.
354

Courage to suffer. - Such as we are now, we can endure a
fair amount of distress and our stomach is prepared for this
hard diet. Perhaps without it we would fi nd life's meal insipid :
and without a positive attitude toward pain we would have to
abandon too many pleasures!I07
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Admirers. -Anyone who admires in such a way as to cru
cify someone who does not admire is among the executioners
of his party. You guard against giving him your hand, even if
you belong to his party.
35 6

tYlect ofhilpp i ness. The fi rst effect of happi ness is the feel
ing ofpower: this wants to express itself, whether it be vis-a-vis
-

ourselves or vis-a-vis other people or vis-a-vis ideas or vis-a
vis imaginary beings. 'The most typical ways of expressing
oneself are: gift giving, ridiculing, destroying - all th ree with
a common basic drive.

35 i o8
Moral horseflies. Those moralists who lack the love of
knowledge and whose only enjoyment is causing pain have the
mind and the tedium of provincials; their favorite pastime,
which is just as cruel as it is pathetic, is to keep a sharp eye on
their neighbor and surreptitiously to lay a needle in such a way
that he cannot help but prick himself on it. They have not out
grown the naughtiness of little boys who cannot be happy un
less they are hunting down and m istreating the living and the
dead.
-

358109
Grounds and their groundlessness. You have an aversion to
him and voice ample grounds for this aversion as well - I ,
however, believe only your aversion and not your grounds! I t i s
self-posturing t o represent t o yourself and t o m e a s a syllogism
something that happens instinctively.
-

359
Approving. - One approves of marriage first because one
does not yet know it; secondly, because one has grown used to
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it; thirdly, because one has entered into it - so it is approved
in almost all cases. And yet none of this proves anything
whatsoever about the goodness of marriage as such.
3 601lO

No utilitarians. "Power that is assaulted and defamed is
worth more than i mpotence that receives only loving
kindness" - thus felt the Greeks. That means: they valued the
feeling of power more highly than any sort of utility or good
reputation.
-

3 61lll

Seeming ugly. Moderation looks beautiful to itself; it is
innocent of the fact that in the eye of immoderation it appears
harsh and austere, consequently ugly.
-

3 62112

Different in hate. - Some hate only once they feel weak and
tired: otherwise they are fair and forgiving. Others hate only
once they see the possibility of revenge: otherwise they guard
against all secret and open anger, and when an occasion for it
comes up, they think about something else.
3 63

People of chance. - What is essential in every invention is
the work of chance, but most people do not encounter this
chance.
3 64 m

Choice ofenvironment. - One ought to guard against living
in an environment in which one can neither maintain a digni
fied silence nor communicate what we find most exalting, so
that only our complaining and our needs and the whole his
tory of our distress are left to communicate. Under such cir
cumstances we grow dissatisfied with ourselves and with our
environment, indeed, tack on top of the distress that makes us
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whine the displeasure we feel at always being the whiner. One
ought instead to live where one is ashamed to talk of oneself and
is in no need of it. - But who thinks of such things, of a choice
in sllch maners! You speak of your "cursed fate," lIi lower your
shoulder and sigh, "What a poor unfortunate Atlas I am! " i i S

3 65

Vanity. Vanity is the fear of appearing original, thus a
lack of pride, but not necessarily a lack of originality.
-

36 6 116

Criminal /Uues. 117 -As a convicted criminal one suffers not
from the crime but from shame or from displeasure over a stu
pid blunder one committed or fro m deprivation of one's cus
(orIlary milieu, and it takes a person of rare subtlety to make
this distinction. Anyone who has frequented prisons and peni
tentiaries is astonished how seldom one encounters there un
ambiguous "pangs of conscience": much more often, however,
one fi n ds homesickness for the old, wicked, beloved crime.
36i18

Seernmg always happy. - When philosophy was a matter of
public competition, in Greece of the third century, there were a
few philosophers who were happy with the secret idea that oth
ers, who lived according to other principles by which they were
tormented, were bound to be annoyed over their own happi
ness: they believed that their happiness was the best means of
refuting the others and to do so it was sufficient for them to
seem always w be happy; but as time went on they were bound
in the process to become happy. This was for example the lot of
the Cynics.ll 9
368
Reason for a grear deal of misprision.

The morality associ
ated with increasing nervous energy is joyful and restless; the
nlOrality associated with decreasing nervous energy, in the
-
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evening or with sick and older p eople, is suffering, calming,
forbearing, nostalgic, indeed, not infrequently somber. Based
on which of these moralities we possess, we will not unctemand
the one we lack, and we often interpret it in someone eise as im
morality and weakness.
3 69

Raising oneseLf above one's wretchedness. -T'o

me there are

awfully proud fellows who, in order ro establish their own feel
ing of dignity and importance, always first need others wnom
they can hector and treat with violence: such people, namely,
whose i mpotence and cowardice allow someone ro be able with
impunity ro direct a haughty and angry display at them ! - so
that they require the wretchedness of their environment in or
der ro be able to raise themselves for a moment above their own
wretchedness! - This is why one p erson requires a dog,

a

ond a friend, a third a wife, a fourth a political party, and

a very

sec

rare soul an entire age.
3 70110

To what extent a thinker loves his enemy. - Never hold back

or conceal from yourself anything that can be thought against
your thoughts! Vow this to yourself1 It is the first reqUlrement
for honesty of thought. Each and every day you must also
conduct your campaign against yourself. A vicrory and

a

con

quered bulwark are no longer your matter, what matters is the
maner of truth - but your defeat is no longer your matter
either!
3 7 I U1

The evil of strength. - Acts

of violence resulting from pas

sion, for example anger, are to b e undersrood physiologically
as the atrempt to avert an i mpending attack of suffocation.
Countless acts of wantonness discharged upon other people
are diversions of a sudden rush of blood i nto strong muscle
actions: and perhaps the entire issue of the "evil of strength"
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should be viewed from this perspective. (The evil of strength
does harm ro others without thinking about it - it
charge itself; the evi l of weakness

wants

must dis

to do harm and see

the s igns of suffering it has caused.)

3 72

In honor ofthe connoisseur. - As soon

as someone who is not

a connoisseur begins to play the arbiter of judgment, one ought
to protest straightaway: whether the creature be a little man or
a

little woman. Enthusiasm for and delight over a thing or a

person are not arguments: nor are disgust and hatred for them
e ither.

3 7 3 1 22

Telltale reproof - "He

doesn't know human beings" - in

the mouth of one person this means: " he doesn't know what is
common l 2 ) to, and in, humans"; in the mouth of another: " he
doesn't know what is exceptional and knows the common far
too wel l."

3 74

Value ofsacrifice. - The

more one denies states and princes

the right to sacrifice individuals (as i n the administration of
j ustice or comp u lsory military service) the higher will rise the
value of self-sacrifice.

375

Speaking too clearly. - One

can for different reasons articu

l ate oneself too clearly when speaking: first out of mistrust of
ourselves in a new, u npracticed language, but also, however,
out of mistrust of others owing to their stupidity or slowness of
understanding. And so it is in m atters of the spirit as well : from
time to time we communicate too clearly, too painstakingly
because those with whom we are communicating would not
understand us otherwise. Accordingly, the perfect and buoyant
style is only permissible in the presence of the perfect audience.
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37 6
Sleep a lotf- What's to be done to stimulate ourselves when
we are tired and fed up with ourselves? One person recom
mends the casino, the other Christianity, a third electricity. The
best thing, however, my dear melancholic, is and remains: sleep
a lot, literally and figuratively! That way one will also awaken
again upon a new morning! The artistry of life's wisdom is
knowing how to fit in both types of sleep at the right time.
377
What fantastic ideals lead us to surmise. - There where our
deficiencies lie we revel in rapturous enthusiasm. The enrap
tured dictum, " love your enemy! " 1 24 had to have been invented
by the Jews, the best haters who have ever lived, and the loveli
est glorification of chastity was composed by the likes of those
who, in their youth, lived a foul and disgraceful life.

37 8
Clean hands and clean wall. Thou shalt paint neither God
-

nor the devil on the walL 125 In so doing, you ruin your wall
and your neighborhood.

379
Plausible and implausible. - A woman secretly loved a man
and elevated him high above herself and said a hundred times
i n her most secret soul: "If such a man loved the likes of m e , it
would be a favor I so little deserve that I would have to bow
down before him in the dust!" - And the man felt entirely the
same way and in relation to this very woman, and he said to
himself in his most secret soul the very same thought as well.
When one day at last they loosened their tongues and told one
another all that was repressed and most suppressed in their
hearts, there ultimately arose a silence and some moments of
reflection. After which the woman began in a cold voice: "But
it's all clear! Neither of us is what we have loved! If you are
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who you say you are and no more, I have debased myself and
loved you for noth ing; the daimon126 seduced me as well as

"
you. - This h ighly plausible story never happen s - why not?

3 So
1 ried

and true advice. - For

people in need of solace, no

means of receiving it is more comforting than the assertion
that for their simarion there is no solace. It carries with it such
a mark of distinction that they hold up thei r head aga i n .
3 SI 127

Knowing one's "particularity. "- We too easily forget that in
rhe eyes of srrangers who are seeing us for the first time, we are
sOlnething completely d i fferent from what we consider our

selves to be: us ually nothing more than an eye-catching par

ticulanry determ ines the i mpression. Accordingly, the most

gemle and fair-minded person on earth can, if he merely hap

pens to have a large mustache, sit, as it were, i n its shade, and

sit calmly - ordinary eyes will see i n him the

accessory

to a

la rge mustache, in other words, a militaristic, quick-tempered,
under certai n circumstances violent charaCIer - and they act
toward him accord i ngly.
3 82

Gardener and garden.

-

O ut of damp dreary days, solimde,

alld heardess words di rected at us,

conclusions

spring up l i ke

mushrooms: one morning they are there, we know not where
they came from, and stare at us, peevish and grey. Woe

w

the

thinker who is not the gardener bur only the earth for the
plants that grow in him!
3 S3

The comedy of compassion. - No

maner how much we

wam to sympathize with a misfoHunate person : i n h i s pres
eHce we always enact somethi n g of a comedy; we don't say a
lor about what we t h i n k and how we thin k it; we exercise the
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cautious discretion of t h e physician at the bedside of the
gravely ill.

384

Strange saints.

-

There are fai nthearted people who don't

think much of their best work and its best fruits and are bad at
communicating them or presenting them publicly: but ou[ of
a type of revenge, neither do they think much of the sympathy
of others nor even believe in sympathy at all; they are ashamed
to seem carried away by themselves and experience a defiant
sense of well-being in becoming ridiculous. - 1nese are states
that are present in the soul of melancholy artists.

385

The vain.

-

We are like storefront windows in which we

ourselves constantly arrange, cover up, or light up the sup
posed qualities that others ascribe to us - in order to deceive

ourselves.
386

The paThetic and the naive.

-

To let n o possible opportunity

for exhibiting one's lofty solemnity slip by can be a very igno

ble habit: and simply for the pleasure of imagining a spectawr

who beats his breast and feels himself to be petty and pathetic.
To make fun of lofty and solemn occasions and to behave in
them in an undignified manner can, consequently, also be a
sign of a noble disposition. The old bellicose aristocracy of
France possessed this type of superiority and refinement.

387

Rehearsal of a consideration before marriage.

-

Assuming

she loved me, how irritating to m e would she become in [he
long run! And assuming she doesn't love me, at that point
how really irritating would she become! - It is merely a mat
ter of two different kinds of i rritation: well then, Ids get

married!
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Villainy with a good conscience.

-

To be cheated in a small

tra nsact ion - in some regions, Tyrol for example, this is so
u n pleasa nt because on top of the bad bargain we also get the
n asty face and the vulgar lust for gain, along with the bad con
science and the blatant antagonism the deceitful salesman con
ceives for us. I n Venice, on the other hand, the swindler is
heartily delighted by his successful bamboozlement and not at
a l l antago nistic toward the one swindled, indeed, he's inclined
to pay him a compliment and particularly to have a good laugh
with h i m if h e should feel l i ke i t . - I n short, even for villainy
one must have spi rit and a clean conscience: this just about
reconciles the duped to the dupe.

389
A

little too weighty.

-

Very good people who are, however, a

little too weighty to be polite and charming, seek immediately
to a nswer a courtesy with an earnest act of service or with a
contribution from their resources . It is touch ing to see how
they shyly proffer their pieces of gold when another has offered
them gilded pennies .

39 0

COllcealillg spirit.

-

I f w e catch someone in the process o f

concealing their spirit from u s , w e call h i m evil: and indeed,
all the more so when we suspect that courtesy and philan
thropy have driven him to it.

3 91

Ihe evil instant. - Lively natures lie for only an instant:

im

mediately thereafter they I ie to themselves and are convinced
and upright.
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39 2

Condition for politeness. - Politeness is a very good thing and
really one of the four cardinal virtues (if admittedly the last) : i n
order not t o annoy ourselves and each other with it, however,
the person with whom I am currently dealing must be one de
gree more or less polite than I - otherwise we shall get no
where, and the salve not only salves but glues us firmly in place.
393

Dangerous virtues. - "He

forgets nothing, but he forgives

everything." - I n that case he will be hated twofold, for h e
shames twofold, with his memory and h is magnanimity.
39 4

Without vanity. - Passionate people think little about what
other people think about; their state elevates them above

vanity. 1 2 9

395

Contemplation.

-

With the one thinker the contemplative

state particular to the thinker always follows upon a state of
fear, with the other always upon a state of desire. Accordingly,
for the first contemplation seems to be bound up with a feel
ing of security, for the other with a feeling of saturation - that
is to say: the former is courageously disposed, the latter sick
and tired and neutral.
396

On the hunt. - The

one is on the hunt to nab pleasant

truths, the other - u npleasant ones. B ut even the former has
more pleasure in the hunt than in the prey.130
39 7

Education.
and often

a

-

E ducation is a continuation of procreation

type of beautification of it after the fact.
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398

Whl'rf'hy we recognize who is more hot-temperf'd. - Of two
people wh o fight with one another, love one a nother, or a rl m ire
on� a nother, the one who is more fervent always assumes the
more uncomfortable position. The same is tru e of two nations.
399

Df'{ending oneself

-

Many people have the greatest right to

act in such and such a man ner; but once they start defending
th;.r right, we no longer believe i n i t - and are mistaken.
400

Moral mollycoddling.

-

There are tender moral na tures,

who ex perience shame at every success and pangs of con
science at every fa ilure.
401

1.'31

Mo\t dangerous unlearning. - One

begins by unlearning

how to love others and ends by finding nothing more worth
loving in oneself.
402
A

kind of tolerance as well.

-

" To have lain one m inute too

long on glowing C03.ls and to h ave gotten a little

burnt- there's

no ha rm in that, for people and chestnuts! This l ittle bitterness
and hardness are what allow us to taste how sweet and m i ld
the kernel i s ." - Yes , this is how you j udge, you hedonists! You
sublime cannibals!
40 3

Different kinds ofpride. - Women

are the ones who turn

pale at the thought that their lover may not be worthy of
them; men are the ones who turn pale at the thought that they
may not he worthy of their lover. I am speaking here of com
plete women, complete men. S uc h men who are

customarily
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p eople of confidence with a feeling of power, have, in a state of
passion, a sense of shame as well as self-doubts; such women,
however, normally feel themselves to be weak and prepared for
any sacrifice, but in the lofty exception of passion they have
their pride and feeling of power -which asks: who is worthy

ofme?1 3 2

4 04

To whom one seldom does justice. Many people can not
warm to something good and grand without committing
seriolls wrong i n some other quarter: this is their type of
morality.
-

4 0 5 133

Luxury. The proclivity to luxury goes to the depths of a
person: it reveals that superfluity and immoderation are the
water in which his soul most likes to swim.
-

4 06

Making immortal. - Anyone who wants to kill his enemy
should consider whether this very act will immortalize his
enemy for him.
40 7

Contrary to our own character. - I f the truth that we h 3.ve to
utter runs contrary to our character - as is often the case -we
behave as if we were lying badly and arouse mistrllst.
408

Many natures only h3.ve
the choice of being either open criminals or secret mourners .

Where much charity is needed.

-

40 9
Sickness is to be understood as: a premature ap
proach of old age, ugliness , and pessimistic judgments: wh ich
all belong together.

Sickness.

-
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410
The

timorous. - It

is precisely the inept, timorous natures

who easily become murderers: they do not understand m i nor
defense or revenge appropriate to the situation; from lack of
intel lect and presence of mind, their hate k nows no way out
other than destruction.
411

1.14

Without hatred. - You want to take leave of your passion?
without hatred for it! Otherwise you have a second

Do so, but

passion . - The Christian soul that h as freed itself from sin is
usua l ly rui ned afterwa rd by hatred of sin. Have a look at the
faces of great Christia n s . They are the faces of great h aters .
412

Brilliant and limited. - He doesn't know how to appreciate
anyth ing other than himself; and when he wants to appreciate
others, he must always first transform them i nto himself. But
in this he is brilliant.
413

Private and public prosecutors.

-

H ave a good look at any

one who prosecutes and i nvestigates - in the process he re
veals his character: and indeed, not infrequently a worse char
acter than that of the victim whose crime he's pursuing. The
prosecutor believes in all innocence that the enemy of a crime
and of a criminal must as such necessarily be, or be considered
to be, of good character - and so he lets himself go, that is to
say: he

exposes himself.
414

The voluntarily blind.

-

135

There is a kind of rapturous, ex

treme devotion to a person or party which betrays that in secret
we feel superior to h i m or it and are carrying on a thundering
grudge against ourselves on this account. We blind ourselves
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voluntarily, a s i t were, a s punishment for our eyes having seen
too much.
4 15

Remedium amoris.136 - In most cases the best cure for love
is still that age-old radical medicament: requited love.
4 16

Where is the worst enemy?- The person who can advance
his cause well and is conscious of that fact is most often dis
posed to be conciliatory toward his adversaries. But to believe
that one is in possession of the good cause and to know that
one is not adept at defending it - this makes for a furious and
irreconcilable hatred directed against the enemies of one's own
cause. Let everyone calculate from this where his worst ene
mies are to be found!
4I7

Limit of all humility. - Many people have certainly al
ready achieved the humility that says: credo quia absurdum
estUi and have sacrificed their reason to it: but no one, as Far
as I know, has ever achieved that humility, which after all is
only one small step further, that says: credo quia absurdus
sum.1 38
4I 8

Playacting at truth. - Many people are truthful - not be
cause they detest dissimulating feelings but because they
would have a hard time getting people to believe their dissim
ulations. In short, they don't trust their talent as play-actors
and favor honesty over "playing at truth."
4I9
The poor sheep say to their shep
herd: "You go on ahead at all times, and we will never lack the
courage to follow you." The poor leader, however, thinks to

Courage within the party.

-
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himself: " Keep on following me at all times, and I will never
lack the courage to lead you."
420
lhf'

sacrificial animal 's cunning. - It

is a sad s how of cun

n i ng when we wa nt to deceive o u rselves about someone to
whom we have sacri ficed ourselves and we present h i m w i t h
a n occasion where he h a s t o appear a s w e wish he were.
421

lhrough others. - There

are people who do not wish to he

seen in a ny way whatsoever other than as shimmering through
ot hers. And in this there is a great deal of cleverness.
422

1 39

Bringingjoy to others. - Why is

bringing joy the greatest of

all joys ? - Because we thereby bring j oy to our separate fifty
d rives at one fell swoop. I ndividually they may each be very
small joys : but if we put them all in one hand, then our hand
is ful l er than at any other time - and our heart as well! -

Book Five

4 23
In the great silence. - Here is the sea, here we can forget the
city. To be sure, you can still hear the bells sounding the An
gelus! just now - it is that somber and foolish, yet sweet soun d
a t the crossroads of day and night - but only for one moment
more! Now all is silent! The sea lies before one pale and shim
mering; it cannot speak. The sky plays its eternal mute evening
game of red, yellow, and green colors; it cannot speak. The
small crags and ribbons of rock descending into the sea as if to
find the most solitary spot, none of them can spe:lk. This pro
digiolls muteness that sudd enly overcomes us is beauti ful
and terrifying, it swells the heart. - Oh, the hypocrisy of this
mute beauty! How much good it could speak, and how much
evil too, if it so wanted! Its bound tongue and expression of
long-suffering happiness are a ruse used to ridicule your sym
pathy! - So be it! I 'm not ashamed to be the ridicule of such
powers. But J have compassion for you, Nature, because you
must remain silent, even jf it is only your malice th at binds
your tongue: indeed, I have compassion for you on account of
your malice ! - Ah, it's growing stiller yet, and my heart swells
again : it is startled by a new truth; it too cannot speak, it joins
in the ridicule whenever a mouth cries out into this beauty; it
enjoys its own sweet malice of silence. I come to ha te speech,
even thought: don't I hear behind every word the laughter of
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error, wishful th i n k i ng, delusion? Mustn't I ridicule my own
compassion? R idicule my ridicule? - Oh sea! Oh evening!
You are terrible mentors! You teach the human being to cease
being hum an! Ought he to sacrifice himself to you? Ought he
to become as you are now, pale, shimmeri ng, mute, prodi
gious, reposing above oneself? Subli mely above oneself?
4242

For whom truth exists.
Up till now it has been mistakes
that were the powers capflble a/consoling humanity: nowadays
we expectantly await the same result from recognized truths
and have already been waiting a bit long. What if this - namely,
consolation - were the very thing that t ruths were incapable of
rendering? - Would this then constitute an objection to truths?
What do the latter have in common with the conditions of suf
feri ng, atrophied, sick human beings that they must necessarily
be useful to such people in particular? It is certainly no proof
against the truth of a plant, if one establishes that it does not
contribute anything to the recovery of sick people. Formerly,
however, the conviction that humans were the purpose of na
ture was ingrained to such a degree that it was assumed with
out further ado that knowledge could u ncover noth ing that was
not useful and salutary for them, that any such things simply
could not, ought not be at all. - Perhaps there follows from all
this the proposition that truth flS a whole and something wholly
coherent exists only for souls that are at once powerful and
harmless, ful l of joy and peace (as was Aristotle's), just as it is no
doubt only such souls as these who will be in a position to seek
truth: for the others, no matter how proud they may be of their
intellect and its freedom, seek remedies3 for themselves-they
do not seek the truth. This is why these others have so little
genuine joy in scholarship and reproach it for its coldness, dry
ness, and inhumanity: this is the judgment of the infirm about
the games of the healthy. The Greek gods knew nothing about
how to console either; when the Greeks, one and all , finally
grew i nfirm, this was a reason for the downfall of such gods.
-
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425
We gods in exile!- Thro ugh mistakes about its origin,4 its
uniqueness, its destiny, and through claims that were made
based on these mistakes, humanity has elevated itself on high
and has time and time again "surpassed itself": but through
these same mistakes unspeakably much suffering, mutual perse
cution, suspicion, misprision, and even greater misery for the
individual, within and as himself, have entered into the world.
Human beings have become suffiring creatures as a consequence
of their moralities: what they have bought with them in return
is, all in all, a feeling that they are too good and too significant
for this earth and that they are only paying it a passing visit. In
the meantime "the proud sufferer" is still the highest type of hu
man being.

426
Color-blindness of thinkers. - How differently the Greeks
viewed their natures if, as one must admit, they had a blind
eye for blue and green and saw the former as deep brown, the
latter as yellow (if, therefore, they used the same word to de
scribe, for example, the color of dark hair, the cornflower, and
the Mediterranean, and again the same word for the color of
the greenest plants and human skin, honey, and yellow resin:
so that, as is well-known, their best painters reproduced their
world in black, white, red, and yellow) - how differently and
how much closer to humankind nature must have appeared to
them because in their view the color of human beings also
predominated in nature, and the latter, as it were, swam in the
atmospheric palette of humanity! (Blue and green dehuman
ize nature more than anything else.) It was upon this defi
ciency that the playful ease, so characteristic of the Greeks,
with which they view natural processes as gods and demigods,
that is to say as humanlike figures, grew to grand fruition. - B ut
let this be merely the metaphor for a further supposition.
Every thinker paints his world and every individual thing in it
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with fewer colors than actuaLly exist and is blind to certain par
ticular colors. "ibis is not merely a deficiency. Owing to this
appwxlloariol1 and simplification he reads into the things them
selzJes color harmonies that have great appeal and that can
amOllllt to an enrich menr of namre. Perhaps this is even the
path on which humanity first learned to take pLeasure in view
ing exislence: in that this existence was initially presented in
one or two shades of color and thereby harmonized; humanity
practiced, as it were, on these few shades before it was able to
move on to many others . And even now many an individual
works from a partial color-blindness out into a richer form
of seei ng and differentiating: whereby he not only finds new
pleasures but also mUST give up and lose several of the earlier
ones.

42t'
!he beautificatIOn ofscholarship?

Just as the an of rococo
,Hose from the feeling that "nacure is ugly, wild,
bOrlng - come, let's beautify it! (ernbellir la nature)!"9-so
from the feeling that "scholarship is ugly, dry, dreary, difficult,
tedious-come, let's beautify it!" there arose time and time
again something that calls itself philosuphy. It wants what all
an and poelry want - above all to entertain: in keeping with
its inherited pride, however, it wants to do this in a more sub
lime and elevated manner among a group of select spirits. To
create for these a garden art whose m ain charm, as with the
"more common" variety, is visual deception (by means ot; to
stay within the metaphor, temples, vistas, gronos, mazes, wa
terfalls), to display scholarship in a processionlU with all sorts
of wOlldrous, sudden lighting and with so much vagueness, ir
rationality, and reverie mixed in that one could wander in it as
"in the wilds of narure" and yet without toil or boredom- that
is no small ambition: anyone possessed of it even dreams of, in
this fashion, rendering religion, which among earlier human
ity supplied the highest genre of the art of entertainment, dis
pensable. -1bis runs its course and one day reaches its high

gardellingH
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tide: already these days voices are being raised against philoso
phy and they cry " back to scholarship! To the true nature and
narulainess of scholarship!" - with which begIns perhaps a
new age that discovers the most powerful beauty in the "wild,
ugly" pans of scholarship, JUSt as it was only since Rousseau
that one first discovered a feeling for the beamy of the Alps
and the desert.
428

To see for the first time a law of
Two types of moralists.
nature and to see it: completely, to demonstrate it, in other words
(for example, the law of gravity, of light and sound refiection),
is something different from and a maner for a different type of
mind than to explain such a law. In the same manner, those
moralists who see and expound human laws and cusmInS- the
fine-eared, fine-nosed, fi ne-eyed moralists--diffcr thoroughly
hom those who explain what they observe. The laner must be
above all resourceful and have a fantasy that is unbridled by
discernment and knowledge.
-

42911

ine new passzon. - Why do we fear and hate the possible
rerum to barbarism? Because it would make people unhappier
than they are? Ah, no! In all ages barbarians were happier: let's
not deceive ourselves! - Instead, our drive for knowledge is lOO
strong for us to be able still to value happiness without knowl
edge or the happiness provided by a strong, deeply rooted de
lusion; we find it painful even to imagine such a state! The
restlessness of discovery and ascertainment has becoine jUH as
appealing aud indispensable w us as an unrequited love is to
the lover, a love he would never trade at any price for a Slate of
apathy; indeed, perhaps we too are unhappy lovers! Knowledge
has been transformed imo a passion in us that does flot shrink
from aI1Y sacrifice and, at bOEwm, fears nothing bm its own
exrincnon; we honestly believe that under the preswre and
suffering of this passion the whole of hurnanity n1US[ believe
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itself to be more sublime and more consoled than previously,
when it had not yet overcome its envy of the cruder pleasure
and contentment that result from barbarism. Perhaps human
ity will even be destroyed by this passion for knowledge! - Even
this (hough( holds no sway over us! After all, has Christianity
ever shied away from a similar thought? Are love and death
not sibl i ngs?12 Yes, we hate barbarism - we all prefer the de
st ruction of humanity to a decline in knowledge! And ulti
mately: if human ity is not destroyed by a passion it will be de
stroyed by a weakness: which does one prefer? This is the main
question. Do we desire for human ity an end in fire and light
or in sand ?
430
Also heroic. - To do absolutely the most noisome of things
of which one hardly dares to speak but that are useful and
necessa ry - is also heroic. The Greeks were not ashamed to
include among Heracles' great labors the cleaning of a stable.13
431

Adversaries' opinions. - In order to measure how naturally
subtle or feebleminded even the cleverest of heads are, pay at
tention to the way they apprehend and recount the opinions of
their adversaries: this process betrays the natural measure of
every intellect. - The perfect sage, without intending to do so,
elevates his adversary into the realm of the ideal and cleanses
the latter's opposition of all blemishes and contingency: only
once his adversary has become in this way a god with shining
weapons does he do battle against him.
43214
Researchers and experimenters. 15 There is no one and only
scientific method that leads to knowledge!lG We must proceed
experimentally with things, be sometimes angry, sometimes
affectionate toward them and allow justice, passion, and cold-
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ness toward them to follow one upon the other. One person
converses with things like a policeman, another as father con
fessor, a third as a wanderer and curiosity seeker. Sometimes
one wri ngs something from them through sympathy, some
times through violent force; reverence for their mysteries leads
one person forward and eventually to insight, whereas an
other employs indiscretion and roguery in the explanation of
secrets. Like all conquerors, discoverers, navigators, adventur
ers, we researchers are of a daring morality and have to put up
with being considered, on the whole, evil.
43317

Seeing with new eyes.
Assuming that by beauty in art one
always understands imitation of happiness-and I hold this to
be the truth - depending on how an age, a people, a great per
son who makes his own internal laws imagines happiness: what
then does the so-called realism of contemporary artists give us
to understand about the happiness of our age? Its type of beauty
is undoubtedly the one we currently know how to grasp and to
enjoy most easily. Accordingly, aren't we definitely obliged to
believe that our own particular happiness now lies in what is
realistic, in having the most acute senses possible, and in faith
ful apprehension of actuality- not therefore in reality but in
knowing about reality? Science has gained such a profound and
widespread effect that artists of this century, without intending
to do so, have already become the true glorifiers of scientific
"ecstasies"!
-

434

Unprepossessing terrain exists for
Putting in a good word.
the great landscape painters, striking and rare terrain for the
minor ones. Namely: great things in nature and humanity
have to put in a good word for all the minor, mediocre, and
ambitious among their admirers, but those who are great put
in a good word for simple things.
-
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Do not be unwittingLy destroyed. - Our greamess and ability
crumble away not all at ollce bur conscantly; the litde vegeta
rioll rhar glOWS in between every thing and understands how
to cling to everywhere, this is what ruins what is gfeat in us
the quotidian, hourly pitifulness of our environment that goes
overlooked, the thousand tiny tendrils of this or that small and
small-minded feeling growing out of our neighborhood, our
job, rhe company we keep, the division of our day. If we allow
these small weeds to grow unwittingly, then unwittingly they
will destroy us! -And if you positively want to be destroyed,
be so alL aT once and suddenly: then perhaps you will leave sub
lime r um s! And nor, as one now has reason to fear, molehills!
And glass alJd weeds on them, these small victors, unassuming
as before and too pitiful even to celebrate their triumph!

436
Casuistical. - There is a terribly wicked dilemma to which
not everyone's courage and character are equal: to discover as a
passellger on board a ship that the captain and helmsman are
making dangemus mistakes and that one's own naurical skills
are superior to theirs - and now to ask oneself: What if you
weI e to incite a mutiny against them and have both of them
arrested? Does your superiority not oblige you to do so? And
then again, don't they have the right to lock you up for insub
ordination?- This is a metaphor for higher and trickier situa
tiolls: whereby, in the end, the question always remaming is
what vouchsafes our superiority, our belief in ourselves in such
sirua[iol1s. Success? But in that case one must indeed already
have done the thing, which holds along with it all the dangers
and not only dangers for us, but for the ship as well.

43i8
Privileges. -Whoever is really in possession of himself; that
is, whoever has conquered himself once and for all, horn that
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point on views it as his own privilege to punish himself, pardon
himself, be compassionate toward himself: he doesn't need to
concede this to anyone else, but he can, by the same token,
freely yield it into the hands of another, a friend for example
but he knows that in so doing he conveys a right and that one
can only convey rights from a position of power.
43819
People and things. -Why don't people see things? lhey
themselves are standing in the way: they cover up things.
439
Marks of happiness. -All sensations of happiness have two
things in common: abundance of feeling and high-spiritedness
within it, such that one feels like a fish in water and leaps about
in it. Good Christians will understand what Christian exuber
ance is.
440
Do not renouncef- To relinquish the world without know

ing it, like a nun-that leads to an infertile, perhaps melan
cholic solitude. This has nothing in common with the solitude
of the thinker's vita contemplativa:2o when he elects it, he in no
way wishes to renounce; on the contrary, it would amount to
renunciation, melancholy, downfall of his self for him to have
to endure the vita practica:21 he relinquishes the latter because
he knows it, knows himself. Thus he leaps into his water, thus
he attains his serenity.
44122

The more we
Why what is closest becomes ever more distant.
think about everything that we were and will be, the paler what
we are right now becomes. When we live with the dead and, in
their dying, die along with them, what do our "neighbors" mat
ter at that point? We grow more solitary-and indeed because
the whole flood of humanity resounds around us. The fire
-
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within us that burns for everything human glows ever brighter,
ever hotter - and for this reason we gaze upon what surrounds
us as if it had become more indifferent and shadowy.-But our
cold gaze offonds!

4422.\

1he rule. - "The rule is always more interesting to me than
the exception" - anyone who feels this way is far advanced in
scholarship and belongs to the initiated.

443
On education. -Light on the most widespread deficiency in
our type of education and upbringing has gradually dawned on
me: no one learns, no one strives toward, no one teaches-to

learn to endure solitude.
4
4442

Astonishment at resistance. - Because something has become
transparent to us, we believe it can no longer offer us any resis
tance-and are then astounded that we can see through it and
yet not get through it! This is the same foolishness and the
same amazement that overtakes a fly before every pane of glass.

445
Wherein the noblest misreckon. -You finally give someone
your very best, your jewe1-now love has nothing more to
give: but the person who receives it certainly does not have in
it his best and consequently he lacks that full and ultimate
gratitude with which the giver had reckoned.

446

Hierarchy. - There are, first of all, superficial thinkers,
secondly, deep thinkers - those that go to the depths of a
matter- thirdly, thorough thinkers who get to the founda
tion of a matter-which is a great deal more valuable than just
descending into its depths!-Finally, there are those who stick
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their heads i n the morass: which shouldn't be taken as either
a sign of depth or of thorough ness! They are the dear old shal
low and fallow ones.
44725
Master and pup it. - It is part of a master's humanity to
warn his pupil about himself.
448

Honoring reality. - How can one watch this jubilant crowd
of people without being moved to tears and agreeing with
them! Previously we thought very little of the object of their
jubilation and would still continue to think little of it ifwe had
not experienced it! To where in the world then might our expe
riences not carry us off? What really are our opinions? One
must, in order not to lose one's self, not to lose one's reason, flee
from experiences! lhus Plato fled from reality and wanted to
intuit things only in the pallid images of ideas; he was full of
sensibility and knew how easily the waves of sensibility had
engulfed his reason. 2G- Would the wise man accordingly have
to say to himself: "1 want to honor reality, but to turn my back
on it in so doing, because I know and fear it"? -Would he have
to act like the African tribes vis-a.-vis their princes: approach
them only backward and know how to show simultaneously
their veneration and their fear?
44927

Where are the spiritually needy ? Ah! How it nauseates me
to impose my thoughts on another! How I take pleasure in every
-

mood and secret conversion within myself by which the thoughts
ofothers prevail over my own! From time to time there occurs an
even higher celebration, when for a change one is allowed to give
away one's spiritual house and possessions like the father con
fessor who sits in the corner, eager for one in need to come and
recount the travail of his thoughts2S in order that he, the fa
ther confessor, might once again fill his hand and heart and
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lighten his burdened soul! Not only does he eschew all praise
for what he does: he also would l ike to avoid any gratitude, for
gratitude is invasive and has no respect for solitude and silence.
He seeks to l ive nameless or l i ghtly ridiculed, too hum ble
to awaken envy or enmity, armed with a head free of fever, a
handful of knowledge, and a bag full of experiences, to be, as it
were, a doctor of the spirit to the indigent and to aid people
here and there whose head is disturbed by opinions without their
really noticing who has helped him! Not to be right vis-a-vis
this person and to celebrate a victory, but to speak with him in
such a way that, after a tiny unobserved h int or objection, he
himself says what is right and, proud of the fact, walks away!
Like a modest hostel that turns away no one in need, that is,
however, forgotten about afterward or laughed at! To have no
advantage, neither better food, nor purer air, nor a more joyful
spirit - but to share, to give back, to communicate, to grow
poorer! To be able to be humble so as to be accessible to many
and humiliating to none! To have experienced much injustice
and have crawled through the worm tunnels of every kind of
error in order to be able to reach many hidden souls along their
secret paths! Always in a type of love and a type of self-interest
and sel f-enjoyment! To be in possession of a dominion and at
the same time inconspicuous and renouncing! To lie constantly
in the sun and the kindness of grace and yet to know that the
paths rising to the sublime are right at hand! - 'Ihat would be
a life! That would be a reason to live, to live a long time.

4502<)
Knowledge's lure. -A look through the portal of science af
fects passionate spirits like the magic of all magic; and in the
process such spirits presumably become fantasists or, under pro
pitious circumstances, poets: so vehement is their craving for
the happiness of the knowledgeable. Doesn't it course through
all your senses - this tone of sweet allure with which science
proclaimed its glad tidings, in a hundred phrases and in the
hundred and first and fairest: "Let delusion disappear! Then
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'woe is me!' will also have disappeared; and with the 'woe is me!'
the woe will also go." (Marcus Aurdius)30
451
For whom a court jester is necessary. -People who a re very
beautiful, people who are very good, people who are very pow

erful almost31 never learn the complete and base truth about
anything at all-for in their presence one involuntarily lies a
little, because one always feels their influence and in keeping
with this influence presents the truth one could communicate
in the form of an adaptation (by falsifying shades and degrees
of the factual, by omitting or appending details, 3nd by sup
pressing behind one's lips anything that cannot be adapted). If,
despite everything, people of this sort absolutely insist on hear
ing the truth, then they must maintain their court jester-a
creature with the madman's privilege of not being able to adapt
himself.
45232

Impatience. -There is a degree of impatience in people of
action and of reflection that, in the event of failure, immedi
ately compels them to switch over to the opposite domain
where they grow impassioned and enter into endeavors -until
a delay in attaining success drives them away from here again
as well: and so they err, adventurously and vehemently, through
the practices of many domains and temperaments, a nd in the
end, through the immense knowledge of people and things
that they have acquired through prodigious travel 3nd constant
exercise of their endeavors and through some moderation of
their impatient drive, they are able to become -powerful
practitioners. Thus does a character flaw turn into a school for
genins.
45333

Moral interregnum. -Who would already, at this very mo
ment, be capable of describing what will one day do away
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with34 moral feelings and judgments! -no matter how cer
tainly one is able to realize that all the foundations for these
have been laid out incorrectly and that their edifice is beyond
repair: their binding force must constantly decline from day
to day to the extent that the binding force of reason docs not
decline! To build anew the laws of life and of behavior-for
this task our sciences of physiology, medicine, sociology and
solitude are not yet sure enough of themselves: and only from
them can we take the foundation stones for new ideals (if not
the new ideals themselves). Thus we are living either a prelimi

nllry or posterior existence, depending on taste and talent, and
it is best in this interregnum to be to every possible extent our
own reges" and to found little experimental nations. We are
experiments:'\(' let us also want to be such!

45417
Interpolation.

-

A book such as this is not for reading straight

through or reading aloud, but for cracking open, especially dur

ing a walk or on a journey; you must be able to stick your head
into it and out again over and over and find about you nothing
you are used to.

455
First nature.

-

The way we are being brought up these days

we first receive a second nature: and we have it when the world
labels us mature, of age, usable. A select few are snakes enough
to shed this skin one day: at that point when under its cover
their first nature has matured. With most people its embryo
dries up.

456
A virtue in the making.
Assertions and promises such as
those made by ancient philosophy as to the unity of virtue and
-

happiness or the Christian "Seek ye first the kingdom of God:
and all these things shall be added unto you!"38-have never
been made with complete honesty and yet always without a
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bad conscience: one set up such proposltlons, the truth of
which one greatly desired, audaciously against all evidence, as
the truth, and experienced in the process not one religious or
moral pang of conscience-for one had transcended reality in

honorem majorem39 of virtue or God and not with any self
serving intentions! Many decent people still stand on this rung

of truthfulness: when they ftel themselves selfless, it seems to
them permissible to take truth less seriously. Take note, how
ever, that among neither the Socratic nor the Christian virtues
does honesty appear: it is one of the youngest virtues, still quite
immature, still frequently mistaken and misconstrued, still
barely aware of itself-something in the making, which we
can advance or retard, as we see fit.
45 7

Ultimate discretion 4 o -So m e individuals are like treasure
.

hunters: they accidentally uncover things in the soul of an
other that had been kept hidden and this knowledge is often a
heavy load to bear! There are circumstances under which one
can get to know the living and the dead so well and to such a
degree that inwardly one catches oneself finding it embarrass
ing to speak of them to other people: with every word one is
afraid of being indiscreet. -I can imagine on the part of the
wisest historian a sudden falling silent.
45 8

The jackpot. -It is something very rare, but a thing in which
to delight: the person, namely, with a beautifully formed intel
lect who has the character, the inclinations, and also the experi

ences in keeping with such an intellect.41
459 4

2

The thinker's magnanimity. -Rousseau and Schopenhauer
both were proud enough to inscribe upon their existence the
motto: vitam impendere vero.43 And again - how they both
must have suffered in their pride in that they could not succeed
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in ma king verurn irnpendere vitae!44 - verurn, as each of them
understood it - in that their lives tagged along beside their
knowledge like a tempera mental bass that refuses to stay in
tun(' with the melody! Bu r knowledge wOl! ld be in a sorry state
if it were meted out to every thi nker on ly as it su ited his person!
And th i nkers wou ld be in a sorry sta te if thdr va nity were so
grea t that they could enoure only this! The grea t thinker's most
bC; l\l tifu l virtue rad iates precisely from: the magnanimity with

which he, as a person of knowledge, u ndauntedly, often a sha med,
often with su blime mockery and smiling-offers himself a nd
his life in sa cri fice.

460 45
TakinJ{ {tdvantaJ{e of one 's danJ{erous hours.
O n e gets to
know persons a nd states of affa i rs completely d ifferently when
-

e;l ch of the i r movements represents for us a nd our loved ones a
danger to om belongings, honor, life, and dea th: Tiberius,46 for
insta nce, must have reflected more profoundly and known
more about the inner workings of Emperor Augustus47 and his
regiment tha n is even possibl e for the wisest h istorian. Nowa
days we all live, compa r;ltively speaking, in mu ch too great a
safety to be a ble to become rea l knowers of humanity: one
person pursues knowledge as a hobby, another out of boredom,
the third out of habit; never d oes it come down to: "Know or
be destroyed! " As long a s truths d o not slice themselves into
our flesh with knives, we retain within us a secret residue of
disdain for them: they still seem to us too similar to "winged
drea ms," as if we were free to have them a nd also not to have
them-as if something about them were up to

llS,

as if from

these truths of ou rs we cou ld also awaken!

461

Hie Rhodus, hie salta.4R - Our music, which49 can meta
morphose into everything and must metamorphose because,
like the demon of the sea, 50 it h a s no cha racter of its own: in
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hygone days this music chase d after the Christian scholar a nd
was able to translate his ideal into sounds: why, at long last,
shouldn't it be able to find as well that brighter, more joyful,
and widespread sound that corresponds to the idral thinker? -A
music that only is able to be at home swaying up and down in
the broad floating vaults of his soul?-Our music was up u ntil
now so great, so good: nothing has been impossible for it! So let
it show then that it is possible to experience these three things at
once: sublimity, deep and warm illumination, and the bliss of
the highest logical consistency.

462
Slow cures. -Chronic diseases of the soul, like those of the
body, very rarely emerge merely through onetime gross offenses
against the rationality of body and soul, but usually instead
through countless unnotice d little acts of negligence . - For ex
ample, anyone who day in and day out, and even to an as yet
insignificant degree, breathes too weakly and takes too little air
into his lungs so that on the whole th ey are not sufficiently ex
erted and exercised, eventually ends up with a chronic lung in
fection as a result: in such a case the cure cannot come about by
any means other than to resolve, once again, on countless little
offsetting exercises and to cultivate unwittingly different habits;
for example, to make it a rule for oneself once, every quarter of
an hour, to breathe deeply and strongly (if possible lying out flat
on the ground; a watch that chimes on the quarter hour must be
chosen as one's life companion). All these cures are slow and
persnickety; also, anyone who wants to heal his soul should re
flect on changing the smallest of his habits. Many a person has
a cold, malicious word to say for his environment ten times a
day and doesn't think anything of it, especially because, after a
few years, he has created for himself a law of habit that from
now on compels him ten times every day to sour his environ
ment. But he can also accustom himself to doing it a kindness
ten times! -
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4 63
On the seventh day. ') 1 _ "You praise that as my creation?
have only cast off from me what I found irksome! My soul is
elevated above the vanity of creators. -You praise this as my

resignation? I have only cast off from me what I found irk
some! My soul is elevated above the vanity of the resigned."

4 64
7he gift giver 's shame. - It is so ungenerous to always play
the giver and the presenter and to show one's face in the pro
cess. But to give and to present and to conceal one's name and
one's favor! Or to have no name, like nature in which what
refreshes most of all is precisely that , finally and for once, we
no longer encounter t here a giver or presenter, no longer a
"gracious countenance"! -To be sure, you foolishly forfeit
this refreshment as well, for you have stuck a God into this
nature - and now everything is once more unfree and un
easy! W hat? Never permit ted to be alone with oneself? Nev
ermore unobserved, unguarded, free of leading reins and gift
giving? W henever another is around us, t hen the best of
courage and goodness in the world is rendered impossible.
Isn't this intrusiveness on heaven's part, on the part of this
unavoidable supernatural neighbor, enough to drive us to the
devil! - But it needn't be, it was indeed only a dream! Let's
wake up!

4 6 552
At an encounter. -A: W hat are you staring at? You've been
standing here silently for so long. -B: Always the same old
and the same new t hing! The neediness of a matter pulls me so
far and so deeply into it that I finally get to the bot tom of it
and realize that it is not really worth as much as all that. At
the end of all such experiences there comes a type of mourn
ing and paralysis. I live t hrough this on a small scale three
times a day.
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466
What a privilege and advantage to be al
lowed to address people as an unknown! The gods rob us of
" half our virtue" when they take away our incognito and make
us famous.

In fome a loss.

-

46753
Forbearance twice. - "You will cause a lot of people pain
that way." - I know it; and know as well that I will suffer
doubly for it, once from compassion with their suffering and
then from the revenge they will take on me. Nevertheless, it is
no less necessary to act as I am acting.
468 54

The realm of beauty is bigger. In the way we go around in
nature with cunning and glee in order to discover and, as it
were, to catch in the act the beauty that is particular to all
things; in the way we, be it in sunshine, under stormy sky, in
the palest twilight, make the attempt to see how every piece of
coastline with its cliffs, inlets, olive trees, and pines achieves its
perfection and mastery: so too ought we to go around among
people, as their discoverers and scouts, demonstrating to them
what is good and bad so that their own particular beauty can
reveal itself, a beauty that for one person unfolds in sunshine,
for another in the storm, and for a third only halfway into the
night when the sky is pouring rain. Is it forbidden to enjoy an
evil person like a wild landscape full of its own bold lineaments
and play of light if the same person, as long as he pretends to be
good and law-abiding, appears to our eye as an inept sketch and
caricature and, as a blot on nature, causes us mortification?
Yes, it is forbidden: up until now it was only permitted to
search for beauty in the morally good- reason enough that one
found so little and had to look around for so many imaginary
things of beauty without bones!-Just as surely as evil people
have a hundred types of happiness about which the virtuous
-
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have no clue, they also have a hundred types of beauty : and
many have nor yet been discovered.
469

lhe sage's inhumanity. - Given that the heavy march of the
sage, who as the Buddhist hymn intones "walks alone like the
rhinoceros,"'i) crushes everything in its path, there is, from
time to time, a need for signs of a conciliatory and tempered
humanity: and indeed, not merely a faster pace or courteous
and amiable expressions of spirit, not merely wit and a certain
self�mockery, but instead contradictions and even an occa
sional relapse into the inanities currently in vogue. In order to
resemble a steamroller that comes rolling down like some di
saster, the sage who wants to instruct must use his foults to ex
tenuate himself, and when he says " despise me! ", he is pleading
tllr the favor of being the advocate for a presumptuous truth.
He wams to lead you into the mountains, he will perhaps en
danger your lives: in return he is willing, before and afterward,
to let you take your revenge on such a leader- it is the price he
pays for giving himself the pleasure of going on ahead. - D o
you recall what went through your mind when he once led you
011 slippery paths through a dark cavern? How your heart,
pounding and sullen, said to itself: "that leader there could be
doing something better than crawling around in this place! He
belongs to a curious breed of idlers: -doesn't it already do him
toll much honor that we seem to grant him some sort of value
at all byfollowing him?"
470

At the ban quet of many. -How happy one is when one is
provided for like the birds, 56 out of the hand of one who
broadcasts grain for the birds without looking too closely at
them and evaluating their worthiness. To live like a bird that
comes and flies away and carries no name in its beak! Thus it
is my pleasure to eat my fill at the banquet of the many.
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47{>7

A different love-thy-neighbor. -The excited, noisy, inconsis
tem, nervous being constitutes the antithesis of great passion:
the latter, like a silent, dark fire dwelling within and storing
up everything there that is hot and inflamed, makes the per
son look outwardly cold and indifferent and impresses on his
features a certain impassivity. Such people are certainly capa
ble upon occasion of loving their neighbor 58

-

bur it is of a

different ilk from that of the gregarious and eager to please:
it is a tempered, contemplative, composed friendliness; they
gaze, as it were, out the windows of their castle, which is
their fortress, and, owing precisely to this, their prison:

-

[0

gaze into what is foreign, free, and different does them so
much good.
472'>9

NotjustifYing oneself-A: But why don't you want to justify
yourself? - B: I could do so in this and in a hundred things,
bur I disdain the pleasure that lies in justification: tor these
things aren't large enough for me and I prefer to bear some
blemishes than to assist those petty sorts toward their mali
cious satisfaction in being able to say: "He cerrainly takes these
things very seriously!" 1bis is simply not true! Perhaps I ought
to care more about myself in order to make it a duty to correct
fallacious ideas about me; - I am too indifferent and lethargic
toward myself and consequently toward the effects 1 produce.
473

60

Where one should build one's house. - If in solitude you feel
great and fruitful, then the company of others will diminish
you and make you barren: and vice versa. Powerful kindness,
like that of a father: - where this disposition seizes you, found
your house there, be it in the milling crowd or in a place of
quietude. Ubi pater sum, ibi patria.61
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47462

The only ways. -"Dialectics is the only way to reach the di
vine being and get behind the veil of appearance" -this was
asserted by Plato just as solemnly and passionately as Schopen
hauer asserted it for the opposite of dialectics-and both were
wrong. For the thing to which they want to show us the way
does not exist at all. -And up until now haven't all of human
ity's great passions been just such passions for nothing? And all
their solemnities-solemnities about nothing?

475(,1

Crowing hemy. -You do not know him: he can hang many
weights on himself, yet he takes them all with him into the
heights. And based on the tiny beating of your wings, you con
clude he wanted to remain below because he hung these weights
on himself.

4 76

At the harvest feast of the spirit.

-

They accumulate from day

to day and well up, experiences, events, thoughts about them
and dreams abour these thoughts-an immeasurable, de
lightful wealth! The sight of it makes one dizzy; I can no longer
comprehend how one can call the poor in spirit blessed!64 But I
envy them from time to time at those moments when I am
tired: for the administration of such wealth is a heavy job, and
its heaviness not infrequently overwhelms all happiness.
Indeed, if it were only enough to look and admire the sight of
it! If only one were the skinflint of one's knowledge!

4 77

Redeemed from skepticism.

-

A: "Others emerge from a gen

eral moral skepticism ill-humored and weak, chewed up,
worm-infested, indeed, half eaten away-I, however, emerge
more courageous and healthier than ever, once more in posses
sion of my instincts. Where a sharp wind blows, the sea rises
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high, and no small danger exists, that is where I feel good. I did
not turn into a worm even though T often had to work and dig
like a worm." B: You have simply ceased to be a skeptic! For you

deny!-A: "And that's how I've learned once again to say yes."
47 8

Let's pass on!-Spare him! Leave him to his solitude! Do we
want to break him completely? He received a crack, as hap
pens with a glass into which one suddenly poured something
too hot-and it was such a precious glass!
4 79

Love and truthfulness. - Love turns us into inveterate felons
against truth and into people who habitually thieve and ha
bitually receive stolen goods, who permit more to be true than
seems true to us-the thinker must therefore constantly from
time to time chase away the people he loves (it will not neces
sarily be those who love him) so that they may reveal their
sting and their malice and stop seducing him. Accordingly, the
thinker's kindness will have its waxing and waning moon.
480

Unavoidable.-No matter what you experience: anyone
who does not wish you well will see in that experience an oc
casion to diminish you! Undergo the most profound existen
tial and epistemological upheavals and at long last emerge, like
a convalescent with a pained smile into freedom and luminous
quietude: someone will then surely say "111at fellow there con
siders his illness to be an argument, his impotence to be proof
that everyone is impotent; he is vain enough to get sick in order
to feel the superiority of the sufferer."-And supposing that
someone explodes his own fetters and wounds himself deeply
in the process: then another will point to him with ridicule.
"How great his ineptitude certainly is! " he will say: "That's the
way it's bound to go for a person who is used to his fetters and
is fool enough to rip them off! "
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Two Germam. -If one compares Kant and Schopenhauer

with Plaw, Spinoza, Pascal, Rousseau, Goethe with regard to
thelf suul and not their mind: then the former are at a disad

van (age: their thoughts do not comprise a passionate history of
the soul, here there is no novel/'(, no crises, catasrrophes, final
haUlS ro discern; their thinking is not at one and the same time
all involuntary biography of a soul, but in Kant's case, of the

head, in Schopenhauer's case, the description and mirroring of
a charaCTer ("the immutable") and the pleasute in the "mirror"
itself, that is to say in a first-rate intellect. Kant appears, when
he does appear through his thought, as upright and honorable
in the best sellse, but as insignificant: he lacked breadth and
power; he did not experience very much and his way of work
ing"; depnved him of the nme ro experience anything-l have
in 1lI111d, of COUise, not those crude "events" that come hom
wirtlOut, bm the destinies and throes that befall the IT10st soli
tary aud quiet life that has leisure and that burns wirh the pas
sial! of thinking. Schopenhauer has an edge on Kam: at least
he rossesses a cenain vehement ugliness of nacure; in hatred,
cravillgs, valllry, distrust, he is by disposition more savage and
had tJIne and leisure for this savagery. But he lacked "deveiop
tHem": JUSt as it is lacking in the sphere of his thoughts; he had
no "hiswry."68

4g269

Searchzrtgjor one�' company. -Are we then searching for roo
much when we search for rhe company of men who have
grown mild, savory, and l1mritious, like chesmuts that have
been placed in the fire and removed at the right time? Who
expect less from life and would rather take this less as

a

gift

than as wl1lething earned, as if the birds and the bees had

brought it ro them? Who are

[00

proud to be able to feel they

could ever be paid what they've earned? And too earnest in
their passion for knowledge and honeSlY as co still have the
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time and obsequiousness requisite for tame? -We would call
such men philosophers, but they themselves will still find a
more modest name.
0
4837

Sick and tired ofpeople. - A: Know! Yes, but always as a hu
man being! What? Always to sit before the same comedy, to
act in the same comedy? Never to be able to see things with
any eyes other than these eyes? And how many countless types
of beings might there be, whose organs are better suited

w

knowledge! What will humanity have known at the end of all
its knowledge? - its organs! And that might well mean: the
impossibility of knowledge! Misery and disgust!

-

B: 'lnar is a

wicked arrack -reason is attacking you! But tomorrow you'i1
be right back in the midst of knowing again and so also in the
midst of unreason, by which I mean: in the pleasure of being
human. Let's go down

w

the sea!
484

One's own way.

-

When we take the decisive step and set

out on the way one calls one's "own way": a secret suddenly re
veals itself to us: even all those with whom we were fdendly
and intimate-all have imagined themselves superior
and are offended. Ihe best among them are lenient with

(Q

us

us

and

wait patiently for us to rediscover the "right way" - they know
it, of course! Others make fun and act as if one had gone tem
porarily batty or else point spitefully to a seducer. The more
malicious declare us to be vain fools and attempt to blacken OLlf
motives. Ihe worst ones see in us their worst enemy, one "1'11071
thirsts for revenge after a long period of dependence- al1d is
afraid of us. What's

to

be done? I advise: we initiate our sover

eignty by assuring all our acquaintances a year's amnesty in ad
vance for their sins of every kind.
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Distant perspectilles.

-

A : But why this solitude? -B: I'm

not angry with anyone. But on my own I seem to see my

friends more clearly and more appealingly than when together
with them; and at the time when I loved music most and was
most sensitive to it, I lived at a distance from it. It seems I need
distant perspectives to think well of things.

486

Gold and hunger. -Here and there you find a person who
turns everything he touches into goldP One good, evil day he
will discover that he must starve to death in the process. Ev
erything around him is gleaming, magnificent, ideally unap
proachable, and now he longs for things that are altogether

impossible for him to turn into gold-and how he longs! As
someone starving longs for food! What will he reach for?

48774

Shame.

-

There stands the beautiful steed and paws the

ground; it snorts, it yearns for a ride and loves the one who
usually rides it-but oh shame! The rider cannot swing him
self up into the saddle today, he is tired. -Such is the shame
of the exhausted thinker before his own philosophy.

48875

Against squandering love.

-

Don't we blush when we catch

ourselves in the middle of a violent aversion? But we ought to
do so with violent attractions as well, owing to the injustice
that lies in them too! Indeed, all the more so: there are people
who feel hemmed in and whose heart constricts whenever
someone gives them the benefit of his affection only by with

drawing something of his affection from others. If we discern
from his voice that we are being selected, preferred! Ah, I'm
not grateful for this selection, I notice that I hold it against him
for wanting to distinguish me in this way: he ought not to love
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m e at the expense o f others! I ' ll j ust have to manage to endure
myself on my own! And often my heart is full and I have
grounds for high spirits - to such a one with such as this, one
ought to bring nothing that others need, need desperately!
4 89

Friends in need. From time to time we notice that one of
our friends belongs to another more than to us, that his sense
of delicacy is tortured by, his selfishness inadequate to, the deci
sion: then we have to make things easier for him by estranging
him from us through insults.
This is also necessary in those
cases where we are moving on to a way of thinking that would
be calamitous for him: our love for him must drive us, through
an inj ustice that we take on ourselves, to create for him a good
conscience for his break with us.
-

-

490

These petty truths!- "You're familiar with all this, but you've
never experienced it - I don't accept your evidence. 'These
'petty truths ' ! - you fancy them petty because you've never
paid for them with your blood!" - B ut are they then grand
simply because you paid too much for them? A nd blood is al
ways too much! - "You think so? How stingy you are with
blood!"
491

Another reason for solitude,76 -A: So you want to go back
to your desert again? - B: I'm not quick, I have to wait for
myself- it always gets late, each time before the water from the
well of my self comes to light and often I have to suffer thirst
beyond my patience. For this reason I enter into solitude-so
as not to drink out of everyone's cisterns . Amid the many I live
like the many and don't think as I; after some time I always feel
then as if they wanted to ban me from myself and rob my
soul - and I turn angry toward everyone and fear everyone.
Then I need the desert to turn good again??
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Undf'T south winds. - A: T no longer understand myself! Yes
terday I sti ll felt so turbulent inside and yet so wa rm, so
sunny-and brig ht in the extreme. A n d today! EVf'rything is
now mo tio n le ss, remote, mournful, somber, like the lagoon of
Venice:7R I want nothing and draw a deep breath of rdease
thcTf'by, and yet secretly I am indignant with myself over this
wa nting nothing: thus do the waves lap back and forth in the
lake of my melancholy. B: You're describing here a pleasant little
illness. The next northeaster will sweep it right ont of you!-A:
Why should it?
4937')

On ones own tree. -A: "I don't have as much pleasure in the
thoughts of any other thinker as I do in my own : to be sure,
that says n oth in g about their value, but I would h;lVe to be a

fool to den igrate the fruits I find most delicious becanse they
happen to grow on my tree!- And I once was this fool." - B :
"Wirh others it is just the reverse: and this too says nothing
about the worth of their thoughts and especially nothing as of
yet against their value."

4 94
Last argument of the brave. - " There are snakes in these
bushes." - Good, I ' ll go into the bushes and kill them. - " But
perhaps you' ll be their victim and they won't even be
yours!" - What a burden I must bear!8 0
495 8 1

Our teachers. - In our youth we take our teachers and
guidf's from the present and from the circles we run in: we
trllst mindlessly that the present must have teachers suited to
us and to everyone else and that we will inevitably find them
without too much searching. For this childishness we later
have to pay a high ransom: we must atone for our teachers in
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ourselves. Then, to be sure, we go out into the entire world, in
cluding the world of the past, in search of the right guides - hut
it is perhaps too late. And in the worst case we discover that
they lived when we were young-and we overlooked them at
the time.

49682
The evil principle. -Plato described splendidly how, in the
midst of every existing society, the philosophical thinker has
to be considered the paragon of all infamy: for as critic of all
morals he is the antithesis of the moral person, and if he
doesn't manage to become the legislator of new morals, he re
mains in the memory of the people as "the evil principle."
From this perspective we may gather why the rather liberal
and reform-minded city of Athens played rough with Plato's
reputation during his lifetime: is it any wonder that he-who
as he himself says, had the "political drive" in his blood,s3
made three attempts to settle in SicilyB4 at precisely the time
when a Panhellenic Mediterranean cityB5 appeared to be in the
offing? In this city and with its help Plato hoped to do for the
Greeks what Mohammed later did for his Arabs: to lay down
the large and small customs and especially the daily way of life
for everyone. His ideas were possible, just as surely as Moham
med's were possible: after all, much more unbelievable ideas,
those of Christianity, have been proven possible! A couple of
accidents fewer, a couple of different accidents more-and the
world would have lived through the Platonization of the Euro
pean south; and supposing this state were still in place, then
we would presumably revere Plato as the "good principle." But
success eluded him: and he was left with the reputation of be
ing a fantasist and utopian - the more severe names were de
stroyed along with ancient Athens.

49i6
The purifying eye.
We can talk of "genius" most readily
with regard to such people as Plato, Spinoza, and Goethe,
-
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whose spirit seems only loosely bound to their character and
temperament, like a winged essence that can separate itself
from the latter and soar high above them. On the contrary,
precisely such people who have spoken most animatedly of
their "genius" are those who never escaped from their tempera
ment and who managed to lend it the most spiritual, grand,
widespread, indeed, under certain conditions, cosmic expres
sion (Schopenhauer, for example). These geniuses were unable
to fly away, above and bey ond themselves; instead they fancied
they met up with themselves no matter where they flew-that
is their "greatness," and can be greatness!-The others, for whom
the name is actually more appropriate, have the pure, purifying

eye that does not seem to grow out of their temperament and
character, but is instead free of and usually in mild contradic
tion to them and that gazes at the world as if it were a god, a
god it loves. Even they, however, did not receive this eye all at
once as a present: seeing requires practice and apprenticeship,
and whoever is properly fortunate finds at the proper time a
teacher of pure seeing.

49887

Do not demand!- You do not know him! Yes, he submits
easily and freely to people and things, and is kind to both: his
only request is to be left in peace-but only so long as people
and things do not demand submission. All demands make him
proud, withdrawn, and bellicose.

499

The evil one.

-

"Only the solitary man is evil,"88 cried

Diderot and immediately Rousseau felt mortally wounded.
Consequently, he admitted to himself that Diderot was right.
It is a fact that, in the midst of society and sociability, every evil
proclivity has to undergo so much restraint, take up so many
masks, lay itself so often in the Procrustean bed89 of virtue that
one could quite properly speak of a martyrdom of evil. In soli-
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tude this all falls by the wayside. Whoever is evil is at his most
evil in solitude: also at his best - and consequently, to the eye
of anyone who everywhere sees only playacting, also at his
most beautiful.
500

Against the grain. -A thinker can force himself year after
year to think against the grain: I mean, to pursue not the
thoughts that present themselves to him from within, but those
to which an office, a prescribed schedule, an arbitrary type of
diligence seem to commit him. I n the long run, however, he
will grow ill: for this apparently moral overcoming ruins the
vitality of his nerves just as fundamentally as could any habitu
ally indulged, extreme intemperance.
5 01

Mortal souls!- With regard to knowledge the most useful
accomplishment is perhaps: that the belief in the immortality
of the soul has been abandoned. Now humanity is allowed to
wait; now it no longer needs to rush headlong into things and
choke down half-examined ideas as formerly it was forced to
do. For in those days the salvation of poor "eternal souls" de
pended on the extent of their knowledge during a short life
time; they had to make a decision overnight - " knowledge"
took on a dreadful importance! We have seized once again
the good courage to make mistakes, attempts to take things
provisionally- everything is less important! - and precisely
for this reason individuals and generations can set their sights
on undertakings of a grandeur that would have appeared to
earlier ages as insanity and a toying with heaven and hell. We
may experiment with ourselves! Indeed, humanity can do so
with itself! The greatest sacrifi c es to knowledge have not yet
been made - i ndeed, previously it would have meant blas
phemy and the surrender of one's eternal salvation even to
have a presentiment of the thoughts that precede our actions.
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One word for three different states. - With one perso!' pas
sion brings out the wild, d readful, insufferable beast; it ele
vates another into a height and greatness and splendor of bear
ing compare d to wh ich his customary state of being appears
paltry. A third, ennobled through and through, has as well the
noblest stoEll and. stress;90 in this state he is nature in its wild
beauty and only one degree more profound than nature in its
serene beauty, which he usually presents: but people u nder
stand him more when he is passionate and they revere him
more owing precisely to these moments - he is a step closer to
them and more related. ·Chey feel delight and dread before
such a sight and cail him on the spot: divi ne.
50 3

Friendship. - The objection to the philosophical life that
claims that through it one becomes worthless to one's friends
would never occur to a modern: it belongs to antiquity. A ntiq
uity profoundly and intensively lived out and thought through
friendship to the limit and almost took friendship along with
itself to the grave. This is its advantage over us: by comparison
we offer idealized sexual love. All great abilities possessed by
the people of antiquity took their purchase from the fact that
man stood beside man, and that no woman was permitted to lay
claim to being the nearest, highest, let alone exclusive object of
his love - as sexual passion teaches us to feel. Perhaps our trees
fail to grow as high owing to the ivy and grape vines that cling
to them.
504

Reconcile!- Is it supposed to be the task of philosophy to
reconcile what the child learned with what the man has come
to know? Is philosophy supposed to be the special task of
youths because they stand in the middle between child and
man and possess the mean of both sets of needs? It almost
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seems so when one con siders at what period in life philoso
phers nowadays are in the habit of coming up with their grand
design : at an age when it's too late for belief and too soon for
knowledge.

505
The p ractical. - We thinkers are the ones who first have to
determine the savoriness of all things and, if need be, to decree
it. Practical people eventually pounce upon this asset; their
dependence on us is unbelievable and the most ludicrous spec
tacle in the world, no matter how little they know of it and
how haughtily they love dismissively to discourse about us
impractical ones: indeed, they would scorn their practical life
should we choose to scorn it: - something to which a little
desire for revenge might spur us now and then.

50 6
The necessary curing ofeverything good.

What? We have to
interpret a work exactly as the period that produced it? But we
have more pleasure, more amazement, and also more to learn
from it precisely if we do not interpret it that way! Haven't you
noticed that as long as it lies in the damp air of its time, every
good work possesses its least value - precisely because it still
bears so strongly the smell of the market and of squa bbles and
of the latest opinions and of everything transitory between
today and tomorrow? Later it dries out, cures, its "timeliness"
withers away- and only then does it acquire its deep luster
and delectable fragrance, indeed, if this is what it's after, its
quiet eye of eternity.

50 7
Against the tyranny of the true.

-

Even if we were crazy
enough to believe all our opinions were true, we still would not
want them alone to exist - : I have no idea why the dictator
ship and omnipotence of truth would be desirable; it's suffi
cient for me that it has greatpower. But it has to be in a position
-

2 ') 2
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to fight and have an adversary, and one has to be, from time to
time, i n a position to recover from it in untruth - otherwise it
will become boring, powerless, and tasteless for us, and will
make liS just the same as well.

50 8 91
Not with pathos. Whatever we do for our own benefit
ought not garner for us any moral encomium, either from oth
ers or from ourselves; the same is true for whatever we do to
take pleasure in ourselves. In such cases to eschew lofty pathos
and to refrain, oneself, from all putting-on of airs are goodform
a mong all superior human beings: and anyone who makes a
habit of it is granted a second naivete.
-

50 9
The third eye. - What? You still need the theater! A re you
still so young? Wise up and look for tragedy and comedy where
they are better acted! Where what transpires is more interesting
and more interested! I t's true, then it's not so easy to remain a
mere spectator - but learn to! And in almost all situations that
are difficult and painful for you, you will then have a little
gateway to pleasure and a refuge, even when you are overcome
by your own passions . Open your theater-eye, the great third
eye that, through the other two, looks into the world!
5 10
Running away from one's virtues.

What good is a thinker
if he doesn't know how to run away from his own virtues on
occasion!92 He ought indeed to be "not only a moral being" !
-

5 II
7he temptress. Honesty is the great temptress of all fanat
ics . What appeared to approach Luther in the form of the devil
or a beautiful woman and what he defended himself against in
such an uncouth way93 was no doubt honesty and perhaps, in
rarer cases, even the truth.94
-
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5I2

Courageous when it comes to causes. - Anyone who is by na
ture considerate or wary of people, yet has courage when it
comes to causes,9 5 eschews new and closer acquaintanceships
and limits his old ones: so that his incognito and his ruthless
ness with regard to truth grow together.
5 I3

Limit and beauty. - Are you searching for people of beau ti
ful culture? Then you must, just as with beautiful landscapes,
be satisfied with limited prospects and views. - Certainly there
are panoramic people, and certainly they are, like panoramic
landscapes, instructive and astounding: but not beautiful.
51496

To the stronger. - You stronger and arrogant spirits, I ask of
you only one thing: do not l ay upon the rest of us any new
burden, but instead take some of our burden upon yourself
because you are, after all, the stronger! But you relish so much
doing just the opposite: for you want to fly and therefore we're
supposed to carry your burden on top of ours: which is to say,
we are supposed to crawl!
515

Increase in beauty. - Why does beauty increase with civiliza
tion? Because with civilized people the three occasions for ugli
ness occur seldom and ever more seldom: first, the emotions in
their wildest explosions; second, physical exertions of the most
extreme degree; third, the need to inspire fear through one's
presence, which in the lower and endangered rungs of culture
is so great and ubiquitous that it even determines gestures and
ceremonies and turns ugliness into a duty.
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Do not drive your demon into your neighbors!�7 For the
time being, at least, let's stick ro the idea that benevolence and
beneficence are what constitute a good person; only let's add:
"provided that he is benevolently and beneficently disposed to
ward himse{f" For without this - if he runs from himself, hates
himself, causes inj ury ro himself- he is certainly nor a good
person. Because he is rescuing himself from himself in others:
the orhers had better see ro it that they don't end up badly no
matter how well-meaning toward them he appears! - But
here's the point: to run fro m the ego and ro hate it and ro live
ill others, for och ers - has, heretofore, been called, just as un
reHected l y as assuredly, "unegotistical" and consequent�v good !
-

"

"

517

Seducing into l()ve. - Whoever hates himself is a person to
fear, for we will be the victim of his rancor and his revenge.
Let's see therefore how we can seduce him into loving himself!
518

Resignation. - What is resignation? It is93 the most com
fortable position of someone ill, who has for ages rossed and
tuflled in toflnent in an effort to find it and has thereby grown
tired- whereupon he also found it!
5 19

Being swindled. - The moment you want to act you must
close the door to doubt - said a man of action. -And you
are not afraid of thus being swindled? - replied a man of
contemplation.
52 099

Everlastingfuneral rites. - Someone could imagine hearing
beyond the realm of history a continual funeral oration: one
has buried and always buries what one loves most, one's
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thought� and hopes, and has received and receives pride in
return - gloria mundi,lOo that amounts to the pomp of a fu
neral orarion. It is supposed to make everything all right! And
the funeral orator is still the greatest public benefactor!

5 2 1101

Exceptional vanity. This person has one superior quality as
his solace: what remains of his being- and it is almost all that
remains! - his gaze passes over contemptuously. But he finds
relief ftom hi mself whenever he returns to it as if to his shrine;
already the pathway there seems to him like an ascent up a
wide, gentle stairway: - and on this account YOll vicious ones
call him vain!
-

5 22

Wisdom without ears. -To hear what is being said about us
day after day or even to rack our brains rrying to guess what is
being thought aboUt us- that destroys the strongest man. In
deed, others allow us to live in order, d2_y afrer day, to have the
last word on us! lhey wouldn't be able to endure us if we had or
even wanted to have the last word on them! In short, for the sake
of general compatibility let us make the sacrifice of not listening
when we are spoken of, praised, blamed, when someone desires
or hopes something from us, let's not eveil thiuk about it at all!
5 23
10
2
With everything that a person al
Ulterior questions.
lows to become visible one can ask: What is it supposed to
hide? From what is it supposed to divert our gaze? What pre
sumption is it supposed to excite? And then finally: Just how
far does the subtlety of this dissembling extend? And where in
the performance does he play the wrong note?
-

524

The solitaries' jealousy. B etween gregarious and solitary
natures exists this difference (provided both have spirit!): the
-
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former become satisfied or almost satisfied with a situation, no
matter what it is, from the instant they have, in their spirit, dis
covered for it a communicable, felicitous turn of phrase - this
wou ld reconcile them to the devil himself! The solitary, how
ever, have their secret silent transports, their secret silent tor
ments over a situation; they hate the witty glittering exhibition
of their inmost problems the way they hate the all-too-carefully
chosen attire on their lover: they look toward her with melan
choly and watch, as if in them the suspicion were arising that
she wanted to appeal to others! This is the jealousy all solitary
thinkers and passionate dreamers have of esprit. Ill)
525

Effect of praise. - Some become, from grandiose praise,
shamefu l ly modest, others shamelessly bold.
526

Unwilling to be a symbol. I feel for princes: they are not
allowed to lose themselves among society from time to time
and thus they get to know people only from an uncomfortable
position and through dissembling; the constant compulsion
to signify something ends up actually turning them into mere
solemn ciphers . - And this is what happens to everyone who
sees it as his duty to be a symbol.
-

527

The hidden. - Have you never yet run i nto those people
who hold on fast to their hearts, even when overjoyed, and
who would rather be struck dumb than lose the modesty of
moderation? -And you never ran i nto those awkward and
often so mild-mannered people either, who don't wish to be
recognized and who over and over wipe out their footprints i n
the sand, who are i ndeed deceivers o f others and o f them
selves, in order to remain concealed?
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52 8

Rare abstemiousness. - It is often no minor sign of human
ity not to want to judge another and to refrain from thinking
about him.
5 29

How people and nations receive their shine. How many gen
uine individual acts are left undone, because, before doing them,
one realizes or suspects that they will be misunderstood! 
and these are precisely the actions that altogether halle ZJa/ue,
good or bad. Thus the higher an age or a nation regards indi
viduals and the more rights and the more predominance one
grants them, the greater the number of acts of this kind that
will dare to make it to the light of day- and finally a shimmer
of honesty, of genuineness in the good and the bad, spreads out
across entire ages and nations so that they, like many stars,
shine on for millennia after their destruction, as for example do
the Greeks.
-

530

Thinker's digressions. - With many thinkers the course of
their thought as a whole is rigorous and unrelentingly bold,
indeed from time to time cruel to itself� but in the details they
are mild and pliant; they circle around a subject ten times with
benevolent hesitation, but in the end they resume their ri gor
ous course. They are streams with many bends and turns and
secluded hermitages; there are places along their route where a
stream plays hide-and-seek with itself and makes for itself a
brief idyll with islands, trees, grottos and waterfalls: and then
it moves on again past cliffs , forcing itself through the h ardest
stone.
5 3 1104

Feeling art differently. From the time in life when one
lives secludedly-sociably, consuming and consumed, with
-
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profound fructifying ideas and only with them, one no longer
demands anything at all from an or demands something com
plereiy different from before - that is to say, one's taste changes.
For before one wamed, through the doorway of art, to dive for
a moment into the very element in which one now lives con
stantly; formerly through art one dreamed of the delight of pos
session, and now one does possess. Yes , to throw off' for a while
what one now has, and to imagine oneself poor, as child, beg
gar, and fool - can from now on occasionally give us delight.

5 3 2 10'>

"Love mtlkes the stlme. - Love wants to spare the other to
whom it consecrates itself every feeling of being diffe rent; con
sequently, it is full of dissembling and a show of similarity; it
deceives continually and playacts a sameness that in truth
does not exist. And this happens so instinctively that women
in love deny this dissembling and constant, tenderest decep
tion, boldly asserting that love mtlkes the stlme (that is to say, it
performs a miracle!). - This process is simple if one person lets
hirmelf be loved and doesn't find it necessary to dissemble, but
on the contrary leaves that up to the orher lover: but there ex
ists no more complicated and impenetrable spectacle than
when both are in the full throes of passion for one another and
consequently both relinquish themselves, feign sameness of
the other and want to i mitate that other and that other alone:
and in the end neither knows any longer what one's imitating,
why one's dissembling, who one's pretending to be. The beau
tiful madness of this spectacle is too good for this world and
too subtle for human eyes.
"

5 33
We beginners!- What all an actor discerns and sees when
he sees someone else act! He knows when, in prod ucing a ges
ture, a muscle fails in its duty; he sorts out those little invented
things that are practiced one by one and cold-bloodedly i n
front of the mirror and can nor seem to be integrated back into
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the whole; he senses it when the actor is s urprised in a scene by
his own inventiveness and through that inventiveness ruins
the scene. - How differently as well a painter observes a per
son moving before him! In particular, he immediately envi
sions a great deal in addition in order to complete what is pres
ent and to bring it to its fullest effect; in his mind he tries out
various types of lighting for the same object; he divides the
whole of the effect by a contrast that he adds. - If we only had
the eye of this actor and this painter for the realm of human
souls!

5 34

Small doses. -If you want to effect the most profound trans
formation possible, then administer the means in the smallest
doses, but unremittingly and over long periods of time! What
great things can be accomplished at one fell swoop! Thus we
want to guard against exchanging head over heels and with acts
of violence the moral condition we are used to for a new evalua
tion of things -no, we want to keep on living in that condition
for

a

long, long time - until we, very late, presumably, become

fully aware that the new evaluation has become the predomi
nant force and that the small doses of it, to which we will have

to grow accustom ed from now on, have laid down in us a new
nature. - Indeed, we are beginning to realize as well that
the last attempt at a great transformation of evaluations,
and specifically w ith regard to things political - the "Great
Revolution"106 - was nothing more than a pathetic and bloody
quackery, which understood how, through sudden crises, to sup
ply a trusting Europe with the hope of a sudden recovery -and
in so doing has rendered, right up to the present moment, all
the politically sick impatient and dangerous.

53 5

Truth needs power.

-

In itself truth is no power whatso

ever - no matter what the affected Enlightenment poseur was
in the habit of saying to the contrary! Truth must, on the
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contrary, pull power over to its side or else join sides with
power, otherwise it will be destroyed over and over! This has
by now heen proven often enough and more than enough!
53 610:
7he thumbscrew.
I n the end it causes outrage to see over
and over again how cruelly every person reckons his few private
virtues against others who happen not to have them and how
he j abs and plagues others with them. And so let us also act
huma nely with that "sense of honesty," even though we cer
tainly possess in it a thumbscrew with which we could hurt,
down to thei r very core, all these grandiose narcissists who still,
even these days, want to impose their belief on the whole
world: we have tested the thumbscrew on ourselves!
-

537
Mastery.
Mastery has been attained at the point when, in
the performance, one neither errs nor hesitates.
-

538
!he genius's moral madness. - Among a certain category of
great minds one can observe a painful, in part terrible spectacle:
thei r most fruitful moments, their flights upward to distant
heights, appear not to be i n keeping with their constitution as
a whole and somehow to exceed their power, so that each time
a defect, and in the long run the defectiveness in the machinery,
is left behind, which in turn, however, in the case of such highly
intellectual natures as are here intended, manifests itself much
more regularly in all sorts of moral and mental symptoms
rather than in physical emergencies. Thus the incomprehensible
sense of fearfulness, vanity, spitefulness, enviousness, of being
constricted and constricting that suddenly leaps out from them,
that altogether all-too-personal quality and sense of unfree
dom in natures like Rousseau's and Schopenhauer's, could
well be the consequence of periodic heart disorder: something
else, however, the consequence of nervous disorder and yet
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another thing, in the end, the consequence of-- . As long
as genius dwells withi n us we are brave-hearted, indeed, in
sanely so, and p ay no attention to life, health, and honor; we fly
through the day freer than an eagle and are more sure in the
dark than an owl. B ut then suddenly genius departs and j ust as
suddenly a profound fearfulness overcomes us: we no longer
understand ourselves, we suffer from everything we experience
and from everything we do not experience; we are as if among
bare rocks before a storm and at the same time like pathetic
childish souls who fear a rustling and a shadow. - Three quar
ters of all the evil done in the world happens out of fearfulness:
and this is above all a physiological phenomenon! 5 39

Do you even know what you want? - Have you never been
plagued by the fear that you might be completely unsuited for
knowing what is true? The fear that your mind is too dull and
even your subtlety of vision still much too crude? What if you
noticed for once what sort of will was governing your vision?
How yesterday, for example, you wanted to see more than the
other, today want to see differently than the other, or how from
the outset you long to find either agreement with or opposi
tion to what others heretofore have imagined they found! Oh,
the shameful craving! How often you are on the lookout for
something that affects you strongly, then something calming
because you are at the moment tired! Always full of secret
predeterminations as to how the truth would have to be con
stituted if you, precisely you, were able to accept it! Or are you
of the opinion that today, because you are frozen and dry like
a bright day in winter and have nothing pressing on your
heart, you would have better eyes? Aren't warmth and enthu
siasm required if a thing of thought is to receive justice-and
that is precisely what is called vision! A s if you could interact
with things of thought altogether differently than with peo
ple! In this interaction too there is the same morality, the same
sense of honor, the same ulterior motive, the same slackness,
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the sa m e fearfulness- your entire lovable and hateful ego!
You r physica l lassitudes will i mbue things with a listless hue,

your fever wi l l turn them into monsters! Doesn't your morn
ing shine d i fferently on thi ngs than your evening? In the ClV
ern of every type of knowledge, are you not afraid once more
of runn :ng into your own ghost, the ghost that is the cloak in
which truth has di�guised itself from you? Is it not a ghastly
comedy ill which you wish, so thoughtlessly, to play a role?108 _

5 40
Learning. M ichelangelo saw in Raphael study, in himself
nature: there learning, h ere talent. However, th is is pedantry,
with all reverence for the great pedant. What is talent ot her
than a name for an older piece of learning, experience, prac
tice, appropriation, absorption, be it on the level of our fathers
or even earlier! And in turn: the person who learns imparts
talent to himself- only it is not so easy to learn and not merely
a matter of will; one must be able to learn. With an artist it is
often envy that blocks learning, or that pride that, upon sens
ing something strange, immediately raises its hackles and in
voluntarily shifts to a defensive stance rather than into that of
the learner. Raphael, like Goethe, lacked this envy and pride,
and therefore they were both great learners and not just the
exploiters of those lodes of ore that had been separated out of
the deposits and the history of their ancestors. Raphael d isap
pears as a learner before our very eyes in the m idst of appropri
ating what his great rival referred to as his "nature"; every day
he carried off a piece of it, this noblest of thieves; but before he
had transported the entire M ichelangelo into himself he
died - and the last series of his works, as the beginning of a
new course of study, is less perfect and quintessentially good,
precisely because, in his most difficult curriculum, the great
learner was interrupted by death, and he took with him the
ultimate justifying goal for which he was on the lookout.
-
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How one should turn to stone. - Slowly, slowly becomt' hard
like a precious stone - and finally lie there still and silent, to
the j oy of all eternity.
5 4 2 109

The philosopher and old age. - It is not wise to let evening
judge the day: for all too often weariness then becomes the
judge of energy, s uccess, and good will. And likewise great
care ought to be exercised with regard to old age and its judg
ment of life, especially because old age, like the evening, loves
to dress itself up in a new and charming morality and under
stands how, through sunset, twilight, peaceful or longing qui
etude, to shame the day. The piety that we show towa rd an old
man, especially if he is an old thinker or sage, makes us blind
to the aging ofhis spirit, and it is always necessary to draw out
the features of such an aging and weariness from their hiding
place, that is to say: to draw out the physiological phenomenon
behind positive moral j udgments and moral presumptions, so
as not to become the fools of piety and the damagers of knowl
edge. For it occurs not infrequently that an old man enters
into the illusion of undergoing a great moral regeneration and
rebirth and from out of this feeling pronounces judgments on
his work and the course of his life as if he had only now grown
clairvoyant: and yet standing behind as the trumpeters of this
feeling of well-being and these confident judgments is not
wisdom, but fotigue. Beliefin one's own genius may well be de
scribed as its most dangerous indication, which tends to over
take these great and semigreat men only on this life's border
line: belief in an exceptional position and exceptional ri ghts .
The thinker, stricken with s uch a belief, considers it permitted
from now on to make it easier un himselfand, as geniw;, to de
cree more than to prove: in all likelihood, however, the drive
for relief that spiritual fatigue feels is the strongest source of
that belief, no matter how different things might seem. Then:
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in keepi ng with desire on the part of the weary and the old
to enjoy, one wants at this time to enjoy the results of one's
thought instead of testing them again and dissemi nating
them, a n d , to this end, it is necessary to make them palatable
and enjoyable and to get rid of their dryness, coldness, and
lack of spice; and so it happens that the old thinker seems to
elevate himself above his life's work; in truth, however, he ru
ins it by infusing it with rhapsodies, confections, spices, poetic
tog, and mystic lights. In the end this is what happened to
Plato, what happened in the end to that great, upright French
man, next to whom, as an embracer and tamer of the strict
sciences, the Germans and English of this century can place
no rival, Auguste Comte. A third feature of weariness: that
ambition that took storm in the breast of the thi nker when he
was still young and in those days was satisfied with nothing,
has now also gtown old; he grasps, like one who has no time
left to lose, after cruder and more ready-made means of satis
faction, that is to say, after those of active, dominating, power
ful , conquering natures: from now on, he wants to found in
stitutions that will bear his name and no longer edifices of
thought; what does he care any more about the ethereal victo
ries and honors in the domain of proofs and refutations! What
does he care about being i mmortalized in books, about a
trembling moment of elation in the reader's soul! lhe institu
tion, on the other hand, is a temple - he knows this ful l well,
and a temple of stone and duration keeps its god alive more
surely than the sacrificial offerings of tender and rare souls.
Perhaps at this time he also encounters for the first time that
love intended more for a god than for a person, and, like a
fruit in autumn, his whole being becomes milder and sweeter
under the rays of such a sun. I ndeed, he grows more divine
and beautiful, the great old man - and nevertheless it is old
age and fatigue that allow him to ripen in this way, to become
still and to take repose in the resplendent idolatry of a woman.
His earlier, defiant, self-surpassing desire for genuine pupils,
namely for genuine continuers of his thought, that is to say,
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for genuine adversaries, is now completely a thing of the past:
that desire came from undiminished power, from conscious
pride in still being able at every moment to become one's own
adversary and the archenemy of one's own teaching - now he
wants confirmed party supporters, unproblematic and safe
comrades, reserve units, heralds, a procession full of pomp
and circumstance. Now he altogether cannot endure the ter
rible isolation in which every forward and forward-flying spirit
lives ; he surrounds himself fro m now on with objects of ven
eration, of communality, of touching emotion and love; at
long last he too wants to have it as good as all the religious and
to celebrate in the community what he values highly; indeed,
he will invent a religion merely in order to have that commu
nity. Thus lives the wise old man and, in the process, slips
imperceptibly into such wretched proximity to priestly and
poetic excesses that one can hardly remember his wise and
rigorous youth, his taut intellectual morality back then, his
truly manly aversion to half-baked ideas and bouts of enthusi
asm. Whenever he used to compare himself with other, older
thinkers, he did so in order to measure in all seriousness his
weakness against their strength and to grow colder and freer
toward himself: now he does so only, by means of the com
parison, to intoxicate himself with his own delusion . For
merly, he thought with assurance about thinkers to come, in
deed, with ecstasy did he see himself eclipsed by their more
intense light; now it tortures him not to be able to be the last;
with the legacy he will bestow upon humanity, he reflects over
ways to enjoin them to limit independent thinking; he fears
and denigrates the pride and the thirst for freedom displayed
by individual spirits - : after him, no one else ought to give
their intellect totally free rein; he wants himself to remain
standing forever as the sole bulwark against which the break
ers of thought might break - those are his secret, perhaps not
even always secret wishes! The hard fact behind such desires is,
however, that he has come to a halt before his own teaching
and has erected in it his boundary marker, his "To this point
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and no further." llo By canonizing himself, he has also posted
above him his own death certificate: from now on h i s spirit
may not develop any further, its time is up, the clock hand
fa l l s. 1 1 1 When a great thin ker wants to turn h i mself into a
binding i n stitution for the future of humankind, one may
with certa inty assume that he has gone beyond the peak of his
POWcf a nd is very tired, very near h is sunset.

5 43 1 1 2

Do not turn passion into an argument for truth!- Oh you
good-natured and even noble enthusiasts, I know youl You
want to have the last word with us, but also with yourself,
above a l l with yourself! And an irritating and subtle evil con
science pricks and prods and incites you so often precisely
against you r very enthusiasm! How deft you then become in
the duping and benumbing of this conscience! How you hate
people who arc honest, simple, pure, how YOIl avoidl ll their in
nocent eyes! That knowing better whose representative they are
and whose voice you hear i n yourself only too plainly, how it
casts doubts on your belief- how you seek to cast suspicion on
it, as bad habits, as sickness of the times, as neglect and conta
gion of your own spiritual health. You push it all the way to the
point of hating criticism, science, reason! You have to falsify
history i n order for it to bear witness on your behalf; you have
to deny virtues in order not to overshadow your idols and ideals!
Colored pictures where rational grounds are needed! Ardor
and power of expression! Silvery mists! Ambrosial nights! 1 l4
You know how to illuminate and to da rken, and to darken with
light! And rea lly, when your passion moves i nto a frenzy, there
comes a moment when you say to yourself: Now I have con
quered ilnd won my gut conscience, now I am magnanimous,
courageous, self-denying, magnificent, now I am honest! How
yOll thir�t for these moments where in your own mind your
passion bestows upon you categorical right and as it were inno
cence, where in battle, intoxication, anger, hope you are beside
yourselves and beyond all doubt, where you decree "anyone
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who is not beside himself as we are cannot possibly know what
and where truth lies ! " How you thirst to find people of your
belief in this state - it is the state of depravity ofthe intellect
and to ignite your flames115 at their fires! Oh your despicable
martyrdom! Your despicable victory of the sanctified lie! Must
you cause yourselves so much suffering? - Must you? 544

How one pursues philosophy today. - I have taken careful
note: our philosophizing youths, women, and artists of today
are now demanding from philosophy just the opposite of what
the Greeks derived fro m it! Anyone who doesn't hear that
constant cry of joy running through every give and take of
a Platonic dialogue, the cry of joy over a new discovery of ra

tional thought, what does s uch a person understand about
Plato, about ancient philosophy? In those days souls swelled
with drunkenness when the rigorous and sober play of con
cepts,116 of generalization, refutation, limitation was practiced
with that drunkenness with which perhaps the old great rigor
ous and sober contrapuntal composersI17 were familiar. In the
Greece of those days there still clung to the palate the other
older and previously omnipotent taste: and the new stood so
magically in contrast to it that one sang and stammered, as if
delirious in love, of dialectics, the " divine art." That other older
taste amounted to thinking under the spell of convention, for
which there existed nothing but preestablished judgments ,
preestablished causes,118 and no reasons other than those of
authority: so that thinking was a matter of repeated speech and
all pleasure i n speaking and in conversation had to reside in
the form. (Anyti me meaning is thought of as eternal and uni
versally valid , there exists only one great magic, that of alter
nating form, which is to say, of fashion . In their poets as well,
from the days of Homer on, and later in their sculptors, the
Greeks took pleasure not in originality but in its opposite.) It
was Socrates who discovered antithetical magic, that of cause
and effect, ground and consequence: and we moderns are so
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accustomed to and brought up on the necessity of logic that it

l ies on our palate like the normal taste and, as such, must be
repellent to the lascivious and conceited. "The latter del ight in

anyth ing that stands in contrast to the normal taste: thei r
subtler ambition would like all too happily to convince itself
that their souls are exceptions , not dialectical and reasonable
beings, but instead - well, for example, " intuitive beings,"
gifted with " inner sense" or " i ntellectual intuition." Above all,
however, they want to b e "artistic natures" with a gen ius in
their head and a demon in their body, and consequently also
with special rights and privileges for both worlds, especially
with the privi lege of the gods to be incomprehensible. - 7hat
is what's driving phi losophy today toO! I I,! I 'm a fraid they ' l l

n o t i c e one day that t h e y h a v e made a mistake - what they
wanted was rel igion!
5 45

But we don 't believe you!- You might well like to pass your

self off as someone with a savvy understanding of people, but
we're not going to let you slip by with it! Are we not supposed to

notice that you represent yourselves as more experienced, pro
found, involved, complete than you are? Just as we feel with a
certain painter that there is presumptuousness merely in his
wielding a brush. Just as with a certain composer we hear i n the
way he i ntroduces his theme that he wants it to appear more el

evated than it is. Do you have withi n yourselves a history that

you have experienced, upheavals, earthquakes, long deep de
pressions, l ightning-like delights? H ave you been foolish along
with great and little fools? Have you really borne the delusion
and suffering of those who are good?1 2 0 And on top of it the suf
fering and the kind of happi ness of those who are worst? If so,
you can talk to me about morality; otherwise don't!
54

61 2 1

Slave and idealist. - The Epictetean person would truly not

be to the taste of those who are now striving for the ideal. The
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constant tautness of his being, the tireless, inwardly turned
gaze, the reserve, circumspection, incommunicativeness of his
eye should he for a change turn to the outside world; not to
mention his silence or taciturnity: all signs of the most rigorous
valor -what use would that be to our idealists, who above all
are greedy for

expansion!

On top of everything else, he is not

fanatical, he hates the showcasing and vainglory of our ideal
ists: his pride, great as it is, does not wish, however, to trouble
others, he admits a certain mild rapprochement and does not
wish to spoil anyone's good mood-Yes, he can smile! There is
a great deal of ancient humanity in this ideal! The most beauti
ful thing, however, is that a fear of God is totally alien to him,
that he believes rigorously in reason, that he is not a preacher of
penitence. Epictetus was a slave: his ideal person is classless and
possible in all classes, above all, however, he is to be sought in
the lower depths of the masses, as the quiet, self-sufficient one
among a general enslavement, one who defends himself against
the outside world and constantly lives in a state of highest
valor. He differs from the

Christian above all in that the Chris

tian lives in hope, in the consolation of "unspeakable glories"122
to come, in that he allows himself to be given gifts and expects
and accepts the best of life to come from divine love and grace
and not from himself: whereas Epictetus does not hope and
does allow his best to be given him - he possesses it, he holds
it valiantly in his hand, and he would take on the whole world
if it tries to rob him of it. Christianity was invented for another
type of ancient slave, for those weak of will and mind, thus for
the great mass of slaves.

Tyrants of the spirit.

54i 2
-

3

Now the course of science is no lon

ger being crossed, as was the case for all too long, by the acci
dental fact that people live to be approximately seventy years
old. Formerly one wanted during this time period to arrive at
the end of knowledge, and one evaluated the methods of know
ing according to this widespread craving. The small individual
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questions and experiments were regarded with contempt; one
wanted the shortest way, one believed, because everything in
the world seemed to be arranged to accommodate human be

ings, that the knowableness of thi ngs was also arranged to suit
a human time span. To solve everyth i n g at one fell swoop,
with one single word - that was the secret wish: this was the
task one imagined in the i m age o f the Gordian knot124 or of
Columbus's egg; 125 one did not doubt that in the realm of
knowledge as well it was possible to reach one's goal after the
manner of an Alexander or a Columbus and to solve all ques
tions with one answer. "There is a riddle to solve"; this is how
l i fe's goal appeared before the philosopher's eye. First one had
to fi nd the riddle and compress the problem of the world
i nto the simplest riddle-form. Th e boundless ambition a n d ju
bilation of being the "unriddler of the world " were the stuff of
the thinker's dreams. Noth ing seemed worth trouhl i ng about i f
i t was not r h e means of bringing everything ro a conclusion for

him ! Philosophy was thus a sort of supreme struggle for the ty
rannical rulership of the spirit - that such a rule was intended
and reserved for some such very fortunate, subtle, ingenious,
bold powerful person - a single i n d ividual! - this no one
doubted, and several, most recently Schopenhauer, have fan
cied themselves this very individual. - From which it fol lows
that the quest for knowledge, by and large, has been held back
by the moral narrow-mindedness of its disciples and that in the
future it must be pursued with a higher and more magnanimous
basic feeling. "What do I m atter! " stands over the door of the
future thinker.

54 8
VIctory over energy. - If one considers everything that has
heretofore been honored as "suprahuman mind," as "gen ius,"
one comes to the sad conclusion that, on the whole, humani
ty's intellectuality must truly h ave been somethi ng most ab
ject and impoverished: so little m i n d has heretofore been nec
essary in order to feel oneself considerably superior to it! Ah,
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the cheap tame of the "genius"! How quickly his throne is
erected, his worship turned into a ritual! We still remain down
on our knees before energy- in keeping with the age-old slave
habit - and yet if we wish to determine the degree to which
something is worthy ofbeing honored, only the degree ofreason
in the energy is decisive: we have to measure to what extent
precisely this energy has been overcome by something higher
and is at its service as tool and means! But for such a measur
ing there are far toO few eyes, indeed measuring a genius at all
is still usually considered a sacrilege. And so perhaps what is
most beautiful walks along in darkness and sinks, barely born,
into eternal night- namely the spectacle of that energy that12G
a genius expends not on works, but on himselfas a work, that is,
on his own mastery, on the purification of his fantasy, on the
ordering and selection of the ontushing stream of tasks and
sudden insights. Even127 now a great person is still, precisely in
the greatest thing that commands honor, invisible like a too
distant star: his victmy over energy remains without eyes to see
it and consequently without song and singers. Even now the
ranking of greatness for all past humanity has not yet been
determined.
J 8
549 2

"Flight from oneself"-Those people who are intellectually
convulsive, who are impatient with themselves and gloomy,
like Byron or Alfred de Musset, and in everything they do re
semble stampeding horses, who glean from their own creative
work only a short-lived joy and ardor that virrually explodes
their veins before falling into so wintery a desolation and
woebe goneness,129 how are they supposed to endure within
themselves! 'They thirst to dissolve in a "beside themselves"; if,
with such a thirst,130 one is a Christian, one aims at dissolving
into God, at " becoming completely one with him"; if one is
Shakespeare, one is only satisfied with dissolving into images
of the most passionate life; if one is Byron,l31 one thirsts for
deeds, because these divert us from ourselves even more than
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thoughts , feelings, and works. And thus the entire drive to
ward deeds and action is p erhaps a fter all, at bottom, flight
from oneself? - Pascal would ask u s . 1 32 And i ndeed! I n the
most extreme examples of the drive fo r action the proposition
would seem to hold : we should, as is appropriate, ponder the
knowledge and experience of the psych iatris t - that four of
the most deed-thirsty men of all time were epileptics (namely,
Alexander, Caesar, Mohammed, and Napoleon) : just as Byron
was also subject to this malady.
550

1:\3

Knowledge and beauty. - I f,

as they still are wont to do,

people as it were save up their veneration and thei r feeling of
happiness for works of imagination and dissembla nce, then it
should come as no surprise if the opposite of imagination a nd
dissembla nce leaves them cold and lis tless. The delight sparked
by even the tiniest certain, conclusive step, step forwa rd i n
i nsight, which today's brand o f science i s pouring forth so
abundantly and already to so many p eople - this delight, in
the meantime, is not

credited by all

those who are used to al

ways being delighted only by taking leave of reality, by plung
ing into the depths of appearance.134 These people a re of the
opinion that reality is ugly: but it does not occur to them that
knowledge even of the ugl iest reality i s itself beautiful, nor as
well that whoever spends a lot of time inquiring into knowl
edge ends up being far-removed from finding the great whole
of reality, the discovery of which has always given h i m so
much pleasure, ugly. Is there after all anything " beautiful in
itself" ? The happiness of those who seek knowledge increases
the amount of beauty i n the world and makes everything that
is here sunnier; knowledge places its beauty not merely around
things but, in the long run, i nto things - may future human
ity bear witness to this proposition! In the interim let us re
member an old experience: two such fundamentally different
people as Plato and Aristotle were in agreement as to what
constitutes the

highest happiness,

not only for them personally
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o r for humans, but in itself, even for the most blissful o f gods:
they found it in knowledge, in the activity of a well-trained,
i nquisitive, and inventive understanding (not somehow in " i n
tuition," as do German theologians and semi theologians, not
in vision, as do the mystics, and likewise not in productivity,
as do all practical people) . Descartes and Spinoza came to a
similar j udgment: how they all must have enjoyed knowledge!
What a danger for their honesty of becoming, through this
enjoyment, a panegyrist of things! -

551
Offuture virtues. - How does it happen that the more com
prehensible the world has become the more solemnity of all
kinds has decreased? Is it that fear was so much a fundamental
element of that reverence135 that overcame us in the face of
everything unknown and mysterious and that taught us to
sink down before the incomprehensible and plead for mercy?
And hasn't the world, now that we have grown less fearful, lost
for us some of its appeal? And hasn't along with our fearful
ness some of our own dignity and solemnity, our own fear
someness, grown slighter? Perhaps we view ourselves and the
world more slightly because we started thinking more coura
geously about it and ourselves? Perhaps there will be a future
in which this courage of thought has swelled so large that, as
the absolute height of arrogance, it feels itself to be above peo
ple and things - in which the wise person, as the most coura
geous of persons, views himself and existence as the farthest
beneath him? - This species of courage, which is not far fro m
being a n excessive magnanimity,136 has been heretofore lack
ing in humanity. - Oh, if only the poets longed to become
what they once were supposed to have been: - seers, who re
counted to us something of the possible! Now that reality and
the past are, and must be, taken more and more out of their
hands - for the age of harmless counterfeiting is at an end!
If only they wanted to let us experience in advance something
of the future virtues! Or of virtues that will never exist on
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ear th, although they could exist somewhere in the world 
of purple-glowing galaxies and whole Milky Ways of the beau
tiful! Where are you, you astronomers of the ideal?
55 2

Ideal selfishness. - Is there a more consecrated condition
than that of pregnancy? To do everything one does in the un
spoken belief that it must be for the good of the one who is
com ing to be in us! This has to enhance its mysterious value
upon which we thi n k with delight! One thus avoids a great
deal without having to force oneself too hard. One rhus sup
presses a violent word, one offers a conciliatory hand: the child
must emerge from the mildest and best of conditions. We
shudder at the thought of our sharpness and abruptness: what
if it poured a drop of calamity into our dearest unknown's cup
of life! Everyth i ng is veiled, full of presenti ment, one has no
idea hC'w it will go, one waits it out and seeks to be ready. In
which time there reigns in us a pure and purifying feeling of
profound irresponsibility, rather like a spectatOr has before the
clos::d curtain
it is growing, it is coming to the light of day:
we have in our hands nothing to determine, either its value or
its hour. We are thrown back solely on that mediate influence
of protecting. "It is something greater than we are that is
glOwing here" is our innermost hope: we are preparing every
thing for it so that it will come into the world thriving: not
only everything beneficial but also the affections and laurel
wreaths of our soul. - One ought to live in this state of conse
cration! One can live in it! And if what is expected is a thought,
a deed - toward all that we bring forth we have essentially no
other relationship than that of pregnancy and ought to let
blow in the wind all presumptuous talk of "willing" and "cre
ating" ! 'Ihis is the proper ideal se(fishness: always to care for the
soul, to guard over it and keep it in repose, so that our fructi
fication comes to a beautiful conclusion! Thus, in this mediate
way, we care for and guard over the benefit of all; and the
mood in which we live, this proud and tempered mood, is a
--
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balsam that extends far and wide around us even ontO restless
souls. - But the pregnant are strange! Let us therefore be
strange as well and not be annoyed with others if they need to
be so! And even if this turns out to be bad and dangerous, let
us not, in our reverence for what is coming to be, lag behind
worldly137 justice,138 which allows neither judge nor execu
tioner to lay a hand on one who is pregnant!
5 5313 9
Via demurs. - Where is this whole philosophy heJded with
all its detou rs? Does it do more than translate, as it were, into
reason a constant concentrated drive, a drive for mild sunshine,
clearer and fresher air, southerly vegetation, sea air, quick re
pasts of meat, eggs, and fruit, hot water to drink, daylong silent
wanderings, little speaking, infrequent and careful reading,
solitary living, pure, simple, and almost soldierly habits,140 in
short for everything that tastes best to me and me alone, to me
and me alone is the most beneficial? A philosophy thar at
bottom is the instinct for a personal diet? An instinct that is
searching for my own air, my own heights, my own weather,
my own type of health, through the detour of my head? There
are many other and certainly many loftier sublimities of phi
losophy and not just those that are more gloomy and more
ambitious than mine- perhaps they too are, each and every
one, nothing other than intellectual detours for these kinds of
personal drives? - In the meantime I observe with a new eye
the secret and solitary swarming of a bunerfly high on the
rocky seashore where many good plants are growing; It flies
about, untroubled that it only has one day yet to live and (hat
the night will be too cold for its winged fragility. One could
certainly come up with a philosophy for it as well: although it
is not likely to be mine.141 _
55 4
When one praises progress, 14 2 one is
Stepping on ahead.
praising only the movement and those who do not allow us to
-
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stay in the same place - and certainly under some circum
stances this accomplishes a great deal, especially if one lives
among Egyptia ns. In movable Europe, however, where move
mem, as they say, "goes without saying" - ah, if only we knew
what to say about it! - I, for my part, praise stepping on ahead
and those who do so, that is to say those who time and time
again leave themselves behind and who do not think for a mo
ment whether or not someone else is following them. "Wher
ever I come to a stop, I find myself alone: why should I come
to a stop! The desert is still vast!" - this is how such a person
feels who steps on ahead this way.

555 143

The most trifling are already enough. - We should avoid
events if we know that the most trifling of them al ready leave
a strong enough mark on us - and we certainly cannot es
cape these latter ones. - 1he thinker must have within him
self a rough canon of all the things in general he still wants to
experience.
556

The good four. - Honest toward ourselves and whatever else
is our friend; courageous toward the enemy; magnanimous to
ward the defeated; polite
always: this is how the four cardi
-

nal virtues want us to be.

55 7

How good bad music and bad reasons
sound when one marches off after an enemy.

Offafter an enemy.

-

558

But don 't conceal your virtues too!- I love those people who
are transparent water and who also, to speak with Pope, " do
not hide from view the turbid bottom of their stream." Even
for them, however, there remains one vanity - to be sure, of a
rare and sublimated ilk: some of them want us to see only just
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the turbidity and ignore the water's transparency, which
makes seeing the former possible. No less a person than Gau
tama Buddha came up with this vanity of the few in the for
mula: "let your sins be seen before people and hide your vir
tues!"I44 But this amounts to presenting to the world a lousy
spectacle - it is a sin against good taste.

559
"Not too muchf"- How often is the individual advised to set
for himself a goal that he cannot attain and that exceeds his
powers, in order at least to obtain whatever he can accomplish
through utmost exertion! But is this really so desirable? Don't
the best people who live according to this doctrine, along with
their best actions, acquire necessarily something exaggerated
and contorted, precisely because there is too much tension in
them? And doesn't a gray veil offoilure spread over the world
when one sees nothing but sttuggling athletes, terrible ges
tures, and nowhere a laurel-crowned and triumphant victor?I45

560
What we are free to do. - One can handle one's drives like a
gardener and, though few know it, cultivate the shoots of one's
anger, pity, musing, vanity as fruitfully and advantageously as
beautiful fruit on espaliers; one can do so with a gardener's
good or bad taste and, as it were, in the French or English o r
Dutch o r Chinese style; one c a n also let nature have her sway
and only tend to a little decoration and cleaning up here and
there; finally, one can, without giving them any thought what
soever, let the plants, in keeping with the natural advantages
and disadvantages o f their habitat, grow up and fight it out
among themselve s - indeed, one can take pleasure in such
wildness and want to enj oy j u s t this pleasure, even if one
has one's difficulties with it. We are free to do all this: but
how many actually know that they are free to do this? D on't
most people believe in themselves as completed,

focts?

fully gro wn

Haven't great philosophers, with their doctrine of the
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i m mut;lbil ity of character, pressed their seal of approval on
this pres l l mption ?146.147

561
Let your happiness alw radiate. -Just as pai nters who in no
w"y can attain the deep radiant hue of the real sky find it
.

necessary to modulate down all the colors that they use i n a
lan dscape hy a few hues deeper than they appear in nature;

JUSt as through

this artifice they attain oace again

a

in luster and a harmony of hues that corresponds

similarity
(Q

that of

nature: so must the poet and philosopher for whom the radi
ant luster of happiness i s unatta i n able know how to assist
them�elves as w ell; i n that they color all things a few degrees
da rker than they are, thei r use of light, in which they are well
versed, makes that l ight appear almost sunny and similar to
the l ight of complete happi ness. - The pessi mist, who gives
a l l things the blackest and gloomiest colors , makes use of only
Hames and bolts of l ightning, celestial effulgence, and every
thing that has glaring brilliance and confuses the eye; bright
ness is only there for h i m to i ncrease the horror and to make
us sense that things are more terrifying than they really are.

562
7he settled and the Jrf'e - O n ly i n the u n derworld are we
.

sh0wn something of that gloomy backdrop to all those adven
turer's joys that engulfed Odysseus and his kind like an eternal
marine phosphorescence - that gloomy background that one
then never again forgets: Odysseus's mother died of grief and
longing for her child! One is driven from place to place and the
other, ;:he settled and tender one receives a broken heart as a
result: it is always so! Sorrow breaks the heart of those who live
to see the very person they love most turn their back on their
opinion, their faith - this belongs to the tragedy that free spir
its create- of which they sometimes are also aware! Then, like
Odysseus, they too at some point have to descend to the dead
to alleviate their grief and soothe their tenderness.
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563
The delusion of a moral UJorld order. - There is no eternal
necessity whatsoever that demands that every guilt be atoned
and paid for - that such a thing exists was a dreadful delu
sion, useful only to the tiniest extent - : just as it is also a de
lusion that everything is guilt that is felt as such. Not things,
but opinions about things that do not even exist have confused
and upset people so.
564 1 48
Just to the other side of experiencef- Even great spirits have
only their five-finger breadth of experience-just to the other
side of it their contemplation ceases: and there begins their
infinite empty space and their stupidity.
565
Dignity and ignorance in league.
When we understand,
we become courteous, happy, inventive, and whenever we have
learned enough and have made eyes and ears for ourselves, our
soul displays more suppleness and grace. But we understand so
little and are poorly instructed, and so it is rare that we ful ly
embrace a thing and thereby make ourselves lovable: on the
contrary, we tend to walk stiffly and insensitively through city,
nature, and history, and we come rather to fancy th is postu re
and this coldness, as if they were the effect of superiority. In
deed, our ignorance and our minimal thirst for knowledge are
most adroit at strutting about as dignity and as character.
-

56614 9
Living cheaply. - The cheapest and most harmless � ay to live
is that of the thinker: for, in order to say the most impurtant
thing right away, he is most in need of just those things others
think little of and pass over - . And moreover: he is easily
pleased and is unfamiliar with expensive pleasures; his work is
not hard, but, as it were, Mediterranean; his day arIel his night
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are not rui ned by pangs of conscience; he moves about, eats,
dri nks, and sleeps to the degree that his spirit grows ever calmer,
stronger and brighter; he takes pleasure in his body and has no
reason to fear it; he has no need of society, unless from time to
time to embrace all the more tenderly afterward his solitude; the
dead are his substitute for the living and even for friends: these
dead being the best who ever lived. - Consider whether it is not
the opposite cravings and habits that make people's lives costly,
and consequently laborious, and often unendurable. In a differ
ent sense, to be sure, the thinker's life is the most costly- noth
ing is too good for him; and to be deprived of precisely the best
would be here an unbearable deprivation.
567

In the field. - "We must take things more joyfully than
t hey deserve; especially because for a long time we have taken
them more seriously than they deserve." - So speak good sol
diers of knowledge.
568

Poet and bird. The bird Phoenix showed the poet a flaming
scroll turning to ashes. "Do not be terrified!" it said, " it is your
work! It does not possess the spirit of the times and still less the
spirit of those who are against the times: consequently, it has to
be burned. But this is a good sign. There are many types of
dawn."
-

569

To the solitary. If in our private conversations with our
selves we do not treat the honor of others with the same con
sideration as we do in public, then we are indecent people.
-

570

Losses. - There are losses that impart a grandeur to the soul
under whose influence it refrains from lamentation and seems
to walk about i n silence a mong tall black cypresses.
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Field-dispensary of the soul. - What is the strongest medi
cine for a cure? - Victory.
572
Life should calm us. - If, like the thin ker, one usually lives in
the great stream of thought and feeling and even our dreams at
night follow this stream:1 51 then one desires from life calm and
quietude - whereas others, when they give themselves over to
meditation, positively want to take a rest from life.
573

Shedding one's skin. - The snake that does not shed its skin
perishes. So too with spirits who are prevented from changing
their opinions; they cease to be spirit.
574

Don 'tforget!- The higher we soar, the smaller we appear to
those who cannot fly.
575

We aeronauts ofthe spirit!-All these bold birds who fly out
into the wide, wide, widest open - it is true! At some point
they will not be able to fly any farther and will squat down on
some pylon or sparse crag - and very grateful for this misera
ble accommodation to boot! But who would want to conclude
from this that there was no longer a vast and prodigious trajec
tory ahead of them, that they had flown as far and wide as one
could fly! All our great mentors and precursors have finally
come to a stop, and it is hardly the noblest and most graceful
of gestures with which fatigue comes to a stop: it will also hap
pen to you and me! Of what concern, however, is that to you
and me! Other birds willfly farther! This our insight and assur
ance vies with them in flying up and away; it rises straight
away above our head and beyond its own inadequacy into
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the heights and looks out from there i nto the distance, sees
the flocks of birds much more p owerful than we are, who
are striving to get to where we were striving toward and where
everything is sti l l sea, sea, sea! - And where, then, do we want
to go? Do we want to go across the sea? Where is it tea ring us
toward, this powerful craving that means more to us than any
other pleasure? Why precisely in this direction, toward pre
cisely where heretofore all of humanity's suns have set? Will it
perhaps be said of us one day that we too, steering toward the
west, hop ed to reach an India - that it was, however, our lot to
shipwreck upon i n fi n ity?152 Or else, my brothers? Or else ? -
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Notes

Dawn: Thoughts on the Presumptions ofMorality appears from Ernst
Schmeitzner in Chemnitz at the end of June 1881, eighteen months
after The Wanderer and His Shadow. It is the result of N's medita
tions at the various locations of his travels in the year 1880: Venice,
Marienbad, Naumberg, Stresa, Genoa. In Venice (spring 1880), N
dictated to his " disciple" Peter Gast a collection of 262 aphorisms
under the title DOmbra di Venezia {"The Shadow of Venice"}, the
result of notes that he had written in two small volumes {Hefte}
from the beginning of the year. In summer and autumn 1880 as in
winter 1880/81, N used five further notebooks, from which both an
extensive posthumous material (CWI3, 4[IJ -8lI 20J) and the second
draft to Dawn have been created. On 25 January 1881, he sent this
second draft from Genoa to Peter Gast for transcription; the title of
the new book on the first page of the second draft was "The Plow
share: Thoughts on the Presumptions of Morality." On the first
page of his copy Peter Gast placed the words: "There are so many
dawns that have not yet broken. Rig Veda." Nietzsche liked this
quote so much that he changed the title of his book to "A Dawn:
Thoughts on the Presumptions of Morality" (see N's letter to Cast 9
February 1881 {KGB IIb, 61}). The article ("J>;.') then was dropped.
Immediately after, N sent another addendum to the transcription
ro Peter Gast, in which he had recorded about 90 aphorisms from
L'Ombra di Venezia (with more or less significant changes). These
were cut into strips and with N's aphorism numbers ordered, copy
was then pasted by Peter Gast for the creation of a printer's manu-
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script {clean final copy of handwritten manuscript} and sent in
mid-March to Schmeitzner in Chemnitz. From mid-April to mid
June, N and Peter Cast read the corrections. These as well as the
printer's manuscript have not survived. In I887 stocks of Dawn
appeared from E. W. Fritzsch in Leipzig, provided with a preface,
as Dawn: 7houghts on the Presumptions of Morality. New Edition
with an Introductory Prefoce.
Unless otherwise indicated, all fragment numbers refer to
Nachlass fragments that appear in CWI 3 .
'The fol lowing symbols are used throughout the text and notes:
[1

II

[?]

o
{}

Italics
Bold

NL
P

Deletion by Nietzsche
Addition by Nietzsche
Uncertain reading
Addition by the editors (Coll i and
Montinari)
Addition or annotation by the
translator
Unfinished or incomplete sentence
or thought
Underlined once by Nietzsche
Underlined twice or more by Nietzsche
B ooks in Nietzsche's personal library
Preface

Variants and editions of Nietzsche's works are referred to by
the following abbreviations:

CW
KGB
KGW
KSA
Fe
Le

The Complete Works ofFriedrich
Nietzsche
Briefwechsel: Kritische Gesamtausgabe
Kritische Gesamtausgabe
Kritische Studienausgabe
First edition
Twenty-volume 1894 Leipzig edition of
Nietzsche's works (GrofJoktav-Ausgabe)

N OT E S

Pd
Sd
Se

Preliminary draft
Second draft
Suhsequent emendations

Titles of Nietzsche's works are referred to by the following
abbreviations:

AC
BGE
BT
D
DD
DS
EH
GM
HAH
HL
JS

MM
NCW
SE
Tl

UO
WA
WB
WP

WS
Z

lhe Anti- Christian
Beyond Good and Evil
lhe Birth of Tragedy
Dawn
Dionysus Dithyrambs
David Strauss the Confossor and the Writer
Ecce Homo
On the Genealogy ofMorality
Human, All Too Human
On the Utility and Liability ofHistory for Life
lhe Joyful Science
Mixed Opinions and Maxims
Nietzsche Contra Wagner
Schopenhauer as Educator
Twilight ofthe Idols
Unfashionable Observations
lhe Case of Wagner
Richard Wagner in Bayreuth
lhe Will to Power
lhe Wanderer and His Shadow
lhus Spoke Zarathustra

A Note on the Subtitle

Presumptions] Vorurtheile. Vor = " before" or "pre." Ur
theile = "judgments." Vorurtheile, literally "prejudgments," is often
rendered as "prej udices" and also means "presuppositions." All
these variants are implied in the subtitle. When the singular or
plural of Vorurtheile is translated other than as "presumption(s),"
it will be noted.
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Preface

aith} Glaube. German uses the word Glaube to denote what
I.f
is meant in Engl ish by both " faith " and " belief." As with its En
glish counterparts, Glaube can mean either faith (or belief) in
something speci fic or rel igious faith (or belief).
2. Trophonius} lSon of King Erginus, who, with his brother
Agamedes, built the temple of Apollo at Delphi . According to
one legend, he and his brother built a treasure chamber for King
Hyprieus of Boeotia, and using a secret entrance, they stole the
ki ng's fortune. Following the discovery of the crime, Trophonius
fled into the cavern at Lebadaea and disappeared forever. In later
times, Trophonius's cave itself became a popular oracular site.}
3 . beLated Preface} 1N wrote the Preface to Dawn in the au
tu mn of 1 886. It was added to the unsold inventory of the first
ed ition of 1881, which was then published as a "New Edition with
an Introductory Preface" in 1887 by E. W. Fritzsch. On " belated,"
cf. note 1 to Aphorism I in Book One.}
4 . tunneled . . . foundation;! N utilizes the many connotations of
the German word Grund, translated here as "foundation." Addition
ally, Grund denotes ground both in the material sense (earth, soil)
and in the abstract sense (basis, first principles). Furthermore, Grund
is the common German word for "reason" in the instrumental
meaning of "motive" (as in the phrase "The reason I'm calling . . . ") .
5. dig away! angraben. A Nietzschean coinage that allows him
to play with the same root as in the key word for "undermine"
(untergrtlben): Grab "grave"; begraben "to bury."
6. trust] Vertrauen. Also implies in this context confidence,
faith, reliance.
7. good (wd evil.) { N began work on this Preface to the second
edition of Dawn in October 1886; BGE was published in August
of the same year.}
8. "inspire. '7 begeistern, "to inspire," "to enthuse," "to breathe
spirit (Geist) into."
9. evince . . . convince!] Pun on the customary German words for
"to speak" (reden) and "to convince" (itberreden), literally "to speak
over."
=

=
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10. Circe} {Daughter of Helios , the sun god, and a very power
ful sorceress, Circe is famous for enticing passersby to her island
of Aeaea, where she transforms men into beasts. Circe is also a
"subterranean," as she shows Odysseus the pathway into Hades.
Cf. Homer's Odyssey, bk. ro, Ovid's Metamorphoses, bk. 14, Vir
gil 's Aeneid, bk. 7.}
I I . aere perennius} "more lasting than bronze."
12. entirety,] {Apparently quoting from memory, N summa
rizes a point that Kant makes in several places throughout the
beginning of The Critique of Pure Reason. In keeping with the
standard page numbering of the second edition (1787), cf� A x i
(footnote) and H xxxv. }
13. ground!} Boden "soil," "ground," "floor," " base," "basis."
Similar to Grund, translated as " foundation" (cf note 4 above) ,
Boden has connotations both material (soil, ground, floor) and
abstract (basis, first principles) .
14. Critique . . 251} N cites from Rosenkranz's 1883 edition of
The Critique ofPure Reason. Cf. B 375-76.
=

.

15. rapturous enthusiasm;} Schwdrmerei
16. sensualism} {Aligned with empiricism, sensualism is the

doctrine that all our knowledge derives from sense perceptions.}
17. I194)j "to found on earth the empire of wisdom, justice,
and virtue." N quotes from Edmond Scherer, Etudes sur la littera
ture contemporaine (Studies on contemporary literature) (Paris{:
Calmann Levy,} 1885), 8:79. NL.
18. "moral realm, '] "moralisches Reich." Kant's term is usually
translated as "moral realm," but Reich also means "empire."
19. Critique . . . Reason!} {N has in mind the famous passage
from the preface to the second edition of Kant's Critique ofPure
Reason: "I therefore had to abolish knowledge in order to make
room for faith." B xxx. All quotations from the Critique ofPure
Reason are from the translation by Norman Kemp Smith (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1929).}
20. credo quia absurdum est} "I believe because it is absurd."
21. themselves''} {Only the second clause, "all things contradict
themselves," is a direct quote from the German philosopher
G . F.W. Hegel. See the Wissenschaft der Logik 11 (Science ofLogic
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II) in Hegel, Werke in zwanzig Biinden (frankfurt: Suhrkamp,
1969), 6:74. With the first clause, "Contradiction moves the
world," N paraphrases the conclusion to the next paragraph of
the Science of Logic: "only insofar as something has a contradic
tion within itself does it move, does it have force and activity"
(ibid., 75).}
22. upward '} {Allusion to the last lines of Faust, pt. II, by Ger
many's most celebrated writer, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe:
"The Eternal-Feminine I Draws us upward." Lines I 2 I IO-I I . }
23. the self-sublation ofmor{t/ity.} die Selbstaufhebung der Moral.
24. lento.} "slowly."
25. Ruta near Genoa} {A coastal town southeast of Genoa
where, coincidentally, N had spent the winter months of 1 8 80
and 1 8 8 1 while working on Dawn.}
Book One
I . Retroactive} Nachtriigfiche, which also could be translated by
" belated " or " deferred," is related to the word for "supplement,"
"addendum," and "postscript."
2. lineage} Abkunft= also " descent from," "origin in," " blood
lineage." Ab = " down from"; Kunft = Old and M iddle High
German derivation from kommen "to come" and signals "ar
rival." First usage in D of N 's language of genealogy, which he
will deploy throughout the work. Cf. Herkunft (Her = "motion
toward the present") ; Ursprung ("origin" or "source"), which is
related to entspringen = "to arise" and "to origin ate"; and Entste
hung (in this instance, the prefix ent- = "the beginning of action
or activity"; stehung = the noun form of the verb stehen = "to
stand," "to be upright," "to rise," "to become" ) . Unless other
wise indicated, the followin g translations will be used: Ab,{." "I'meage "; Entsteh ung= "emergence "; ner:
k UI?Jt=
U k un,I'
J t= "descent ";
Ursprung= "origin."
3 . emergence} Entstehung. Cf. note 2 above.
4. judgment} The parallelism between j udgment (Urtheil) and
presumption or prej udice ( Vorurtheil) is even more exact in Ger
man than in English.
=
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5 . gender} German attributes a gender (masculine, feminine,
neuter) to all nouns.
6. sun} The word for "sun" is feminine in German; neuter in
Russian; and masculine in Greek, Latin, and the Romance
languages.
7· C£ 3 [80J .
8. conjurer . . . contrary.} Pun on the German words Taschen
spieler (literally, "one who plays from out of the pockets") and
Widerspiel (literally, "counterplay") .
9 . Transfiguration.} {At the time o f his death i n 1520, the Italian
Renaissance painter Raphael was working on a painting of the
transfiguration in which, according to tradition, Jesus, accompa
nied by Moses and Elias, appears opposite the disciples Peter,
James, and John, who are overwhelmed by the light from Christ's
transfiguration. N mentions this painting in BT 4.}
ro. C£ 3 [93J , 4 [13J .
II. mores.} plural of mos = "custom."
I2. morality of mores.} Sittlichkeit der Sitte. Highly polyvalent,
Sitte can mean "custom," "habit," "practice," "etiquette," "propri
ety." This translation almost always renders Sitte as "custom"
(rarely, as in the title to this aphorism, as "mores" or, very rarely, as
"propriety"). N's use of Sitte consistently puts the nuances listed
above into play, and the reader should keep them in mind upon
encountering the word custom. Ihe plural, Sitten, is usually ren
dered as "mores," occasionally as "customs" when N emphasizes
the relationship between the singular Sitte (custom) and the plural
Sitten. Sittlichkeit is consistently translated as "morality."
13. unaccustomed, immoral} unsittlich. C£ the previous note.
14. fundamental insights} Grundeinsichten. Throughout D N em
ploys the same foundational metaphors (oriented around the root
Grund) as in the Preface. C£ P2, note 4. Future instances will
not be noted, but such renderings as " basic(ally)," "thorough(ly),"
"at bottom," and " fundamental(ly)" are almost always related to

Grund.
15. traditional} herkommlich, literally "coming hither." The
noun Herkommen (used in the next sentence and throughout the
aphorism) means "origin," "extraction," "descent," as well as "tra-
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dition," "custom." I t is in the same genealogical linguistic field as

Herkunft. Cf note 2 to Aphorism I .
16. Brahman,} From Sanskrit: "having to do with prayer." A
member of the highest Hindu caste, traditionally assigned to the
priesthood .
' 7. evil conscience;} boses Gewissen , as distinct from " bad con
science" (schlechtes Gewissen), which N employs later in D and
w hich is a central concept in GM. Boses Gewissen is rendered
t hroughout as "evil conscience."
1 8 . (post hoc),} "after this," "afterward."
19. subject to control.} Crossed out at the conclusion to the Sd:
We are living in a period of morality in which exists not the
sl ightest physical effect that could prove a moral precept: and
morality has taken refuge in the "Idea\."
20. Cf. 3 [ 7 I j .
2 1 . outcome . . . consequence.! N p u n s in order t o insist force
fu lly that the outcome (ErfoLg) of an action is a consequence (Polge)
of the action itself and not a divine supplement to the action.
22. Reeducation . . . Race.} {Allusion to the short but highly in
fluential deist tract The Education 0/the Human Race (1777h780)
by the German dramatist, critic, and theologian G . E. Lessing
(1729-81). Lessing draws an analogy between the history of reli
gion and the education or development of the human race,
which, as it becomes more mature, learns to perceive , in the
truths of revealed religion, an indication of the necessity of a
religion based on reason. I n the purportedly imminent age of
completion, humanity will act virtuously for virtue's sake, re
gardless of any fear of punishment or desire for reward. Cf. esp.
sec. 85.}
23. venerated] Sd: baroque.
24. grain o/salt,} {The connection between genius and salt may
be of biblical origin (cf. Mark 9 : 50 and Colossians 4:6), or N may
b e drawi ng on the connection i n Italian culture between intelli
gence and salt. The Tuscan avere sale per fa zucca, which means
"to have salt in the head," is frequently said of a person of wit and
keen in telligence.}
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25. madness herb} Wahnwurz, a Nietzschean neologism. Wurz
is the Old German word for "spice" or "medicinal herb "; Walm
means " delusion" or "madness."
26. madness, ,] Cf. Plato's Phaedrus 244a{: "that would be right
if it were an invariable truth that madness is an evil, but in real
ity, the greatest blessings come by way of madness, i ndeed of
madness that is heaven-sent." 1he CoLLected DiaLogues, ed. Edith
Hamilton and Huntington Cairns (Princeton: Princeton Uni
versity Press, r96r), 49I . All translations from Plato's works are
from this edition.}
27. the . . . through madness.} Cf. Plato's Ion 533d-534e{, where
Socrates attributes poetry to madness and divine possession}.
28. Solon . . . SaLamis')] Cf. Plutarch, Solon 8. {Solon was in
strumental in urging the Athenians (ca. 600 BCE) to renewed
battle against Megara, a city-state on the isthmus of Corinth, for
possession of Salamis, an island in the Saronic Gulf off the south
west coast of Attica.}
29. an angekok,J Eskimo priest and sorcerer, renowned for
driving away evil spirits through ecstatic rites and incantations.
30. a pajee} Medicine man among the Indian tribes of South
America.
3 1 . going to the wilderness} {Reference to both Old and New
Testaments. In their flight from Egypt, the Jews enter the desert
on their way to the promised land (Exodus). John the Baptist
also announces the coming of the messiah from the wilderness
(Matthew 3; M ark 1 :3-51; Luke 3 : 3-5; John 1 : 23), and Jesus is
tempted in the wilderness by the devil (Matthew 4:J; Mark r : 13 ;
Luke 4 : 2).}
32. pillar} {Reference to the Christian stylites, ascetics who
lived standing upon a pillar (Greek: styLos). The stylites were
highly revered, and through their fervent preaching converted
large numbers to Christianity.}
3 3 . the . . . trance.} Cf. John Lubbock, Die Entstehung der
CiviLisation und der Urzustand des MenschengeschLechtes, erfautert
durch das innere und au/ere Leben der WiLden . . . {1he Origin of
Civilization and the Primitive Condition ofMan: MentaL and Social
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Condition ofSavages, 1870}, German trans. A. Passow, foreword by
R. Virchow (Jena{: Hermann Costenoble,} 1875), 2IIf. NI .
34. proposition] Satz, equally common word for "sentence."
1here i s similar usage of Satz near the end of this aphorism a nd
in Aphorism 9 .
35. customs . . . custom itself] "Sittm . . . Sitte uberhaupt:" Cf.
Aphorism 9 and note 1 2 above.
36. painstaking} peinlich. 'lbe root, Pein, signi fies "pain," "ag
ony," "torture"; peinlich con notes primarily "embarrassing," "pain
ful," as well as "minute," "painstaking." In legal parlance, pein
lich indicates an offense that is capital.
37. Kamchadals} {A tribe inhabiting the 750-meter-Iong Kam
chatka Peninsula on the Pacific coast of Siberia between the Ber
ing Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk.}
3R. the ultimate?} der hdchste, literally "the highest."
39. It is . . . valuable} Pd: O u r sufferi n g pleases the ill-tempered
J iv(in it ies) and appeases them fo r us. There(fore) volun(tary)
suffering and torments belong to the mores of the community.
'lhus, sufferi ng attains worth. By the same token, one grows
suspicious of well-being. "1he virtuous person is in constant
suffering" - an extreme.
40. compassion!] MitLeid. N 's transition to "compassion" is fa
cilitated by the relationship i n standard German between "suffer
i ng" (Leid) and "compassion" (Mitleid= "suffering with "), a rela
t ionship [hat has become archaic in English usage (passion, from
Latin: passio "suffering," "submission"). According to the 23rd
expanded edition of Friedrich Kluge's Etymologisches Wdrterbuch
der deutschen Sprache (Etymological dictionary of the German lan
guage) (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1 9 9 5) , S63, Mitleid is a " bor
rowed translation of the mystics from the Latin compassio." Un
less otherwise noted, Mitleid is rendered as "compassion"; i n this
t ranslation "pity" i ndicates a related concept, but rarely Mitleid.
41. Thus . . . penance} Pd: Dissimulation as a virtue - fear as a
virtue, suffering as a virtue, requital as a virtue. Denial of reason
as a virtue (constancy) , compassion as a vice, knowledge as a
vice - laziness, on the aver(age), as a consequence of virtue, war
=
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a s a time of picturesque morality, peace as danger(ous), when
seen by the wise, because it u nchains the individual. Courage as
a cardinal virtue.
42. inspire . . . belief] Glauben linden "to find faith." The
German allows for the important dual meaning of discovering
faith per se (Le., for oneself) and inspiring, in others, faith or be
lief in themselves.
43. Every . . . tortures:} Deleted from Sd: we are the heirs of
emotional habits that go back for millennia and we can rid our
selves of this legacy only extremely slowly.
44. stepping forward,] Vorwiits-Schreiten. Sd: progress {der
=

Fortschritt}.
45. thirstfor knowledge} Wijlbegier. Sd: knowledge {Erkenntnis}.
46. danger,] Sd: vice.
47. pity . . . insult,] das Mitleiden als Gefohr, das Bimitleidet
werden als Schimpf Here, Mitleid is translated as "pity" instead of
"compassion" in order to accommodate the ensuing term Be
mitleidetwerden "to be pitied," which cannot be rendered using
"compassion."
48. Freedoers and freethinkers.} Freithiiter und Freidenker. N
coins " freedoers" to accompany the more common " freethink
ers." Cf. 4[109] , where N lists N apoleon and Christ as prototypes
for, respectively, the free doer and the freethinker.
49. Works andfaith.} { Reference to the advocacy of the princi
ple of sola fides ("only through faith " ) on the part of Martin Lu
ther, leader of the Reformation. Cf. Romans 3 :28.}
50. Pd: Among primitive peoples, the feeling of power over
things, property, etc . , is not secure, because they believed thin gs
capable of animation and the power to inj ure. One must secure
oneself against them, just as one must with p(eople). Flattery
and coercion vis-a-vis things: basis of most rituals, na(tural) cau
sality appeared as magical p ower. - Powerlessness was infinitely
vast and frequent, therefore power's predominant sensation, its
subtlety.
51. the subtlest.} am jeinsten, also implying (here, ironically)
"the most cultivated, refined, sensitive."
=
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52. rituals,} Gebrauche denotes "daily habits and customs," but
also "rel igious rites and rituals." Here the single word Gebrauche
conveys thc con nection between the day-to-day and the sacred,
wh ich N elsewhere cvokes in the move from Sitte (custom) to Sitt
lichkeit (moral ity = "the feeling for custom").
53· CC 3 [ 7 1 ] ·
5 4 . precept.} Vorschri/t, also "prescription," "regulation," "rec
ipe," " formula." The related passage from the notebooks uses
Gebote = "comnlandnlcnts."
55. goodness or badness] Gute oder Schlechtigkeit, employed by N
instead of the customary "validity or invalidity" (Giiltigkeit oder
Ungultigkeit).
56. Russian Americal {Alaska was purchased from the Rus
sia ns by the United States in 1 8 67, although it did not becomc a
territory until 1 9 1 2 . } On the ensuing com mand ment not to cast
stones, cf Lubbock, Die Entstehu ng der Civilisation, 376.
57. G 4 [280) , ro [ B 1 7] ·
')8. Animals alld morality.} Die Tiere und die Moral. Tier, the
common word for "animal," may also mean " beast" in the pejo
rative sense of the term.
59. in this depth] in dieser Tiefe. Tiefe denotes both spatial
depth and conceptual profundity. N deploys a pun that can only
be forced here in English: in dieser Tiefe also means "at this level
of profundity."
60. mimicry).} [In English in the original.}
61 . waysl Arten denotes "ways (of doing something)," "man
ners," and "species."
62. likeness] Gleichnis (Gleich "same," " like") can mean "com
parison," "allegory," "parable," "poctic inlage."
63 . accord.} Vertrag, common word for "contract" or "treaty."
64. superhuman] iibermemchlich. Early adjectival use of what
will later become N's central notion of the "superhuman" or
" Obermensch."
65. pia fraus,} "pious deception."
66. prejudice! Vorurtheil.
67. Pd: I fear that thc m(en) most famous for their virtue num
ber among thc actors who act to themselves: for this reason they
=
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make m e sick. Christianity forbade this sort o f playacting- it
created the disgusting spectacle of the grandstanding sinner and
of fabricated sinfulness (still as "good form" today among
Christians).
68. Actors] Schauspieler, literally "players of display." Schau =" dis
play," "show," "sight," "view"; Spieler= "player." Moreover, through
out the aphorism N puns on the fact that the word Schau is
frequently used in phrases that mean to "display" or "exhibit" (zur
Schau steflen), often only " for show" (zur Schau).
69. to put on a (dis)play of virtue] Seine Tugend zur Schau zu
bringen. Cf. previous note.
70. fabricated sinfulness] {Cf. Romans p2.}

71. pity] Erbarmen.
72. Pd: If one originally presumed that spirit was not merely a
human quality but something found everywhere (along with all
other drives, evils, sympathies, etc.) and thus did not see in spirit
the thing that set humans (or a particular human or a people)
apart, then it follows - that in those days there was no such
thing as human pride{;} one was not ashamed to acknowledge
being descended from animals {and} trees.

73. descent] Abstammung.
74. prejudice] Vorurtheil throughout this section.
75. Pd: 4[I3]. Cf. 4 [143] ·
76. Cf. 4[144] . Pd, at the outset: Is there such a thing as inher
ited moral feelings? To begin with, one tries to deny the theory of
inheritance for as long as possible. 77. retroactively,} Cf. note I to Aphorism 1.
78. justifying foundation} Begrundung= "grounds," "motiva
tion," "justification," "rationale." On Grund, cf. note 4 to Pl.
79. origin] Herkunft. Cf. note 2 to Aphorism 1.

80. reasons . . . acceptable.] angebbare und annehmbare Grtt n de.
Complex pun, suggesting that the reasons are also alleged and
cozy, a matter o f complicit give and take (geben = "to give";
nehmen = "take"; -bar= "-able"). Angeben, however, also means "to
pretend," and angeblich means "alleged," "supposed," "pretended."
Similarly, annehmbar has close association with angenehm, the
German word for "comfortable" and "pleasant."
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81 . Cf: 4[1 44J .
82. I'd: What! 'The inventors of the first rowboat, the first as
trologers are supposed to be incomparably greater than our in
ventors? Just the oppos ite! I n those days chance wrought much
more than it does today!
83. prejudice'; Vorurtheil.
84. for their emergence?} {Reference to the widespread belief,
based upon the Platonic notion of the transmigration of souls (cf.
Phoedo 7odf. and Phoedrus 248cff.) , that the planets were inhab
ited. Cf. the appendix to Kant's General History of Nature and
flieory ofthe HealJens (I755) entitled "Concerning the Inhabitants
of the Planets": "So we can infer with more than probable pre
sumption that . . . for the entire range of {inhabitants'} perfec
tion falls under a particular rule according to which the inhabit
ants become ever more excellent and perfect depending on the
distance of their habitat from the sun" (A 1 87) .}
85 · Cf 6 [204] , 7 [ 55] , 7 [239) , 8 [101] .
86. Eris,j {According to Hesiod, Eris was the personi fication of
strife. In the beginning of the Works and Days (20-24) , Hesiod
recogn izes a type of strife, born of envy and competition, that
serves as a healthy stimulus to human productivity. Cf. "Homer's
Contest" in CW r.}
87. fable,} {Allusion to the story of Pandora's box (actually a
j ar or pithos) , related in Hesiod 's Works and Days (94-99). As
punishment for the mortal Prometheus's theft of fire, the god
Zeus bids his smithy Hephaestlls to give Pandora the pithos
containing all the evi ls of the world along with the injunction
never to open the pithos. Out of curiosity, Pandora nonetheless
unseals the pithos, thereby releasing pain and evil into the hu
man world.}
88. among the Europeans are,} Sd: Europeans [from the Greeks
to the present day] are.
89. extirpate it!] N puns on the word heben, which means both
"to extirpate" and "to elevate." Cf. Aphorisms 33 and 45.
90. lot} das Los.
91. Ruminating olJer rituals.} Griibeln iiber Gebrduche. The
phrase gains a great deal of force by virtue of the highly com-
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pressed consonance (G-G; b-b-b) and assonance (it-it; e-e
e-e). Gritbeln ruminating in a brooding, obsessive manner. On
rituals, cf. Aphorism 23 , note 52.
92. Cf. 4l58] .
93. vita contemplativa.} "contemplative life." Opposed to the
vita activa (active life) .
94· Cf. 3 [77], 3 [87] , 4 [43] ·
9 5 . Origin} Herkunft·
96. (his mind's)} Le: added on the basis of the Pd and Sd.
9 7. pudenda origo!} "shameful origin." Added to the end of Sd:
For a long time the entire worth of such beings existed solely in
the fact that they accustomed other people to their presence and
drummed i nto the sluggish brain of the person of actions the idea
of the contemplative life. For contemplative beings, their feeling
of contentment in life increases along with an increase in their
power; at least they become practical optimists.
98. science. Hence} Stricken from Sd: science [, the fi nger exer
cises , as it were, of scientific thought, in the belief that that is all
there is, that the vestibule is the sanctuary] . Hence
99. Pd: 1his seems to me to be my most valuable insight:
whereas earlier the closer one came to the origin of things, the
stronger one believed one was fi nding more and more of inesti
mable significance for human actions and judgments , allowing
even eternal salvation to depend on it, now it is the opposite; the
further we go back, the less engaged is our interest: the high re
gard with wh ich we have invested these things loses its meaning
the more we return to the things themselves .
100. and beyond.} Added to the end in Sd: and misery and
cage and bars and gap and bliss, everything, everything was a
bad dream?
101. Cf. 6[281] .
102. exalted and elevated} erhoben und gehoben. Not only does
the phrase create an effect through rhyme, but N puns once
again (cf. Aphorism 39 and note 89) .
T03 . drive fo r knowledge} Erkenntnisstrieb. N frequently associ
ates the "drive for knowledge" with philosophy in his notebooks
of 1872-74.
=
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104- high tide.} Flu t-Hdhe = "the height" (Hdhe) "of high tide"
(Flut). German, however, uses the same word for both "high tide"
and "Rood." In this aphorism about destruction, N makes a veiled
all usion to the Rood (Sin tjlut = " deluge") of Genesis.
105. wellformed head! '') N 's quotation is actually a truncated
pa raph rase. Cf. Momaigne, Essais 3 , 1 3 : "Oh! que c'est un doux et
mol chevet et sain que l ' ignorance et I 'incuriosire a reposer une
teste bien faicte!" rOh, what a sweet and soft and healthy pil low
is ignorance and incuriosity, to rest a well-made head." !he Com
plete Essflp of Montaigne (Stanford: Stanford University Press ,
1 958), 822.} N possessed two editions of Momaigne's work: hSsais

avec des notes de tous fes eommentateurs {Essays with the notes ofall
the annotaturs} (Paris ! : Chez firmin Didot Freres, Fils et Cie.,}
1 8 64) ; Ver.ruehe, nebst des Verfossers Leben, naeh der neuestm Aus
gabe des Herm Peter Coste, ins Deutsche ubers !Esays, together with
tI biogrtlphy of the author, based on the edition by Mr. Peter Custe,
trans. illto German}, 3 vols . (Leipzig{: Friedrich Lankischens Er
ben,} 1753-54). N owned a German renderi ng of Pascal 's works,
in which Pascal also cites the Momaigne passage quoted above.
Cf. Pascal, Gedanken, Fragmente und Briefe . . . naeh der Ausgabe
P.
P.

Faugere 's { Thoughts, fragments and fetters . . . based on the
Faugere edition}, G erman trans . by Dr. C. F. Schwartz

(Leipzigl : Otto Wigand,} 1865), 1 : 3 16: "that ignorance and incuri
osity are two sweet pillows for a well-organized head." In the
German translation of Pascal, which shows many signs of having
been read often, N underlined the following relevant passage
(2:19, translated here from N 's German edition) : "It is therefore a
misery to doubt; but i n the midst of doubt, it is an i nescapable
duty to seek. Consequently, anyone who doubts and does not
seek is both miserable and iniquitous . It: in such a situation, a
person remains unrufHed and presumptuous, then I lack the
words to describe such an extravagant creature." At this juncture,
N noted "Montaigne" in the margin. Evidently N was also famil
iar with Pascal i n the original French edition, Pensees fragments et

lettres . . . , publits pour la premiere fois conformement aux manu
serits originaux en grande partie inedits . . . {Thoughts fragments
and letters . . . published for the first time based on the original
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manuscripts andfo r the most part previously unpublished . . . }, ed
ited by Prosper Faugere (Paris{: Andrieux,} IS44), for at one junc
ture (Schwartz, 2:S1) he notes " incorrectly translated." References
to Pascal's works are to N 's German edition (Schwartz) and to
the French edition (Faugere). NL.
106. no one . . . pillow.} Sd: he believed himself in possession of
just such a head and felt a similar longing for a lovely pillow.
JOT thyself'} {Greek inscription at the temple to Apollo at Del
phi. Ascribed by Diogenes Laertius to Thales of Miletus, the only
philosopher among the Seven S ages, philosophy as the pursuit of
self-knowledge is most closely associated with Socrates.}
lOS. puto").} ''Any human interest is my concern." {A quotation
from Heauton Timorumenos (!he self-tormentor), one of the
comedies by the Roman playwright Terence (ca. I90-159 BCE) :
"CHREMES: 'I am human, so any human interest is my con
cern .' '' Phormio and Other Plays ( H armondsworth: Penguin,
1967), 76.}
109. self";} aujer sich, meaning also, to be "beside oneself"
(with joy, anger, intoxication, etc.).
IlO. for . . . world-weariness.} Pd: because they teach dissatis
faction and disdain for the world along with the obfuscation of
the genius cult. Who will, then, have to suffer from these im
moderates? Their entire surroundings into the farthest future,
especially the children.
III. Cf. 3 [S2] , 4[31S] . Pd: l he means of solace are what make
life so full of suffering for so many: people get used to combat
ing their pains through intoxication, and suffer afterward from
the repercussions of the intoxication, from the want of it, from the
lasting uncertainty and shakiness of their attitude. Intoxication:
feeling of power. From this it follows that the main suffering is
the feeling of weakness and fear. - For a long time now noth
ing has contributed so much to the worsening of the health
of humanity as the medicines against the diseases. In the best
of cases, one attended to momentary alleviations, and general
worsening was the result. Whoever advanced to a certain stage
of disease no longer recovered: the physicians made sure of
that. - One says of Schopenhauer that he took human suffering

3 02
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seriously: now I for a change wish to take the antidotes to suffer
ing seriously.
II2. Pd: I have no antipathy whatsoever for the pious, rather a
quiet respect along with regret that these excellent people do not
share my feelings: but from where arises this deep contempt for
someone who has had full freedom of spirit and in the long run
nonetheless falls prey to faith? It is as if something ignom inious
had happened, so that everyone who merely heard of it must blush.
From where? - Sch(openhauer) felt the same way. I would turn
my back on the most venerated person if he roused my suspicion
in this connection.
1 13 . spernere . . . ipsum.} Spernere se sperne: "spurn being spurned
oneself." Spernere Sf ipsum: "spurn yourself." Quotations from the
Carmina Misceflalleil (Miscellaneous poetry), CXXIV, of Hilde
bert von Lavardins (I056-I I33), archbishop of Tours and master
of Lati n versification. Goethe alludes to the passage in the Second
Romml Sojourn (I829) of his Italian journey: "Spurn the world, /
Spurn no one, / Spurn yourself, / Spurn being spurned oneself."
Coethe, Werke (Munich{: Beck,} 1981), I l : 466.
l l4. apostate} Pd: renegade
l l5. security.} Sicherheit, the common word for "safety" and for
"certainty," as wel l as for "security." Throughout the aphorism, all
forms of the word security bear the three meanings of "security,"
"safety," "certainty." On security, cf. Aphorism 173.
n6. love . . . faith . . . hope} {Cardinal virtues of Christianity.
Cf. I Corinthians IP3.}
I I7· Cf. 4 [151] .
1l8. spirited} geistreich, literally "rich in spirit," but, as N no
doubt intends here, also " i ngenious," "clever."
II9. priesthood,} Geistlichkeit, meaning "spirituality" as well
("spirit" Geist).
120. priesthood} {Referring to priests as "princes of Hell," Mar
tin Luther catalogues their oppressive actions in his open letter An
=

den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation (An appeal to the ruling class
of German nationality) (1520) and De captivitate babylonica eccle
siae prtle!udium (On the Babylonian captivity of the first church)
(15 lO).}
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121. "in the wilderness"} A reference to the devil's temptation of
Jesus in the wilderness - cf. note 31 to Aphorism I4. The allusion
is strengthened by the fact that, in the same sentence, the word
for "experimentally" (versuchsweise) has the same root as the word
for "temptation" ( Versuchung).
122. Pd: How can a person experience his own opinion about
things as a revelation? This is the problem of the origin of all reli
gions: it presumes that one already believes in "revelations." For
the blessed rapture of a new hypothesis is so great for its creator
that he ascribes it to God: this presumes that one does not believe
in humans as founders of great happiness (pessimism). Thus one
confirms an opinion by calling it a revelation, one withdraws it
from critique: one makes it holy. Thus one does, it is true, degrade
oneself to an organon {"tool," " instrument"} but our thought tri
umphs as the thought of God: a prodigious satisfaction of the
feeling of po<wer). One thereby withdraws it from one's own cri
tique: one places oneself above oneself. 1his violation of ourselves
in favor of our creation is an extreme form of paternal love and
pride.
123 . cause . . . cause} In all three instances, "cause" renders the
German Ursache, which shares the same prefix as Ursprung (cf.
note 2 to Aphorism 1). Ur- connotes "primary," "original."
124. organon,} "too]," " instrument."
125. Pd: Supposing we felt toward another as he feels (accord
ing to Schopenhauer, compassion; more accurately "a single
passion") - then we would hate him if he, as an 1, finds himself
hateful, as did Pascal. And that is indeed how Pascal felt toward
humanity as a whole: and the Christian too for that matter, whom,
under Nero, one convicted of odium generis humani {"hatred of the
human race"}.
126. onepassion} Pun that is also forced in German. Transfor
mation of the common word for compassion or sympathy, Mitleid
(Mit= "with"; Leid= "suffering"), into the neologism Einleidlich
keit (Ein = "one"; Leid= "suffering"; -keit= "-ness"). This passage
refers to the work of Arthur Schopenhauer, particularly 7he
Basis o/Morality (1840) , in which Schopenhauer makes compas
sion the cornerstone of his ethics. N alludes to Schopenhauer's
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concept of i ndividuation, i . e . , the will to become an individ
ual, as a process characterized by enormous suffering. Suffer
ing is always a s u ffering of the lone individual, hence N's word
Filileidlichkeit = "onepassion."
1 27. if. . hateful.] Cf. the following underlined passages in N's
German edition of Pascal 's Gedanken: "No other religion has
taught that one should hate oneself. lhus, no other religion can
satisfy those people who hate themselves and are in search of a be
ing who is truly worthy of love" (Schwartz, 2:n8: Faugere, 2:142).
"One has only to love God and only to hate oneself" (Schwartz,
2:273: Paugere, 2:380). On Christianity and self-hatred, cf. Apho
rism 79.
1 28. Nero} {Nero demonstrated hatred of his neighbor by kill
ing his mother, his fi rst and second wives, and many lead ing citi
zens he thought were plotting against him.l
1 2<). odium gmeris humrmi./ "hatred of humankind." I n his
AIlIIt/ls (15, 44, 4), the Roman historian Cornelius Tacitus writes,
"First, then, the confessed members of the sect were arrested: next,
on their disclosures, vast numbers were convicted, not so much on
the coum of arson as for hatred of humankind." The Annals ofTaci
tus I:;-I6 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1991) ,
282-85.
130. Cf. 7[1 29] .
13I. Cf. 4[166] .
132. religiosi)] "moved, touched by God," i.e., mystics.
133· Cf 6 [179] ·
134. robber . . . cross} {During his crucifixion, Christ promises a
confessed robber who is being crucified next to him that he and
the robber will meet that day in Paradise. Cf. Luke 23:43 .}
135 · Cf. 4[164, 167, 170, 1 7 1, 219, 220, 231 , 252, 254, 255, 258] . This
aphorism results from N's close reading of Hermann Liidermann's
.

Die Anthropologie des Apostels Paulus und ihre Stellung innerhalb
seiner Heilslehre: Nach den vier Hauptbriefen dargestellt (The Apostle
Paul's anthropology and its position within his doctrine ofsalvation:
Presented according to thefour main epistles) (Kid{: Universitatsbuch
handlung,} 1872) . In particular, cf 106-48.
136. pitiable,] bemitleidenswerth.
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137. ofethicaL sublimeness} der sittLichen Erhabenheit.
138. Lust for domination} Herrschsucht. The root herrsch- is the
same as in the word for "control."
139. carnaLity of "flesh "i {Cf. 2 Corinthians 12:7.}
140. Luther . . . idea!.) {Cf. Aphorism 88.}
141. outside the Law. "i {Cf. Romans 6:14.}
142. law is dead,} {Cf. Galatians 2 : 19.}
143 . one with Christ,} {Cf. Romans 12:5; 1 Corinthians 10:17; 2
Corinthians 13:1; G alatians 3:28; Ephesians 4:3, I3·}
144. the Greek, in} Pd: the Greek (Achilles) in
145. Christian.} Added to the end in Sd: There's no aping any of
that!
146. boundaries} Absonderungen, literally that which is "separated," "secluded."
147. prejudices.} Vorurtheile.
148. "aere perermius"} "more lasting than bronze."
149. praetors} ''praetor,'' related to prae-ire = "to lead," "to pre
cede." Particularly since 227 BCE the Roman praetors held su
preme military and judicial authority in provinces ruled by Rome.
150. Epicurus} {Epicurus held that both the body and the soul
were composed of atoms and that the latter died with the for
mer, thus ridding his followers of the belief in, and fear of, an
afterlife. }
151. resounds} ausklingt= literally, "to sound out." N is, how
ever, drawing on the verb's other meaning, namely, "to cease to
sound," "to fade away."
152. Lucretius,} {In his only work, De Rerum Natura (On the
nature of things), Lucretius expounds the atomistic philosophy of
Epicurus in an attempt to free humans from superstition, from
helief in the intervention of the gods and in an afterlife.}
153. Mithras and Isis cults!} {Originally an Indo-Iranian god of
light, truth, and war, Mithras gained a widespread following in
Rome during the first half of the first century BCE. In this exclu
sively male cult that was a serious rival to early Christianity, suc
cessfully completing the seventh and final stage of initiation was
helieved to lead to immortality. Isis figures originally in Egyptian
religion as the wife of Osiris, god of death and the underworld,
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and mother of Horus. Her cult, associated with magic and with
rebirth from the underworld, was firmly established in Greece by
the fourth century BCE.}
1 5+ MaCCtlbees,} IThe Maccabees make up the last two books
of the Apocrypha (Greek: "lhe Hidden Ones"), i.e., the fourteen
books included in the Greek, but not the Hebrew, Old Testa
ment (cf. Aphorism 84, note I 87).} Cf. 2 Maccabees 7:1O-I l . Cf.
4[161] .
1 5 5 . transubstantiation} Verwandlung, a high ly polyvalent
word that may also lnean "conversion," "metamorphosis,"
"commutation."
1 56. theme} Vorwurf, which also means "reproach."
157. for everyone} ICf. the first chapter of Romans, especially
1 : 6-17, and Romans 1O: 1 2.}
158. resurrection . . . unredeemed;} ICf. the final note to this
aphorism.}
159. wages o/sin ,} ICf. Romans 6:23.}
1 60. eternally damned,} (The belief in eternal damnation in hell
became official church doctrine in 543 CE in the Canones adver
sus Originem (Laws contrary to Origines). Origines (r85-253 ? CE) ,
one of the most influential early Christian theologians, had
claimed that, after death, all sinners enter a fire of purification
from which they gradually emerge redeemed.}
16r. Cf. 5 [28] .
r62. Cf. 3 [106] .
r63 . chasteneth ,] Cf. Hebrews 1 2 : 6.
164. kobolds] {In German folklore, spirits or goblins that haunt
houses or live in mines and other underground places.}
165. sonnets,} {Cf. the opening to S onnet 1 5 1 : "Love is too
young to know what conscience is, / Yet who knows not con
science is born of love? " See also Sonnets 121 and especially 129
and 1 42 . }
166. revile} verldstern, literally "to turn into a vice" (from
Laster "vice").
167. Cf. 6 [66] .
168. pity} Erbarmen.
169. new . . . pity} Cf. 3 [106] .
=
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170. hell, "} {Cf. the final note t o Aphorism 72.}
171. stone . . . Juan} {Reference to what is usually the final scene
in any number of treatments of the myth of the insatiable seducer
Don Juan (most famous are Moliere's Don Juan or the Stone Guest,
1665, and Mozart's opera Don Giovanni, 1787). The "stone guest" is
the commander whom Don Juan has slain at the outset and who
returns at the end in petrified form to exhort Don Juan to mend
his ways. When the latter refuses, the commander's touch com
mands the impenitent seducer to helL}
172. Whitefield} {George Whitefield was leader of the Calvinist
Methodists, missionary to the American colonies, founder of the
revival movement, and renowned for his tremendous oratorical
powers in the fire-and-brimstone manner.}
In when . . . fashion} Cf. William Edward Hartpole Lecky,
Entstehungsgeschichte und Charakteristik des Methodismus: Aus
dem Englischen von Ferdinand Lowe (History of the origin and na
ture ofMethodism: From the English by Ferdinand Lowe) (special
printing of the ninth chapter of volume 2 of Lecky's Geschichte
Englands im achtzehnten Jahrhundert {History of England in the
eighteenth century}, bearing the heading "The religious revival"
(Leipzig and Heidelberg{: C . F. Winter,} 1 880), 2: 53f. NL.
1 74. calamit]"!} Sd: what all kept climbing to the light of day
out of the [inner] hell into which Christianity had transformed
that poor " little sou!," the anima vagula blandula of the ancients
{N refers here to the Roman emperor Hadrian (76-138; emperor,
II7-38), whose best-known literary work is a short poem reported
to have been composed on his deathbed that begins with the line
''Animula vagula blandula" (Little soul, wandering and pale). An
imula is the diminutive of anima, which N might have mistak
enly misquoted from memory or might have changed intention
ally. Cf. Scriptores Historiae A ugustae ( The Augustan History), Life
ofHadrian 25·9·}
175. ''field of calamity "!} Cf. WS 6. The citation is from Em
pedocles {see Empedocles: The Extant Fragments, ed. M . R.
Wright (New H aven: Yale University Press, 1981), 278}: £e ya'CE
eEU(na "Atllsdv Attl.Hova: {"they wander in darkness over the
field of Ate"} (Diehls-Kranz fragment no. 1 21). {Ate is the daughter
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o f Eris a n d sister of Dysnomia (Lawlessness) . Cf. Iliad 19:90ff. ,
the 1heogony, l i n e 2 3 0 , a n d Aeschylus's Agamemnon, lines I I 24,
1433 ·}
176. One . . . tortu re.} N is quoting from Lecky, Entstehungsge
JChichte, 2:67f.
1 77. Let . . . torment) {Reference to antiquity's tendency ro
view death as the twin of sleep. The difference between Christian
and ancient representations of death is the subject of a famous
essay by Lessing, which N u ndoubtedly knew, entided "Wie die
Alten den Tad gebildet" (How the ancients represented death)
(1 769)·}
178. "Oh . . . come! '} Cf. Lecky, Entstehungsgeschichte, 2 : 7 I ff.
1 79. 1he Greeks . . . misfortune:) The word is vEI-lEcrOTj'tlXov.
Cf CW l l : 1 7 l 5 8] { : The free spirit has the "gods' envy" of humans'
dumb contentment. 1he gods' envy is VEI-lEcrOTj'tlXov.}
180. if. . . hateful,) Cf. Pascal, Gedanken (Schwartz, I : I90f;
Faugere, 1 : 197) : "Le moi est ha·issable. Vous, Miron, Ie couvrez;
vous ne l'otez pas pour cela: vous etes donc toujours halssable."
{The self is odious. You, M iron, conceal it; but for all that you don't
get rid of it: you are therefore still odious.} Cf. D 63; MM 385.
181. assume} annehmen . Also means "to accept."
182. Pd: "You have ro sort that out yourself: for you r life is at
stake." Luther. Nothing of the kind! It doesn't matter much .
183. Spiritual} Der geistiiche. Pun that suggests the attack is by
a priest (Der Geistiiche), which rurns our ro be the case.
184. than . . . vulture.} {Ancient i m age of extreme suffering.
Having deceived Zeus by stealing fire from the gods (or, i n some
accounts, cheating Zeus out of a sacrifice), Prometheus is chained
to a rock, where every day an eagle ( N claims a vulture) devours
his liver, which then grows back again each night. This suffering
is especially significant because the Greeks and Romans thought
the liver was the seat of all the passions.}
185. Cf. 4 [235] , 6 [240] .
186. erection . . . snake,} {Cf. Numbers 21:9.}
187. Septuagint} {From Sep tuaginta , "the seventy." Name given
to the first translation (supposedly by some seventy scholars) of
the Old Testament from Hebrew into Greek.}
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188. Psalm 96:ro} {It is unclear what N has in mind here. A
comparison of the psalms in Hebrew, in the Septuagint, the Vul
gate, and the Luther and the King James versions does not appear
to reveal any emendation.}
189. Pd: One (Schopenhauer) mocks the mythology and theol
ogy of the Greeks. One ought to admire that they displayed mea
sure precisely at this point and did not apply their acute under
standing to these areas. This is a type of tact.
190. Cf. 8 [58] . Pd: added to the end: And such {are} all pure
physicists.
191. Cf. IO[B43]; 4 [165] .
192. Cf. 4[56] , 4 [59] , 4[261] .
193 . locked . . . monastery,} {Luther broke off his studies in law
and entered the monastery in 1505, where his comings and goings
were monitored by his Augustinian superiors.}
194. mines or "mineshafts ''i Tiefin und "Teufen " (pronounced
"Teefin" and "Toifin"). Tiefen is the normal word for depths, but
Teufen, from Late M iddle High German, would also have been
used in Luther's day. The only current usage is as a mineshaft,
which is appropriate for Luther, "a trusty miner's son."
195. self-invented. '} Cf. Luther, Der grofe Katechismus (The
great catechism) (1529) in Luther, Weimarer Ausgabe, 30:178f.
196. Cf. 4[57] , 6[1I6] .
197. significance'} Ascribed t o Malwida von Meysenbug. Cf.
4[57] .
198. God's honesty.} Redlichkeit, which also means "sincerity,"
" integrity," "probity," " fairness."
199. welfare} Heil, which also carries the religious implications
of "redemption" and "salvation."
200. intelligence} Pun on the word Geist==- "spirit" as well as
"intelligence," " i ntellect." Accordingly, God lacks spirit.
201. "hidden God'} {Cf. Isaiah 45=15. Cf. also Job 23:9; Psalms
10:1 and InT.}
202. "deus absconditus'} " hidden God."
203. No one . . . could.} Cf. the following passage underlined in
N's German edition of Pascal's Gedanken: "If God constantly
revealed Himself to humans then there would be no merit in
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having faith in Him; a n d if He never revealed himself, there
would be little fa ith. But usually He remains hidden and reveals
Himsel f only rarely to those whom He wishes to enlist into His
service. This miraculous, and for humans impenetrable, arcanum
{"mystery, secret"} into which God has retreated leads us ur
gently into solitude, far away from the gaze of others." (Schwartz,
1 :57; Faugere, 1 : 3 8 . Cf. Schwartz, 2:4, 95, I 2If.)
204. a . . . moralism:} Pd: a gentle heathenism
205. "God, . . . imm ortality ''} {Cr. Kant's Critique of Pure Rea
son, B 7, where Kant identifies these th ree ideas as the principal
concerns of pure reason.}
206. Who . . . draw:} Pd: 1 won't accept a conclusion such as
this
207. remedy.} HeilmitteL= literally, "means of salvation."
208. fn . . . vinces.} "In this sign you will be the victor." {In the
year 3 1 2 BeE, on the verge of battle against his rival Maxentius,
the Rom an emperor Constant i ne the Great (274-337) is reported
to h ave had a vision in which these words appeared to him along
with an image of the cross superimposed against the sun. Con
stantine defeated M axentius and converted to Christianity, the
first pagan emperor to do so (Constantine had been a worshipper
of the Roman sun god , Sol). This is the moment when, symboli
cally, antiquity yields to Christianity. }
209. which . . . good.} C r. 4 [186] . {Cf. J . Wackernagel, aber den
Ursprung des Brahmanismus (On the origin of Brahmanism) (Ba
sel: Schweighauser, 1877) , 28f. NL .}
Book Two

I. Pd: Subjugation to morality can be equally slavish, equally
vain, equally egotistical (like France's under Nap(oleon) {)} or re
signed or stupidly rapturous or without thought.
2. thinking).) Pd: thought
3. Awakening . . . dream.) May also be read as a command:
"Awaken from the dream."
4. music of the spheres:} {Allusion to the belief of the Greek
philosopher Pythagoras (582?-500? BCE) that the planets ex-
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isted in ordered distances corresponding t o sound intervals,
which comprised an i mperceptible harmony of the spheres . Cf.
Aphorism 4.}
5. existence. "} Reference to S chopenhauer.
6. Problematic . . . accept] Bedenklich . . . annehmen. These two
words set up a contrast between the heading and the body of the
aphorism. Bedenklich comes from the verb "to consider," "ponder
over"; annehmen means "to assume" as well as "to accept." Ac
cordingly, one must reflect or else assume blindly.
7. Cf. 8 [59] . Pd: False generalizations: e.g., one says "an injuri
ous person," others repeat it - but one actually means: besides a
great deal that isn't injurious, the person also does something that
injures - but one awakens the presumption that the person is al
ways and essentially an injurious being. More precisely: he has
injured others once or four times, once intentionally and the rest
unintentionally. B ut based on the one time, one assumes that all
acts that injure have been committed intentionally. - These are
the false conclusions drawn by fear.
8. pudenda origo!} "shameful origin!"
9. ethical} sittlich. Whereas the noun, Sitte, may be translated
as "custom," " habit," "propriety," the adjectival form must be
rendered as "ethical" or "moral." Cf. Aphorism 9 and note I2.
ro. Cf. 3 [24] , 5 [13] .
I I . adopted] From the verb annehmen
"to assume," "accept."
Cf. note 6 above.
12. pretense] Verstellung in Se, Sd, Le; representation (Vorstel
lung) in Fe
13. Cf. 4[51] .
14. Cf. 1 [4] , 3 [171] . Pd: Preserving and advancing humanity are
supposed to be the goal of morality! Preserving what? Advancing
where? In whatever elevates humans above animals, etc. That
means that the essential thing about morality is close-lipped
and very difficult to express! The longest possible existence of
humanity? - that would be a goal that required completely dif
ferent means from the most possible distinction from animals.
{The} highest advancement of rationality does not guarantee hu
manity the longest life.
=
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I5. what? . . where?} worin ? . . . wohin? N achieves added ef
fect through the use of rhyme.
I6. Cf. I [4] .
17. Pd: Aren't precepts as to how we must act altogether limita
tions on, and even contradictions to, individual happiness?, i.e.,
happiness that springs from its own impenetrable laws. l. Provided
he wants to be happy, one ought not give the individual any pre
cepts. 2. The so-called moral laws are directed against the individ
ual and do not promote his happiness. 3. Only if h umanity had a
generally recognized goal could one determine: how should we act?
4. It is not true that happiness is the goal of evolution: either of an
art or of human ages, on the contrary there is in all stages an espe
cially incomparable happiness. Change, the need for change is the
goal of evolution, viz., evolution wants evolution and nothing
more. Habit breeds boredom and this change. 5. It is not true that
morality advances reason.
1 8 . Cf. 6 [2J . Pd: One combats the intensity of a drive I) in
that one avoids opportunities for gratification and through ab
stinence seeks to weaken it (habit fonifies) 2) by introducing a
regi men t of gratification; under the yoke of the regimen the
drive becomes regimented and leaves periods free in which it
doesn't disturb 3) one gives oneself over to the wildest gratifica
tion in order to harvest disgust 4) one yokes gratification to
some very distressing thought, proximity and derision of the
devil and his punishments in hell{,} disdain from those one
admires most, etc. 5) one turns proud and does not wish to be
ruled.
,
I9. appetite ] Lord Byron, Vermischte Schriften, BrieJwechsel
und Lebensgeschichte {Miscellaneous works, correspondence, and
biography}, ed. Ernst Ortlepp (Stuttgart{: J. Scheible,} no date),
2:31. N is quoting from the German edition in his library.
20. Pd: One has to pick up the scent of a new type of
pleasure - there thus arises a desire for itL} and if much of what
opposes it is of minor consequence, also minor people - then the
goal appears noble, moral, good: now the inherited moral predis
position is transformed into desire, takes desire into itself- I saw
this {hi}story {transpire} in me with my own eyes.
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2 1 . goal} Ziel. Just a s in Aphorism I06, Ziel is here, fo r the
purposes of consistency, rendered as "goal." Because, however,
this aphorism has much in common with Freud's later theory of
instincts, the reader should be aware that Ziel is the word that
the translators of the Standard Edition render as the "aim" of an
instinct.
22. practice, (a lot of)} Se, Taschen-Ausgabe, Bd. 5 (I906); Fe, Le:
Practice
23 . spirit.] Geist= "mind," " i ntellect."
24· Cf. 8 [ 9 9] .
25. every . . . way} der Nachste = literally, "the next one," whose
primary use is as the scripturally inflected word for "neighbor" in
expressions like "Love thy neighbor."
26. King Visvamitra,} {Indian mythological king who, through
years of asceticism, begins to build a new heaven. The god Indra
sends a nymph who seduces Yisvamitra and thus diminishes his
powers .}
27. Dante} { I n the first part of Dante's Divine Comedy, he de
picts the sufferings of damned souls in hell.}
28. Calvin} {A leading member of the Reformation, Calvin
stressed the doctrines of original sin, eternal damnation, and
predestination.}
29. Cf. 4 l155] . Pd: People who are tormented terribly and for a
long time without fever and whose mind remains unclouded look
out onto things with a terrifying coldness: they know that the
encrustation that covers things and people with health and lazi
ness has fallen away: i ndeed from themselves. Supreme sobering
up by means of pain is sometimes the only means to call someone
back from a dangerous fantasy world: just as happened to Christ
on the cross. The prodigious straining of the intellect that op
poses the pain gives a new light to everything one looks at: the
attraction of this illumination is a strong stimulant to continuing
to live despite all exhortations [?] to suicide. Contempt for the
illusionary misty world of cozy warm health, insight into the mo
tives of our being on that occasion when physical pain does not
shy away from conj uring up the bitterest pain of the soul only in
order to bear the physical agony- clairvoyance! "For once be
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your own accuser and executioner, accept [?J your suffering as
the punishment you have pronounced! Enjoy your superiority as
judge, elevate yourself above your life as above your suffering,
look into the depths of meaning!" - Then the appeal of advocat
i ng life against all the whisperi ngs of pain, of resisting pessimism
lest it appear a consequence. The appeal of exercising justness, of
triumphing over oneself in the most agitated of states. 'lhe appeal
of the most profound solitude and of freedom from all duties: it
Ellis like scales from our eyes. In the meantime the bliss of recov
ery, alleviation of suffering - we become transformed. In the
end, the appeal of not being foolishly proud, as if what we had
experienced were something unique: we humble pai n's almighty
pride after the fact. We long for a p owerful self-alienation be
cause the p a i n m ade us too powerfully personal for so long.
People a nd nature affect us in a new way: even where the veil has
b llen we see about them with rueful j oy the subdued lights of /ife
at play, and we smile when we perceive the incrustation -we
don't grow angry.
30. me!"} {Christ's words on the cross. Cf. Matthew 27:46; Mark
15:34; as well as Psalm 22, which opens with the same words.}
3 1. disappointment} In German the same word is used for "disap
pointment" and " disillusion": Enttauschung (Ent= "un-" or "dis-";
Tduschung= "illusion," " fraud," " deception").
32. Don Quixote.} {Allusion to the end of Don Quixote (1605 pt.
J ; 1615 pt. 2), novel of chivalry by the Spanish author M iguel de
Cervantes Saavedra. Shortly before his death, Don Quixote, who
has supposedly gone benevolently mad from reading too many
"profane Stories of Knight-Errantry," renounces "all my pass'd
Folies," seems at least to return to his senses, confesses, makes a
will, and dies peacefully. Don Quixote, trans. Peter Motteux (New
York: Modern Library, 1930), 930-34.}
33. appeaL} Reiz. N draws on the polyvalence of this word,
which can mean "charm," "attraction," "fascination," "allure
ment," "enticement," but also "a physical stimulation," "an im
pulse." N employs the same word two sentences later and also
includes its adjectival form (reizbar, rendered as "sensitive").
3 4. prejudices} Vorurtheiie.
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3 5 . prejudices,} Vorurtheile.
3 6. God. '7 Quotation from A us Schopenhauers handschriftli

chem Nachlaf {From Schopenhauer's handwritten notebooks pub
lishedposthumously} (Leipzig{: F. A. Brockhaus, } 1864), 433f. NL .
37. live and act;} lebe und webe = literally, "live" and "weave." In

addition to the effect of the rhyme, N introduces [he motif of
weaving that reappears twice near the end of the aphorism.
38. fote] Verhdngnis = " fate," " destiny," " doom," "curse," "mis
fortune." Moreover, the related verh verhangen "to cover, veil,
conceal " and also "to pronounce judgment or sentence." Accord
ingly, Verhangnis here also implies "sentence."
39. Cf. 6 [410] , 6 [419] , 6 [418] .
40. neighbor] der Ndchste. Cf. Aphorism II3 and note 25 above.
41. Experience and make-believe.} Erleben und Erdichten. These
two common words are formed by adding the prefix er- to, re
spectively, the normal verb for "to live" (leben) and the custom 
"
ary verb for "to write literature." Erdichten means "to make up,
" fantasize."
42. why . . . tops?] Cf. 7 [156] .
43 . from . . . sort.} Sd; Ie: from weathercocks, moths, and other
things.
44. make-believing foculty of reason] die dichtende Vernunft= "poeticizing reason," "reason that is writing literature."
45. You 're . . . blunder.} Pd: Everything is imagination.
46. Pd: 6[433] . Cf. 6 [429] , 6[431] , 6 [435] , 6[441] .
47· Cf. 4 [ 9 5] ·
48. As . . . riddle.} Pd: Through the roll of the dice of chance. I s
that still continuing i n humanity? Yes
49. We . . . riddle.} Sd: But we haven't figured that out yet.
50. Cf. 5 [43] , 6 [I I9] , 5 [47] : { . . . } Wanting is a prejudice.{ . . . }
51. Cf. 4[134] .
52. Oedipus . . . dream!} Perhaps a n allusion to Sophocles' Oe
dipus Tyrannos, lines 981ff.
53· Cf. 6 [ 374] ·
54. consequences and outcomes] "Folgen und Erfolge." Cf. Apho
rism 12, note 2 I .
55. Cf. 4[288] , 6 [355] , l O [B37] ·
==
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56. chance events,} Zufolle, plural o f Zufofl= "chance," " hap
penstance," "contingency," "accident." This translation usually
renders the singular Zufall as "chance."
57. Moira] "portion," "share," " lot." Greek goddess of fate. He
siod ( Theogony 904-6) has t h ree Moirai - Clotho, Lachesis, Atr
opos-who were the forerunners of the Roman Parcae, or fates.
58. met . . . them.! Sd: which seems to belong to I ndo-Germanic
culture (one wants to have a trump card against them up one's
sleeve)
59. austere . . . Scandinavian,] Sd: Teuton
60. twilight ofthe gods'; { I n German and Norse mythology the
concept of the destruction of the world. Richard Wagner's The
Twilight of the Gods, the last opera in The Ring of the Niebulung,
appeared i n 1 8 74, and N's own Twilight ofthe Idols in 1889.}
61 . Persitm . . . Scandinavian.] Sd: Teutonic
62. God . . . ways,] {Cf. Romans I I :33.}
63. ancient . . . subtle.! Sd: clever and adventurous Europeans
64. perhaps . . . herself] Sd: there is only one realm, but in it
there exists neither absolute chance nor absolute stupidity, but
instead necessity in everything and everyone and only now and
then predictable necessity! of course leaving love and other Chris
tian sentimentalities out of it!
65 · Cf. 7[96] .
66. Cf. 6 [163] , 10 [ 0 59] , 10 [060] .
67. last gasp] ausklingende, present participle of ausklingen = "to
sound out," "resound," but also "to fade away." Cf. Aphorism 72.
68. sentiments ''] "One is only good through compassion: it is
therefore necessary that there be some compassion in all our feel
ings." {From Joseph Joubert, Pensees, essais, maximes et correspon
dance de J Joubert, ed. Paul Raynal (Paris: Le Normant, 1850), 192.}
69. needful, "j { Reference to Christ's response (d� Luke 10:42)
to Martha, when she complains that she is doing all the work,
while her sister Mary sits at Christ's feet. Christ's point is that she
has chosen faith, which will bring her personal salvation, and
that is all that matters. Related to the concept of sola fides (cf.
Aphorism 22 and note 49) .j
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70. neighbor, '7 {Cf. Luke 1 9 : 1 8 a n d 34; Matthew 19:19 and
22:39; Mark I2:31; Galatians 5:14; James 2:8.}
71. autrui, '7 " l ive for others."
72. or . . . action.} Sd: as the genuine moral feelings
73. prejudice} Vorurtheil.
74. individual . . . sentiment} "Mitempfindung und sociale

Empfindung"
75. Kant . . . value} {On the Kantian position, cf. "The moral
disposition must be free from every sensuous condition." The Cri
tique of Practical Reason, trans. Lewis White Beck (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1949), 183. Cf. the entire first part of
the chapter entitled "The I ncentives of Pure Practical Reason"
(I80-95)·}
76. Kant . . . tastelessness.)} I n place of this passage, the Sd has:
9 [n] . Cf. also S chopenhauer, NachlajJ (cf. last note to Aphorism
rr6), 333·
77. su./foring . . . com-passion,) Throughout this aphorism N
puns on Mitleid, translated as "compassion." Mit = "with ";
Leid= "suffering." Mit-Leid is uncharacteristically hyphenated
here. Cf. note 40 to Aphorism 1 8 .
78. Yet . . . invigorating}.) Sd: Moreover a feeling o f pleasure
(the opposite of envy) is often activated by the sight of a situation
opposed to ours. And then another feeling of pleasure at the idea
that we would be able to help if we so chose: and finally, in the
act of helping, the pleasure in itself of successful action.
79. Pd: 7 [285] .
80. Compassion . . . suffering) Mitleid . . . Leid. Cf. note 77 to
Aphorism 133 and note 40 to Aphorism 18.
81. If . . place.) Pd: 16 love someone and then to discover that
he is suffering! But "to love," in and of itself, is in no way "to
pity" ! Likewise to admire, honor someone and then to discover
that he suffers!
82. Stoicism?} {School of philosophy founded by Zeno of
Citium around 300 BCE. Major Stoic philosophers included
Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius.}
83. Cf. 2 [19] , 3 [50] .
.
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8 4 . Pd: If music is a reproduction of a reproduction of a feeling
and nevertheless, by means of this detour, still allows us to take
part in this feeli ng: - - - In order to reproduce the feeling
of an other in ourselves, we either return to the calise of that feel
ing or to its effects: we ask: Why is he depressed ? Or we use the
expression of his eyes, voice, gait (or even their imitation in im
age or tone) and attain the same goal, even more surely through
the 2l1d as through the 1St way.
85. Empathy.} Mitempfindung. Mit= "with"; Empfindung=
"sensation," "perception," " feeling," "sentiment." Cf. Mit/eid.
Mit= "with "; Leid= "suffering," translated as "compassion," but
also "pity."
86. mpturous} schwdrmerisch. Cf. note 1 5 to P3.
87. pity} des Erbarmem. Compared to Mitleid, which has been
translated throughout as "compassion," £rbarmen is more ele
vated in style and often religiously in Hected, as in "Dafi' Gott er
barme!" (God help us!).
88. qualitas occulta} " hidden (and hence mysterious) quality,
essence."
89. gift. '7 Cf. Schopenhauer, Nachlaf (cf. last note to Apho
rism II6), 180.
90. Cf. 4 [210] .
91. ideal divine cannibalism.} {Reference to the battle between
Zeus and his father, Kronos . Heeding the prophecy that he
would be destroyed by one of his children, Kronos devoured
them at birth. When Zeus was born, Kronos's wife Rhea de
ceived her husband by feeding him a s tone instead. Later Zeus
overtook his father and forced him to regurgitate his children,
Zeus's siblings. Cf Hesiod, 7heogony, 624ff.}
92. Cf. 3 [18] .
9 3 . At the outset of Pd: It is not true (as Spencer claims) that
what is genuinely moral is i n the immediate consequences. Cf
H. Spencer, Die 7hatsachert der Ethik {Ethical fa cts} (Stutrgart{:
E . Schweizerbart'sche Verlagshandlung,} 1879, 84) . NL.
94. Ellert . . . neighbor.} Auch iiber den Ndchsten hinweg. The
German phrase can mean both " ignoring" and "getting beyond,"
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"transcending" one's neighbor. The same is true for the phrases
"looks beyond" and "get beyond" in the body of the aphorism.
95. plowshare} Pflugschar. Original title for Dawn.
96. Pd: 4[210] .
97- likes . . . seen} The phrase underscores the utopian aspect
mentioned earlier in the sentence, for in Greek, "utopia" means
"no place."
Book Three

1. ultratraditional} altherkommlich. Cf. Aphorism 9, note 15.
2. Cf. 4[6] .
3. chanciness} Here and throughout the aphorism, the word
rendered as "chanciness" is Zufall. Cf. Aphorism 130, note 56.
4. It . . . love.} {According to Epicurus, the gods lived an eter
nal life in intercosmic realms. They were sublimely indifferent to
the fate of mortals, as any such consideration would interfere
with their own contentment. The gods rendered neither punish
ment nor reward.}
5. vain!'] The second of the ten commandments. Cf. Exodus
20:7. In German the pun on "in vain" (unnutzlich) emerges much
more forcefully; one should not take the lord's name "for noth
ing," i.e., without getting something for oneself in return.
6 . re;
,{:,ugrum}. 7 " re fuge. "
Cf.
8 [21] . Pd: Our culture tolerates expressions of pain whereas
7.
the Greek philosophers had profound contempt for them. - Where
does this come from? 8 . Philoctetes} {In Homer's Iliad, Philoctetes is the leader of the
seven ships of Methone against the Trojans, but is left behind at
Lemnos having suffered a snakebite (Iliad 2.718-23) . Philoctetes
is the subj ect of an extant play by Sophocles as well as of missing
plays by Aeschylus and Euripides.}
9 . One . . . tragedy.} Cf. Plato's Republic 605b-e {KSA has c-d}.
{As evidence of the mimetic arts' ability to corrupt, Plato shows
how we praise the poet for causing us to suffer along with his
characters, whereas in life, we think it wise for a man to " remain
.
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calm and endure." I n the same passage, Plato consigns the ex
pression of emotion (0 women.)
TO. Cf. 2[64] .
I I . Perhaps . . . point.} Sd: Such was the case for [Friedrich
Schlegel] the Roma ntics with Shakespeare; so (00 for [ Kant's
adherents] the Classicists with antiquity.
1 2 . Pd: 7[214] . Cf. 7[140) .
I } . Apollo Belvedere.} {Antiquity's most famous statue: a Ro
man, marble copy of a Greek original bronze, most likely by the
fourth-century Athenian sculptor Leochares, and currently in
the Vatican. The s ubject of an inRuential essay (1764) by the Ger
man art historian J. J. Winckelmann (17 17-68), who felt it repre
sented the highest ideal of antique art, the Apollo Belvedere has
since become, in German culture, shorthand for the art of antiq
uity as a whole.}
14. "Classicists "} Classicisten
15. Pd: Who has been upset by these questions before? Rous
seau? J ust the opposite: he says civilization is to blame for our bad
morality. I say: good morality is to blame for our wretched civili
zation! Preferably in the desert!
16. {lttempt>j Versuche. Here as throughout his work, N exploits
the nuances of Versuch, which means "attempt," "experiment,"
"proof."
1 7. one . . . morality} allein-moralisch-machende Moral. Nietz
schean neologism and a word play on "{der} alleinseligmachende
Glaube" "{the} only saving faith," i.e., Catholicism.
18. mores, one} Sd: mores [has offered a testimony that cannot
be refuted) one
19. Cf. IO[B32J , IO [B30] .
20. somebody} N himself in WB.
21. There . . . experience?} {Reference to the eponymous hero
from Byron's play, Manfred (1817). O vercome by the pain of exis
tence and of knowing, Manfred begs the gods for the ability to
forget, which they are unable to convey. N also composed a
"Manfred" overture.}
22. "Ce . . . choses. "} "That which is important is not at all the
people: but the things." {Carnot; cf. ro[B32J .}
=
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23 . But . . . boot?} {Germany had defeated France i n the
Franco-Prussian War in 1871 and declared itself a unified nation
that same year. Many Germans of this period thus tended to
view the French with the condescension of the victor toward the
vanquished. }
24. Niebuhr . . . Carnot.} Cf. B. G. Niebuhr, Geschichte des
Zeitalters der Revolution (History of the age of revolution) (Ham
burg{: Agentur des Rauhen Hauses,} 1845), 1:334-39.
25. Pd: 6[ 383] .
26. flo wering,} Ausbluhen = both a " blooming" and a "bloom
ing out" or " fading."
27. culture} {Le . , Athens in the fifth century BCE}
28. Sophists,} From the Greek, meaning "wise person," "person
skilled at a particular activity." Around the fifth century BCE, the
word became associated with a group of educators (Protagoras,
Gorgias, Hippias, ro name a few) who offered instruction in ora
tory and other practical skills. Their skeptical, anthropocentric
teachings caused them to be labeled cynics, hair-splitting self
servers, and the corrupters of youth. Hence the attacks on them
by the Socratic schools.
29. error . . . simplicior} "error is simpler than truth."
30. Cf. 7[1] .
3 1 . Paestum . . . Athens,} {Three cities in antiquity famous for
their architectural treasures.}
32. music . . . ours,} {For a characterization of this music, see
HAH 219 and MM I44.}
33. Pd: Passion for male nakedness is the soul of art in antiquity.
It was only from that vantage point that they gained a feeling for
female beauty - this is completely inaccessible to us. What does
all our prattle about the Greeks amount to? Cf. 7 [150] ; also the
following underlined passage in N's copy of Stendhal, Rome, Na
ples et Florence (Paris{: Michel Levy Freres,} 1854), 333= "Le plai
sant, c'est que nous pretendons avoir Ie gout grec dans les arts
manquant de la passion principale qui rendait les Grecs sensibles
aux arts" nhc funny thing is we claim to have Greek taste in the
arts while lacking the essential passion that made the Greeks re
sponsive to the arts}.
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3 4 . homo pamphagus} "all-consumi n g human."
35· Cf. 7 [32) ·
36. Aeschylus �j [Author o f the Oresteia, a trilogy dealing with
the violent history of the house of Atreus , Aeschylus was also a
sold ier; his epitaph on the monument to him in Gela mentions
his deeds in battle and not h is poetry.}
37. Aeschylus s' da}, are} Sd: Aeschylus's day [or the English in
Shakespeare's day) are
3S. fear . . . compassion,} Here and throughout the aphorism,
N i s alluding to the defi nition of tragedy in Aristotle's Poetics as
"a dramatic, not . . . narrative form; with i ncidents arousing
pity and fear, wherewith to accomplish its catha rsis of such
emotions." Quoted from Jonathan Barnes, lhe Complete Works
o/Aristotle (Pri nceton: Princeton Un iversity Press , 1984) , 2320,
also cited as [ 449 b27ff. Cf. Poetics, 1452a2, 1452b32-1453a6,
1 456a3 8 .
3 9 . aJfi:ctions " mJ Sd: affections [and t o every hint o f sentimentality] as
40. philosophers . . . traged}.} Cf. Plato's Republic 602bff.
41. manliness are} Sd: manliness and danger are
42. Cf. 6 [163) , 8 [47J , 8 [103 J .
43 . moral law,] Sittengesetz, i n contrast to das moralische Ge
setz, wh ich one fi nds i n Kant.
44. by . . . him} Sd: if one to him - the other we know so
poorly!
45. Cf. 7 [108) .
46. Credat . . . Apella} "The Jew Apel1a believes that." Cf. Hor
ace, Satires I, 5, 100. {Apella is a proper name designating here a
gullible Jew.}
47· Pd: 4 [243) ·
48. chorus.} {In Greek tragedy the chorus represented public
opinion and often commented on the actions of the hero.}
49 . !hose . . . daily.} Die Tdglich-Abgenutzten. N continues his
assault against utility (Nutzlichkeit), utilitarianism (Nutzlichkeits
lehre), and efficiency (NutzeJfekt) by punning on abnutzen "to
use up," "wear out."
50. they were used,} man benutze sie. Cf. the previous note.
=
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51. lack.} Notstand. Usually means a "state of emergency" (as in
a political crisis), but may also denote "a condition of lack " (in
this case, lack of spirit) .
5 2 . do . . . are} Sd: are poorly ordered a s long a s the most tal
ented minds are obliged to attend to them in order that wide
spread ruin is not unavoidable. Actually they are
53. transform . . . sense} {Reference in part to the hotly debated
social security legislation (i.e., national accident and health insur
ance as well as pensions for senior citizens), which Bismarck was
designing at the time, in no small measure to thwart the revolu
tionary aspirations of the socialists, and which he implemented
later in the J880s.}
54. Pd: lO [ D 8 8] .
55. great . . . day} It is clear from the Pd (cf. the previous note) that
N means, among others, the three wars leading to German unifica
tion: The German-Danish War (1864), the Austro-Prussian or
Seven Weeks War (1866), and the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71).
56. prejudice,] Vorurtheil.
57. So . . . light!} Variation on the epigraph to Dawn.
58. Pd: 4 [248] , 2 [249] · Cf. 4 [197] ; 4 [237] ·
59. laurel wreath} {Ancient heroes in battle and conquering
generals were crowned with a laurel wreath. It is also the tradi
tional headdress of Dionysus, god of wine, in whose celebration
classical tragedy was created.}
60. Pd: 4 [247] · Cf. 4[244] , 4[245] , 7 [63] .
61 . In . . . one.} Cf. Hesiod, Works and Days, I06-201.
62. Cf. 9 [ 7] .
63. culture} Bildung, usually rendered as "education." N is
drawing on the extremely important role that the concept of Bil
dung played in the development of German history and culture.
Having adopted the Platonic doctrine that to know the good is to
do the goo d and hence to become virtuous, the emerging middle
ranks in the eighteenth century relied on the twin pillars of edu
cation (Bildung) and virtue (Tugend) to distinguish themselves
from a corrupt aristocracy and to forge their own identity and
culture as a distinct, self-empowered class. See especially N's at
tacks on German culture and education in UO.
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64. particularly . . . symbolism.] Sd: one worshipped nature as
symbolism and was religious without faith.
65. Corneille, '} { Important in this context is the fact that, in
his d ramas, Corneille adhered strictly to the three unities of
rime, place, and plot deemed by Aristotle in his Poetics to be the
basic requirements of good tragedy.}
66. Cf 5 [ 37] .
67. most . . . earth.} {N is referring to the royal style or honori
fic tirle Rex Christianissimus (Most Christian of Kings) , which
was reserved for the French monarch. The title is related to France's
status as "the eldest daughter of the Church " owing to the spir
ited Christian advocacy of Clovis I (466?-5JI). The style had wide
currency in the Renaissance.}
68. consider . . . here!} {Among other things, Pascal was a lead
ing mathematician, physicist, and i nventor, not to mention one
of france's preeminent stylists and one of the world's greatest
philosophers of religion. He frequently incorporated calculations
of probability into his arguments for the existence of God.}
69. quietists,} {Adherents of quietism, a type of Christian mys
ticism that believes that communion with God is possible when
the soul is at complete rest, creating a passive receptivity to His
spirit.}
70. ftrvor} Brunst. Brunst is most commonly used to denote
being "in heat," as in the breeding period for mammals; Inbrunst
( inner Brunst) is the more customary word for " fervor."
71 . owing . . . gesture,} Cf 7 [268] .
72. founder . . . monasteries,} {Armand Jean Ie B outhillier de
Rance (1626-1700) , commendatory abbot of the abbey Notre
Dame de la Trappe, initiated reforms and increased the severity
of the observances of the Cistercian order to the degree that his
adherents became known as Trappists, subsequently renamed as
Cistercians of the Strict Observance. The monks observe absolute
silence, are strict vegetarians, and devote their lives to prayer and
manual labor.}
73. Huguenots:l {French Protestants who held their first synod
or council in Paris in 1559. Their rapid i ncrease in numbers and
the entry of many well-placed noblemen into their ranks were
=
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viewed a s a severe threat t o the Roman Catholic Church and to
the monarchy and resulted in eight brutal civil wars between 1562
and 1598.}
74. Port-Royal} {Port-Royal-des-Champs near Paris, a Cister
cian convent. From the 1640S the spiritual center of Jansenism,
the Catholic movement that, similar to Calvinism, believed
in strict predestination. Blaise Pascal lived in the community of
Port-Royal from 1654 until his death in 1662.}
75. Cf. 6[337] . Pd: Fear of wit, esprit {spirit, wit}, "which pokes
out the eyes of the soul," as the German concludes.
76. Esprit} Here: "intellectual vitality," "playfulness," "wit."
77. Hegel} N here puns on the French translation of Geist as
esprit. Hegel's best-known work, Phdnomenologie des Geistes (Phe
nomenology ofSpirit) was translated into French as Phenomenolo

gie de l 'esprit.
78. bad . . . him.} {Regarding Hegel's style, N was in agree
ment with Schopenhauer, who refers to "Hegelism" as "senseless
gibberish." The World as Will and Representation lJ, trans. E . F.
Payne (New York: Dover, 1969), 3 4 (bk. T, ch. 4, n. 6).}
79. learning,} Wissenschaft· Cf. Aphorism 270 and note 44.
Wissenschaft is rendered as " learnedness" later in this sentence.
80. ranted} {Schopenhauer became a lecturer at the University
of Berlin in r820, where Hegel was established as a significant
professor and popular lecturer. Schopenhauer scheduled his own
lectures at the same time as Hegel's, a challenge he lost insofar as
few students showed up for his course, which was canceled, fur
ther increasing his animosity toward Hegel and his philosophy.}
81. Pd: Philosophical educators want too much: to give pre
cepts for everyone, this is tantamount to flailing about in gener
alities and preaching to animals. One must choose limited circles
and promote the morality appropriate for them, c.g., for human
beings thirsty for knowledge.
82. The previous . . . society. '7 Sd: No matter how our century is
comprised: one hundred such educators and one hundred of their
pupils would suffice to give it a new character.
83. Pd: Classical education! And through it you learned noth
ing of the very things in which the ancients educated their youth,
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you didn't learn to speak like them, write like them, to move
beautifully and proudly like them, wrestle, throw, box like them!
You learned nothing of the asceticism of the ancient pedagogical
phi losophers! You haven't learned one single antique virtue as the
ancients learned them! [n general , no feeling that matters more to
the ancients than the moderns! Life's goals and the arrangement
of the day- nothing is presented to you in the spirit of the an
cients! Your festivals and holidays are without a trace of that past!
[in all your action and desire] Your friendship, your social inter
action conforms to no model! You don't practice unremittingly
dialectics or the fencing-art of conversation! You don't even learn
to read Greek and Latin the way you read works [in your native
language] of livi ng nations! Let alone that you would speak
them l i ke your native language - then, namely only then, would
the (lang)uage teach a little about education! Don't allow your
selves [0 be deceived! And even if they counter with the phrase
"formal education," just laugh and point to [all] the best teachers
in our high schools! Do they have "education in form"? A nd if
not, how are they supposed to teach it! - Even so, you managed
to experience ever so slightly that the ancients were completely
differem from us and that they valued completely different things
with regard to education: but the detour by which one led you to
this experience is, however, simply too strange! Haven't you ever
sighed that they squandered your youth by imparting to you a
little bit of history in a torturous and presumptuous fashion,
along with the arrogance of having thereby partaken of a classical
education? - No, you have never sighed! Who, after all, would
have taught you to sigh ! 84. "Fate . . . sighs!") {The verses are N 's.}
85. scholarship!} Wissenschaft.
86. cannot . . . happy,] selig machen. The phrase can also have
religious connotations meaning cannot "save our soul."
87· Pd: IO[D88J . Cf. 4[40J , 4[8 6] , 6 [428J .
88. German . . . Romantics.} {F. K. von Savigny (I779-I861),
founder of historical jurisprudence, had close ties to the Roman
tics, who themselves turned to historical studies. The Romantic
poet Friedrich von Hardenberg (a.k.a. Novalis - 1772-1801) insti-
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gated renewed interest i n the Christianity o f the Middle Ages,
and many Romantics had a fascination with the figure of Mary.
Both Friedrich Schlegel and the Grimm brothers pursued the his
tory of literature and of language: the latter claimed to have col
lected their well-known fairy tales from the folk, while Schlegel
studied Sanskrit and India as the possible birthplace of poetry.}
89. natural scientists.} Naturforscher, "nature researchers," but
also "seekers in nature." Reference to speculative works such as
Schelling's "Ideas Towards a Philosophy of Nature" (1797) and
"Views from the Night-Side of Science" (1808) by G. H. Schubert
(1780-1860).
90. German composers,} {In addition to Wagner, who was for N
the Romantic par excellence, he might also have in mind C. M.
von Weber (1786-1826), F. Schubert (1797-1828) , R. Schumann
(1810-56), F. Mendelssohn (1809-47) and F. Liszt (18n-86).}
91. knowing. "} Cf Kant, Preface to the Second Edition of The
Critique ofPure Reason, B xxx: " I have therefore found it neces
sary to deny knowledge in order to make room for faith."
92. Pd: to possess great inner experiences and to look at them
with a spiritual eye - in Germany only among the clergy and its
successors. In France, England, and Italy the aristocracy lived
through and thought through a great deal owing to political and
relig{ious} change .
9 3 . Cf. 4[302] .
94. treatment!"} Cf. Odyssey 20:18. {In this particular "igno
minious situation" Odysseus is smarting from having, upon his
belated return from the Trojan War, found his wife's suitors in
his house.}
95. well!'} Cf. Plutarch 's Parallel Lives (Themistocles I I) .
96. prejudicesl Vorurtheile.
97. Pd: the gestures assumed by members of refined society
express that one has the feeling of power, e.g., not fall {sic} into an
armchair as if exhausted: answer [sic} a verbal provocation with
composure and a clear head and not horrified and crushed and
mortified: in the train not to lean back: not to seem tired even
when standing for hours, i.e., one affects const<lI1tiy dignified
physical strength and a psychic feeling of power through constant
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seren ity and civility. - The priest also represents a feeling of
p(owerl: supposing he and the nobility did not have it but only
affected it; then they would acquire a feeling of it as a result of the
effect of their role-playing.
98. charming} reizvoll. Cf note 33 to Aphorism 1 1 4.
99. Spanish step) nhe name of an equestrian d rill - a type of
extremely stylized trot in wh ich the diagonally raised forelegs
remain extended for an ullLlsually long period.}
100. performance . . . theatricality} Spiel . . . Schauspiel. Spiel=
"game" or "play" (as in: a child at play); Schauspiel= a "theatrical
play" or, more generally, a "spectacle."
l O r . Pd: Mp XV I , 42: (Criminal 's) hour not yet come: reflec
t ion on the redevelopment of personalities would have to have
become as popular as theological problems have been, and the
churches would have to be built for this type of teaching. Mp XV
1, 79: I ) treat oneself as sick 2) sanatoriums 3) churches 4) volun
lary renunciation of j ustice 5) put up with a good portion of para
sites without being destroyed by them 6) we all suffer from the
criminal's bad opinion. Ihere are no doctors. M II I : The mea
sures that society metes out to a malefactor create in him a per
manent thirst for revenge and for taking a stand against society.
'The malefactor who acts out of poverty and need becomes, after
his punishment, a malefactor out of principle. Protection of soci
ety almost seems to require that anyone convicted even once of a
crime be viewed as a sworn enemy and kept in permanent cus
tody. By contrast, I recommend creating as much anonymity for
the criminal as possible so that, after the punishment, he can re
gain his reputation for integrity: one ought to treat him as some
one who is sick and in need of a change of air and look after him
not with lofty charity but with the physician's hand. Should he
find it in his own interest to live for a longer period of time u nder
custody - and thus to fi nd protection against himself- then he
should remain imprisoned for as long as he himself thinks fit; one
must make clear to him the possibility and the means of being
healed but also not wish to force him to get well. Society ought to
view the Christian principle of forgiving your enemies and bless
ing them that curse you {Cf M atthew 5 :44} as a piece of wisdom
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by virtue of which the sensitivity to life is lightened. In very many
cases one can reckon criminality as belonging to spiritual errors
in judgment, as the consequences of a bad or deficient intellec
tual education. Accordingly, criminals would be treated l i ke a
less serious species of the mentally ill to whom it would not be
impossible to return good spirits and freedom of disposition. "Ihere
fore, extreme consideration, anonymity, and frequent change of
location. The loss that society suffers from the physically ill is j ust
as great as the one it suffers at the hands of criminals: sick people
spread worry and ill humor, are not productive, exhaust other
people's revenues, require caretakers, doctors, upkeep, thus the
time and energy of those who are healthy. In primitive conditions,
the sick person is treated like a criminal; wild horses trample to
death every sick horse in their herd, because a sick animal is injuri
ous to the common safety. - Formerly, one viewed a sick person as
guilty. The day will come when one will view the guilty person as
sick.
102. thee. "l Cf. Meier Helmbrecht, lines 546ff., a didactic and
satirical Middle High German poem written ca. 1250-80, by
Wernher der Gartenaere. N is quoting from Alte hoch- und nie
derdeutsche Volkslieder mit Abhandlung und Anmerkungen { Old
High- and Low- German folk songs with essays and notes}, Rd. 2 , ed.
Ludwig Uhland (Stuttgart{: Cotta,} 1844), which is vol. 3 of Uh
landr Schri/ten zur Geschichte der Dichtung und Sage { Uhland 's
writings on the history of literature and saga} (Stuttgart!: Cotta,}
1866), 72. C£ CW1O:1 [30j and CWn:18 [1j .
103. Pd: Our mealtime (not only in hotels but in all well-to-do
classes of society) is barbarism compared to Greek simplicity.
What dreams such people must have! What foulness and hyper
sensitivity must result! Have a look at their arts, the desserts to
their meals! See if pepper and contradiction don't rule!
104. Danae . . . gold.] { Danae, daughter of Eurydice and
Acrisius - King of Argos. H aving been warned by an oracle that
he is to be killed by Danae's son, Acrisius locks Danae in a bronze
chamber where she is visited by Zeus in the form of a golden
shower. As a result of the visit, she gives birth to Perseus, slayer of
Medusa as well as Acrisius.}
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105. the conviction . . . truth] Sd: religions and by wars
1 06. with . . . Mexico).] Sd: commit crimes (break oaths, lay
waste to countries, burn heretics, extermi nate [nations and peo
ple] Jews, lead crusades and so on
107. Ihal . . . conscience.) Sd: one just set one's heart on ir: this
heart that had grown accustomed to, and spoiled by, setting itself
on someth ing!
108. Cf. 5 [21] .
109. crossed . . . Rubicon,} {The Rubicon is a river that marked
the border between Italy and Cisalpine Gaul (today Rubicone).
I n 49 BCE Julius Caesar, after some hesitation and purportedly
say i ng that the die was cast, crossed the Rubicon and precipitated
civil war.l
1 10. just . . . either-or.} {Reference to the Jews' original prosper
ity in Egypt. Cf. Exodus qff.l
I I J . sperner; S l' sperni] "spurn being spurned yourself." Cf. note
1 1 3 to Aphorism 56.
1 1 2. preserve . . . selfrespect] Beginning with the first appear
ance of "contemptible" above, N has been setting up a forceful
pun that operates on the word pair verachten (to have contempt
for) and achten (to have respect for). By using a form of verachten
four ti mes, N linguistically piles up the weight of "European" con
tempt for the Jews against which their own "self-respect" (sich . . .
selbst tlchten) then stands in powerful contrast.
II3. seventh day . . . people} {Cf. Genesis 2:2.}
IT4· Cf. 7 [97] .
II5. class.} Stand, which may also mean "situation," "condition."
I I6. inflame] briinstig machen. The phrase also implies bringing
someone to the animal state of " being in heat." Cf. note 70 to
Aphorism 192.
lIT bestia triumphans] "triumphant beast."
lI8. Cf. 4 [68] , 6 [I I6] , 7 [2 1 6j , 8 [45] , 1 0 [ 0 74] .
T I9. straightforward,] schlicht. Cf. Aphorism 231 .
[ 20. superstition . . . believe] Aberglauben . . . Glauben.
121. gym teacher] Turnvater, literally, "gymnastics father." Refer
ence to Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, a.k.a. "Turnvater Jahn" (1778-1 852),
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a philologist who came to advocate physical fitness. Jahn was a
committed proponent of nationalism.
122. Nil admirari} "Marvel at nothing." Cf. Horace, Epistles I,
6: " 'Marvel at nothing' - that is perhaps the one and only thing
that can make a man happy and keep him so."
123. admirari . . . philosophari.} "to marvel is to philosophize."
Book Four
1. in summa:} "in sum," " i n total."
2 . Cf. 4[133] .
3. a theologian} Alexandre R. Vinet {(I797-1847), who was cru
cial in establishing the Reformation in French-speaking Switzer
land}. Cf. 3 [67] .
4. greedier.} Added to the Sd at the end: Which state is it i n
which someone calls a thing beautiful? Perhaps the one that re
minds him of what tends to make him happy.
5 · Cf. 4[84] ·
6. ennui '7 Langenweile, which translates literally as "long while."
7. Pd: The animals he runs into most frequently give him the
habitual feeling of superiority (pride) or inferiority (humility).
8. indulgence!} Nachsicht. N playfully contrasts " indulgence "
(Nachsicht: nach = "after," " behind "; Sicht= "view," "sight" )
with "more cautious" (vorsichtiger: vor = " before," "ahead ";
Sicht = "view," "sight"). Both words establish a metaphoric o f
optics upon which t h e l a s t sentence in t h e aphorism builds. Th e
view (Sicht) ahead (vor) or behind (nach) returns as "seeing
askew."
9. Pd: Suspenseful anticipation of the best brought about by: a
coarse, imperious tone often in Beethoven's music: in Mozart a
joviality of trusty fellows, " let's have a cheery old time," which
heart and spirit must put up with a l ittle bit; in Wagner an impul
sive and importunate agitation at which the most patient loses his
good mood and one comes to cra(v)e a ["hright view of the beauti
ful soul"] view of spirit or beauty or soul. (With Wagner silence
has something numbing about it, like the smell of morphi ne.)
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Unconscious foil, basis o f the effect o f many people, from our of
this shadow side they step into the light.
10. he . . . ones'; Reference to Wagner. Cf. 4[49] .
I I . sensibilities . . . directiom} Sd: we are so overrefined in things
moral
12. Cf. 3 [134] and GM 1 , 4 .
1 3 . the simple as the bad,] das Schlichte als das Schlechte. The
anaphora (das, Schl-) and the straightforward vowel shift (from i
[() c) add to this phrase an arresting exclamation point.
14. Pd: "You have grown hoarse, therefore you are refuted."
ego
I S . Junker Arrogance!} {"junker" is the title for a member of the
aristocratic class, particularly in Prussia.} N is alluding to act 2 ,
scene 4, o f Wagner's Meistersinger von NurnbergL where Hans
Sachs, the "master singer," says these words to Walter von Stolz
ing (Stolz "pride"; Stolzing= "Prideling")}.
16. Cf. 4[24] . Pd: One is on one's guard against rejecting (or
treating conventionally) the gratitude of someone who feels truly
obliged to us: it offends him profoundly.
17. Punishment . . . itself} {Rousseau makes the same point in his
C'o nftssions, trans. J. M . Cohen (London: Penguin, 1953), 1:43.}
18. Cf. 7 [36] .
19. the . . . callings:} Pd: philosophers of contempt for the world
20. And now!} Crossed out at the end in Pd: Where should he
take his model of the ocean of ugliness from if not from the af
fects agitations outrages furies and ecstasies of his own inner sea?
21. morality . . . stage.} {Allusion to Friedrich Schiller's address
"The Stage Viewed as a Moral Institution" (1784, published 1785)
in which Schiller passionately argues that the stage is a powerful
instrument of moral education that will advance the aims of a
universal humanity.}
22. Macbeth} { Title hero i n one of Shakespeare's best-known
tragedies. Out of ambition to be king, Macbeth, commander to
Duncan I, king of S cotland, murders the latter and assumes the
throne in I040.}
23. Tristan and Isolde} {Characters in a music drama of the
same name (1859) by Richard Wagner, based on the medieval
=
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poem b y Gottfried von StraBburg. During her engagement to
King Marke, Isolde begins her passionate affair with Tristan,
which continues after the marriage.}
24. Ajax, Philoctetes, Oedipus)] {Allusion to three (or perhaps
five) of the seven complete, extant plays by Sophocles (496?-406
BCE), first of the great Greek tragedians. "Oedipus" is probably a
reference to Oedipus Tyrannus, but may also include Antigone, and
Oedipus at Colon us, the other two plays in the Oedipus trilogy.}
25· Pd: 7 [I3] .
26. Pd: 6 [43 3] . Cf. also 6 [4 29] , 6 [431] , 6 [435] , 6 [441] .
27 Subtlety] Feinheit, also "refinement," "sophistication."
28. Aristotle.] Cf. Rhetoric I I , I5, 1390b, 28-31{: ''A clever stock will
degenerate towards the insane type of character, like the descen
dants of Alcibiades or of the elder Dionysius; a steady stock towards
the fatuous and torpid type, like the descendants of Cimon, Peri
cles, and Socrates." The Complete Works ofAristotle, ed. Jonathan
Barnes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 2:2215-16}.
29. The . . . hypocrisy.] Sd: Through heredity our intentions fi
nally turn into organs and instincts
30. Cf. 6[33] , 7 [67] , 7 [284] .
31. pirate. "} N is quoting from Byron, Vermischte Schriften I I :
108. NL.
32. presents] vorfUhren. The verb may be read matter-of-factly
as "to present," " bring forward," but it can also connote a certain
pomposity (as in "to put on display") as well as a kind of me
chanical patness (as in "to trot out") .
33. adorn . . . makeup] Another example o f the poetic effect of
N's prose: "schmucken . . . schminken." N's depiction of Wagner
as a deceiver, an actor (Schau-Spieler) climaxes in WA, where he is
referred to as the Cagliostro of Modernity.
34. ha/fstupefied] halb-betiiubt. Pun on betiiubt, which can also
mean " deaf" or " deafened."
35. dolce far niente,} "sweet to do nothing."
36. Cf. 2[31] .
37. remainethf"} { N quotes, i n slightly abbreviated form, the last
strophe of Martin Luther's popular hymn "A Mighty Fortress Is
Our God."}

334
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3 8 . At the conclusion o f Pd: so too with women.
39. Pd: When fantasy wanes, a people has its sagas presented
on stage. For people who feel intensely, this nearness of the illu
sion is too coarse, compassion too powerfully excited .
40. epic rhapsodist} {In ancient Greece a wandering minstrel
or court poet who recited poetry from heart or extemporized
and stitched together (rhapsodist "stitcher") passages, often
from Homer's iliad and Odyssey.}
41. Pd: 6 [201] .
42. Scylla and Charybdis.} Idiom for a dangerous situation,
usually a dilemma, from which it is difficult to escape. Scylla, a
six-headed sea monster, lives across from the maelstrom Charyb
dis, and together they make passage through the narrow Straits
of Messina virtually impossible. Cf. Book 12 of Homer's jhe
=

Odyssey.
43. Pd: 6[260] .
44. scholflrship!] Wissemchaft. Cf. Aphorism 193, note 79.
45. powerlessness} Ohnmacht, literally "without (ohne) power
(Macht)" and hence a reprise of that phrase earlier in the aphorism.
Olmmacht is also the common word for "swoon" or " faint."
46. let . . . ptlSs!] { Reference to Christ's plea to his father in the
Garden of Gethsemane to be released from the burden of cruci
fixion. Cf. Matthew 26:39.}
47. Pd: The ignoble h abit of not letting opportunities to show
ourselves in a pathetic light pass by. Many people turn virtuous
only in order to make others suffer.
48. Sd: With their activity children do not fight for their liveli
hood; they know that no final significance attaches to their ac
tions. Anyone who lives like children with regard to these two
points remains childlike.
49. greedy] habsuchtig, which means literally: "addicted to
having."
50. Chi . . . e,J "He who has not is not."
51. Pd: How humans have dwelt among animals and plants!
As the greatest enemies of both. They l ive off them and, in the
end, grow sentimental toward those they have subjugated and
sacrificed.
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52. dwelt} gehaust, from hausen "to house," " lodge," "reside,"
" dwell," but also "to wreak havoc," "cause turmoil."
53. the one . . . enough.] Pd: the latter because he misunder
stood the other way too much, the former because he understood
the other too well.
54. Cf. 3 [8] .
55. Pd: The sound of a single consonant (an "r" for instance) is
enough to make us doubt the honesty of the expressed feeling.
And likewise with style. Here is an area of crudest misprision .
E.g., the Germans misapprehend every Jew who expresses him
self in German.
56. Cf. 1O[E94] .
57. pro/anum vulgus'; "profane rabble." {Cf. Horace, Odes I I I ,
I, L}
5 8 . completed} fertig gemacht. Humorous pun: the phrase may
also mean "exasperated," " drove crazy," or even " lambasted."
59. intellectual conscience} Cf. jS 2.
60. ad majorem dei gloriam} "to the greater glory of God."
{Originally a remark by Pope Gregory I ( 540-604) in his Dia
logues, it was later adopted as the Jesuit motto. During Gregory's
reign the papacy took over the political leadership in Italy and
began to consolidate its i mmense holdings into what was to be
come, in the next century, the Papal States .}
61. being. 'J N is quoting from Byron, Vermischte Schrifien I I :
146. NL.
62. Cf. jS 169. Pd: The cowardly rush into the midst of the
enemy, why?
63 . Cf. 4[103] ·
64. Facta . . . ficta!j "Facts! . . . Fictitious facts!"
65. supposed} vermeintlich, which means primarily "supposed,"
"alleged," but can also imply "would-be," "imaginary," "pretended."
66. had an effect.] Perfect tense of the verb wirken, the stem of
the German word Wirklichkeit (reality).
67. Cf. 6[1Oj .
68. To . . . affair.] Sd: To practice usury with one's self and to
sell oneself- as teacher, civil servant, artist-at the highest, in
deed at an unfair price, is base.
=
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69. Pti: 4[2 8 1 ] .
70. Sd: Good-natured people have acquired their character
t h rough the cons tant fear of foreign attack. I f good-natured
people ever get beyond thei r fear, their outbursts of rage are dread
fu l . Pd: Fea r of foreign attack m a kes good-natu red people such
that they did not want to appear irritating but instead weU
meaning. -nl e rage of good-natu red people is then dreadful for
t hey lack all experience and get beyond their fear.
7 1 . tried and true! wohlgespielt, which can also mean "well or
s urely, certainly acted, feigned."
72. Cf 3 [ 1 2] .
73. At the beginning of Sd: lhe weakest sects are, relatively
speaking, the most bearable.
74 . sects'; I'd: parties.
75. jUJt . . . arrows'; {The hermit and fiend is Philoctetes. Having
learned from an oracle that Troy will fall only after he retrieves
Hercu les' bow and arrows, Odysseus travels to the island of Lem
nos with Achilles' son Neoptolemus to convince Philoctetes, who
is in possession of the bow and arrow and who had been left on the
island owi ng to a severe wound , to sail for Troy (Iliad 2:722ff.).
In Sophocles' Philoctetes, the honest Neoptolemus is an unwilling
participant in Odysseus's trickery.}
76. pronlaeaJ Plural of propylaeurn, from the Greek: pro
pylaion "gateway." A vestibule or entrance to a temple. Well
known in German culture as the title of an important, program
matic art journal (1798-1800) , edited by Goethe and designed to
be a gateway into (neo) classicism.
77. Pd: Timid people who behave as if they had stolen their
limbs take their revenge in solitude through a feeling of power.
78. philosophy.] Fe; Psychology in Ie; faulty manuscript.
79. audience.] Added to the end in Pd: This is the latest farce
concerning German geniuses of originality.
80. Pd: Even today a person, if he lives apart, with little learn
ing, a few thoughts, and a great deal of arrogance, easily considers
himself a prophet without whom, as he believes with all his hean,
humanity cannot get on.
81. it!'J Quotation from W. E . H . Lecky, Methodisrnus, 40.
=
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82. C£ 7 [139] .
83. absinthe and acqua fortis.] {Absinthe is a yellowish-green,
distilled liqueur made of wormwood and other spices, which can
cause hallucinations and mental deterioration. Acquil fortis, an
other name for nitric acid, was used by the alchemists to separate
alloys containing gold and silver. Water-soluble, it is highly caus
tic and corrosive.}
84. stone guest] The dead Commander in any number of treat
ments of the Don Juan myth. C£ note 171 to Aphorism 77.
85. sanctified Sunday.] {Following from the Old Testament
commandment "Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy"
(Exodus 20:8) , proscriptions against activity on Sunday became
increasingly severe in Puritan England.}
86. Pd: At the sight of cheerful festivities, upon hearing j oyful
music, people who have been deeply fatigued by life experience
an unspeakably moving emotion: a grave veiled with roses and
the roses have no idea what they veil. Children who lie on their
deathbed amid child's games. 111 i s moving emotion is a refrac
tion of cheerfu l ness through the somber terrain { Grund} of
fatigue - not a substantiated {begrundetes} j udgment about the
cheerful life.
87- pity} Erbarmen.
88. prey . . . people!} Pd: prey: thus are the saints to be j udged.
89. Pd: We don't consider animals to be moral! And animals
wouldn't consider us moral either! Our humanity is perhaps a
presumption.
90. C£ 6[2271 .
91. C£ 6 [II71 .
92. Quietists] C£ note 69 to Aphorism 192.
93. coquettish caprices} Sd: affectation
94. Cf. 6[299] , 9 [2] .
9 5 . wastelands, quagmires,] Sd: deserts, oceans
96. stylites?} {Christian ascetics who lived standing upon a pillar
(Greek: stylos). Cf. Aphorism 14 and note 32.}
97. Pd: If, as one claims, Homer nodded off on the job from
time to time, then he was a subtler mind than all those who never
slept. From time to time a piece of foolishness: otherwise no one
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can endure us, and we turn into taskmasters whom one hates
while nevertheless following.
9�L Finesse} fi?inheit, also translated as "refinement," "subtlety."
99. as . . . job,} Cf. Horace, Ars poetiCtl 357ff: {"and yet I also
teel aggrieved, whenever good Homer 'nods.' '' In the same pas
sage one finds as well the prototype for an artist "whose ambition
never sleeps." It is the epic poet Choerilus, who traveled with Al
exander the Great and was paid to sing his praises. According to
Horace, his "one or two good lines cause laughter and surprise"
(ibid., 357-58) .}
[00. their wisdom} Sd: morality
1 0 1 . whoeueI" . . . driue} Pd: said Sch(openhauer) - judgment of
an uncontrolled sexual drive
[02. Cf 7 [258 ] .
1 0 3 . Pythagoreans} {Members o f a ph ilosophical school and re
l igious brotherhood founded by Pythagoras of Samnos (580-500
BeE). According to Diogencs Laertius, Lives of the Emminent
Philosophers (7. 10), thc students of Pythagoras were required to
listcn to their master in total silence for five years before taking
thei r exams.}
[04. At the beginning of Pd: Every time I learn of a death, I
have [?] the impression that
105. Pd: Words don't make promises, but instead what lies
unspoken behind them. O n the contrary, words discharge a force
and make promises less forceful.
106. "7he . . . Fichte!} {N is summarizing and paraphrasing the
sentiments in Fichte's "Demand 1hat the Princes of Europe Re
turn Freedom of Thought" (1793), a powerfully expressed response
to the censorship laws that had gone into effect as part of the infa
mous Pruss ian Religious Edict instituted by Friedrich Wilhelm I I
in 1788. C f Fichte, Gesamtausgabe der Bayerischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften ("Collected edition of the Bavarian academy of sci
ences"), ed. R. Lauth and H. Gliwitzky (Stuttgart/Bad Cannstatt:
Frommann-Holzboog, 1964) , T , 1:187.}
107. and . . . pleasures!} Pd: Many pleasures would be lacking
without our courage for pain
108. Cf 7 [42J .
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109. Pd: Most o f the time our aversion arises instinctively: the
reasons we give are usually something else and don't match the
instinct. That we give reasons in the first place is self-cajolery.
IIO. Cf. 4 [ 30IJ , 4 [299] .
III. Pd: moderation is beautiful, its shortcoming is that it ap
pears rough and austere.
112. Cf. 8 [IJ .
Il3. Cf. 6 [205j . Pd: I wish for an environment in which one is
ashamed to voice one's weakness and sickness: but the one I have
works in the opposite direction, such that one has nothing better
to communicate than complaints and needs. Feeling this makes
one dissatisfied with and embittered toward this environment.
1I4. "cursedfote, "} Verhangnis. Cf. note 38 to Aphorism II7.
II5. am!"} Quotation from the opening lines of "Homecoming,"
no. 24 in the Book o/Songs, by the German poet Heinrich Heine
(1797-1856). {According to Hesiod (!heogony 517), Atlas holds up
the sky.}
I I6. Cf. 4 [240] , 6 [ 3 9 0j .
117. Criminal woes'; Verbrecher-Kummer. N coins a phrase
based on the common word for " lovesickness" or "love troubles"

(Liebeskummer) .
I I 8 . Cf. 6 [301] .
Il9. Cynics'; {Group o f Greek philosophers following the teach
ings of Diogenes of Sinope (ca. 400-325 BCE). They believed in
simplicity, renunciation of worldly goods combined with self
reliance and independence.}
120. Pd: 7 [133] .
I2I. Cf. 3 [142] .
I22. Pd: "He doesn't know human beings" - that means ei
ther: he doesn't u nderstand the individual s - or: he doesn't un
derstand what is common.
I23. what is common} die Gemeinheit. Here as in the Pd (cf previ
ous note), N is punning off the double meaning that "common"
can have in English as well as in German, but the pun is more radi
cal in German. Typically Gemeinheit means a "vulgarity," "coarse
ness," "baseness," "meanness."
124. "love your enemy!"} {Cf. Matthew 5:44 and Luke 6: 27,35.}
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I 25. 7hou . . . wall.} In German, t h e expression "to paint the
devil on the wall " means "to accentuate the negative," "to foretell
gloom and doom ."
1 26. daimon} N's Ddmon, translated elsewhere as " demon," is
here translated " daimon" to note the allusion to the daimon of
Socrates.
1 27. Pd: in the shadow of his mustache
1 28 . Cf. 3 [169] .
I 29. little . . . vanity.} Sd: less about others ; that makes them
elevated above vanity. Added to the end in Pd: Cicero had too
little passion, it was Demosthenes who had it.
130. But . . . prey.} Pd: Both have pleasure through truth
1 3 1 . Pd: If one unlearns how to love others , one ends up no
longer loving oneself. Cf. N's letter to Peter Gast of 18 July 1880
from Marienbad {KGB l I b , 301.
1 3 2 . 1 . . . me?} Pd: The latter are the men of strength, in pas
sion therefore men of surrender - the former are the weak, in
passion therefore the proudest.
1 3 3 . Pd: 4 [208] . Cf. CWI2:II[6] .
134. Pd: We ought to take leave of our passions, but without
hate. Christians are ruined by their hatred.
135. Pd: take note that devotion to ourselves is atonement
for inward betrayal and a rebellion! - a sort of intentional
blindness.
136. Remedium amoris.} "Remedy for love." {Allusion to Ovid's
Remedia amoris, a mock recantation of his earlier An Amatoria.}
137. credo quia absurdum est} "1 believe because it is absurd."
Cf. P3.
138. credo quia absurdus sum.} "I believe because I am absurd."
139. Pd: To create joy is the greates t of all j oys: and that has
nothing to do with morality.

Book Five
I. AngeluJj {Since the fourteenth century, Catholic churches
sounded a bell at morning, noon, and evening as a reminder to
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recite the Ave Maria, a prayer celebrating the annunciation of the
birth of Christ to M ary by the angel Gabriel. Cf. Luke I:26ff.}
2. Cf. 4 [7] . Pd: If, say, truth didn't console, would this consti
tute an objection against it? What does it have in common with
atrophied invalids {and} pained souls that it must necessarily be
useful to such people in particular? - The Greek gods didn't
console either.
3. remedies} Reilmittel, literally "means of salvation,
redemption."
4. origin,] German: Herkunft. Cf. note 2 to Aphorism I.
5. How . . . nature} {In all l ikelihood, N's ensuing observations
on ancient optics are based upon the work of the German linguist
Lazarus Geiger (1829-70), who, in a comparative study of ancient
languages, discovered that many fewer colors were mentioned
there than in modern texts. He developed a theory of the progres
sive development of the visual faculty in humans, a theory that
created quite a sensation in the field of biology during the I870s.
Geiger's hypotheses were developed by Hugo Magnus (I842-J907),
professor of ophthalmology at Breslau. On 2O/2I August I88r, N
requested from his friend Franz Overbeck a copy of the first vol
ume of the journal Kosmos in which Magnus summarizes his opin
ions in "On the Evolution of the S ense of Color" (423-27).}
6. Cf. 4 [54] . Pd: What the art of rococo gardening wanted,
embellir la nature {to embellish nature}, and visual deception (by
means of temples, etc.) is what philosophers want: beautification
of science (Comte) . At bottom everything in philosophy up to
now has been after entertainment; philosophy had to stand in
proportion to the other entertainments: one judged artworks and
philosophy and religion and, i n addition, natural beauty with
one yardstick. Formerly, a "return to science" {was} just as hare
brained as Rousseau's "return to nature."
7- scholarship.) Wissenschaft· Cf. Aphorism 270, note 44.
8. rococo gardening) {Originating in France around 1720, rococo
is a highly decorative and ornate style in the arts and in decoration
developing out of the Baroque. Characterized by artifice, it is con
ceived of in gardening as an improvement upon nature. }
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{embellir la nature)! "] "to embellish nature."
procession] Abzug, which also means "exodus."
I ! . Cf. 7[T7I] . I'd: Fear of barbarism -why? It makes us un

10.

happy? - No, our drive for knowledge is too strong for us to value
a happi ness without knowledge, it is unpleasant for us. For us
the restlessness of knowing is as appealing as love's un happiness
(wh ich one doesn't wish to exchange for an indifferent state). Were
we to pursue knowledge as a passion, we would be content if hu
man it}' were destroyed because of it: it is not impossible to think
something of the sort. Christianity did not shrink from such a
thought either. Everyone who loves wants to die. We prefer de
struction to decline. But what if� in general, passion for knowledge
inescapably led precisely to a decline! a weakness! - [we would
thus support an evolution of humanity that would be dualistic:
one {aspect of the evolution l would serve barbarism] The moment
it wanted to become universal it would grow weak! It is a good
thing the other drives likewise wish to assert themselves, each cre
ating its ideal . Ultimately: if humanity is not destroyed by its pas
sions, it will be destroyed by its weakness: which do we prefer!! This
is the main question!
1 2 . us! . . . siblings?] Sd: u s : everyone who loves wants to die;
Christianity has never shied away from a similar thought
either.
T3. Heracles' . . . stable.] {Son of Zeus and Alcmene, Heracles
was the most popular of the Greek heroes. While in the service of
Eurystheus of Argos, Heracles performed twelve superhuman la
bors, among them cleaning out the stables of Augeus.}
J4. I'd: The manner of conversing with things - as policeman
or hther confessor, or as a wanderer. Sympathy or violent force,
reverence before things and their mysteries, indiscretion and ro
guishness in explanation etc . , all this is prevalent among the vari
ous researchers. There is no one and only holy method for science:
we must experimentally be angry or affectionate toward things,
treat them with passion or coldness. As if they were humans? . . .
no . . . But there exists as well a torturing of things - and anyone
who indulges himself in it - Look out!
I). experimenten.] Versucher. Cf. note 16 to Aphorism 164.
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16. one . . . knowledge!} alleinwissendmachende Methode der
Wissenschaft! Nietzschean neologism and a word play on der al
leinseligmachende Glaube = "the only saving faith," i.e., Catholi
cism. Cf. note 17 to Aphorism 164.
17. Pd: Beauty in art - imitation of happiness or of happiness's
environment. These days we believe our happiness must surely lie
[in vulgarity!] in the most acute senses possible and in exact ap
prehension of reality- how is it that artists these days, to every
one's delight, are so realistic? - whereas people are by no means
comfortable in their reality. {Cf. Stendhal, Rome, Naples and Flor
ence, 34, NL: "Beauty is never . . . anything but a promise of h ;tp 
piness," quoted directly b y N in GM III, 6.}
18. Cf. 8 [22] .
19. Pd: 6 [432] .
20. vita contemplativa.} "contemplative life."
21. vita practica.} "practical life."
22. Pd: The solitude that arises when one thinks about human
ity and feels everyone all around dilute into shadows: our ardor
increases as does our indifference to our neighbors. We live with
the dead and die along with them.
23. Pd: Rules are more interesting than exceptions - a step
forward!
24· Cf. 6 [430] .
25. Cf. 6[315] .
26. Cf. TI "What l Owe the Ancients" 2.
27. Cf. 5 [41] . Pd: Always to be thinking how to impose my
thoughts onto others is not worthy of me. It nauseates me! To
employ every bit of eloquence in order to accommodate the views
of others! NB {nota bene. "note well "} I only want to be the one to
whom others confess their inner world and to speak with them
accordingly: I want to make their souls light and to eschew all
praise for it. NB There is plain common sense and a handful of
knowledge, but perhaps I can help some people whose head i s
disturbed. I wish t o have the advantage over them o f my little bit
of health and my lack of fever, and I'll gladly laugh when they
make their jokes about this pride of mine. NB I don't want to
have any advantage at all, the better food I receive oppresses me
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as does my better intelligence; I am trying t o give back a n d to
distribute and to grow poorer, through giving, the way I was be
fore I was given gifts. I want to be lowly, but accessihle to many
fellow human bei ngs and for many centuries to bid their heart
come unto me: a lowly hostel that turns away no one in need. {Cf.
Matthew rr:28.}
28. time . . . thoughts} Sri: to be taken under protection! What
could I desire more than, at some time or other, perhaps when old
age arrives, to resemble the obliging father confessor, who knows
all the streets and alleyways of thought and now sits in a corner,
eager for a person to come and {communicate} to him some of the
old-new travail
29. Pd: Cf. 6 [10] .
30. "Let . . . Aurelius}.] {Nietzsche is quoting from Marcus Au
relius, Meditations, bk. 4, sec. 7.}
3 1 . almost! Sd: their whole lives
32. Pd: Impatient people who, confronted with failure, imme
diately make their way over to the opposite field of thought and
grow passionate there, learn the practices of many temperaments
and can become great practitioners - school for diplomats and
students of humanity.
33. Pd: I am thoroughly incapable of describing what will one
day dissolve moral feelings and judgments. But these are incorrect
in all their foundations and must decline in binding force from day
to day. The construction of laws of life and of behavior is an enter
prise for which our sciences of physiology and medicine, sociology
are not yet sure enough. Only then will the basis for new ideals
emerge. In the meantime, we must content ourselves with prelimi
nary ideals, e.g., with that of justice despite the very crude paths .
3 4 . do away with] abldsen, which may also mean "take the
place of."
35. reges] " kings."
36. experimental nations . . . experiments:! Versuchsstaaten, Ver
suche. Cf. note 16 to Aphorism 164.
37. Cf. CWI 2 : 23 [196] .
3 8. you!"} Cf. Christ's Sermon on the Mount, Matthew 6:33.
{"But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness;
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and . . . " Consciously o r unconsciously, N omits "righteousness"
from his quotation.}
39. in honorem majorem} "to the greater glory."
40. Ultimate discretion.} Letzte Schweigsamkeit, which also
means " last silence," an equally appropriate rendering given the
aphorism's conclusion.
41. intellect.} Added to the end of the Pd: e.g., {Paul} Ree.
42. Cf. 5 [12j .
43 . vitam impendere vero.} "to dedicate one's life to truth." {Cf.
Juvenal, Satires 1, 4 , 91.}
44. verum impendere vitae} "to dedicate truth to life."
45. Cf. ro[B20j .
46. Tiberius,} {Through the marriage of his mother Livia
Drusilla, Tiberius became the stepson of the future emperor
Caesar Augustus (cf. the next note), whom he succeeded as em
peror in 14 CE.}
47. Emperor Augustus} {After the defeat of Anthony at the B at
tle of Actium i n 3 1 BCE, Octavius became the unchallenged
ruler of the Roman world. As of 27 BCE, he became Emperor
Caesar Augustus (Augustus "exalted ").}
48. Hic . . . salta.} "Here is Rhodes, jump here." lIn Aesop's
fable "The Braggart" a boastfu l athlete claims to have made a
spectacular jump in Rhodes, at which point a bystander speaks
the line here quoted.}
49. Our music, which} Sd: Music, our new Proteus, which
50. demon of the sea,} {Proteus (cf. the previous note). A minor
sea-god with the ability to assume any number of shapes. Cf.
Odyssey 4:385ff. and Vergil, Georgics 4 : 387ff.}
5 1 . seventh day.} {Cf. Genesis 2:2.}
)2. Pd: The neediness of a matter pulls me so far and so deeply
into it that I fi nally get to the bottom of it and realize that it is
not really as valuable as all that. Heroism and at the end mourn
ing, my kind of experiences - on a small scale 3 times a day.
53· Cf. 6 [379] .
54. Cf. 6 [450] .
5 5 . rhinoceros, '] Quotation from the Sutta NipataL part of the
collection of sacred Buddhist texts from the Pali Canon, which N
=
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knew in English translationl. Cf. N to Carl von Gersdorff, 13
December r S 7,) {KGB I I : ,), 1 27-2S\.
')6. How . . . hirds,} {Cf. Christ's words i n the Sermon on the
MOll nt: "Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do
they reap, nor gather into barns: yet your heavenly Father feedeth
them . Are ye not much better than they?" Matthew 6:26. Also
Lu ke 1 2 : 24.\
\7 Cf. ro [19J .
S R . certain�v . . . neighbor/ Sd: certainly in intercourse of
bon homie
59. Pd: I could justify myself i n a hundred things, but I disda in
( he pleasure in justification, and I cannot bear the thought that
orhers m ight thi nk I do after all take these things so seriously.
'Th is is si mply not true - I 'm not so important and it irritates me
to do something that allows someone to conclude that I bel ieve
o( herwise.
60. 0: 6 [2051 .
6 1 . Uhi pater sum, ibi patria.j "Where I am a father, there is my
fatherl and," { C £. Plutus, line I I 'l l , by the Greek satirical play
wright Aristophanes (44S?-38S BCE) ,}
62, Cf. 4[441 . Pd: Dialectics is the only way to reach the divine
bei ng: Plato, Mill 67, Schopenhauer makes the same claim for in
tuition. Cf. John Stuart Mill, Gesammelte Werke (Collected works/,
ed. Th. Gomperz (Leipzig{: Fues's Verlag,! rS69-80), 67. NL .
63. In the Pd, N uses fi rst person instead of third.
64. poor in spirit blessed!} {Allusion to the Sermon on the
Mount: "Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven," Matthew 5 : 3 . }
65. Pd: Kant {was} an honorable b u t insignificant hu man be
ing whose personal needs show through here and there: he did
not experience very much and his way of thinking deprived him
of the time to experience anything; he lacked breadth and power.
Schopenhauer has an advantage, at least he has a certain vehe
ment ugliness. in hatred, cravings, vanity{;} he is more savage by
nature and he had time for this savagery, - Neither had a deeper
history of themselves, no crises and deadly sins, their thinking is
not a biography, but, in Kant's case, a history of the head and in
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Schopenhauer's case a description of character and pleasure in
the mirror, in the intellect. S chopenhauer's thinking has no expe
riences , no novel, no catastrophes. Think about Pascal!
66. novel,] Roman , which is also slang for a(n often secret) love
relationship.
67. way of working] {Kant was renowned for the regularity of
his schedule and for extreme diligence in his work habits.}
68. "history. "} Geschichte can mean either " history" or "story."
69· Cf. 9 [3] ·
70. Pd: 4[150] . Cf. 6 [437] .
71. their . . . who] Sd: the runaway slave who
72. Pd: Why this solitude! I 'm not angry with anyone. But on
my own I am closer to my friends than when together with them :
and at the time when I loved music most, I lived at a distance
from it: I listened to what I was working on and averted my face,
distorted in disgust.
73. Here . . . gold.} {Allusion to the story of King Midas, whose
touch transforms everyth ing into gold. Cf. Ovid, Metamorphoses
2:85ff.}
74. Pd: I am tired: what good does it do me to see the beautiful
steed ahead: it paws the ground and snorts, it loves its rider, but,
oh shame! The latter cannot swing (himself) up into the saddle!
75. Pd: We blush when we catch ourselves in the middle of an
aversion. We feel hemmed in whenever someone gives us the
benefit of his affection by withdrawing something from others;
we hear the beating pulse choosing us and detect the sound in
the voice that loves us more - ah, and yet everyone who feels for
me thus turns away from me precisely by feeling this way. What
a load I must bear! I endure my want and am often full in my
heart and high-spirited, one ought to bring me nothing that oth
ers need.
76. Another . . . solitude.} Cf. the last sentence ofAphorism 3 23 .
77. after . . . again.] Pd: and dream as if I were banned and
without soul.
78. lagoon of Venice:} {From his first arrival in Venice on 1 4
March 1 8 8 0 t o his departure o n 29 June, N's letters reveal a
marked improvement in his health and disposition, although he
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preferred the open sea to the "narrow lagoons" (27 March 1880 to
Franz Overbeck, KGB lIb, 14). During May and June N dic
tated to Peter Gast L'Ombra di Venezia (?he Shadow of Venice),
the nucleus of what was to become Dawn. Cf. N's Venice poem
in New, Intermezzo.}
79. Pd: I don't have as much pleasure i n the thoughts of any
other thinker as I do in my own: that doesn't constitute their
value. But I would have to be a fool to denigrate the fruits I find
most delicious because they happen to grow on my tree. I was
this fool however. 80. What . . . bear!} This sentiment was a constant refrain in
N 's notebooks and letters of the time. Cf. 7 [45] , 7 [102] , 7 [126] ,
7 [158] , 7[181] and the variants to Aphorisms 488 and 539, as well as
the letters from rhe period, e.g., to Franz Overbeck from 31 Octo
ber 1880 {KGB I I I : r , 43}.
81. Pd: In your youth you take your teachers from rhe pres
ent and you take them as you find them . Later you must atone
for them - - 82. Cf. 4 [286] .
83. who . . . blood,} Cf. Plato, Letters VII, 324b{: "Once upon a
time in my youth I cherished like many another the hope of en
tering upon a political career as soon as I came of age."}
84. he . . . Sicily} {Plato first traveled to Sicily in the late 380s
BCE, where he formed a lifelong friendship with D ion, an influ
ential statesman at the court in Syracuse. In 3 67 BCE Plato re
turned to tutor Dionysius I I as a philosopher king but was caught
up in rivalries between Dionysius II and Dion. In 3 61 Plato trav
eled a third time in an effort to come to Dion's aid, but was de
ceived by Dionysius IL}
85. Panhellenic . . . city} {Syracuse, largest city on the island of
Sicily, located on the southeastern coast and founded in 734 BCE.}
86. Pd: "Genius!" One can speak most readily of it where spirit
seems only loosely bound to character and temperament like a
winged essence that can separate itself and soar high above both
(whereas Schopenhauer, for example, gave the broadest expres
sion to his temperament and never escaped from himself). To be
able to fly above and beyond you rself- that's what makes for
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genius. To have eyes that have not developed from one's character
and temperament - that takes spite toward us, pride in the face
of one's reputation for consistency and inconsistency, loving a
hypothesis and proving its contrary with all one's powers (that is
a constant, necessary exercise), no enthusiasm for the malice in
volved in contradicting 87. Pd: My pride awakens as soon as I run into people and
things that demand submission - up until that point I submit
and am kind, with the single request to be left alone.
88. evil, 'j {Diderot actually writes the inverse in his play Ie Fils
naturel (The natural son) (1757) : "II n'y a que Ie mechant qui wit
seu!" (Only the evil person is solitary).}
89. Procrustean bed] {Generally, any type of severe torture. In
Greek mythology Procrustes ("the stretcher") was a robber who
tormented his victims by hammering them out to fit the length
of his bed or, if they were too tall, by cutting them down to size.
He was killed by Theseus, who subjected him to the very punish
ment he had inflicted on others.}
90. storm and stress,} Sturm und Drang. Allusion to the short
lived, pre-Romantic l iterary movement in Germany during the
1770s. Emphasizing the passions, nature, and creativity over rea
son, society, and manners, the Storm and Stress movement broke
with Enlightenment values and promoted the cult of genius that,
through inspiration and expression, aspires to become godlike.
91. Pd: An action we perform for our own benefit ought not
garner for us any moral encomium: likewise for what we do to
take pleasure in us ourselves. Eschewal of taking things loftily i n
such cases i s good form for superior human beings. The opposite
is a sign of semibarbarism.
92. to run . . . occasionO Sd: to elevate himself above his own
virtues!
9 3 . What . . . way] {After his papal condemnation in the Edict
of Worms (May 1521), Luther was "secretly" granted asylum by
Friedrich the Wise, elector of S axony, at the latter's historic cas
tle, the Wartburg. There, so the legend goes, Luther is supposed
to have fought off a seductive and devilish apparition by throw
ing his inkwell at it.}
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94. truth.} Crossed out at the end of the Sd: For we disguise the
best things.
95. has . . . causes} Sd: preferably wants to speak in general
truths
9 6. Pd: 6 [376] .
97. Do . . . neighbors!} {Allusion to Matthew 8:32, which re
counts Christ's driving out of the demons into swine.}
98. It is} Pd: Nothing moral! Rather
99. Pd: Pride is supposed to rectify too much, take its place:
Napoleonic France wanted to compensate for all its losses in this
fashion, indeed, all of humanity wants to do so. '1'0 write history
as a funeral oration whereby one buries what one loves most,
thoughts and hopes: and receives pride in return. Gloria mundi
{"glory to the world '' !.
1 00. gloria mundi.} "glory to the world,"
1 0 1 . Pd: Many have one superior quality as their solace; other
wise their gaze passes contemptuously over themselves, but a
pathway lined with cypresses leads to a shrine - there they re
cover from themselves.
102. Ulterior questions.} Hinterfragen (Hinter = "behind";
h·tlgen = "questions"). Nietzschean coinage that plays on the
common word Hintergedanken (Hinter= "behind"; Gedanken =
"thoughts"), translated throughout D as "ulterior motives."
103 , esprit.! Crossed out at the end of the Sd: Truth underneath
their hood - that is their taste.
104. Pd: When one lives with profound and fructifying
thoughts, one demands something completely different from art
than before, That is the reason my taste in art has changed. Others
demand from art the very element in which I live.
105. C( 3 [29] .
106. "Great Revolution '] {The French Revolution of 1789, which
resulted in the overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy and the es
tablishment of the First Republic, brought with it the bloody
Reign of Terror in I793-94,}
107. Pd: 6 [4IIJ .
108, role?} Crossed out at the end of the Sd: And yet! I want to,
I must play along -what can I answer? Nothing but the same
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thing again and agai n : What a load I must bear! What a load
I must bear!
109. Cf. 4 [286] , 6 l215J . Sd: The decline of Auguste Comte - I
have i n mind that time he himself characterized a s the time of h i s
rebirth, which, b y comparison with his great and productive past,
stood out for him as the "new and the better" period- is perhaps
the result of weariness. This shows itself: 1. in the belief in his own
genius that bursts forth; his exceptional position now allows him
to make it easier on himself, to decree more than to prove. 2 . He
wants henceforth to enjoy the results and to do so he must rid
them of their dryness in order to make them palatable: in this
manner poetical chicanery steals its way in. 3 . He feels that with
institutions his highest ambition will be satisfi e d more quickly
than with proofs and refutations, his walks along the cozier path of
ambition. 4. He takes repose in the idolatry of a woman and in the
process soothes and sweetens his entire being. 5. He no longer tol
erates pupils and thinkers who carry on his thought, only party
supporters. The former demand undiminished power. 6. He no
longer endured the terrible isolation in wh ich a forward and
forward-flying spirit lives; he surrounded himself with objects of
veneration, of touching emotion, of love, at long last he too wanted
to have it as good as all the rest of the religious do and to celebrate
in the community what he valued highly; to this end he invented a
religion and deceived himself intentionally by believing its realiza
tion to be imminent and a matter of course. 7. He ruminated a
great deal on the particulars and details of behavior for people of
the future and issued orders like a gardener and fruit grower - an
activity for the elderly, idyllic and calming. 8. He ventured into
indulgently excessive thoughts, all priestly and poetical: strict ab
stention from this sort of thing requires taut intellectual morality
such as only an i ndefatigable thinker possesses; indulgent exces
siveness in thoughts is the thinker's immorality, disgusting arro
gance belongs in this camp as well: the power to compare himself
earnestly with other luminaries for the purposes of knowledge had
grown tired; in comparing he only wanted to intoxicate himself.
9. He wanted altogether to be the last one able to give completely
unhindered rein to his intellect; from now on such sovereignty of
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thinking ought altogether not be permitted; h e ruminated over a
hundred means to destroy freedom of thought forever, he no lon
ger feared anything other than individuals' pride and their thirst
for freedom. This all presumes that he has come to a halt before his
own contemplation and was the firs t to canonize himself: to this
point and no further! A great spirit, however, can only constrain
itself in this way, once it no longer feels itself aspiring ever upward,
once, in other words, it has gone beyond the summit of its power
and is tired. {Added to the end in Pd: } In the end one wouldn't, for
the most part, find this decline lamentable, if such a [productive]
radical spirit hadn't, again so radically, lived and thought it
through to its conclusion, such that it, almost like a- - ["1he source for N 's reflections on Comte are from J. S. Mill, Au
guste Comte und der Positivism us {Auguste Comte and Positivism}, in
Mill, Gesammelte Werke { Collected works} 9:89-141. NL .]
1 10. further. ''j Cf. Friedrich Schiller, 1he Robbers, act 2, scene I ,
from Job 3 8 : I l .
I I I . its . . . falls.} Allusion ro l ines 1705-6 from Goethe's Faust.
{Faust, who is about to m ake his wager with Mephistopheles,
swears that his time will be up the moment he ceases to strive.}
II2. Cf. 5 [7] .
I I 3 . avoid} Sd; Ie: envy them
1I4. Ambrosial nights!} {From Greek, meaning immortal. Nec
tar of the gods (Odyssey 9:359) which gave them their immortality.
Ambrosial n ights pleasurable revelries.}
I I5. fla mes} Sd; Ie: flame
I I6. concepts} Sd; Ie: concept,
II7. contrapuntal composers} {Most notably the sixteenth-century
maestros Orlando di Lasso and G iovanni Palestrina, and the
eighteenth-century Johann Sebastian Bach. Composers of coun
terpoint (from the Latin: punctus contra punctum "note against
note"), the art of combining two or more melodies such that each
has a relatively equal voice and all form a harmonious whole.}
lI8. causes,} Sd; Ie: facts
I I9. 1hat . . . too!} Das Trieb nun auch Philosophie! N creates a
rather involved wordplay that allows for the alternate translation:
" 1hat is what philosophy does today too."
=

=
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120. Have . . . good?} Cf. Goethe's Faust 464-65{: "1 feel the
courage to venture into the world / To bear earth's suffering and
her happiness." N's readers would have known that Faust utters
these lines prior to his departure from a cloistered existence at the
university and his entry into a "restlessly active" (line 1759) exis
tence in the world at large.}
12I. Pd: The Epictetean model person is surely the ideal slave .
The tautness of his being, the constant, i nwardly turned gaze,
the incommunicative, circumspect gaze directed outward would
not be to our taste: not to mention his silence and taciturnity.
The absence of a troubling pride and a certain mild rapproche
ment that does not wish to ruin any mood{,} are ancient human
ity (as opposed to English Puritans) {,} he smiles! Incidentally,
the "advancing apprentice" in this discipline would certainly
strike us as more u npleasant than the master. - The most beau
tiful thing about it: he lacks any fear of God and he believes
rigorously in reason. He is no penitence preacher. He is the quiet
one, the self-sufficient one, disappearing among the mass of the
proletariat, the one without want, the satisfied - the isolated
individual in all its greatnes s . He differs from Christians in that
they are hopers, consoling themselves with unspeakable glories,
accepting ten times more from love and grace, allowing them
selves to be given gifts. Epictetus possesses, but does not allow
himself to give his best. Christians are weak-willed slaves with
weak reason.
122. "unspeakable glories,] Cf. 2 Corinthians 12:4.
123. Pd: The course of science signals the future course of mo
rality. One underestimated the little questions, one wanted to get
to the goal at once, one sought to solve everything at one fell
swoop, with one word: like a riddle. And the task seemed to be: to
compress everything into the simplest riddle-form, such that all
questions could be answered with one answer, i.e., one exerted the
grossest violence on things in order to give oneself the boundless
joy of being the unriddler of the world. So with Schopenhauer
still. Nothing that doesn't bring everything to an end right away
seems worth troubling about. Philosophy was a way of showing
power - one wants to be the tyrant of spirit.
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124. Gordian knot} {According to an ancient oracle, whoever
could loosen the Gordian knot would become the ruler of Asia.
Alexander the Great (356-52 BCE) is supposed to have cut the
knot with one slash of his sword.}
1 25. egg;} {At a banquet honoring his discovery of the "New
World," Christopher Columbus reportedly asked those in atten
dance whether anyone could make an egg stand upon either of its
ends. When no one proved able to do so, Columbus smashed one
end of the egg and placed it upright on the table.}
1 26. Ah . . . that} Sd: As yet, we don't have a handle on even
the crudest of standards when it comes to measuring a ge
nius's greatness: i ndeed, we are such rank beginners as to
consider measuring at all a sacrilege. One has no idea, for in
stance, lhat above all one has to take into accoum the measure
of energy that
1 2 7. insights. Euen) Sd: linsights has expended - an amoum
of energy that suffices, under certain circumstances , to elevate
someone to the ranks of the heroes and that, again among
others, can be so minuscule as to grow contemptible and baseJ .
Even
128. C£ 6 [436J .
12<). glean . . . woebegoneness,] Sd: have from the fruits of their
labor only the evening pleasure of a day's work done and after
ward a disgust in facing the morning
130. thirst,} Sd: character[oJ
131 . Byron,] N is thinking, for example, of the following passage
from Byron: "To withdraw myself from myself (oh that cursed
selfishness!) has ever been my sole, my emire, my sincere motive
for scribbling at all; . . . " {Byrons Letters and Journals, Volume 3:
18[3-1814, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (Cambridge, Mass . : Belknap
Press of Harvard University, 1974) , 225.}
132. And . . . us.} C£ the chapter entitled "Diversion," which is
underlined in several places , from the German translation of Pas
cal's works (see Aphorism 46, note 105) , 2:26-37. Faugere "Diver
tissement," 2:31-34.
133 · Cf 3 [9] , 4 [44J ·
134. appearance.} Schein.
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135. fear . . . reverence} N is punning on the etymological re
lationship in German b etween " fear" (Furcht) and "reverence"

(Ehrfurcht).
136. courage . . . magnanimity,} N 's language i mplies that
"courage" (Muth), when exaggerated, becomes "magnanimity"
(Grossmuth).
137. behind worldly} Sd: behind the mild thought of worldly
138. let . . . justice,} Sd: let's not forget the brake on worldly
justice
139· Cf. 7 [15] .
140. clearer . . . habits,} Pd: unadulterated bread, fresh springs
to bathe in, ripe fruits, for solitude, order, cleanliness
141. is . . . mine.} Sd: is not mine. He has certainly found his
philosophy.
142. Stepping . . . progress,} Pun on the relationship between
"stepping on ahead" ( Vorschritt) and "progress" (Fortschritt).
143 . Pd: I avoid events. The most trifling of them already leave
a strong enough mark on me, and one cannot escape them.
144. Gautama . . . virtues!"} Cf. CW 12:3 [1] .
145. when . . . victor?} Pd: owing to the otherworldly ideals
with which one pulls the wool over our eyes
146. We . . . presumption?} Pd: On the whole people know nei
ther what is growing inside them nor how fast and by what
means - they believe they are dealing with completed facts, fully
grown facts and don't believe that one can also kill some of them.
147. Haven 't . . . p resumption?} The direct reference is to
Schopenhauer.
148. At the beginning of the Pd: With great spirits we don't
consider the extent of stupidity extensively enough 149. Pd: The thinker's independence, he needs less, he doesn't
have a hard job, no pangs of conscience, no costly pleasures, the
dead are his substitute for the living, the best of the dead his sub
stitute for friends.
150. Pd: My strongest medicine is "victory" NB {"Note well"}.
151. follow . . . stream:} Sd: spin away on our thoughts
152. shipwreck . . . infinity?} Cf. 6 [ 3 64] . Allusion to the final
verse of Giacomo Leopardi's poem ''L'infinito'' {The Infinity}.

Afterword to Dawnl
Giorgio Colli

"I examined myself," Heraclitus once said. And what we fi nd
in Dawn is a rhapsodic variation of this passionate Heraclitean
synthesis. By meditating on himself, Nietzsche discovered the
world; on all matters he elucidated, he stamped his mark, the
mark of the knower. 2 Anyone, however, who reads the book
from cover to cover as a successive series of observations -such
an assumption would be naIve - will fail to participate in
Nietzsche's self-examination. If, with a philologist's reckless
ness, you rummage through the preliminary writings for this
work, you uncover, at first, blazing insights3 that have no evi
dent connection with one another and then the effort, via an
alchemical process, to smelt them into a text. Only after vari
ous compilations and architectonic rearrangements of the
aphorisms does the entirety appear as a publication. Nietz
sche's self-examination is thus disguised, mysteriously hidden
1.

This Afterword was the preface written by Giorgio Colli for the Italian

Dawn, which was translated into German and in
KSA 3 . All notes and annotations are those of the translator of this

paperback edition of
cluded in
volume.

2. knower.} de{r} Erkennende{dative ending removed}, from the verb erken
nnen, which can mean "to know," " detect," (' discern," "discover," "perceive,"
"realize," "recognize." The related noun, Erkenntnis, is usually translated in
philosophical discourse as "knowledge," but often, as in this instance, car
ries the connotations of the verbs listed above.

3. insights] Erkenntisse-see previous note.
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again, manipulated by an artistic instinct, an artistic decep
tion; and the na'ive reader, for whom the book appears to have
originated as the very work being read, remains more available
at least, cal mer tha n the savvy reader who has entered the
l abyri nth of all interior epistemological process' that wants to
reveal itself to the whole world. For as soon as it concerns art,
it is Nietzsche himself who calls on us to be distrustful, more
over in this very book: "Artists fear nothing more than the eye
that discerns their little deception . that checks the figures
when they wanted to sell a little for a lot" (223).
But the deep delving into the inner well of knowledge,) the
upward surge of truths, the quest for a disguise of these trurhs,
their replacement with a drug, a " l ittle deception" - these arc
the thi ngs that constitute Nietzsche's fascination: and it is good
tor the reader to know all this, as readers must learn to take from
Nietzsche, but to defend themselves against him as well. Inci
dental ly, this is what comprises the education unto knowledge.
If one at least understands that here it's all about a thoroughly
unique way of comprehending and getting a grip on all things
in the world (that is, namely, what it means to search oneself) :
i f one apprehends how all convictions (and not just moral ones)
are swept away, then that's already enough - for naIve as well
as savvy readers.
In Human, All Too Human Nietzsche introduced an intu
itional science/' in Joyful Science he will again deliver a science
whose goal is to identify with poetry: here, in Dawn he offers a
science whose concerns are more colorful and fluid: they don't
belong to the political or cultural arena and only rarely allude
to philosophers or artists. The soul, the human drive - these
are, in the rule, the concerns -what Nietzsche tends to call
moral speculation or also psychology. And it is appropriate to
provide examples of how the word science operates in this book
.

.

4. epistemologie{11 process! ErkenntnisvOJxang{dativc ending removed}.
5. knowledge,) Erkenntnis.
6. science;] Wissenschaft. See Aphorism 193, note 79.
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as an extremely noble alibi. I n Aphorism 7 6, which deals with
the Christian profaning of love and reproduction, we read,
"Ultimately, this demonizing of Eros has taken on an ending
straight out of comedy . . . to this very day, the effect has been
that the love story? became the only real interest that all circles
have in common - and to an excess inconceivable in antiquity,
an excess that will, at a later date, elicit laughter" (76). Every
work of our culture, adds Nietzsche, from the loftiest to the
lowest, " has been marked . . . by the excessive importance as
cribed to turning the love story into the main story." Thus we
have here an excellent example of "science" that, as a prerequi
site, has no need for an extensive collection of material, nor a
spatial-temporal delineation of the object, nor a strictly induc
tive, nor by extension, deductive method. It is solely a matter of
an intuition based on a normal, immediate or mediate, experi
ence. If we wanted to define it in some way, we could refer to it
as historical intuition in so far as a valuation of the present
(19th-century society) becomes intelligible via an assessment of
the past (Christian world view). B ut the whole situation is con
siderably more multilayered, as two further valuations dovetail
with this theme: the valuation of an even more distant past
(antiquity) and of an as yet undetermined future, whereby an
tiquity lies outside both of the first valuations, indeed doesn't
even know what they mean and the future has a good laugh at
their expense. This is anti-historical "science" about history.
And to recognize its illuminating power, let's take a look at the
aforementioned phenomenon a century after Nietzsche, in our
own era. What was the " love story" back then - isn't that to
day sexuality and eroticism?
Aphorism 254 provides an example of intuition that one can
not define as historical and even resists being tagged with the
name "science": "The distinguishing but also dangerous feature
7. love stonl Here and in subsequent quotarions in his Afterword, Colli
omits the c �phases that appear in Dawn. "Jhis edition restores Niet"che's
emphases, which are missing in Colli's Afterword.
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of poetic natures is their exhaustive fantasy: which anticipates,
sees in advance, enjoys in advance, suffers in advance what will
occur and what might occur and finally in the actual moment,
is tired of the occurrence and the deed." To call this sort of writ
i ng psychology - would n't that be paramount to degradation?
What is, after all, the repeated experience, the behavioral rule
th rough which a psychologist could come to such a conclusion?
Here, the unique, unparalleled soul is the object of study, per
haps the soul of the one who is writing, as object of his passion .
And if this intuition resists every attempt to be labeled as
historical, aesthetic, or psychological, is too intimate for that,
what is one supposed to say for starters about the fol lowing,
which conceals itself behind a nature tableaux that is to be
interpreted anthropomorphical ly? "The sea lies before one
pale and s h i mmeri ng; it cannot speak . . . B ut I have compas
sion for you, Nature, because you must remain silent, even i f it
is only your malice that binds your tongue; indeed, I have
compassion for you on account of your malice! . . . and my
heart swells again . . . it enjoys its own sweet malice of silence"
( 4 23). But Nietzsche's entire life is a "speaking." Thus he per
ceived his speaking as benevolence and shutting oneself up as
malice. He resists this temptation: it is about a moral interpre
tation of the world whereby the status of action accrues to re
vealing oneself, to expression, to the word.
If this all applies - and one could cite many additional aph
orisms in support - what is one supposed to make of the prev
alent opinion that views Dawn as an enlightenment, rational
and positivistic work? To be sure, in this book you can find
many pronouncements against ecstasy, visions, rapture, and
trance. But careful, remember what was said about artistic de
ception. Nietzsche is characterizing as science here the opposite
of what one commonly understands by this term, but he per
sists in good faith upon this word, for he means by it, in addi
tion, to point to the ascetic fervor8 of self-denial, to objectivity,
8. fervor} Leidenschaft. See note 70 to Aphorism 19 2.
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understood as identification with reasons and arguments that
run counter to his instinct. His model in this instance i s
Thucydides, who would never let it be known in which direc
tion his sympathies tended. So Nietzsche even takes pains now
and then to come up with praise and acknowledgement of
Christianity. Once, however, by employing a too casual form
of this technique of inversion, he falls into a trap: at the mo
ment when, to our amazement, we hear him intone a paean of
praise to the dialectic - his nemesis from the outset: that
would be tantamount to hearing Schopenhauer sing the Song
of Songs for Hegel. Yet, in Aphorism 544, we read, "I have
taken careful note: our philosophizing youths . . . are now de
manding from philosophy just the opp osite of what the Greeks
derived from it! Anyone who doesn't hear that constant cry of
joy running through every give and take of a Platonic dia
logue, the cry of j oy over a new discovery of rational thought,
what does such a person understand about Plato, about ancient
philosophy? . . . when the rigorous and sober play of concepts . . .
was practiced ." You can't believe your own ears, but Nietzsche
doesn't relent: "It was Socrates who discovered the . . . magic,
that of cause and effect, ground and consequence: and we mod
erns are so accustomed to and brought up on the necessity of
logic that it lies on our palate like the normal taste and, as such,
must be repellent to the lascivious and conceited."
If you read the posthumous fragments from this period (see
CW 13), then you'll find Nietzsche intensively involved with
the problems of worldly, particularly political, power. Numer
ous passages point to his engagement with Napoleon and Paul.
But only very little of all this shows up again in Dawn, where
what dominates is the assertion, "As little state as possible!" (179).
Here it is knowledge that is elevated to the highest of life's
values, and in so doing, Nietzsche forces himself to battle
against the opposite value, namely action. For action is judged
according to the benchmark of knowledge: 9 " [Al l! actions are
9. knowledge.} Erkenntnis.
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essentially unknown" (n6) . B ut the preeminence of knowledge
over action is not merely speculative; it's considered a given: it
is thereby a matter of m oral preemi nence: "And thus the entire
drive toward deeds and action is perhaps after all, at bottom,
fl ight from oneself?" (549).

Editor's Afterword
Keith Ansell-Pearson

Nietzsche began research on what was to become Dawn:
Thoughts on the Presumptions ofMorality in January 1880. The
manuscript was complete by 13 March 1881 and was published
in June of that year. At this point in time Nietzsche had re
tired on a modest annual pension from his position at Basel
University and was travelling in Europe, spending time in Riva,
Venice, Marienbad, Stresa, and Genoa, as well as his child
hood home of Naumburg, seeking suitable conditions for his
health and living on a highly restricted budget.l In Genoa,
where Dawn was completed, Nietzsche found a garret apart
ment which he had to climb a hundred and sixty-four steps to
reach and which was itself located high up on a very steep
street. Nietzsche was adjusting to a new lifestyle and the limi
tations imposed by his pension: the apartment in Genoa was
without heating and the winter was extremely cold. His diet
was often a simple one of risotto and calf-meat with a frugal
supper of porridge. Nietzsche was leading not only a frugal
existence but a solitary one too. And yet it was under these
harsh conditions that he wrote over the course of a year one of
his "sunniest" books. He would later reflect, in a letter to his
admirer in Copenhagen, Georg Brandes, that his specialty
was to "endure extreme pain, cru, vert, with perfect clarity, for
1 . See William H. Schaberg, The Nietzsche Canon: A Publication History
and Bibliography (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 77.
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two or three consecutive days, accompanied by constant vomit
ing of bile." Although the report had been disseminated that
he was in a madhouse and had died there, he confides that
nothing could have been further from the truth: "As a matter
of fact my intel lect on Iy came to m aturity during that terrible
ti me: witness Dawn, which I wrote in 1881 during a winter of
incredible suffering at Genoa, away from doctors, friends, or
relations." For himself, he adds, the book serves "as a sort of
dynamometer": "I composed it with a minimum of strength"

(10 April 1888; KGB I I I : 5, 290). S olitude was for Nietzsche a
test of his independence. He wanted, he said, to be his own
doctor, to be true to himself and not to listen to anyone else: "I
cannot tell you," he wrote on 24 November 1880 to his mother
and sister Elisabeth, "how much good solitude is doing me"

(KGB l i b , 51).
After decades of neglect, Dawn is a text that has come to be
ad m ired in recent years for its ethical naturalism and for its
anticipation of phenomenology. 2 In addition, I have sought to
interpret the text in terms of its relevance to philosophical
therapy and I have drawn on some of this material for this af
terword .3 As Duncan Large has noted, in Dawn and the sub
sequent text 1he Joyful Science

-

its ideal companion in which

the journey continues - Nietzsche consolidates the antimeta
physical stance initiated by Human, All Too Human of r878,
completing his metamorphosis from the Schopenhauer- and
Wagner-adulating camel to a combative and exploratory lion,

2. See

Rudiger S afranski, Nietzsche: A Philosophical Biography, trans.

Shelley Frisch (New York: Norton,

3. Keith Ansell-Pearson,

2002), 207-19.

"For Mortal Souls: Philosophy and Therapeia in

Nietzsche's Dawn," i n Jonardon Ganeri and Clare Carlisle, Philosophy and

Therapeia (Royal I ns titute of Philosophy Supplement
versity Press,

20ro), 137-65.

66,

Cambridge Uni

See also Ansell-Pearson, "Nietzsche, the Sub

lime. and the Subl i m ities of Philosophy: An Interpretation of Dawn,"

Nietzsche-Studien

39 (2010): 201-32.
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and from the ship of the desert to the ship of high seas.4 He is
charting new land and new seas, unsure of his final destina
tion, and has the confidence needed to take risks and conduct
experiments, even to suffer shipwreck in search of new trea
sure. In this text we encounter the "free spirit" setting off on a
new course and away from the old philosophical world of
metaphysical and moral presumptions. However, it is no exag
geration to claim that for the greater part of Nietzsche's recep
tion, Dawn has been among the most neglected texts in Nietz
sche's corpus, and perhaps for understandable reasons: it deploys
no master concept, it does not seek an ultimate solution to the
riddles of existence (indeed, it warns against such a strategy),
its presentation of themes and problems is highly non-linear,
and it states his case for the future subtly and delicately. It has
also been overshadowed by the more terse and stridently anti
Christian works of the later polemical period. The death of
God is presaged and, in fact, announced, but not presented in
any dramatic form as we find in the next text, 1he Joyful Sci
ence (§ 125). But it is a text that has hidden riches, a text that
has to be read between the lines (as Nietzsche disclosed to his
sister Elisabeth in the case of Dawn's fifth and final book).5
And, as Nietzsche notes in Ecce Homo, although the book
mounts a "campaign" against morality, the reader should not
think it has about it "the slightest whiff of gunpowder"; rather,
the reader should "make out quite different and more pleasing
4. Duncan Large, "Nietzsche and the Figure of Columbus," Nietzsche
Studien 24 (1995): 162-83, 163.
5. See the letter dated mid-July 1881: "So read the book, if you will pardon
my saying so, from an angle I would counsel other readers against, from an
entirely personal point of view (sisters also have privileges, after all). Seek
out everything that you guess is what might be most useful for yout brother
and what he might need most, what he wants and does not want. In partic
ular you should read the fifth book, where much is written between the
lines. Where all my efforts lead cannot be said in a word - and if I had that
word, I would not utter it" (KGB IIl:r, 108).
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scents" (EH "Why I Write Such Good Books"
Nietzsche wishes to make about

01). The claims
his conception of the tasks of

morality - or ethics, i f one prefers - are more modest ones in
comparison with the

immodest clai m s

trad itionally and typi

ca l ly made on behalf of morality.

Dawn

is a pathbreaking work and an exercise in modern

ema ncipation - from fear, superstition, hatred of the self and
the body, the short cuts of religion, and the presumptions of
morality. But its ends are modest - an ethics of self-cultivation
centered on the d rives. In

Dawn Nietzsche i s less of the disap
Human, All Too Human texts,

pointed idealist he was i n the

more assertive about the emerging "rights" of new individuals
who have hitherto been decried as freethinke rs , cri m i nals,
a nd immoralists, more metaphorically exuberant,6 and with
glimpses of new dawns on the horizon about to break. And yet
Nietzsche offers his readers wise counsel, outlining in the book
a therapy made up of slow cures

(D 462)

and small doses

(D

534). As Gary Handwerk notes in his afterword to HAH II, the
texts of Nietzsche's middle period assume more the form of a
method of inquiry than a doctrine: Nietzsche has invented "an
experiential and experimental philosophy," one that expresses
itself in the form of the essayistic aphorism: "In these ground
and spirit-breaking works, Nietzsche i nvents for himself a form
that is non-linear, i nterruptive, interrogative, recursive, and,
above all, remarkably flexible with regard to scope and span."?

Dawn

1880,
di Vene

grew out of notebooks Nietzsche kept during

i ncluding notes for a n ew book to b e entitled L'Ombra

zia (CW 13, 3 [1-172]):

the title pays homage to the welcome

shade he had discovered for himself in the city of four hun
dred bridges and numerous dark and narrow streets.8 He had
been intrigued by the prospect and promise of a new dawn

6. See Gary Handwerk, afterword to Human, All Too Human II (Stan
ford: Stanford University Press, 2012).
7. Ibid.
8. See Curtis Cate, Friedrich Nietzsche ( London: Hutchinson, 2002), 298.
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since the time of his early reflections on the ancient, pre-Platonic
philosophers . In one note from 1872-73, Nietzsche writes that
the role of the philosophers was to prepare the way for the
Greek reformer and precede him "as the dawn precedes the ris
ing sun." Alas, the sun did not rise in this instance, and the
reformer failed with the dawn remaining "a ghostly apparition"

(CW II, 23 [1] ) .9 Dawn (Morgenrdthe, literally "morning red
ness"), the second installment in what was to become the free
spirit trilogy, is one of Nietzsche's "yes-saying" books, a work of
enlightenment which, he tells his readers, seeks to pour out " its
life, its love, its tenderness upon bad things alone," giving back
to these things the "supreme right and prerogative to exist" (EH
"Why I Write S uch Good Books" DI). The Indian motto from
the Rig Veda's "Hymn to Varuna," "there are so many dawns
that have not yet broken" lies inscribed on the door to the book
(ibid.). Nietzsche's amanuensis Peter Gast (Heinrich Koselitz)
had written the motto on the title page while making

a

fair

copy of the manuscript and this, in fact, inspired Nietzsche
to adopt the new title and replace its original title of "The
Plowshare."lo In 1888 Nietzsche speaks of the book as amount
ing to a search for the new morning that ushers in a whole se
ries of new days and he insists that not a single negative word is
to be found in it, and no attack or malice either. In this book
we encounter a thinker who lies in the sun, "like a sea-creature
sunning itself between rocks" (EH "Why I Write S uch Good
Books" DI) - and the book was largely conceived in the rocks
near Genoa in solitude and where, so Nietzsche discloses, he
9. See also HAH 638 on "the mysteries of [he dawning day."
ro. See CW 13:9: "Die Pfiugschar: Gedanken tiber die moralischen Vorur
theile." Nietzsche also had this title for his aborted fifth untimely medita

tion, and it was also for a time the working title for Human, All Too Human.
See also SE 3, on Schopenhauer's "plowshare" that will "cur into the soul of
modern humanity." For further insight into the image of the plowshare and
Nietzsche's adoption of it, see Duncan Large, "Nietzsche's 'Helmbrecht: or:
How to Philosophise with a Ploughshare," Journal of Nietzsche Studies 13
(Spring (997) : 3-23.
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" had secrets to s h a re w ith the sea." 1 1

Dawn is a book that jour

neys into the fut u re, and which for Nietzsche constitutes , in
fact, its true desti natio n : "Even now," he writes in a letter of 24
March , x x , to his old friend Erwi n Rohde, "there a re moments
when J wa l k abollt o n t h e heights above Genoa having glim pses

and feeli ngs s llch as Columbus once, perhaps from the very

same place, sent out across the sea and into the future"

(KGB

I I I : ! , 75) . Nietzsche's appeal to Columbus is figurative; he i s , in
fact, critical of the real Columbus

(D 37) . But as a figure of
Dawn well ; he denotes

thought Columbus the seafarer serves

"the true experi menter, who may have an idea of where he
t h i n ks he is heading but is always p repared to be surprised by
the outcome of his experi ments."1 2
I n fact, the book i s more complex t h a n Nietzsche adm i ts to
in

, XX8. Some of t h i s complexity is revealed i n the letters he

w rote ro Cast advising h i m of the title, wh ich he kept chang

i ng , somctimcs i n slight and s ubrle ways. In a letter to G a s t o f
9 February

1881, t h e work is n o w to carry t h e t irle "A Dawn:

' Ihoughts on the Presumptions o f Morality." By way of expla
nation Nietzsche added in his letter, "'There are so many bright
and i ndeed red colors i n it"

(KGB

IIb,

61) . However, a few

weeks later Nietzsche wrote to Gast agai n express i n g anx iety
over the new tirle, considering it " too gushing, oriental and of
less good taste" (22 February;

KGB I I b , 63) .

Nevertheless he

persisted with it for the time being and largely o n account of
the advantage i t enjoys over the original t irle of giving the
book a more cheerfu l tone and placin g the reader i n a differ
ent frame of m i n d : " it stands the book i n good stead, which
would be much too

gloomy without the glimpse of the morn

ing! " This reveals that the book is, i n fact, a complex one:
II. Nietzsche first visited Genoa i n October 1876 as a stopover on the way
to Nice. He resided in Genoa and its environs for three successive winters in
IS8o-RI, 18 81-82, and 1 882-83. On N ietzsche's fondness for the maritime
city that also gave him access to the mountains, see Large, "Nietzsche and
the Figure of Columbus,"
12. Ibid., 174.
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there are sufficient grounds for gloom, but Nietzsche does not
wish to be gloomy or promote gloominess; a book needs to
emit rays of hope , expectation, and anticipation even if the
seriousness cannot be concealed. I n a letter to Gast of 30
March, Nietzsche reveals that he is basically writing for him
self and for Gast, his closest associate and dearest companion
(his fellow free spirit) . He writes of gathering "a treasure out
of things that are our own, for our old age!" and of the need
to "be vain for ourselves and as much as possible! " (KGB IIb,
77) . In the text itself Nietzsche posits the philosopher's exis
tence in terms of an " ideal selfishness" in which one freely gives
away one's spiritual house and possessions to ones in need. I n
this condition o f solitude the satiated soul lightens its own
burden, eschewing both praise for what it does and avoiding
gratitude which is invasive and fails to respect solitude and
silence. This is to speak of a new kind of teacher who, armed
with a handful of knowledge and a bag full of experiences ,
becomes "a doctor o f t h e spirit t o the indigent and to aid
people here and there whose head is disturbed by opinions . . "
(D 449). The aim is not to prove that one is right before such
a person, but rather "to speak with him in such a way that . . .
he himself says what is right and, proud of the fact, walks
away! " I n a letter to Gast of 10 April, Nietzsche discloses that
he has modified the title by simplifying it to "Dawn" and not
"A Dawn." By way of j ustification he adds: "A title must, above
all, be quotable [citirbarl" and that there was something too
"precious" about the "N' in the title (KGB lIb, 83). The title
Nietzsche settled on for the book is significant for several
reasons that are clear in the meaning of the word "dawn,"
notably the expectation of a new beginning; the first light of
day or daybreak; the incipient appearance of something; a
new reality which is beginning to become evident and under
stood, and so on. As we have seen, the color "red" was impor
tant to Nietzsche in his own understanding of the book, and
here he was perhaps influenced by Homer's Odyssey and the
various references to "the rosy-fingered dawn" that, in the
.
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rale, provides a sharp contrast to the gruesome battle scenes
going on below. 1 3
The book concludes o n a n enigmatic note with Nietzsche
asking his readers and fellow travelers whether it will be said
of t hem one day that they too, "steering toward the west, hoped
to reach an India" but that it was their fate to shipwreck upon
i n finity (D 575) . A t t h i s point i n his writings, " I ndia" denotes
for Nietzsche the path to self-enlightenment. Nietzsche
holds that Europe remains behind Indian culture in terms of
the progress it needs to make with respect to religiolls mat
ters since it has not yet attained the " freethinking naIvete"
of the Brahmins. The priests of I ndia demonstrated "pleasure
in thinking" in which observances - prayers, ceremonies, sacri
fices, and hymns - are celebrated as the givers of all good
things. One step further, he adds, and one also throws aside the
gods - '\vhich Europe must also do one day!" (D 96). Europe
remains distant, he mllses, from the level of culture attained in
the appearance of the Buddha, the teacher of self-redemption.
Nietzsche anticipates an age when all the observances and cus
toms of the old moralities and religions have come to an end. In
a reversal of the Christian meaning of the expression "In hoc
signo vinces [In this sign (cross) you will be the victor] ," which
heads Dawn 96, Nietzsche is suggesting that the conquest will
take place under the sign that the redemptive God is dead. Bud
dha is a significant teacher because his religion is one of self
redemption, and this is a valuable step along the way of ultimate
redemption from religion and from God. I nstead of speculating
on what will then emerge into existence, he calls for a new com
munity of non-believers to make their sign and communicate
with one another: "There exist today perhaps ten to twenty mil
lion people among the different countries of Europe who no
longer ' believe in God' - is it too much to ask that they give a
sign to one another?" (D 96). He imagines these people constiThe Odyssey and Odysseus in D 306,
The Odyssey, 2 : 1-2, 1 2 :3-7.

13. See references to
408; see Homer,

562; see also

MM
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tuting a new power i n Europe, between nations, classes, rulers
and subjects, and between the un-peaceable and the most
peaceable. It is in this section of the book that Nietzsche ad
vances the thesis that "morality" (die Moral) in the old sense
has died.
The final aphorism of book five and of the text as a whole
returns us to the final book's opening aphorism on the silent
sea and is not insignificantly entitled "We aeronauts of the
spirit [W'ir Luft-Schifffahrer des Geistes] !"14 The aphorism begins
by noting that although all the brave birds that fly out into the
farthest distance are unable to go on at a certain point, this
does not mean we can infer from this that an im mense open
space did not lay out before them. All that can be inferred is
that they had flown as far as they could. The same applies,
Nietzsche holds, to all our great teachers and predecessors who
have come to a stop, often with weariness (see also D 487 on
the weary philosopher) . It is perhaps a law of life that it will
also be the case with us, "with you and me," Nietzsche writes.
We can, however, derive sustenance and even consolation trom
the fact that other birds and other spirits will fly further:
This our insight and assurance [Glaubigkeitl vies with them in
flying up and away; it rises straightaway above our head and
beyond its own inadequacy into the heights and looks out
from there into the distance, sees the flocks of birds much
more powerful than we are, who are striving to get to where
we were striving toward and where everything is still sea, sea,
sea! - And where, then, do we want to go? Do we want to go
across the sea? Where is it tearing us toward, this powerful
craving that means more to us than any other pleasure? Why
precisely in this direction, toward precisely where heretofore
all of humanity's suns have set? Will it perhaps be said of liS
14. As La rge points out, these aeronauts are flying an "air-ship" and he
suggests that their flying out over the s e a indicates "how close is their kin
ship to their more earthbound, or at least sea-bound mariner-cousins"
("Nietzsche and the F igure of Columbus," 171).
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one day that we too, steering toward the west, hoped to reach an
In dia that it was , however, our lot [LoosJ to shipwreck upon
(D 575)
infinity? Or else, my brothers? Or else?
-

-

In Ecce Homo Nietzsche draws attention to the closi ng of the
book (though its search will soon be reopened with The Joyful
Science, which was initially conceived by Nietzsche as a contin
uation of Dawn) and suggests that it is the only book to close in
this manner (EH "Why I Write Such Good Books" 01).15 The
"Or else?" is necessary because the question is a genuine one;
the search admits of no resolution, at least not until humanity
reaches a point of completed knowledge with all suns discov
ered and thoroughly explored. But this is to speak of an infi
nitely long duree and Nietzsche derives his confidence in the
future from this. He will continue in his writings to provide
instruction on the sea, on our new infinite, offering both en
couragement and warnings (see, for example, JS 124-25, 283,
2 89, 343, 374; Z II "On the Blissful Islands").16
I n the period up to 1878, the standard form Nietzsche adopted
for his writings was the essay or pamphlet, in accordance with
his professional training as an academic classicist. It is in the
texts of the middle period (1878-82) that he explores both a
new kind of philosophizing, inspired by the psychological ob15. For further insight see ibid. and Ernst Bertram.

a Mythology,

Nietzsche: Attempt at

trans. Robert E . Norton (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,

2009), 237= "The moment of this extreme, unsettled inner 'Or?' finds its
classical expression perhaps in the last sentences of Daybreak, which are also,
si multaneously, a classic example of his mastery of the end . . . no matter
from which direction we approach him, even Nietzsche's mighty torso al
ways rounds out his i ntellectual silhouette with a final 'Or?' just as all of his
works from the

Birth

to

Ecce finish

i n the doubling of such an Or. Hardly

any of them , however, do so with such calm pride, such regal su rrender,
such masterly confidence in the face of all 'B eyonds' as

Dawn."

16. For further insight into the enigmatic cha racter of the closing of the
book and the reference to India, see Karl L6with,

the Eternal Recurrence of the Same,

trans.

versity of California Press, 1997), II3.

J.

Nietzsche's Philosophy of

H a rvey Lomax (B erkeley: Uni
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servations o f the French Enlightenment thinkers and his friend
Paul Ree, and a new means of expressing it, equally inspired by
the aphoristic works of the French moralistesP Perhaps the most
distinctive feature of Nietzsche's style is the numbered para
graph, which amounts to the essential building block of his
prose style. The Nietzschean paragraph is an extraordinarily
supple unit, ranging in length from a bare line or two to several
pages. The number of genuine aphorisms in his works is rela
tively small; instead, most of what are called the "aphorisms"
are more substantial paragraphs which exhibit a unified train
of thought frequently encapsulated in a paragraph heading in
dicating the subject-matter, and it is from these building blocks
that the other, larger structures are built in more or less ex
tended sequences.iS
For Nietzsche "the will to system" displays a lack of integ
rity (TI "Sayings" 26) and he balks at the idea of constructing
the kind of philosophical edifice in which his philosophical
predecessors so often delighted. He was criticized in his own
time for his lack of scholarly research and his criticisms of
scholarly myopia and asceticism are scathing. Above all he
wants to distinguish himself from the traditions of German
academic philosophy that preceded him, which he finds life
less and, ultimately, simply boring. He does not simply present
his readers with disquisitions on philosophical topics, such as
truth and knowledge, but rather dramatizes them through a
series of parables , thought experiments, imagined conversa
tions, and the like. His aim is always to energize and enliven
17. This and the following paragraphs on Nietzsche's style are borrowed
in part from the introduction to

the Nietzsche Reader,

ed. Keith Anscll

Pearson and Duncan Large (Malden, MA: Basil Blackwell, 2006).

18. See also Gary Handwerk, afterword to Human, All Too Human (Stan
ford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 377. For insights into Nietzsche's
need to break free from certain literary constraints and search for a proper
textual vehicle, see Richard T. Gray, afterword to

from the Unfoshionable Observations
1999), 491-92.

Unpublished Writings

(Stanford: Stanford University Press,
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philosoph ical style through an admixture of aphoristic and
poetic - broadly speaking, " l iterary" - forms. The specificity

of Nietzsche's style, then, lies in the fact that it occupies the
grou nd m idway between what one m ight call phi losophy and
poetry "proper." Perhaps the most appropriate way of describ
i n g h is style is with reference to its multifarious impropriety,
fo r its lack of scholarly niceties is but the least of its provoca
tions. Nietzsche's favorite lyric poet was Heinrich Heine, whom
he praises for possessing "that divine sense of mischief with
out which I cannot conceive of perfection" (EH "Why I am so
Clever" 4), and this transgressive "wickedness" is of course a
q uality he himself assiduously cultivates. His stylistic ideal is,
parodying Horace, "ridendo dicere severum" ("saying what is
somher th rough what is laughable"), and these two modes, the
somber and the sunny, are mischievously i ntertwined in his
philosophy, without the reader necessarily being sure which one
is uppermost at any one time. His work is an unsettling provo
cation for both his philosophical antagonists and his readers,
especially when his breadth of allusion, and lack of references,
the love of impropriety and paradox, are combined with an ideal
of concision, as when he declares that his ambition is to say in
ten sentences what everyone else says in a book - or does not
say in a book (TI "Forays" 5 r). The texture of Nietzsche's work,
evident in many parts of Dawn, is often very dense and he is
under no illusions that he is straightforward to read. When he
conjures up his perfect reader it is as a "monster of courage and
curiosity," and someone "pliable, crafty, cautious, a born adven
turer and discoverer" C EH "Why I Write Such Good Books" 3).
Nietzsche did not want hurried readers. In the Preface to Dawn,
he stresses that a book such as this is in no hurry and that he
and his book are friends of lento or slowness:
Having been a philologist is not for nothing; perhaps you
remain one, a teacher, in other words, of slow reading - in
the long run, you end up writing slowly as well. Nowadays it
is not only a matter of habit for me, but also one of taste, a
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malicious taste perhaps? - To write nothing more that would
not drive to despair every sort of person who is "in a hurry."

(D N

In an age of work, that is, "of unseemly and sweating over
haste that wants at once to be over and done with everything,
even with every old and new book," philology is that "venera
ble art" that requires that one take one's time, becoming still
and slow: "as a goldsmith's art and connoisseurship of the word,
which has nothing but fine, cautious work to take care of and
which achieves nothing if it does not achieve it lento."
Dawn is composed of 575 "aphorisms" or short thoughts,
some of only a single line, others running to three pages, and
grouped together in five books (the original plan was for a
work of four books). As Arthur D anto notes, while each com
ponent piece has a title of its own none of the five books do,
hence it is unclear "what, if any, principle of organization may
have applied." Further, "the 'thoughts' of one book seldom re
late more closely to other thoughts in it than they do to tbose
in other books," and it is true to say that only occasionally do
we read a suite of thoughts on the same topic, for example,
Mitleid (compassion) from 132 almost to the end of book two. 19
In aphorism 454, entitled "Interpolation," Nietzsche confides
that the book is not one for reading straight through but for
"cracking open" (Aufschlagen) in which he wants the reader to
place his head into it and out again, finding nothing about
him that he is accustomed to. From this Danto infers that the
absence of headings from the individual books of the work,
along with the abrupt shift from topic to topic, "could be de
vices for slowing the reader down."2o Although this is conjec
tural, it accords well with what Nietzsche says in his 1886
preface to the book, where he wishes to be the teacher of "slow
19. Arthur C . D amo, Nietzsche as Philosop"er, expanded cd. (New Yo rk:
Columbia University Press, 2005), 246.

20. Ibid., 247.
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reading." But it is also the case that in Dawn Nietzsche con
ceives philosophy as a form of entertainment (D 427), one that
takes over a role hitherto assumed by religion, and it may be
that in conceiving the book in a nonli near fashion Nietzsche
hoped to keep his readers i ntrigued by a nd interested in the
p roblems of self, world, and knowledge he was pursuing and
staging. 'lhe world is bereft of the consolations of religion and
metaphysical philosophy, and our minds need cultivating in
new ways; we need new interests and new things to keep us
occupied and interested in life.
Concerning Nietzsche's style of writing Danto puts it su
premely well when he describes the prose style of the work as "a
kind of eroticism of writing," one that requires from its reader
a partnership in pleasure and intelligence. The text is charac
terized by sudden shifts of tone and rhythm, "at one moment
lyrical and at the next moment earthy," with moments of "mock
distance a nd then of sudden intimacy," and its "jeers, sneers,
jokes and whispers," all contribute to this eroticism.21 As Danto
further notes, while Nietzsche's voice has lost the professorial
authority of the early writing it has yet to acquire the "strident
conviction of a prophet unheeded" that characterizes the later
writings. He is perhaps right to suggest that in none of the
books do we get a more palpable sense of spiritual well-being
than we do in Dawn.
Danro also rightly notes that the psychology in the book is
dazzling and precocious, Nietzsche's psychology, he argues, is
resolutely anti-Cartesian and has to be inasmuch as his critique
of morality entails the view that we do not really know what we
are, while Cartesian ism is precisely the view that what we es
sentially are is something immediately present to conscious
ness, and nothing is true of us psychologically of which we are
not directly and noninferentially aware.22 Here several apho
risms in book two are especially significant. In aphorism II5 on
21. Ibid .• 249.
22. Ibid.
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the "so-called 'ego' " (fch), Nietzsche draws attention t o the
prejudices of language, noting that they hinder a properly rich
and subtle understanding of inner processes and drives. We
seem to have words that exist only for the "sup erlative degrees"
of these processes and drives: "Wrath, hate, love, compassion,
craving, knowing, j oy, pai n - these are all names for extreme
states." This would not be important were it not for the fact,
Nietzsche thinks, that it is the milder middle degrees, as well as
the lower ones, which elude us and yet "collaborate . . . in the
formation of our character and destiny." In n6 on the "un
known world of the 'subject,' " Nietzsche startles us with his
shocking assertion that from the most distant times of the past
to the present day what has been so difficult for us to compre
hend is our ignorance of ourselves: "The age old delusion that
one knows, knows just exactly in every instance how human
action comes about, lives on." We superstitiously believe we
know what we want, that we are free and can freely assume
responsibility for ourselves and hold others responsible for their
actions, and so on. He urges us to recognize that actions are
never what they appear to be: "It took so much effort for us to
learn that external things are not what they appear to us - now
then! It is just the same with the inner world! " In this regard it
is necessary to work against both metaphysical and moral "re
alism" CD n6; see also D 120, T24, 128) . It is also necessary to
develop knowledge of human drives since in spite of the strug
gles for self-knowledge, nothing is more incomplete to us than
the images of all the drives taken together that constitute our
being: "Scarcely can he call the cruder ones by name: their
number and strength, their ebb and flow, their play and coun
terplay, and, above all, the laws of their alimentation remain
completely unknown to him." Without such knowledge we
will continue to live badly, with the "starving and stunting" of
some drives and the "overstuffing" of other drives CD 1I9).
Julian Young helpfully describes Dawn not as a theoreti
cal treatise but as a "spiritual resource," by which he means a
book for meditation and rumination rather than instant
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consumption . He adds that the book does not aim to fulfill
this purpose in the manner of Eastern philosophy where the
aim is to put the intellect out of action . As he puts it, "the basis
for the work is the use, even the passionate use, of reason."2.1
Nietzsche's thinking in Dawn contains a number of proposals
and recom mendations of tremendous value to philosophical
therapy, including (a) a ca1l for a new honesty or integrity about
the human ego and human relations, including relations of self
and other and of love, so as to free us from certain delusions;24
(b) the search for an authentic mode of existence which appre
ciates the value of solitude and independence; (c) the impor
tance of having a rich and mature taste in order to eschew the
fanatical. Dawn is a book written for mortal souls: several
times in the book Nietzsche draws attention to the fact that a
typical life span is seventy years (see, for example, D 196, 501).
One of the heroes of the book is Epicurus, who sought to dem
onstrate the mortality of the soul and whose aim was "to free
humans from 'the fears of the mind.' "25 Dawn can be read i n
part, and on a n existential o r therapeutic level, a s an attempt to
revitalize for a modern age ancient philosophical concerns,
23. Julian Young, Friedrich Nietzsche: A Philosophical Biography (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 297.
24. In Dawn. Redlichkeit (honesty or i ntegrity) is said to be mankind's
youngest virtue (D 456). Nietzsche writes extensively on " integrity" in the
notebooks of 1880-81 with several sketches for planned books bearing the
title Die Leidenschaft der Redlichkeit (see CW 13, 6 [459]) . I n CW 13, 7 [ 53] ,
he writes: "I am not in a position to acknowledge anything great that is not
connected to integrity toward oneself; playacting toward oneself fills me with
horror." Finally, in CWI3, 7 [262] , he notes a comparison with Pascal: "don't
we, like him, have our strength in beating ourselves into submission? He in
aid of God, and we in aid of integrity? "
25. Catherine Wilson, Epicureanism at the Origins ofModernity (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2008), 7. See Epicurus, "Letter to Menoeceus," in
The Epicurus Reader, ed. B rad I nwood and Lloyd P. Gerson (I ndianapolis:
Hackett, I994), 29: "For there is nothing fearful in life for one who has
grasped that there is nothing fearful in the absence of life . . . the wise man
neither rejects life nor fears death."
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notably a teaching for mortal souls who wish to b e liberated
from the fear and anguish of existence, as well as from God,
"metaphysical need,"26 and romantic music,27 and are able to af
firm their mortal conditions of existence. In Dawn Epicurus is
portrayed as the enemy of the idea of punishments in Hell after
death, which was developed by numerous secret cults of the
Roman Empire and was taken up by Christianity.2 8 For Nietz
sche the triumph of Epicurus's teaching resounds most beauti
fully in the mouth of the somber Roman Lucretius but comes
too early. Christianity takes the belief in "subterranean terrors"
under its special protection and this foray into heathendom
enables it to carry the day over the popularity of the Mithras
and Isis cults, winning to its side the rank of the timorous as
the most zealous adherents of the new faith (Nietzsche notes
that because of the extent of the Jews' attachment to life

26. In a note from the autumn of 1880 Nietzsche maintains that meta
physical need is not the source of religion, as might be supposed, but rather
the aftereffect of its decline: the "need" is a result and not an origin (CW13,
6 [290] ) . See also jS 1)1, where Nietzsche makes it clear that he is arguing
contra S chopenhauer on this point.
27. The texts of the midd le period find Nietzsche seeking to emancipate
himself from Wagner and his youthful caprivation by his music. In HAH
153, he states that the free spirit's intellectual probity is put to rhe test in mo
ments when it listens to something l i ke Beethoven's Ninth Symphony,
which makes him feel that he is hovering above the earth in a dome of stars
and with the dream of immortality i n his heart: "If he becomes conscious of
this state, he no douht feels a sha rp pang deep in his heart and sighs for
someone who might lead his lost love, whether we call it religion or meta
physics, back to him."
28. I n D 202, Nietzsche encourages us to do away with the concepts of
"sin" and "punishment": "I n future may these banished monsters live some
where other than among people if they insist on wanting to survive and are
not destroyed by their own self-disgust ! " I n D 208, entitled "Question of
conscience," he states what he wishes to see changed: "We no lon g er want to
turn the causes into sinners and consequences into executioners." In D 53,
he notes that it is the most conscientious who suffer so dreadfully from the
fears of hell: "Thus, a gloom falls over the lives of precisely those most in
need of serenity and pleasant images."
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such an idea fell on barren ground). However, the teaching
of Epicurus triumphs anew i n the guise of modern science
wh ich has rej ected "any other representation of death and
any life beyond " CD 7 2 ; see also 150) . Nietzsche is keen to
encourage human bei ngs to cultivate an attitude toward ex
istence in which they accept their mortality and attain a new
serenity about their dwelling on the earth, to conquer unjus
t illed fears, and to reinstitute the role played by chance and
cha nce events in the world and i n human existence (D 13, 33,
36). As Pierre Hadot notes, for the Epicurean sage the world
is the product of chance, not divine intervention, and this
bri ngs with it pleasure and peace of mind, freeing him from
an unreasonable fear of the gods and allowing him to con
sider each moment as an unexpected miracle.29
Not only does Nietzsche subscribe at this time to much of
the teaching of Epicurus on cosmology and philosophy, he
was also i nspired by Epicurus's conception of friendship and
ideal of withdrawing from society and cultivating one's own
garden.3D I n a letter to Peter Gast of 3 August 1883 Nietzsche
writes that Epicurus " is t he best negative argument i n favor of
29. See Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from
Socrates to Foucault, trans. Michael Chase (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), 252.
30. In her recent srudy, Catherine Wilson neatly lays out the central te
nets of the Epicurean system. They include the denial of supernatural
a gency en ga g ed in the desi g n and maintenance of the world; the view that
self-movi ng , subvisible particles acting blindly bring about all growth, chan ge,
and decline; and the insistence that the g oal of ethical self-discipline, which
involves asceticism, is the minimization of mental and physical sufferin g
(fpicureanism 37). It is on this last point that Nietzsche will come to later
criticize Epicureanism and describe Epicurus as a "typical decadent" (AC 3 0).
In the same text Epicurus is once again prized on account of his battle
a gainst "the underground cults, the entire latent Christianity," his fight
a gainst the "de g radation of the soul throu g h guilt, through the concept of
punishment and immortality" (AC 58). For further i nsi g ht into Nietzsche's
readin g of Epieurus, see also H oward Caygill, ""lhe Consolation of Philoso
phy or 'Neither Dionysus nor the Crucified,' '' Journal ofNietzsche Studies 7
(1994) : 131-51, and, by the same author, "Under Epicurean Skies," Angelaki
I I , no. 3 (2006): 107-15.
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my challenge to all rare spirits to isolate themselves from the
mass of their fellows" (KGB lIb, 418). If philosophical thera
peutics is centered on a concern with the healing of our own
lives,31 so as to return us to the pleasure and joy in existing, then
in Nietzsche's texts of his middle period, including Dawn, he
can be seen to be an heir to this ancient tradition. The difference
is that he is developing a therapy for the sicknesses of the soul
under peculiarly modern conditions of existence of social con
trol and discipline.
In the book Nietzsche is tracing a history of human fear
and self-torment. I think it is his uncovering of this history
which for Nietzsche accounted for the gloomy character of the
book. His evaluations of our inheritance - of the origins and
sources of human identity in fear; of the cruel practices em
ployed by the ancient discipline of customary morality; and
of Christianity- are not simply negative but subtle and nu
anced (which does not prevent him from making certain key
decisions about the future direction of humanity).32 Nietzsche
notes that cultural institutions and mores instill in the passions,
and contrary to their nature, a belief in their duration and re
sponsibility for this duration, and gives the example of the insti
tution of marriage which has this effect on the passion of love.
While such transformations introduce much hypocrisy and ly
ing into the world they also bring with them "a superhuman,
human-exalting concept" (D 27). On the one hand, and on a
wider scale, a "vague fear and reverence" has directed humanity
in its consideration of "our higher and more important con
cerns" and in the process a fearful humanity has prejudged and
paralyzed thinking, choosing instead to enslave itself to self
abasement, self-torture, and much torment of body and soul (D
10 7 ; see also 142). On the other hand, however, it is possible to
31. Hadot, Philosophy as a Way ofLift, 8732- In D 18 Nietzsche writes: "Nothing has been purchased more dearly
than the little bit of human reason and sense of freedom that make up the
sum total of our pride today."
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locate in the history of human rituals, including rituals of sacri
fice, a "prodigious training ground of the intellect" (D 40). As
Nietzsche notes, it is not only religions that have been hatched
and nurtured on th is soil but also the "prehistoric world of sci
ence" as well as the poet, the thinker, the physician, and the
lawgiver: "The fear of the unintelligible, which, in ambiguous
fashion, demanded ceremonies from us, metamorphosed gradu
ally into a fascination with the hardly intelligible, and where one
knew not how to explicate, one learned to create" (D 40). He
goes so far as to claim that it is fear and not love that has fur
thered the universal knowledge of humanity-where love is de
ceptive and blind (it harbors a secret impulse to elevate the other
as high as possible), fear has a capacity for genuine discernment,
for example, discern ing the powers and desires of a person or an
object (D 309).
ror Nietzsche we are both heirs to, and continuers of, a
history of sacrifice and of the sublime; the difference is that
now for us the promise of happiness - which centers on a
strengthening and elevation of "the general feeling of human
"
power - seeks to remai n true to our mortal dwelling on the
earth. Our task is now to take our time in our search; we are
no longer looking for a single answer to our questions or some
ultimate solution to the riddles of existence. Nietzsche advises
us to go slowly and wisely, to administer the means of trans
forming ourselves in small doses and unremittingly over long
periods of time since "What great things can be accomplished
at one fell swoop ?" (D 534) . In the course of time we may dis
cover that we have in fact created a new nature for ourselves.
For Nietzsche a chief task is to purify ourselves of the origins
and sources of our desire for the sublime, since the higher feel
ings associated with it are bound up with humanity's invest
ment in an imaginary world: an "exalted humanity" is full of
self�loathing and this needs to be conquered.33 1he sublime
33. The sublime as a noun is employed in the following aphorisms of the
text, with a concentration in book five: 33, 45, 130, 169, 192, 210, 423, 427,
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denotes for Nietzsche at this time not simply an aesthetic cat
egory but rather humanity's investment in a metaphysical
need of transcendence (see HAH 130 for a succinct perspec
tive on the problem). Through knowledge a purified human
ity can conquer the fear and anxiety that has captivated
previous humanity and taught it to kneel down before the
incomprehensible. In Dawn Nietzsche's concern is with a tran
sitional humanity that is moving from a heritage of religions
and moralities to something new, in fact, to uncharted condi
tions of existence. He is keen to militate against the subl ime of
dread and terror and to configure the sublime in a more mod
est and even humbling manner.34 For Nietzsche the new sub
limities of philosophy - addressed in the highly enigmatic
book five - are bound up with a new comportment toward
existence as it now concerns us as searchers of knowledge, and
a new fearlessness is required as we embark on this search free
of "the presumptions of morality." We are in the process of
becoming creatures that exist largely to know and who seek to
conquer the elevation offered by "morality."
As one commentator has noted, in the eyes of many of
his adherents as well as opponents, Nietzsche is an anti
Enlightenment irrationalist. 35 One of the reasons why a
study of the middle period Nietzsche, including if not espe
cially Dawn, is important, and proves so fruitful, is because
it can show this viewpoint to be a caricature, if not an out
right distortion. Although Nietzsche is hostile to the French
435, 449, 459, 46r, 542 , 553, 570; and notions of elevation and exaltation are
deployed extensively throughout the text.
34. The link between the sublime and terror is, of course, the one made
by Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of
the Sublime and Beautiful (Oxford: Oxford University Press, I998), pt. r , sec.
7, and pt. 2, sec. 2. Compare I mmanuel Kant, Critique ofJudgment, trans.
Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, [987), sec. 28.
3 5 . See Nicholas Martin, "Aufkldrung und Kein Ende: 'lhe Place of En
l ightenment in Friedrich Nietzsche's Thought," German Life and Letters, 6r,
no. r (2008): 79-97, 79· See also Handwerk, afterword to HAH 1, 36+
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Revolution, he seeks to sever the link between enlightenment
and revolution -because he suspects, or more than suspects ,
that revolution breeds fanaticism and is a throwback to a
lower stage of culture. The sentiments informing revolution
ary seizures and overthrows of power are for him so much de
lusion. As Nicholas Martin notes, Nietzsche takes the En
lighten ment very seriously and as a cultural critic of the late
ni neteenth century he cannot afford to escape it and its lega
cy l6 He is an admirer of the critical and rationalist spirit of
the Enlightenment, of both the eighteenth-century version, as
we fi nd it in the likes of Volraire and Lessing, and earlier incar
nations, such as one fi nds in Epicurus, Petrarch, and Erasmus.
Nietzsche shares many of the ideas and commitments of the
modern Enl ighten ment, including the arrack on superstition,
rel igious dogmatism, rigid class structures , outmoded forms of
governa nce and rule, and so on. Its fundamental spirit is one
of demystification, of liberation of the human from its chains
(see WS 350), seeking "to provide the individual with the criti
cal tools to ach ieve autonomy, to liberate himself from his own
unexami ned assumptions as well as the dictates of others."37
Nietzsche is an enlightenment thinker, then, in that his over
riding aim is to foster autonomy and maturity in his readers .
In this respect Nietzsche is an inheritor of Kant, as he ac
knowledges in Dawn.3 8 In fact, he presents himself as being
..

36. Martin, "Aufklarung und Kein Ende," 80.
37. Ibid.
38. Kant famously defines enlighten mcnt as a human being's emergence
from their self-incurred immaturity or the courage to use their own under
standing without the guidance of another. See Immanuel Kant, "An An
swer to the Question: 'What Is Enlightenment?' " (1784) in Kant. Political
Writings, ed. Hans Reiss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991),
54. For Kant it is "religious immaturity" that is "the most pernicious and
dishonourable variety of all" (59). "Laziness and cowardice," Kant writes,
"are the reasons why such a l arge proportion of men, even when nature has
long emancipated them from alien guidance . . . nevertheless gladly remain
immature for life." Compare the opening to Nietzsche's Schopenhauer as
Educator. For an instructive comparison of Kant and Nietzsche on enlight-
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even more faithful to the rational spirit of enlightenment than
Kant was with his incomprehensible residues, such as the
thing-in-itself and the categorical imperative (D 207). Nietz
sche strongly allies himself with progressive forces but insists
that social transformation, which is desirable, ought to be
pursued gradually and patiently: there is no "miraculous" so
lution to human ills.
When Nietzsche discusses his favorite authors and books it
is usually at the expense of German authors and German phi
losophy. In The Wanderer and His Shadow, for example, he
mentions some of his favorite reading, which includes the likes
of Montaigne, La Rochefoucauld, Fontenelle, and Chamfort.
The works of these authors "form an important link in the
great, ongoing chain of the Renaissance" (WS 214). What Nietz
sche admires about them is that they are above the changes and
vagaries of "national taste" and also above the "philosoph ical
coloring" which every modern book radiates as a matter of rule
and does so if it wishes to become famous. Moreover, these
books "contain more real ideas than all the books of German
philosophers put together." German philosophy books are
characterized by "obscurity" and "exaggeration." Even Scho
penhauer, who has affinities in his style of writing with the
French moralists, wanders among images of things rather than
among the things themselves. What Nietzsche admires about
the French writers is their "wittiness of expression" and their
"clarity and elegant precision." Moral philosophy, Nietzsche
contends, has taken a wrong turn with German thought, nota
bly with Kant's moralism (which, he notes, comes from Rous
seau and the reawakened Stoicism of ancient Rome), and the
moralism of Schiller too ( WS 216). Since the beginning of the
eighteenth century a "stream of moral awakening has been
flowing through Europe" with "virtue" becoming eloquent
enment. see David Owen, "The Contest of Enlightenment: An Essav on
Critique and Genealogy," Journal of Nietzsche Studies 25 (Spring 2003):

35-58.
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and teaching human beings to discover "unconstrained ges
tures of exaltation [Erhebung] and emotion." The ultimate
source of this development for Nietzsche is Rousseau, but the
mythical Rousseau, that is, the one constructed out of the im
pression produced by his writings and confessions. What wor
ries Nietzsche is that this "moral awakening" has resulted in
"regressive movements for the knowledge of moral appear
ances," or genuinely scientific inquiry into the sources and na
ture of morality. Against this development he champions the
unfash ionable (then and now) likes of Helvetius who sought to
treat morality, like all the other sciences, "founded on experi
ment, as well as natural philosophy":39
What is all of German moral philosophy, counting from Kant
onward, . . ? A hal f-theological assault upon Helvetius, a
rejection of the laboriously acquired clear views or indication s
o f the right path, which he d i d i n the e n d articulate and bring
together well . Up to today, Helvetius is in Germany the most
abused of all the good moralists and good humans. (WS 216)
.

Nietzsche picks up this theme again in Dawn with section
197 being the most important (but see also 190, 193, 207, 481).
The section is entitled "The Germans' hostility to the Enlight
enment." In it Nietzsche seeks to take note of the intellectual
contribution Germany, including German philosophers, has
made to culture at large. He sees German philosophy of the
first half of the nineteenth century as a retrogressive force:
"they retreated to the first and oldest level of speculation, for,
like the thinkers of dreamy ages, they found satisfaction i n
concepts rather than in explanations - they resuscitated a
pre-scientific type of philosophy" (D 197). Nietzsche sees simi
lar retarding forces operating in G erman history and German
science. In the former, a general concern was to accord honor
upon primitive sensibilities, especially Christianity, but also
39. See Claude A. Heiverius, De I'Esprit or Essays on the !'vlind and Its
Several Faculties (Paris: Elibron Classics, 2005), preface.
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folk-lore and folk-language, oriental asceticism, and the world
of India. In natural science German scientists have struggled
against the spirit of Newton and Voltaire and, following Goethe
and Schopenhauer, "sought to erect once again the idea of a
divine or demonic nature suffused with its universal ethical
[ethischenl and symbolic significance" (D 197). 1hus, Nietz
sche infers, the proclivity of the Germans runs contrary to the
Enlightenment as well as contrary to the revolution in society.
The German spirit is antiquarian: "piety towards everything
then in existence sought to metamorphose into piety towards
everything that once had existed in order that heart and spirit
might once again grow full and no longer have any room for
future, innovative goals" (D 197). German culture has erected
a cult of feeling at the expense of a cult of reason with German
composers - Nietzsche surely has in mind Wagner amongst
others - being artists of the invisible, of raptures, and of the
fairy-tale. Nietzsche obj ects to this cultural development, it is
important to note, for one main reason: it serves to retard,
suppress even, knowledge, as in Kant's famous words in the
second edition of the Critique ofPure Reason that he has found
it necessary to deny knowledge in order to make room for
faith and thus to d raw up the limits of knowledge. Nietzsche
makes it clear that he champions the genuine enlightenment
and argues against all the forces of obscurantism:
And strange to say: the very spirits that the Germans had so
eloquently invoked became, in the long run, the most
injurious for their invokers - history, understanding of origin
and evolution, sympathy with the past, the newly atoused
passion for feeling and knowledge, after having for a time
appeared to be beneficial companions of the spirit of raptur
ous obscurantism and reaction, assumed one day a different
nature and now fly on the widest wings above and beyond
their earlier invokers as new and stronger geniuses of that very
Enlightenment against which they had heen invoked. This
Enlightenment we now must carry on - unperturbed that
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there has existed a "great Revolution" and then again a "great
reaction" against it, that indeed both still exist: they are, after
all, the mere ripple of waves in comparison to the truly great
tide in which we surge and want to surge! (D 19 7)

As Mazzino M ontinari remarks, a note from the spring of
[88I - that is, just prior to the publication of Dawn - pro
vides additional clues for deciphering section 197.40 In it Nietz
sche portrays the nineteenth century as one of reaction in
which a conservative and preservative frame of mind predomi
nates . 'The note runs as follows:
[9th century, Reaction: people sought the basic principles of
everything that had Lasted, and sought to prove it was true.
Permanence, fruitfulness and good conscience were seen as
indices of truth! This was the conservative mentality: they
called everything that had not yet been shaken; they had the
egoism of the possessors as their strongest objection to the
philosophy of the 18th century: for the non-possessors and
malcontents there was still the church and even the arts (for
some highly talented individuals there was also the worship of
genius by way of gratitude if they worked for the conservative
interests), With history [Geschichtel (new! ! !) people proved
things , they became enthusiastic for the great fruitful
complexes called cultures (nations!!!). A huge part of the zeal
for research and of the sense of worship was thrown at the
past: modern philosophy and natural science forfeited this
part! - - Now new backlash! History [Historiel ultimately
proved something other than what was wanted: it turned out
to be the most certain means of destroying those principles,
Darwin. On the other hand skeptical historicism as afteref
fect, empathy. People became better acquainted with the
motivating forces in history [Geschichte] , not our " beautiful"
4 0 , Manino Montinari, "Enlightenment and Revolution: Nietzsche and
the Later Goethe," in Mazzino Montinari,

Reading Nietzsche,

trans, G reg

Whitlock (Urbana: University of I l linois Press, 2003), 50-56, 51.
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ideas! Socialism has a historical foundation, similarly national
wars for historical reasons! (CW 13, 1O[D88]) 4 1
For Nietzsche, then, it is history that serves as the means of
destroying the conservative principle, and this history includes
Darwin's theory of evolution. What we need to learn and take
cognizance of are the real forces operating in history and not
our beautiful ideas. Everything that comes into existence- e.g. ,
socialism - plants its own foundations in history.42 As Nietz
sche presents it in Dawn 197, the basic idea is that the "enlight
enment" project we are to further is to make its claim, "not
against but rather beyond a great revolution (socialism) and a
great reaction, beyond the conservative frame of mind."4 3 It is
thus an error in Nietzsche's account of the story to conceive the
Enlightenment as the cause of the Revolution, a misunder
standing that is the "reaction" itself and it would be equally an
error to conceive the continuing enlightenment as the cause of
socialism. As Montinari notes, the new great reaction in the
form of the conservative mentality consists in this error. As he
further notes, from 1878 onwards, Nietzsche considers a new
enlightenment as the noble task for the free spirit of his own
times. There have been to date two great historical periods in
which an enlightenment has sought to flourish but has been
halted by a paired revolution and reaction: first, the Enlighten
ment of Italian and European humanism, or the Renaissance
(Petrarch and Erasmus) , but followed by the German Reforma
tion and the Counter-Reformation; second, the Enlightenment
of France, notably Voltaire, with the French Revolution and
German romanticism as the corresponding revolution and re
action. In progress now is a third enlightenment, conceived by
Nietzsche as a "new" enlightenment which contrasts itself to
both the great revolution and great reaction of modern times,
41. The note is not translated in Montinari's essay and was p repared for
this Afterword by Duncan Large.

42. Montinari, "Enlightenment and Revolution," 5 1 .
4 3 . I b i d . , 52.
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socialism and conservatism.44 Nietzsche notes in Human, All
Too Human 26, entitled "Reaction as progress," that in the pre
vious two enlightenments the new " free spirited" tendencies
were not powerful enough to withstand the appearance of im
passioned but backward spirits who conjured up once again a
bygone phase of humanity. This is the case with Luther's Refor
mation in which "all sti rrings of the freedom of spirit were still
uncertain, delicate, youthful" and "science could not yet raise
its head." It is the case in the nineteenth century where Scho
penhauer's metaphysics showed "that even now the scientific
spirit is not yet strong enough": in spite of the achieved de
struction of Christian dogmas in S chopenhauer's doctrine the
whole medieval Christian world-view once again celebrated its
resurrection. Although there is in Schopenhauer "a strong ring
of science," this does not master his thinking; rather, it is the
" 'metaphysical need ' " that does. As Martin notes, Nietzsche
wants an "enlightenment of the Enlightenment."4'i Nietzsche
sees the task as a never-ending critical process; the problem
with Revolution is that it aims at the achievement of an imag
ined end and this longing for finality and resolution is ulti
mately seen by Nietzsche as a symptom and defining character
istic of nihilism.46
In Dawn Nietzsche's revaluation of values is underway inso
far as (a) the value of egoistic actions is to be restored and such
actions are to be deprived of their evil conscience (D 148) ; and
(b) morally motivated actions are acknowledged to exist but
the claim is that they rest on erroneous presuppositions (D !O3) .
As already noted, Nietzsche states in Ecce Homo that his "cam
paign" against morality begins in earnest with Dawn. Much of
44. I borrow this schema of enlightenment in Nietzsche's thought from
"Aufkldrung und Kein Ende," 89-90.
45. Martin, ''Aufkldrung und Kein Ende," 89.
46. Ibid . , 94. Again, compare Kant, Political Writings, 57: "One age can

Montinari, ibid . , 52. See also Martin,

not enter into an alliance on oatb to put the next age in a position where it
would be impossible to extend and correct its knowledge . . . or to make any
progress whatsoever in enlightenment."
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the polemic is directed at what Nietzsche regards a s our pecu
liarly modern conception of morality in terms of the sympa
thetic affects. I ndeed, unifYing the different lines of enquiry
undertaken by Nietzsche in Dawn is his critical concern with
the Vorurtheile of "morality." The German word, in this con
text, is better translated as "presumptions" or "presuppositions"
or "prejudgments" than "prejudices," as Nietzsche is addressing
what morality presumes and doesn't question, not the already
decided prejudicial conclusions morality has come to.47 Within
modernity there reigns the presumption that we know "what
actually constitutes morality": " it seems to do every single per
son good these days to hear that society is on the road to adapt
ing the individual to fit the needs of the throng and that the
individual's happiness as well as his sacrifice consist in feeling
himself to be a useful member of the whole . . . " (D 132). We
can, Nietzsche thinks, explain this development in terms of a
movement towards managing more cheaply, safely, and uni
formly individuals in terms of "large bodies and their limbs."
This, he says, is "the basic moral current ofour age": "Everything
that in some way supports both this drive to form bodies and
limbs and its abetting drives is felt to be good
" (ibid.).
Nietzsche's campaign has to be heard carefully. Although
he contests the idea that there is a single moral-making moral
ity, he does not contest the idea that morality is necessary or
that there are not different ways of being ethical. He is keen,
then, to challenge the idea that there is a single, absolute con
ception of morality. D 139 is instructive on this point: "You say
that the morality of being compassionate is a higher morality
[Moral] than that of Stoicism? Prove it! But remember that
what is 'higher' and ' lower' in morality is not, in turn to be
measured by a moral yardstick: for there is no absolute moral
ity [Moral] . So take your rule from somewhere else - and
now beware!"
.

.

.

47. An alternative t o "prejudices" in the translation of the book's subtitle
is proposed by Young, Nietzsche, 304 note.
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In the modern assumption that the essence of the moral is to
be defi ned in terms of purely other-regarding actions there is
lacking an appreciation of our ethical complexity and the fact
that in any action multiple motives might be in play. For Nietz
sche moral motives are epistemically opaque, and on this point
he is close to Kant.48 Kant acknowledges that we can never
know with absolute certai nty the nature of our motives: we may
believe we have performed an action out of respect for the moral
law but in fact it may have been performed out of self-love or
some other heteronomous inclination. Nietzsche adheres to this
view because for him there are many motives informing any
single action and these motives are hidden from the agent per
forming the action. As he i ndicates in his treatment of Mit/eid,
it may well be that honor, fear, self-defense, or revenge are what
moves us to help another although we tell ourselves it was an act
performed solely for their well-being (D 133). As one commenta
tor notes, for Nietzsche human nature "has depths and obscu
rities that make it extremely difficult, if not impossible to spec
ify the drives and urges from which our actions stem."49 We are
not transparent to ourselves in Nietzsche's view, and when we
rely on introspection or self-consciousness to discover our mo
tives and intentions we are involved in processes of selection and
interpretation; that is, we do not simply retrieve so-called men
tal facts in such acts. Rather, we "impose, form, organize, and
categorize our inner experiences just as we do our outer
experiences."5o Nietzsche is arguing against what he sees as Scho
pen hauer's moral realism, as when Schopenhauer claims that
"every one of us is really a competent and perfectly moral judge
exhibiting exact knowledge of good and evil, holy in that we love
good and abhor evil" (quoted in D u6).
48. David E . Cartwright, "Kant, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche on the
Morality of Pity," Journal of the History of Ideas 45, no. I (Jan.-Mar. 1984):

83-98, 96.
49· Ibid., 9 6-97.
50. Ibid., 98.
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Today, then, the presumption holds sway i n Europe that the
sympathetic affects and compassion define the moral, as in ac
tions deemed to be congenial, disinterested, of general utility,
and so on. Although Nietzsche mentions Schopenhauer and
John Stuart Mill as famous teachers of this conception of mo
rality, he holds that they merely echo doctrines that have been
sprouting up in both fine and crude forms since the ti me of the
French Revolution (D I32).51 Central to modernity, as Nietz
sche perceives it, is the idea that the ego must deny itself and
adapt itself to the whole and as a result the " individual" is de
bilitated and cancelled: "one never tires of enumerating and
excoriating everything evil and malicious, prodigal, costly, and
extravagant in the prior form of individual existence . . . i ndi
vidual empathy and social sentiment here go hand in hand " (D
132). Nietzsche contests this sacrifice of the individual for the
sake of the social whole and offers an alternative conception of
"self-sacrifice." In contrast to a narrow, petty bourgeois moral
ity, a higher and freer manner of thinking will now look be
yond the immediate consequences our actions have for others
and seek to further more distant aims. Under some circum
stances this will be at the expense of the suffering of others, for
example, by furthering genuine knowledge: does not "free
thinking" initially plunge people into doubt and distress? In
seeki ng victory over ourselves we need "to get beyond our com
passion" (D 146). Nietzsche too seeks "universal interests"

51. I n his sketch of modern European thought since the French Revolu
tion, Nietzsche fails to acknowledge, of course, the extent to which J\1ill is a
champion of individual liberty and autonomy. In the chapter "Individual
ity, as One of the E lements of Well-Being" in his On Liberty, Mill writes:
" hut the evil, is that individual spontaneity is hardly recognized by the
common modes of thinking, as having any intrinsic worth, or deserving any
regard on its own account. The majority, bei ng satisfied with the ways of
mankind as they now are (for it is they who make them what they are), can
not comprehend why those ways should not be good enough for everybody"
0. S . Mill, On Liberty, ed. John Gray [Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1991] , 63)·
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through this cultivation of free-mindedness: "Supposing we
went in for self-sacrifice: what would prohibit us from sacrific
ing our neighbor as well? -j ust as state and prince have forever
done when they sacrificed one citizen to the other ' in the uni
versal public interest,' as they put it. But we too have universal,
perhaps more universal interests: why shouldn't some individu
als from the current generation be sacrificed for future genera
tions?" (ibid.) . The grief, despair, blunderings, and fearful foot
steps of individuals may form part of "a new ploughshare" that
will "cleave the ground, rendering it fruitful for all . . . " (ibid.).
The morality that human ity has cultivated and ded icated
itself to is one of enthusiastic devotion and living for others
in which it looks down from sublime heights on the more
sober morality of self-control (wh ich is regarded as egotisti
cd). Nietzsche suggests the reason why moral ity has been de
veloped in this way is owing to the enjoyment of the state of
intoxication which has stemmed from the thought that the
person is at one with the powerful being to whom it conse
crates itself; in this way "the feeling of power" is enjoyed and
is confirmed by a sacrifice of the self. For Nietzsche such an
overcoming of the "self" is impossible: "In truth you only seem
to sacrifice yourselves; instead, in your thoughts you trans
form yourselves to gods and take pleasure in yourselves as
such " (D 215; see also D 269).
Part of Nietzsche's hostility toward "morality" stems from
what he regards as the anti-naturalism of moral concepts and
thinking, as when he writes that what he wants is to stop
making causes into sinners and consequences into execution
ers (D 208) .52 A "moral" interpretation of the body and its
affects blocks off the securing of naturalistically informed self
knowledge and generates a psychical suffering peculiar to it, as
when Nietzsche writes of Pascal that he construed whatever
proceeded from the stomach, entrails, heartbeat, nerves, gall,
52. See Carl B. Sachs, "Nietzsche's Daybreak: Toward a Naturalized The
ory of Autonomy," Epoche 13, no. I (2008): 8 1-100, H8.
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and the semen -"the whole contingent nature of the ma
chine we know so little!" -as "a moral and religious phe
nomenon" of which one could ask "whether it contains God
or devil, good or evil, salvation or damnation" (D 86).
In examining the inflated character of moral language
Nietzsche is dealing with a problem that preoccupies him in
his middle and late periods: the problem of fanaticism (D 57-58,
68, 298, 5II; see also MM 15; IS 347; BGE 10).53 As he notes,
such "enthusiasts" will seek to implant the faith in intoxication
"as the life within life: a terrible faith! " (D 50). Such is the ex-
tent of Nietzsche's anxiety that he wonders whether humanity
as a whole will one day perish by its "spiritual firewaters" and
those who keep alive the desire for them. The "strange madness
of moral judgments" is bound up with states of exaltation and
"the most exalted language" (D 189). Nietzsche is advising us to
be on our guard, to be vigilant as philosophers against the
"half-disturbed, fantastical, fanatical," including so-called hu
man beings of genius who claim to have "visions" and to have
seen things others do not see. We are to be cautious, not credu
lous, when confronted with the claims of visions, that is to say,
"of profound mental disturbances! " (D 66). The problem with
the consolations that have been offered to humanity by reli
gions to date is that they have imparted to life the fundamental
character of suffering: "the human being's greatest disease grew
53 . At this time Nietzsche is reading Voltaire's Mahomet (see HAH 221)
and recommending to people, including his sister Elisabeth, that they read
it (see letter to her dated 13 February 1881, KGB Ill :!, 62). However, we need
to read carefully here because there is the danger of turning Nietzsche's
championing of the Enlightenment against forces of reaction into an all
too-timely position against Islam. To avoid this requires a careful analysis of
Nietzsche's comments on different religions. InJS 347, for example, it is not
Islam but Christianity and Buddhism that he describes as teaching fanati
cism. I n D 68, Saint Paul is described as a fanatic while in D 546 Epictetus
is presented as an example of a nonfanatical person. For further insight
into Nietzsche on fanaticism, see Bernard Reginster, "What Is a Free
Spirit? Nietzsche on Fanaticism," Archiv fur Geschichte der Philosophie 85
(2003) : 51- 85.
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out of the battle against its diseases, and the apparent remedies
have, in the long run, produced something much worse than

(D 52) .

what they were supposed to el i m i nate"

Humanity has

m ista ken "the m o m e ntarily e ffective, a nesthetizing, and i n 
toxicating mea n s , the so-called c o n s o l ations, for t h e actual
remedies" (ibid.). It i s under the most "scandalous quackery"
that huma n ity has come to treat its d i seases of the soul.
Nietzsche appeals to Epictetus for an example of a non
fan atical mode of living and as a counterweight to modern
ideal ists who are greedy for expansion. Epictetus's ideal hu
man being, lacking all fear of God and believing strictly in
reaso n , "is not a preacher of penitence"

(D 5 46). A lthough this

ancient thin ker was a slave, the exemplar he i nvokes is without
class and is possible i n every class. Nietzsche notes, moreover,
that wh ile Ch ristianity was made for a d i fferent species of an
tique slave (one weak in will and mind) , Epictetus neither lives
in hope nor accepts the best he knows as a gift but "possesses
it, he holds it valiantly i n his hand, and he would take on the
whole world if it tries to rob him of it"

(D 546).

Epictetus is

also adm i red by Nietzsche on account of his dedication to his
own ego and for resisting the glorification of thinking and liv
ing for others

(D I3I).

He serves as a useful contrast to Chris

tian thinkers such as Pascal, who considered the ego
something hateful

(D 79).54

(Ich)

Nietzsche thinks that "morality" serves to suppress genuine
individuality and to retard i ndividual self-knowledge. In an aph
orism on "pseudo-egotism," he notes how most people do noth
ing for their ego, but rather live i n accordance with the "phan
tom ego" that has been formed in the opinions of those around
them. The result is that we live in a fog of i mpersonal or half
personal opinions and arbitrary evaluations: "one person always
in the head of the other and then again this head in other heads:
54. For further insight into Nietzsche's appreciation of Epictetus, see
Thomas Brobjer, "Nietzsche's Reading of Epictetus," Nietzsche-Studien 32
(2003): 429-35.
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a curious world of phantasms that nonetheless knows how to
don such a sensible appearance! " (D 105). As Nietzsche notes,
this fog of habits and opinions comes to live and grow indepen
dently of the people it envelops. Unknown to ourselves we live
within the effect of general opinions about the "human being,"
which is a " bloodless abstraction" and "fiction" (D 105).
Even the modern glorification of work and talk of its bless
ings can be interpreted as a fear of everything individual. The
subjection to hard industriousness from early until late serves
as "the best policeman" since it keeps everyone in bounds and
hinders the development of reason, desire, and the craving for
independence. It uses vast amounts of nervous energy which
could be given over to reflection, brooding, dreaming, loving
and hating and working through our experiences: "a society in
which there is continuous hard work will have more security:
and security is currently worshipped as the supreme divin ity"
(D 173). Nietzsche claims that it is the moral fashion of a com
mercial society to value actions aimed at common security
and to cultivate above all the sympathetic affections. At work
here is a collective drive toward timidity which desires that life
be rid of all the dangers it might have once held: ''Are we not,
with this prodigious intent to grate off all the rough and sharp
edges of life, well on the way to turning humanity into sand?"
(D 174). In place of the ruling ethic of sympathy and compas
sion, which can assume the form of a "tyrannical encroach
ment," Nietzsche invites individuals to engage in self-fashioning,
cultivating a self that the other can hehold with pleasure, a
"lovely, peaceful, self-enclosed garden . . . with high walls to
protect against the dangers and dust of the roadway, hut with a
hospitable gate as well " (D 174).
In Nietzsche's conception of the (ethical) task, self-creation
is self-cultivation and not a matter of creating ex nihilo.55 He is
55. See Young,

Friedrich Nietzsche, 306.

For further insight i nto Nietzsche

on an ethics of self-cultivation, see M ichael Ure,

Cultivation in the Middle Works

Nietzsche's Therapy: Self

(Lanham. Md.: Lexington Books, 2008),
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not, it seems clear, advocating the abolition of all possible types
or forms of morality. His concern is that "morality" in the
forms it has assumed in the greater part of human history,
right up to Kant's moral law, has opened up an abundance of
sources of displeasure and with every refinement of morals hu
man beings have only become more discontented with them
selves, their neighbor, and their lot (D 106). The individual in
search of happiness, and who wishes to become its own law
giver, cannot be treated with general prescriptions to the path
to happiness simply because individual happiness spri ngs from
one's own unknown laws, and external prescriptions only serve
to obstruct and hinder it: "The precepts that one labels 'moral'
are, in truth, directed against individuals and are in no way
aimed at promoting the happiness of individuals" (D 108). Up
to now, Nietzsche notes, the moral law has been supposed to
stand above our personal likes and dislikes; we did not want to
impose this law upon ourselves but preferred to take it from
somewhere or have it commanded to us. If we assume (a) only
those actions performed solely for the sake of another can be
called moral; and (b) only those actions performed out of mi
raculously self-causing free will can be called moral (D 148),
there can be no moral actions. If we liberate ourselves from
these errors a revaluation can take place in which we will dis
cover that we have overestimated the value and importance of
free and non-egoistic actions at the expense of unfree and ego
istic ones (see also D 164).
What, ultimately, is it that drives Nietzsche's project in the
texts of his middle period and as we encounter it in Dawn? It
can perhaps best be summarized as the search for an authentic
mode of existence. To have one's own evaluation of things is
something exceedingly rare (D 104). Our actions can be traced
and Horst Hutter, Shaping the Future: Nietzsche's New Regime ofthe Soul and
Its Ascetic Practices (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2006). For insight
i nto the early Nietzsche and "cultivation," see Gray, afterword to Unpub
lished Writings from the Unfoshionable Observations, 477-78.
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back to our evaluations, which are either "original" or "ad
opted." It is the latter that is the most common. We adopt them
from fear, Nietzsche argues, and pretend that they are our own
and accustom ourselves to this pretence and over time this be
comes our nature. An "original" evaluation is said to be one in
which a thing is assessed according to the extent that it pleases
or displeases us alone and nobody else, and this is something
rare. We learn as children and then rarely learn to change our
views: "most often we are, throughout our lives, the dupe of the
way we learned in childhood to judge our neighbors (their intel
lect, station, morality, exemplarity or reproachability) and to
deem it necessary to pay homage to their evaluations" (D 104).
As we have already noted, Nietzsche challenges the idea that
there can be a single morality; every code of ethics that affirms
itself in an exclusive manner " destroys too much valuable en
ergy and costs humanity much too dearly" (D 164). In the fu
ture, Nietzsche hopes, the inventive and fructifying person shall
no longer be sacrificed and numerous novel attempts at living
life and fashioning society shall be undertaken. When this takes
place we will find that an enormous load of guilty conscience
has been purged from the world. Humanity has suffered for too
long from teachers of morality who wanted too much all at once
and sought to lay down precepts for everyone (D 194). In the
future the care of truth will need to center on the most personal
questions and create time for them (D 196). Small individual
questions and experiments are no longer to be viewed with con
tempt and impatience (D 547). We will grow and become the
ones that we are, however, only by experiencing dissatisfaction
with ourselves and assuming the risk of experimenting in life,
freely taking the journey through our wastelands, quagmires,
and icy glaciers. The ones who don't take the risk of life "will
never make the journey around the world (that you yourselves
are!), but will remain trapped within yourselves like a knot on
the log you were born to, a mere happenstance" (D 343).
In Dawn Nietzsche makes numerous practical recommen
dations for how we might go about cultivating and practicing
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such an authentic existence. When we are tired and fed up
with ourselves and require fresh sti mulation the best practice
is to "sleep a lot, literally and figuratively! That way one will
also awaken again upon a new morni ng!" (D 376). An essen
tial test to learn is the endurance of solitude (D 443). Solitude
has the advantage of providing us with the distant perspective
we need to think well of things: "on my own I seem to see my
friends more clearly and more appealingly than when together
with them; and at the time when I loved music most and was
most sensitive to it, I loved at a distance from it" (D 485). We
need solitude "so as not to drink out of everyone's cisterns" for
among the many we si mply do not think as an "I." Not only is
such solitude of benefit to ourselves, it also improves our rela
tion to others; when we turn angry toward people and fear
them we need the desert to become good again (D 491).
Nietzsche seeks to counsel us in the wisdom of "slow cures"
(D 4(2). He notes that chronic diseases of the soul, like those of
the body, rarely emerge through one-time large offenses against
the rationality of body and soul, but rather through countless
undetected little acts of negligence. If this is the case then the
cure has to be equally subtle and entail countless little offsetting
exercises and the unwitting cultivation of different habits: "Many
a person has a cold, malicious word to say for his environment
ten times a day and doesn't think anything of it, especially
since, after a few years, he has created for himself a law of habit
that from now on compels him ten times every day to sour his
environment. But he can also accustom himself to doing it a
kindness ten times!" (D 4(2). I n Dawn the emphasis is on
knowing one's circumstances and as a means of knowing one's
power: "One ought to think of oneself as a variable quantity
whose capacity for accomplishment can perhaps under favor
able circumstances match the highest ever." Nietzsche argues
that one, therefore, needs to reflect on the circumstances and
"spare no diligence" in our contemplation or knowledge of
them (D 326).
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Nietzsche stresses that once you have taken "the decisive step"
and entered "on the way one calls one's 'own way [eigenen Weg] ,
a secret suddenly reveals itself to us: even all those with whom we
were friendly and intimate- all have imagined themselves supe
rior to us and are offended" (D 484). He continues:
The best among them are lenient with us and wait patiently
for us to rediscover the "right way" - they know it, of
course! Others make fun and act as if one had gone tempo
rarily batty or else point spitefully to a seducer. The more
malicious declare us to be vain fools and attempt to blacken
our motives. The worst ones see in us their worst enemy, one
who thirsts for revenge after a long period of depen
dence - and is afraid of us. What's to be done? I advise: we
initiate our sovereignty [Souverti'nitdtJ by assuring all our
acquaintances a year's amnesty in advance for their sins of
every kind.

Nietzsche is not recommending self-withdrawal and isolation
as the ultimate cure to one's predicament; rather, these are means
or steps on the way to working on oneself so one can become
genuinely beneficent toward others. We go wrong when we fail
to attend to the needs of the "ego" and flee from it. Nietzsche
notes that hitherto fleeing from the ego, hating it even, and liv
ing in and for others has been called, "unreflectedly" unegotis
tical and therefore good (D 516).
In a note from autumn 1880 , Nietzsche insists that the intel
lect is the tool of our drives, " it is neverfree." What it does is to
sharpen itself in the struggle with various drives and thereby
refines the activity of each individual drive. But he also insists
that "The will to power [der Wille nach Macht] , to the infalli
bility [Unfehlbarkeit] of our person, resides in our greatest
justice and integrity [Redlichkeit] : skepticism just applies to all
authority, we do not want to be duped, not even by our drives!
But what does not want? A drive, certainly! " (CW 13 , 6rT30]).
At work in Nietzsche we see an ethic of "individualization"
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which: (a) is a form of perfecting oneself through quite radical
independence; (b) entails constant and intense sel f-observation
of the circumstances and situations one finds oneself in.56
The focus of an ethics of self-cultivation for Nietzsche needs
to be on our drives and not on a mctaphysically conceived "self,"
for there is no self independent of the structuring and organiza
tion of the drives. That is, the "self" just is for Nietzsche a site or
agent of structuring, ordering, and organizing. If free spirits as
pire to a new condition of freedom this is because a new drive,
such as the drive to independence and one's own style of exist
ing, has become dominant within them and expresses itself as a
"task," which Nietzsche compares to an unconscious pregnancy
(HAH preface of 1886). The actual "philosophy" one comes up
with may itself be nothing other than a sublimation and refine
ment, even a release, of the drives. Thus, Nietzsche admits in
Dawn that his philosophy is, at bottom, an instinct for a per
sonal diet and hygiene, one that suits a particular taste and for
whom it alone is bencficial. ]bis is an instinct that is searching
for its own air, its own heights, its own weather, its own type of
health, and through the detour of its own head. He writes with
astonishing honesty and insight: "There are many other and
certainly many loftier sublimities (hohere Erhabenheiten) of phi
losophy and not just those that are more gloomy and more am
bitious than mine - perhaps they too are, each and every one,
nothing other than intellectual detours for these kinds of per
sonal drives? - " (D 553).
Our focus, then, is to be on the cultivation of the drives,
and an initial step on the path to self-enlightenment and self
liberation is to know that here we do enjoy a certain, albeit
limited, freedom. Contra S chopenhauer's doctrine on the im
mutability of character, Nietzsche a rgues that although we are
" facts," we are not fully grown ones, so here there is room for
the cultivation of the shoots of one's drives and affects. Al
though the exercise may be a minimal one, involving the fash56. See Sachs, "Nietzsche's Day break," 9I.
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ioning of what we might call a "modest egoism" - since we
are not the authors of our own selves and need to give up on
the Oedipal fantasy, in which we would exist as it were as our
own mother and father (see D 128) - it is nevertheless an ethi
cal task that Nietzsche sets for himself and his readers. Nietz
sche conceives the work of self-cultivation in terms of the gar
dener stylizing nature, which one can do with the good or bad
taste of a gardener, and in the French or English, or Dutch or
Chinese style (D 560).57
It is clear that Nietzsche is a thinker of autonomy and his
project has some resemblances to that of Kant's, but the differ
ences are ultimately crucial. Nietzsche has something more
modest, more "experimental," and more uniquely individual in
mind when he thinks the nature of autonomy. Interestingly, in
Dawn, we find Kant is praised over other moral philosophers,
especially Schopenhauer, for esteeming reason over sentiment
in ethics and for standing outside the modern movement with
its emphasis on defining morality in terms of the sympathetic
affects (see D I32). The problem, Nietzsche says in Dawn 339, is
that Kant demands that duty "must always be something of a
burden," never habit and custom, and in this demand "there is
concealed a remnant of ascetic cruelty." So, one of Nietzsche's
interests in ethics is that duty should cease being a burden and
he has the hope that after long practice it can become instead a
"pleasurable inclination" and a need in which the rights of oth
ers to whom our duties, and now our inclinations, refer become
57. The ethical task that Nietzsche conceives is much more modest, per
haps, than what we find in Michel Foucault's conception of ethics, which
has taken up Nietzsche's invitation that the "self" gives style to its character
US 290). Nietzsche conceives the work of self-cultivation in terms of the
gardener stylizing nature, rather than the kind o f Baudelairean-inspired
idea of unrestricted, open-ended self-invention we arguably encounter in
Foucault. On this point see Ure, Nietzsche's Therapy, 76-77. For Foucault,
see The Essential Works a/Foucault. Volume I: Ethics, ed. Paul Rabinow (New
York: New Press, 1997), especially "On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Over
view of Work in Progress," 253-80.
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occasions of pleasant feelings for us." And it is clear that
Nietzsche thi nks the ethical task of achieving self-control and
self-mastery will be more appealing to us if we practice it aes
thetically, for one can take pleasure, even delight, in such an
exercise and use the full range of one's senses and reason.
It goes without saying perhaps that Nietzsche's emphasis on
the individual 's self-cultivation entails a corresponding deval
u ation of economics and politics. He considers these to repre
sent a squandering of spirit: "Our age, no matter how much it
talks and talks about economy, is a squanderer: it squanders
what is most precious, spirit" (D 179). Today, he holds, we are
in a state of "colossal and ridiculous lunacy" with everybody
feeling obl iged to know what is goi ng on day in and day out
and longing at every instant to be actively involved to the
point of abandoning the work of their own therapy. Here he
has a number of concerns which I shall only brieRy mention,
concerns that contemporary readers may fi nd remarkably pre
scient of our own world. First, he sees emerging within society
a culture whose "soul " is commerce, as the personal contest
was for the Greeks and the war and victory was for the Ro
mans: "Commercial man understands how to assess the value
of everything without havin g made it and, indeed, to assess it
not according to his own, most personal need, but according to
consumer need; 'Who and how many will consume this?' is his
question of questions" (D 175). This mode of appraisal then
gets applied, Nietzsche notes anxiously, to everything, includ
ing the productions of the arts and sciences, of thinkers, schol
ars, artists , statesmen, etc., thereby becoming the character of
an entire culture. Second, we are today creating a society of
"national security" but the price being paid for it is, Nietzsche
thinks, much too high: "the maddest thing of all is, moreover,
that this behavior brings about the very opposite of 'national
security' " (D 179). Third, and finally, in this age of "grand poli
tics" (D 189) we are developing not a politics of food or diges
tion but one of "intoxication": "Nations are so exceedingly de
ceived because they are always seeking a deceiver, namely a
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stimulating wine for their senses. If only they can have that,
they gladly put up with lousy bread. Intoxication is more im
portant to them than food" (D

I88).

The final book of Dawn, book five, is among the most ne
glected parts of Nietzsche's oeuvre. And yet it is of vital impor
tance for an appreciation of how Nietzsche conceives philoso
phy at this time and anticipates what is to become "the joyful
science." He has an expectation of new dawns and declares the
era of "harmless counterfeiting" to be over; he now looks ahead
to the "astronomers of the ideal" who will take over the role of
the poets whose task was to be seers who could recount to us
"something of the possible!" (D 55l) .
Toward the end o f the text Nietzsche, i n fact, addresses the
question of the direction of this new philosophy of the morn
ing: where is it headed with all its detours? (D 553) . Nietzsche is
looking forward to new experiences and new possibilities of
life, and he is keen to offer wise counsel concerning the future.
He suggests, for example, that we should no longer feel the
need to rush knowledge along to some end point (D 547). There
is no longer the need to approach questions and experiments as
if the solutions to them had to correspond to a typical human
time span. We are now free to take our time and go slowly. The
idea has evolved that there is a riddle to solve for the philoso
pher and the task is to compress the problem of the world i nto
the simplest riddle-form: "The boundless ambition and jubila
tion of being the 'unriddler of the world' were the stuff of think
er's dreams" (D 547). Under such a conception of the task of
thinking, philosophy assumed the guise of being a supreme
struggle for the tyrannical rule of spirit reserved for a single in
dividual (Nietzsche thinks that it is Schopenhauer who has
most recently fancied himself as such an individual). The lesson
to be drawn from this inheritance is that the quest for knowl
edge has been retarded by the moral narrow-mindedness of its
disciples; in the future, Nietzsche declares, "it must be pursued
with a higher and more magnanimous basic feeling: 'What do I

matter!' stands over the door of the future thinker" (D 547).
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For Nietzsche, philosophy's love of knowledge will now de
velop as a form of passion that shrinks at no sacrifice. In Apho
rism 429 he notes that we moderns fear a possible return to
barbarism and not because it would make us unhappier si nce in
all ages barbarians have been happier peoples. Rather, he ar
gues, our drive to k nowledge has become so strong for us that
we now can not tolerate the idea of happiness without k nowl
edge. We now honestly believe that "u nder the pressure and
suffering of this passion the whole of humanity must believe it
self to be more sublime and more consoled than previously,
when it had not yet overcome its envy of the cruder pleasure and
contentment that result from barbarism" (D 429) . Nietzsche
holds that we feel "more consoled," I thi nk. because of our growth
in intellectual strength: we have the chance of knowledge and
rendering thi ngs comprehensible, and with this there comes a
new courage, fearlessness, and serenity (Heiterkeit). We even
entertain the thought that humanity might perish of its new
round passion for k nowledge, though clearly Nietzsche is not an
advocate of this. As he notes, such a thought can hold no sway
over us. Our evolution is now bound up with this passion, how
ever, and the task is to allow ourselves to be ennobled and ele
vated by it: "if humanity is not destroyed by a passion it will be
destroyed by a weakness: which does one prefer? This is the mai n
question. Do we desire for humanity an end in fire and light or
in sand?" (D 429).
In Aphorism 427 Nietzsche addresses what philosophy now
means and does in relation to the emerging science ( Wlssen

schaft) of knowledge. He draws a comparison with rococo hor
ticulture, which arose from the feeling that nature is ugly, sav
age, and boring and thus the aim was to beautify it. This is now
what philosophy does with science, beautifying what strikes us
as ugly, dry, cheerless, and laborious. Philosophy is a species of
art and poetry and thus a form of "entertai nment": "in keeping
with its i nherited pride, however, it wants to do this in a more
sublime and elevated manner among a group of select spirits"

(D 427). Nietzsche already has here, then, the conception of the
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project of the "joyful science" with its mixture of poetry, song,
the philosophical aphorism, and dedication to science. Nietz
sche himself raises the question whether the philosopher of the
morning is really renouncing things or gaining a new cheerful
ness or serenity:
To relinquish the world without knowing it, like a nun- that
leads to an infertile, perhaps melancholic solitude. This has
nothing in common with the solitude of the thinker's vita
contemplativa: when he elects it, he in no way wishes to
renounce; on the contrary, it would amount to renunciation,
melancholy, downfall of his self for him to have to endure the
vita practica: he relinquishes the latter because he knows it,
knows himself. 1hus he leaps into his water, thus he attains
his serenity. (D 440)
For the thinker who now has the new dedication to knowledge
and can recognize the extent of its future-oriented character- it
is such because the discoveries of knowledge always run ahead
of a humanity that in time will seek to become equal to it - ex
istence is lived magnanimously. It is this "magnanimity" that
characterizes Nietzsche's project in Dawn and that he wishes his
readers to be equal to. His aim in this text is not to offer his
philosophy as if it was a binding institution for the future of
humankind- to canonize himself as it were- but rather to
suggest and open up new possibilities of life. Dawn is a philoso
phy of experiments that centers on new tasks of knowledge and
whose aim is ultimately practical. Our task is to build anew the
laws of life and action: "We are experiments: let us also want to
be such!" (D 453).
Whether one should look in the book for a consistent and
fully worked out moral philosophy is a difficult question. It is
not that Nietzsche is inconsistent or incoherent; it is rather
that the text develops what might be called trains of thought
that sometimes lead to decisive insights but which also leaves
much for the reader to engage with and to complete (for an ex
cellent example of Nietzsche's use of the ellipsis or aposiopesis
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see D 1 46). Nietzsche wants his readers to develop an inti
mate relationship with the text. The text has a sense of the
future - that new dawns are about to break - but much is
del iberately left open for the reader's rumination.
How, then, is Dawn to be best assimilated? It is clear that
Nietzsche wants his readers to proceed slowly, to pause and to
reflect, and like most of his so-called aphoristic works, they are
best read, as Gary Handwerk notes, in the manner they were
written, that is, in snatches ."i8 Each "aphorism" in the book,
whether long or short, has been crafted and written for the
reader's careful and intelligent rumination. 'The insights and
"truths" they offer are ones that need to be subject to the test of
experience and experiment, which is the only arena where
thoughts can become real. Dawn, fi nally, is a new kind of book
and in it is a new kind of philosophy: the fact that much of what
Nietzsche was attempting is now recognizable by us is surely tes
timony to its richness, strength, and maturity of spirit.59

58. Handwerk, afterword to HAH 11.
59. For valuable feedback on earlier drafts of this Afterword, which have
helped me improve it, J am grateful to Cary Handwerk, Alan D. Schrift,
and Brittain Smith.
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Astronomy, 3 1
Atheists, 67, 6 8 , 158, 370-71
Aversion, 204

Bad taste, 171
Balm, error as, 41
Barbarians. See Primitive
peoples
Barbarism, 223-24, 342n I I ,
406
Beauty: ancient Greeks and,
1 25 ; art and artists, Il9,
3211133; civilization and, 253;
customs and, 23; i n evil,
237-38; happiness and,
33Il14; intelligence and, 183;
knowledge and, 272-73;
philosophy and, 341116,
406-7; picturesque morality,
107; scholarship and,
222-23. See aLso Ugliness
B eggars, 132
Belief, 196, 288111. See aLso
Faith; Religious beliefs
Bible, the, 47-48 , 60-61, 3I9n5
Birds, 238, 371-72
Bitterness , 214
Blame, 107
Blindness, 216-17
B o dies. See Human body
B oredom, 120-21, 137
Brahmanism, 47, 67-68, 8T,
2921116, 370
Business people, 132
Calm, life and, 281
Cartesian ism, 376-77
Casuistry, 226
Catholicism, 320n17, 325n74,
3431116
Causality, 9 , 13, 60, 92, 159,
267-68
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Causes, defending, 217, 253
Celebrities, 166
Censorship, 338n106
Chain-bearers, 166
Chance, 96-98 , 205, 298n82,
316n56, 319n3 , 3 8 0
Change, 259, 2 8 1 , 3 8 2-83
Character. See Human
character
Charitable revenge, 106
Charity, 215
Chastity, 209
Cheerfulness, 198, 337n86
Childishness, 183, 198, 334n48
Children and youth: actions
and, 72, 334n48; education
and, 139-41, 187, 246-47,
348n81; marriage and,
n6-17; moral feelings and,
29; objectivity and, 7 8
Chinese, 155
Christian, Christianity:
Apostle Paul and, 47-51;
Dawn (Nietzsche) and, 365;
death and afterlife , 5 1-54,
379-80; Epictetean people
and, 269, 353nI21;
fanaticism and, 3 95n53;
French culture and, 136-137,
324n67; good and evil,
54-60; happiness and, 227;
hatred and, 216, 340nI34;
innocence and, 194; love
and, 359; morality and, 5,
99-101, 361; philology and,
60-62; Reformation and
Counter-Reformation, 390;
rights and duties, 200;

salvation and, 12, 43; sin
and, 26; spiritual revelation
and, 43-47; virtues and,
3021lIr6; visions and,
3 1On208
Christian praxis, I I9
Church bells, 340-4I1l1
Civilization, 17, 253, 3201115
Classical education, 139-41,
3 25-26n83
Classicism, 372
Cleanliness, 28-29
Cleverness. See Intelligence
Color, 369-70
Color-blindness, 221-22,
34I1l5
Comedy, 21O-II
Commercial society, 127-28,
335n68; art and artists,
135-36; crime and criminals,
149-50; moral fash ions and,
397; nobility and, 190-9r;
value and, 404
Common people, 133, 135-36
Communication, 186, 3351155;
clarity of, 208; by God,
6 5-66; gregarious natures
and, 255-56
Companionship, 192. See rIlso
Friendship
Compassion: actions and,
99-100; Christianity and,
59; empathy and, I IO;
happiness and, 104-5;
hatred and, 46, 3031lI25;
hypocrisy and, 185;
misfortune and, r65, 2IO-II;
morality and, 393;
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Compassion (continued)
motivations for, 392; pity
and, 295n47; religion and,
3 1 8n87; selfl e ssness and,
101-3; sufh:ring and, 1 8 ,
1 03-4, 106, I I I , 237, 294n40;
theater and, 334n39
Competition, 26, 260
Comprehension, empathy
and, l Io
Conformity, 23-24, I2I
Conjurers, 9
Conscience: cri me and
criminals and, 206, 2 1 2 ;
evil, 12, 3 1 , 1 14, 1 8 6 , 266,
29211 1 7, 390; morality and,
5; other people and, 200;
passions and, 266-67; sin
and, 159
Conscientiousness, 41, 167
Consciousness, reason and,
90-9 '
Consequences of actions, 14,
28-29, 95, 159, 292n21,
318n93
Conservatism, 3 88-89
Consistency, 130-31
Consolation, 220, 34m2,
395-96, 406. See also Solace
Consumption, I25, 149-50
Contemplation: i ntoxication
and, 39-40; origins of,
34-35; security and, Il7;
thinkers and, 213; value oC
33-34. See also Vita

contemplativa
Contempt, 330nII2
Contradictions, 5, 290n21

Control, 13, 47, 96-98, 394
Conventional behavior, 1 I 5-16
Converts, 182, 302nII2
Courage, 246; causes and, 253;
cowardice and, 188; four
cardinal virtues, 276;
hypocrisy and, 185;
magnanimity and, 355m36;
suffering and, 203; warm
and cold courage, 182
Court jesters, 231
Cowardice, 188, 20I
Creation, 82, 236, 274-75
Creative processes, 177
Crime and criminals, 215;
commercial society and,
149-50; conscience and,
212; laws and, 132; mental
health and, 146-48,
328-2911I0I; morality and,
69; prosecutors and, 216;
punishment, 168; shame
and, 206
Cruelty, 18, 26-27, 204. See
also Suffering
Culture, 22, 81, u8, I 27-28 ,
1 45-46, 1 8 1 , 253, 3 23n63;
G erman, 134-35
Custom, 291n12; beauty and,
23; civilization and, 17; faith
and, 70; moral feelings and,
30; morality and, 1O-I2, 20;
rituals and, 33, 296n52
Cynicism, 206, 339nII9
Damnation, 306m60
Danger, 194, 234, 259, 334n42
Dawn, concept of, 3 66-67
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Death and afterlife, 52-54,
202, 254-55, 308nI77,
342nI2, 379-80
Deception: aging and, 265;
appearances and, 200, 210,
255; art and artists and, 165,
358; friendship and, 184;
goodness and, 172-73;
humanity and, 227; love
and, 258; moderation and,
256; music and, 1 74-76;
sacrifices and, 218
Decision-making abilities,
73-74
Delusion, morality and, 279
Demands, thinkers and, 248
Demons, 34on126
Denial, 187, 241
Denigration, of other people,
207, 241
Dependence, 176, 182
Desire, human drives and,
77-78
Despair, 46-47
Despots, 193
Determinism, Il7-18
Detours, philosophers and,
275
Devil, the, 209
Dialectics, 34, 36, 240,
267-68, 326n83 , 3 46n62
Diet, 149, 329nI03
Difference of opinion,
respecting, 187
Dignity, 1 45-46, 164, 2II, 279
Discernment, fear and, 382
Discretion, 233 , 3 45n40
Disputation, 167

Dissatisfaction, 205-6, 30InIlO
Distant perspectives, 244
Distinction, drive for, 26-27,
80-82, 157, 171-72, 197
Divinity, madness and, 15
Dogma, 60-61
Dogs, 176
Domestic tranquility, 183
Domination, 80-81
Donation and cession, of
power, 79
Doubt, 38; actions and, 92;
madness and, 16; religious
beliefs and, 42; sin and, 64;
swindlers and, 254
Dreams, 89-90, 94
Drive for knowledge, 37, 223,
299nI03, 342nIl
Drive for life, 53-54
Drives. See Human drives
D uels, 187
Duties. See Rights and duties

Ecce Homo (Nietzsche),
365-66, 372, 390-91
Ecclesiastical culture, 136-37
Economic affairs, 129-30, 404
Ecstasy, pure spirit and, 32
Education, 187, 213; classicaJ
education, 139-41, 32526n83; first nature and, 232;
German culture and,
323n63; learning and, 262;
morality and, 138-39;
philosophy and, 250-51 ,
325n81; solitude and, 228;
teachers and, 229, 246-47,
348n81; theater and, 332D20

420

Education ofthe Human Race,
The (Lessing), 292m2
Ego: compassion and, 105; fear
and, 261-62; goodness and,
254, 401 ; individualism and,
393; love and, I I I ; moral
fashions and, 99; penance
and, 163-64; possession
and, 183, 184; pseudo
egotism, 72, 396-97;
self-hatred and, 59; self
sacri fice and, 162; service
and, 186; words and
language, 85, 377
Egoism, existence of God and,
64-65
Emigration, from Europe ,
154-55
Empathy, 99, 108-10, 280. See
also Compassion
Enemies . See Adversaries
Energy, genius and, 270-7 1 ,
354nI26
England, English, 149, 155, 1 8 8 ,
197
Enlightenment: Dawn
(Nietzsche) and, 3 67; free
spirits and, 389-90; India
and, 370; philosophers and,
384-85n38; suffering and,
82-84
Enlightenment, the: Christian
morality and, 99-100;
French Revolution and, 4,
389; German culture and,
1 42-43, 386-88 ; good and
evil, II9-20; Nietzsche
and, 383-85
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Entertainment, philosophy
as, 376
Enthusiasm, 4, 208, 266
Environment, personal
dissatisfaction and, 205-6
Envy, 26 -27, 31-32, 5 1 , 178,
189, 262
Epictetean people, 268-69,
35311121, 396
Epicurean system, 379-81,
3 80n30
Earnestness, 212
Error, as balm, 41, 178, 239
Esprit, morality and, 137-38
Estrangement, friendship
and, 245
Ethical dilemmas, 70-71, 226
Ethical naturalism, 364
Ethical significance, 8-9
Europe, 3 , 5 , 32, 44, 99, II9,
134, 150-55, 180-81, 259, 276
European culture:
Christianity and, 44, 55;
enlightenment and, 370;
Jewish people and, 150-53;
progress and, 276; religious
beliefs and, 67, 68. See also
French culture; German
culture
Evaluations , actions and,
7 1-72, 398-99
Evidence and proof: existence
of God and, 67; morality
and, 13, 22-23; wisdom
and, 198
Evil: beauty in, 237-38 ; fear
and superstition and, 261;
happiness and, 176;
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immoderation and, 118;
individualism and, 10-11, 12;
moral actions and, 114;
music and, 162; nature and,
17; necessary evils, 224;
philosophers and, 247;
sexuality and, 55-56; solitude
and, 248-49; spirit and, 2I2
Evil conscience, 12, 292nI7;
actions and, 390;
enthusiasm and, 266;
gratitude and, 186; human
d rives, 31, II4
"Evil instant," 212
Evil of strength, 207-8
"Evil principle," 247
Evolution, 38-39, 75, 9 2
Exaltation, 177
Excellence, 201
Experience: disappointment
and, 236; knowledge and,
88-91; limits of, 279 ; reality
and, 229; spirit and, 240;
thinkers and, 276, 355nI43
Experimentation, 224-25,
231-32, 366, 399, 407
Failure, 189, 214, 226, 277
Faith: belief and, 4, 288nI;
German culture and,
142-143; inspiration and,
295n42; intoxication and,
39-40; knowledge and,
3 27n91; morality and, 5, 13;
salvation and, 316n69;
tradition and, 70; works
and, 21, 63-64
False generalizations, 3un7
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Fame, 167, 237
Fanaticism, 164; French
Revolution and, 4, 384;
hero cuits, 187-88; honesty
and, 252; idealism and, 269;
morality and, 6; religious
beliefs and, 395n53; words
and language and, 395
Fantasy, 13, 174, 360
Fashions, morality and,
98-99, 127
Fatalism, Il7-I8
Fatherland, 239, 346n61
Fathers, critique of, I28
Fatigue: aging and, 263, 264,
3 47n74; cheerfulness and,
198, 337n86; hate and, 205;
j udgments and, 193;
philosophers and, 281,
351-52DI09, 371; sleep
and, 209
Faults, idealism and, 209
Fear and superstition, 381-82 ;
chance and, 380;
Christianity and, 43, 53;
conscientiousness and, 41;
dignity and, 164; evaluating
actions and, 71-72; evil
and, 261; good-natured
people and, 336n70; hell
and, 57-58; intelligence and,
170; knowledge and, 273;
love and, 191; philosophical
therapy and, 378-79;
reverence and, 355DI35;
self-knowledge and, 261-62,
271-72; solitude and, 173;
tradition and, II
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Femininity, Christianity
and, 55
Fervor, 137, 324n70
Fi rst nature, 232
First pri nciples, 28911 1 3
Flatterers, u S , 1 76, 188
Flight, philosophers and,
281-82
Folk medicine, 13
Fol lowers, 217-18, 238
Forbearance, 40
Forgetting. See Memory
Foundations, 288114, 2891113
France: aristocracy in, 1 43 ,
2 1 1 , 3271192; Baroque style
in, 341118; Christianity and,
1 36-37, 324n67;
Enlightenment, 389;
Franco-Prussian War,
321n23; under Napoleon,
310m, 350n99; writing
in, 178
Freedoers, 295n48
rreedom: of action and
thoughts, 20; God and, 236;
human drives and, 277-78,
402-3; realm of, 93; workers
and, 153-54
Freedom of speech, 203
Free spirits, 41-42, 278 , 365,
367, 3791127, 402
Freethinkers, 120, 137, 295n48,
393-94
Free will, 79, 94, 1I3-14, 3 77,
398
French culture: art and artists,
163; Christianity and,
136-37, 324n67; esprit and,
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137-38; German culture
and, 32In23; national
character and, 143;
Nietzsche and, 385; pride
and, 350n99
French Revolution, 4, 259,
3 50nI06, 383-84, 389
Friendship, 192; deception
and, 184; envy and, 51;
estrangement and, 245;
solitude and, 244, 400;
thinkers and, 243, 250, 401
Frugality, 279-80, 363
Fulfillment, workers and,
1 53-54
Funeral orations, 254-55,
350n99
Future virtues, 273-74
Gardeners, 2IO, 277, 403
Gender, 8-9, 214-15
Generational conflict, 128
Genius: belief in one's own,
263-64; creative process
and, 177; human intellect
and, 270-71, 3 54nI26;
madness and, 260-61;
philosophers and, 247-48,
3 48-49n86
Genoa, Nietzsche and,
3 67-68, 368nlI
German culture, 121-23,
134-35; art and artists, 163;
education and, 323n63; the
Enlightenment and, 142-43,
3 8 6-88; esprit and, 137-38;
France and, 32In23;
morality and, 155-58;
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Nietzsche and, 385;
philosophy and, 4-5; virtue
and, 167
Germany: aristocracy in, 143;
clergy in, 3 27n92 ; Franco
Prussian War, 32In23;
literary movement in,
349n90
Gifts, 228, 236
Goals, striving for, 277, 281-82
God: consequences of actions
and, 14; Epictetean people
and, 269; existence of,
64-65, 67, 157, 240,
309-IOn203; gifts and, 236;
guilt and, 54-55; honesty
and, 65-66; human
relationships with, 271;
negativity and, 209;
purposes of, 97-98; sin
and, 60
Gods, pagan: ancient Greeks
and, 220, 319n4; control
and, 97; creation of the
world and, 82; cruelty and,
18; cults of, 3 0 5-6nI53;
tradition and, II
Good and evil : compassion
and, 102-3; freedoers and,
20; honesty and, 172-73;
human drives and, 3 1-32;
judgments, 392; morality
and, 2-3, II9-20, 215;
nature and, 17; p ower and,
134; self-knowledge and, 86;
ulterior motives, 70
Good-natured people, 191,
336n70

Goodness, 212, 254, 401
Good Samaritans, 199
Good taste, 277
Gordian knot, 354nr24
Government, 130, 131, 133, 193
Grace, 168, 178
Graciousness, 188
Grandeur, false, 9
Gratification, 75-76, 77,
89-90
Gratitude, 9 , 186; compassion
and, I06; gifts and, 228;
giving offense and, 168,
332nI6; spirituality and, 230
Greatness, destruction of, 226
Greece: people, I24;
philosophers in, 206, 267
Greed, 149-50, 183, 190
Greek mythology, 62. See also
Gods, pagan
Greeks, ancient, 123-26; actors
and, 26; beauty and, 32m33;
chance events and, 97;
classical education and, 1 40;
color-blindness, 221-22;
contemplation and, 117;
envy and, 51; gods and, 220,
3 19n4; guilt and misfortune,
58, 59; human drives and,
31-32, 157; ideal of, 190;
moderation and, 1 I8, 121;
nobility and, 143-45; orators
and, 178; philosophers and,
1 23-24, 206, 247, 267;
suffering and, 308m84,
319n7; utilitarianism, 205
Grief, 1I8, 278
Growth, human, 402-3
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Guilt: atonement and, 279;
Christian ity and , 54-55;
i l l ness and , 1 48;
m i sfortune and, 5 8 - 5 9 ;
m ora l ity and, 399; p ra ise
and blamc, 107;
pun ish ment and, 1 47
Habits, 2 9 5n43, 400
Happincss: ancient Greeks
and, 206; art and artists,
34311 1 7 ; barbarism and, 406;
beauty and, 3 3 1 n4;
Christian ity and, 227;
compassion and , 1 04-5;
demonstrati ng, 278 ; evil
and, 1 76; human capacity
for, 74-75, 201-2;
knowledge and, 272-73;
morality and, 73, 3I2l1I7;
moral laws and, 398; power
and, 1 77, 180, 204, 382;
pri m itive peoples and,
223-24; real and imaginary
things, 9; realism and, 225;
sacrifices and, II2; virtue
and, 1 44-45, 232-33
Hatred: compassion and,
303l1I25; of one's neighbor,
46; passions and, 216,
340l1I34; religious beliefs
and, 304l1I27, 304l1I29;
timidity and, 216; types of,
205; virtue and, 213
Health: actions and, 272;
aging and, 215; art and
artists and, 179; diet and,
149; mental health and,

146-48; physicians and, 195;
souls and, 40-41, 235, 400
Hell, 54, 56-58
Hero cults, 187-88
Heroism, 224, 345n52
"Hidden God," 66
H i nduism. See Brahmanism
Historians, 8, 136, 190, 200,
233, 234; German, 142,
320l1I3
History, study of: ancient
Greeks and, 124; classical
education and, 140-41;
German culture and, 142;
philosophers and, 251;
progress and, 3 8 8-89;
Romantic movement and,
3 2 6-27n88; science and, 359;
suppositions and, 190;
vanity and, n8-19; wars
and, 130
Homage, to distinguished
persons, 121-23
Honesty: fanaticism and, 252;
God and, 65-66; goodness
and, 172-73: lies and, 189;
music and, 175; oaths and,
II7; pronunciation and, 186;
self-knowledge and, 207;
self-sacrifice and, 161-62;
virtue and, 232-33, 276. See
also Truth
Honor, 187
Hope, 32, 369
Hospitality, 193
Huguenots, 137, 324-25n73
Human, All Too Human
(Nietzsche) , 358, 364, 390
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Human body, 32, 62, 125
Human character, 219-33;
actions and, 189; beauty
and, 253; crude consistency,
130-31; genius and, 247-48;
good-natured people, 191,
336n70; impulsiveness and,
185; j udgments and, 257;
nobility and, 1 43-45;
philosophers and, 242-43,
277-78 ; prosecutors and,
216; solitude and, 255-56;
strength and, 253; thinkers
and, 233-41, 247-52; truth
and, 215, 231-34
Human drives, 3 1 2I1I8; desires
and opposition, 77-78;
drive for distinction, 2 6-27,
80-82, 157, 171-72, 197;
drive for knowledge, 3 7,
223, 299I1I03, 342I1I1; drive
for life, 53-54; forbearance
and, 40; hunger and, 244;
individual freedom and,
277-78; individualism and,
366; intellect and, 401-2;
morality and, 3 1-32, 70-71;
motivations and, 392;
principles and, 122; progress
and, 371-72 ; science and,
358-59; self-knowledge and,
88-91; self-mastery and,
75-77; words and language,
377
Human frailty, 21
Humanism, 389
Humanity: deception and,
227; end of, 406; happiness

of individuals and, 74-75;
human transformation and,
3 82-83; nature and, 220,
334n5I; solitude and,
343n22; suffering and, 221
Human sacrifice, 97
Humiliation and insults, 144,
163-64, 168, 181
Humility, 217
Hunger, 244
" Hymn to Varuna," 3 67
Hypocrisy, 159, 172-73,
185-86, 197
Idealism: end of morality and,
232, 344n33; fanaticism and,
187; faults and, 209;
German culture and,
134-35; morality and, 6;
reality and, 197: slavery
and, 268-69
Ideal selfishness, 274-75, 369
Ideal thinkers, 234-35
Idolization, 183, 187-88,
209-IO
I gnorance, 194, 279, 300nr05·
See also Knowledge
Illness. See Health
I magery, causality and, 92
I magination, 9, 178, 196
Immortality, 53-54, 160, 215,
249, 264-65, 352nII4
Impatience, 231, 344n32
I mpulsiveness, 185
" in itself," 159
I ndependence, 171, 355nI49
I ndia, I04-5, 370. See also
Brahmanism
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Individualism: conformity
and, 121; ego and, 393; evil
and, IO-n; glorification of
work and, 126-27, 397;
h u m an drives a nd , 366;
John Stuart Mill and,
393n51; morality and, 1 2 ,
3 9 8 ; sacrifice and, 3 9 3 , 394;
self-i nterest and, I I I-12;
self-knowledge and, 401-2 ;
social welfare and, roO-lO!
Indulgence, T6T
Industrialization, T53-55
InAuential people, 23 1 , 256
Inheritance, 297n76
Injuries, 3 1 1 n7
Innocence, 14, 175-76, 194,
216
Innovation, 14-15, 30, 298n82
I n spiration, 2-3, 288n8,
2951142
1 l1sults. See Humiliation and
insults
I ntegrity, 60, 61, II5-16,
378ll24, 401
I ntellect: genius and, 270-71,
35411126; human drives and,
401-2; of philosophers, 242;
reason and, 3 ; rituals
and, 382
I ntellectual debates, 224
I ntelligel1ce, 233; beauty and,
183; fear and, 170;
intellectual debates and,
224; malice and, 203;
pleasure and, 376; salt and,
292n24; sects and, 192. See
also Genius

I ntimacy, 185
Intoxication, 39-40, 50-51,
132-33, 156
I ntuition, 268, 273 , 359-60
I nvalids, 195
Inversion, technique of, 361
T rony, I I9
Irrationality, suffering and,
163-64
Islam, 3951153
Italian culture, 143, 163
Jansenism, 325n74
Jewish people, Jews, 48,
50-54, 150-53, 199, 209,
330nU2
Joyful Science (Nietzsche), 358,
3 64, 365, 372
Joys, 218, 280, 361
Judaism: afterlife and, 53-54;
Christianity and, 48, 53;
death and afterlife and,
379-80; moral judgments
and, 32; Old Testament
and, 61
Judgments: Christianity and,
54-55; enthusiasm and, 208;
faith and, 5; fatigue and,
193; good and evil, 392;
human character and, 257;
human drives and, 3 1-32 ;
justice and, 8 4 ; moral
fashions and, 98-99; moral
feelings and, 30; old age
and, 263; other people's
actions and, 8 6-87;
presumption and, 290n4;
spirituality and, 60; truth
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and, 70-71; vita
contemplativa and, 35; weak
persons and, 168
Junkers, 167
Justice, 9, 58-59, 84, 144
Justifications, 239, 346n59
Kamchadals, 17, 294n37
Knowledge, 36-37; actions
and, 361-62; beauty and,
272-73; classical education
and, 139-41; consolation
and, 406; contemplation
and, 34, 117; danger and,
234; Dawn (Nietzsche) and,
407-8; experience and,
88-91; experimentation and,
224-25; faith and, 3 27n91;
fear and superstition and,
273; human drives and,
197, 377; human perceptions
and, 87-88, 208; immortality
of souls and, 249; lure of,
2}0-31; of other people, 88,
233; passion for, 223-24,
342nII; philosophy and,
405-6; possession and, 201;
progress and, 372; reality
and, 171; reason and, 243;
sacrifices and, 37; science
and, 269-70; self-interest
and, Il2; suffering and,
82-84; types of moralists
and, 22}o See also
Self-knowledge
Labor. See Work, glorification of
Lamentation, III

Landscape painting, 225
Language. See Words and
language
Laughter, 159-60
Laurel wreaths, 3 23n59
Law, II, 16, 48-50, 131, 132
Leaders, 217-18
Learning, 262, 325n79. See also
Education
Lies, 189, 212. See also Honesty
Logic: of emotion, 19;
German, 5; modern, 268,
361
Longevity, human, 73
Loss, 280
Love, 209-10; altruism and,
II3; Christianity and, 99,
3 59; death and, 254-55,
342nI2; deception and, 258 ;
discernment and, 382; ego
and, III; evil and, 55-56;
fear and, 191; fervency and,
214; friendship and, 250;
marriage and, Il6-17, 2II;
music and, 162; of
neighbors, 239; pride and,
214-15; requited, 217;
selection and, 244-45; of
self, 59, 199, 254, 340nI31;
suffering and, 317n81; truth
and, 241; unlearning and,
214
"Love story," 359-60
Luxury, 215

Macbeth (Shakespeare), 169
M adness, 14-16, 32, 47,
260-61, 293n26, 395
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Magnanimity, 192, 213, 276,
355nI36, 407
M ake-believe, 88-91
MalcomclHs, 1 1 7
Mal icc, 203, 219, 367
Ma rriage, 1 82; chanciness of,
1 1 6-17; exceptional people
and, 172; goodness of,
204-5; innocence and, 194;
Jewish people and, 1 5 1 ; love
and, 2I I; morality and,
24-25
Martyrdom, 8 1
Mass appeal, art and, 135-36
Mastery, 260
Maturity, 232
Meals, 1 49, 329nI03; of
knowledge, 190; life's , 203
Melancholy, 193, 200-201, 246
Memory, 93-94, 1 22-23 , 182,
191-92, 213, 320n21
MelHal health, 146-48,
328-29n101
Mercy, 59
Middle-class morality, 66, 99,
393
Mines and mineshafts, 63 ,
30911I94
Miracles, 62-63
Misfortune, 58-59 , 165, 21O-II
Misogynists, 202
Misprision, 186, 200-201,
206-7, 335n55
MisspelH lives, 160-61
Mixed-race people, ISo-81
Moderation: ancielH Greeks
and, lIS, 121; deception and,
256; innocence and, 194;

self-mastery and, 75, 77;
ugliness and, 205, 33911 I I I
Modern society, 1 53-55,
267-68, 391-92, 393
Mood, argument and, 25-26
Money, 76, 1 49-50, 153
Moral actions, 1 13-14, 377, 398
Moral edifices, 3
Moral fashions, 127, 397
Moral feelings, 29, 30, 69
Mora l goals , 72-73 , 77-78 ,
3 1 2n2o, 313n21
Moralism, 66, 204, 223
Morality: animals and, 23-24,
199, 296n58, 337n89;
boredom and, 120-21;
campaign against, 390-91;
causality and, 13;
Christianity and, 62-63 ,
99-101; civilization and,
3 2011I5; compassion and,
99-106; concern for others
and, 108-14; consequences
of actions and, 318n93;
crimes and, 69; delusion
and, 279; denial of, 70-7 1 ;
esprit a n d , 137-38 ; evidence
and proof of, 22-23 ;
German culture and,
1 5 5-58; good and evil,
Il9-20, 215; of governments,
131; guilt and, 399;
happiness and, 3 1211I7;
human frailty and, 21;
imagined end of, 231-32,
344n33; inspiration and,
2-3 ; madness and, 14-16;
misprision and, 206-7;
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modern society and,
391-92; moral fashions and,
98-99; naturalism and,
394-95; obedience and, 2;
origins of, 5-6, 70;
picturesque morality, 107;
pride and, 28; progress and,
69; sacrifi c es and, 161-62,
164; science and, 13, 3 53llI23;
self-creation and, 397-98;
self-determination and,
71-72; self-knowledge and,
201, 268; significance of,
8-9; subjugation to, 69;
suffering and, 17-20;
teachers of, 138-39; theories
of morality, 159;
utilitarianism and, 166-67.
See aLso Good and evil
Morality of mores, 10-12, 14,
19, 29, 291llI2
Moral j udgments. See
Judgments
Moral laws , 398
Moral realism, 87, 392
Moral realms, 4, 13, 289m8
Moral systems , 391
Mores. See Custom
Motivations, 94-96, 392. See
also Human drives
Mourners, 215
Music: composers and,
352nII7; deception and,
174-76; distant perspectives
and, 244; empathy and,
108-9; feelings and, 318n84,
331-32n9; free spirits and,
379n27; German culture,

122; human nature and,
124; ideal thinkers and,
234-35; love and, 162; night
and, 173; solitude and, 400;
tragedy and, 125-26;
ugliness and, 168-69;
weaknesses and, 163
Music of the spheres , 31O-lIn4
Narcissism, 260
Nationalism, 134
National security, 130
Nations, behavior of, 129-3 8,
142-43
Natural disasters, 28-29
Naturalism, 394-95
Natural scientists, 142
Nature: art and artists and,
225, 278; beauty and, 237;
color-blindness and, 221-22;
empathy and, 109; good
and evil and, 17; humanity
and, 334n5I; passions and,
250; purposes and, 92, 220;
science and, 327n89; silence
and, 219-20, 360; spirit
and, 27; utility and, 30-31
Necessary evils, 224
Neediness, 229-30, 236
Negativity, 209
Neighbors, 88, 1II-12, 165, 239,
313 I1 25
Night, music and, 173
Nihilism, 390
Nobility, 143-45, 178, 185,
190-91, 2Il
Nourishment, nations and,
132-33
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Oaths, 117
Obedience, 2, 156, 157
Objectivity, 78
Obscurantism, 387
Old age, 263-66, 3441128
Old Testament, 61
"One-eyed ones," 40
Opinions, changing, 42
Opposition, human drives
and, 77-78
Orators, 178, 202
O riental culture, 55
Originality, 206
Origins, 290n2, 291-92015; of
morality, 70; of religious
beliefs, 45-46; significance
of, 36-37, 299n99
O thers: empathy and, 108-ro,
280; listening to opinions
of, 255, 281; moral actions
and, II3-14, 398; morality
and, III-12; perceptions
and, 218; self-mastery and,
76; self-regard and, 216
Pagan cults, 379-80
" Painting on the wall," 209,
34°nI25
Pandora's box, 298n87
Panegyrists, 176, 181
Paragraph form, Nietzsche's
writing and, 373, 375-76
Parliaments, 131
Passions: durability of, 24-25;
hatred and, 216, 34011I34;
for knowledge, 223-24,
342nu, 406; love of
neighbors and, 239; nature
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and, 250; poetry and,
169-70; strength and,
34011I32; truth and, 266-67
Pathos, 178, 252; language, 133
Patrons, dependence on, 176
Penance, 163-64
Perseverance, 155
Personal growth, II6-17
Persuasion, 178
Pessimism, 4-5, 278
Pets, 184
Phenomenology, 364
Philology, 6-7, 60-61, 374-75
Philosophers: academic
writing style and, 373-74;
ambition and, 405; ancient
Greeks and, 123-24, 206;
character of, 242-43;
Christianity and, 43;
education and, 250-51;
European culture and, 3-5;
evil and, 247; fatigue and,
351-52nro9, 371; flight and,
281-82; French culture and,
3 8 5-86; genius and,
348-49n86; German culture
and, 121-22, 142-43, 157-58 ,
3 8 6-88; grief and, u 8 ;
historical perspective and,
251; human character and,
277-78; modern society
and, 267-68; old age and,
263-66; reading, 232;
riddles and, 270; souls of,
242; truth and, 233-34. See
also Thinkers
Philosophical therapy, 378-79,
381, 4°4
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Philosophy: beauty and, 222,
34In6, 406-7; drive for
knowledge, 299nI03;
education and, 3 25n8I; as
entertainment, 376;
experimentation and, 366;
future of, 405-8; human
drives and, 402; self..
knowledge and, 30In107
Phoenix, the, 280
Picturesque morality, 107
Pitilessness, 102-3
Pity, 99, 295n47. See also
Compassion
Planets, 298n84, 3 1O-IIn4
Plays and literature, 169-70
Pleasure: actions and, 317n78;
compassion and, 102;
intelligence and, 376; moral
goals and, 3 I 2n20; reality
and, 171; rights and duties
and, 200; self-mastery and,
403-4
Poetry, 280, 319-20n9,
334n40; fantasy and, 174,
360; madness and, 15;
passions and, 169-70; prose
style and, 374
Poets, 33, 35, 67, I I3, 126, 134,
165, 169, 170, 197, 230, 2 67,
273, 278, 3I9n9, 405; and
Phoenix, 280,
Politeness, 213, 276
Political parties, 168
Politics: aristocracy and, 146;
character and, 130-31;
German culture and, 122,
134-35, 156; intoxication
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and, 404-5; power and,
133-34; security and, I29-30
Positivism, 360
Possessions, 183-84, 192, 201
Poverty, I45, 153
Power: ancient Greeks and,
144-45, 205; aristocracy and,
145-46; atheists and, 68;
commercial society and,
149-50; drive for distinction
and, 81-82; feelings of, 18,
21-22, 327-28n97; German
culture and, 158;
governments and, 131;
happiness and, 177, 204, 382;
Jewish people and, 151-52;
memory and, 93-94; politics
and, 133-34; primitive
peoples and, 295n50; rights
and duties, 78-80; sacrifices
and, Il2; satisfaction and,
202; self-control and,
226-27, 394; self-knowledge
and, 196-97; subtlety of
feelings of power, 171-72;
timidity and, 336n77; truth
and, 251-52, 259-60
Powerlessness, 180
Practicality, 197, 251, 273
Praetors, 305l1l49
Praise, 107, 166, 176, 181, 256
Prayers, 61, 67, 292nI6,
340-4Inr
Pre-Christia n influences, 51
Pregnancy, 274-75, 402
Prejudice, 27
Presumption, 185-86, 290n4,
355l1l46, 391
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Pride: arts and culture,
1 2 2-23 ; Ch ristianity and,
44-45; duties and, 78-79;
Prench culture and,
3501199; gender roles a nd ,
2 1 4-15; learning a n d , 2 6 2 ;
morality and, 2 8 ; nobility
and, 178; prejudice and,
27; presu mption and,
1)\5-86; self-contempt and,
51; self-mastery and, 76,
77; submission and,
349n87; suffering and, 84;
tor t u re and, 166; vanity
and, 206
Primitive peoples: customs
and, 1 7; happiness and,
22,-24; illness and, 148;
objects of compassion, I04;
power and, 295n50; spirit
and, 30; spiritual leaders
and, 293n29, 293n30; vita
contempiativa and, 34-35
Primordial experiences,
memory and, 191-92
Princes, 24, 72, u 8 , 133,
194, 208, 256; of African
tribes , 229; of the church,
44, 302
Prisons, 87-88, 146-47
Privileges, 226-27
Profundity, 296n59
Progress, 275-76, 3II1lI4,
3551lI42; human drives
and, 371-72; human
transformation and, 382-83;
knowledge and, 372; moral
goals and, 72-73; morality
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and, 69; reaction to, 390;
study of history and, 388-89
Promises, 202-03, 338n105
Pronunciation, 186
Proof. See Evidence and proof
Prophets, 196, 336n80
Prosecutors, 216
Prose style, Nietzsche's writing
and, 372-76, 408
Protestant theology, 2 1 ,
63-64
Prussian Religious Edict
(1788), 3381lI06
Pseudo-egotism, 72, 396-97
Psychology, 359, 360; Dawn
(Nietzsche) and, 376-77;
drive for distinction and,
80-82; human drives and,
77-78; rights and duties,
78-80; self-mastery and,
75-77
P ublic interest. See Social
welfare
Punishment: consequences of
actions and, 14; crime and
criminals, 1 47, 148, 168;
j ustice and, 58-59; laws and,
132; scapegoats and, 173; sin
and, 379n28; solace and,
16-17
Pure spirit, 32
Purifying eye, the, 247-48
Purity, 1 8 1
Purposes: actions and, 9 4 ;
chance events and, 96-98;
genius and, 177; of nature,
220
Pythagoreans, 3381lI03
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Racial differences, 170, 180-81
Rashness, German culture
and, 155-56
Rationality. See Reason
Realism, 87, 225, 377, 392
Reality: accurate perception
of, 173; actors and, 19 6;
experience and, 229;
happiness and, 9 ; idealism
and, 197; knowledge and,
171; ugliness and, 272;
words and language and,
159-60
Realm of freedom, 93
Reason: actions and, 189;
adversaries and, 276;
compassion and, 105;
consciousness and, 90-91;
Dawn (Nietzsche) and,
360-61, 377-78; the
Enlightenment and, 384;
Epictetean people and, 269,
353nI21, 396; knowledge
and, 243 ; morality and, 30,
69, 73, 75; motivations and,
288n4; origins of, 92;
philosophers and, 3 ,
267-68; purpose a n d will,
98; reality and, 229;
retroactive, 8
Reformation and Counter
Reformation, 389, 390
Religious beliefs, 196; aging
and, 265; converts and,
302nU2; death and afterlife
and, 379-80; fanaticism
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and, 395n53; hatred and,
3 04nI27, 304nI29; India
and, 370; morality and, 2I;
origins of, 45-46. see also
Christianity; pagan cults,
3 0 5-6nI53; respect for,
41-42; vita contempi ativa
and, 33-34; voluntary
suffering and, 18-20
Religious madness, 15-16
Remembering. See Memory
Renunciation, 227, 407
Reparations, crime and
criminals and, 147
Resignation, 236, 254
Resistance, 228
Respect, 41-42, 330nII2
Responsibility, 94
Restitution, 163-64
Resurrection, Christianity
and, 53-54
Revelations, 303nI22
Revenge: crime and criminals,
147, 148; hate and, 205;
Jewish people and, 151-52;
praise and, 166; solitude
and, 195; suffering and, 237
Reverence, 355nI35
Riddles, 270, 353m23, 405
Rights and duties, 78-80, 120,
200, 214, 403-4
Rituals, 33, 51, 296n52, 382
Rococo style, 34m6, 34m8
Roman Empire, 51-53, 157
Romantic movement, 6, 119,
142, 188, 320tlIl, 3 26-27n88
Rome, Romans
Rules, 228, 3431123
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Sabbath day, 337n85
Sacrifice: Chris tianity and, 45;
concern for others and, 1 I 2 ;
deception and, 218; fear and
superstition, 382; gods and,
97; knowledge and, 37;
morality and, II, 161-62,
164; praise and blame, 107;
self-sacrifice, 208, 393, 394;
sin and, 67
Sages, 238
Saints, 16, 186
Salt, 2921124
Salvation: Chris tianity and,
1 2 , 43, 53, 99; damnation
and, 3061ll60; faith and,
3 16n69; innocence and, 194;
souls and, 249, 30711174
Satisfaction, power and, 202
Scapegoats, 107, II 7, 173
Scholars and scholarship, 8,
156, 179, 222-23
Science: causality and, 9;
classical education and,
139-40; experimentation
and, 224-25; human life
span and, 269-70; lure of
knowledge and, 230-31;
morality and, 1 3 , 35311123;
nature and, 327n89; origins
and, 299n98; philosophy
and, 358-59, 360-61, 406-7
Second namre, 232
Security, 43 , 1 1 7, 1 26-27,
129-30, 302nI l5, 397
Self-awareness, 24, 38
Self-centeredness, 70
Self-contempt, 51
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Self-control: feeling of power
and, 394; human drives
and, 75-77, 403-4; power
and, 226-27
Self-creation, 397-98, 402-3
Self-deception, 183
Self-determination, 7 1-72
S elf-esteem: conscientiousness
and, 167; denigrating other
people and , 207; love and,
254; thinkers and, 246,
348n79
S elf-examination, Nietzsche
and, 357-58
S elf-hatred, Christianity
and, 59
Self-importance, 160, 203
Self-interest, II1-I2
Selfishness, 252, 274-75,
349n91, 3541ll3I, 369- See
also Ulterior motives
Self-knowledge, 3 8 , 85-87, 160;
art and artists , 21I;
cowardice and, 201; dreams
and, 94; experience and,
88-91; fear and, 261-62,
271-72; feelings of
superiority and, 226;
goodness and, 254;
individualism and, 401-2;
love and, 199; memory and,
182; morality and, 268;
philosophy and, 30Il1107;
power and, 196-97;
pseudo-egotism, 72,
396-97; self-examination
and, 357-58; solitude and,
227-28; thin kers and, 207
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Selflessness, compassion and,
101-3
Self-mastery, 75, 404
Self-overcoming, 163, 203,
252, 261
Self-regard, 216, 340nI3I
Self-sacrifice, 208, 393, 394
Sensitivity, 3I4n33
S ensuality, 186, 198, 289nI6
Sentimentality, 126, 184
S ermon on the Mount,
344-45n38, 346n56, 346n64
Service, egoists and, 186
Sexuality, 55-56, 194, 250
Shame, 203, 206, 2II, 214, 244
Shortcuts, to moral virtue,
41, 43
Shyness, 167
Sickness. See Health
Silence, 219-20, 230, 263, 281,
345n40, 36o
Sin: actors and, 26; Apostle
Paul and, 50; conscience
and, 159; crime and
criminals, 147; douht and,
64; God and, 60; hatred
and, 216; punishment and,
379n28; sacrifices and, 67;
transparency and, 277
Skepticism, TI7-18, 240-41,
388-89
Slavery, 153, 268-69, 3 9 6
Sleep, 209, 400
"Slow cures," 6-7, 235, 400
"Slow reading," 6, 7, 3 74-76,
408
Social classes, 149, 153-55, 396
Socialism, 131, J54, 323n53, 389
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Social welfare, 323n53;
individualism and, 100-101,
394; moral fashions and,
127; self-interest and, 1 I 2
Socratic philosophy, II-12, 24,
121, 124, 233
Solace, 16-17, 40-41, 210
Solitude, 128-29, 255-56;
education and, 228; evil
and, 248-49; fear and, 173;
friendship and, 244, 347n72,
400; humanity and, 343022;
ideal selfishness and, 369;
making a home and, 239;
need for, 195, 241, 245; the
present and, 227-28; vita
contemplativa and, 227;
writing of Dawn (Nietzsche)
and, 364
Sophism, 124, 32Il128
Souls: diseases of, 40-41, 235,
400; immortality of, 249;
nature of, 191; psychology
and, 359, 3 60; salvation and ,
307nI74; torture of, 56-58;
tranquility of, J83
Spirit, 297n72; aging and, 263;
change and, 281; evil and,
212; experience and, 240;
lack of, 3 23n5I; pride and,
27; primitive peoples and,
30; pure spirit, 32
Spirituality, 39-40, 229-30,
327n92; Christianity
and, 44; Dawn (Nietzsche)
and, 377-78; diseases of the
soul and, 40-41; j udgments
and, 60
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Spiritual leaders, 18-19, 47-51,
57-58, 196, 293n29, 293n30
State, 100, II2, 13I, 145, 394;
founder of. 1 48; slave of. 154
Stoicism, 106, 173, 3 1 7n82
Stone guest, 57, 197, 307nI7I,
337nS4
Strangers, 193, 210
Strength, evil of, 207-S
Sturm und Drang, 349n90
Stylites, 293n32
Subjugation, to morality, 69
Sublimation, 147, 402
Sublime, the, 275, 382-83 , 402
Substitute-conscience, 200
Subterranean paths, 1-2,
288n4
Success, 226
Suffering: ancient Greeks and,
30Snr84, 319n7; compassion
and, 101-6, I I I , 237,
294n40; consolation and,
395-96; courage and, 203;
drive for distinction and,
80-81, 82; Epicurean system
and, 3S0n30; fear and
superstition, 381; God and,
65; humanity and, 221;
individualism and, 100-101;
indulgence and, 161;
irrationality and, 163-64;
Jewish people and, 150-51;
knowledge and, 82-84; love
and, 317nSI; morality and,
17-20, 2S, 394-95;
Pa ndora's box and, 298n87;
sin and, 60; solace and,
16-17, 30111I I I ;

transformation and,
3 13-14n29; truth and, 220;
virtue and, 294n39; writing
of Dawn (Nietzsche) and,
3 63-64
Suicide, 147, 151, 156, 181, 187
S uperhuman passions, 24-25,
296n64
Superiority, feelings of, 189,
226
S uperstitions, 21-23, 28-29, 35,
62. See aLso Fear and
superstition
Swindlers, 212, 254
Symbolism, 256
Sympathetic affection, HO-I I I
Systematizers, 193
Talent, learning and, 262
Talkativeness, 165-66
Teachers, 138-39, 246-47,
348n8 I . See also Education
Temperament, 200-201
Ten Commandments, 319n5
Theater, 169-70, 178, 252,
3 24n65, 332n20, 334n39
Theology, 21. See also
Christianity
Thinkers: abstraction and,
35-36; boldness of, 257;
character of, 233-41;
companionship and, 192;
conclusions and, 210;
contemplation and, 34, 213;
experience and, 276,
35511I43; friendship and,
243 , 250; frugality and,
279-80; h ierarchy of,
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228-29; human character
and, 247-52; independence
and, 35511I49; practicality
and, 251: self-esteem and,
246, 348n79; self-knowledge
and, 207, 227- 2 8 ; shame
and, 244; truth and,
233-34; vanity and, 255;
virtue and, 252. See also
Philosophers
Third eye, the, 252
Thoughts: actions and, 93;
freethinkers and, 20;
self-knowledge and, 207;
value of, 246; words and
language and, 176
Timidity, 109, 1 27, 216,
336nn, 397
Title, Dawn (Nietzsche) and,
367, 367nIO, 368-69
Toleration, 179, 214
Torture, 56-58, 166, 349n89
Tradition. See Custom
Tragedy, I25-26, 3 22n38,
3 24n65
Tranquility, 183
Transfiguration, 10, 29Ill9, 382
Transitoriness, feelings of,
3 8-39
Transparency, 276-77
Trappist monasteries, 137,
3 24n72
Truth: actors and, 217;
character and, 215;
Christianity and, 54,
66-67; consolation and,
220, 34Ill2; education and,
141; ethical judgments and,
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71; hunt for, 213; influential
people and, 231; love and,
24J; passions and, 2 66-67;
philosophers and, 233-34;
power and, 251-52, 259-60;
praise and, 176; self
knowledge and, 261-62;
value of, 245; virtue and,
232-33
Tyrol, 212

Obermensch, 296n64
Ugliness, 168-69, 205, 253,
272, 339nIn. See also Beauty
Ulterior motives, 54-55, 70,
J01-2
Unconventional thinking, 249
Usury, 151-52, 190, 335n68
Utilitarianism, 166-67, 205
Utility, nature and, 3 0-31
Utopia, 319n97
Vacations, I29
Vanity, n8-I9, 138-3 9 , 206,
2II, 255
Venice, 212, 246
Victory, 281, 35511I50
Violence, 199, 207-8, 214
Virtue: Christianity and,
62-63, 302nn6;
competition and, 260;
converts and, 182; cruelty
as, 26-27; four cardinal
virtues, 276; future virtues,
273-74; German culture
and, r67; grace and, 178;
happiness and, 144-45,
232-33; hypocrisy and, 1 85;
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Virtue (continued)
integrity and, 378n24; list
of, 294-95n41; politeness
and , 213; suffering and,
294n39; thinkers and, 252;
transparency and, 276-77;
wars and, 133-34;
weaknesses and, 163
Visions: Apostle Paul and,
49-50; Christianity and,
31On208; happiness and,
273; madness and, 47, 395
Vita contemplativa: origins of,
34-35; Protestant theology
and, 63-64; renunciation
and , 407; solitude and, 227;
value of, 33-34, 299n97
Volu ntary suffering, 17-20

Wanderer and His Shadow,
The (Nietzsche) , 385
Wanting, meani ng of, 9 3
Wars, 130, 133-34
Weaknesses, 103-4, 163, 192,
208
Weather, 193

Weaving, 315n37
Weight, 240
Wilderness, 293n31, 303l1I2I
Will, 96-98, 136
Will to power, 40r
Wisdom, [98, 255, 263
Women, 166, 182, 202, 214,
215, 250
Words and language:
affectation and, 186; clarity
of communications and,
208; ego, 377; ego and, 85;
fanaticism and, 395;
knowledge and, 3 8 , 335n55;
promises and, 202-3,
33811105; reality and,
159-60; thoughts and, 176
Work, glorification of, 1 26-27,
129, 397
Workers, 152, 153-55
Works , faith and, 21, 63-64
Worthiness, 238
Wrath, 32
Writing, forms of, 372-74
Youth. See Children and youth
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